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Foreword 
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A true story (maybe it happened and maybe it didn't 
happen, but most stories, finally, are true): I went to see 
an old man recently, on a Wednesday. He was-and still 
is, I presume-a carpenter, and I needed a new screen 
door for my porch. I gave him the dimensions and then, 
following an unexpected urge, I asked him, "What is 
writing?" I expected him not to hear me. Or, I expected 
him to hear but to pretend not to hear. I expected him to 
look askance at my irrelevant question. To my surprise, 
rhe old man didn't miss a beat. He said, "Writing . . .  it's 
like wood. Sure. You could cut it up just about any way 
you like. You could turn a block of wood into a hen
house, or you could carve it int() your new screen door, 
then dress it up with a rough coat of primer and a slick, 
buttery coat of burgundy paint. That's writing, too. 
Writing. You could take your letters-how many is it? 
twenty something?-and write this, write that, declare 
war or woo your sweetie. When you gonna want this 
door finished, boy?" 

I told him to finish the door when he could. I was think
ing about his answer to my question. He sort of cupped 
the back of my neck in a gesture of tenderness between 
new friends: "You come back Friday. Pay me then." 

In my dreams, I sometimes meet dead people like 
Jackie Robinson and Carl Jung. I especially like meeting 
Carl Jung, and my Jung dream is always pretty much the 
same, with minor alterations from rime to time. In my 
most recent Jung dream, I walked across a pillowy bed of 
reddish mud, but my boots never got dirty. Each step 
pulled cleanly away from the pulpy ground with a soft, 
sucking sound. I've come to love that sound, so I walked 
deliberately and passed through free-standing arches 
made of rough stone and shaped like cathedral windows, 
kind of pointy at the top. At last, there he was, in a stone 
cabin whose barn-like doors were flung wide open so 
that even a drunk elephant could stagger through, touch-

ing nothing bur atmosphere. He was waiting for me in 
an Eastern lotus position, atop the same red-velvet cush
ion my childhood cat used to sleep on with one eye 
open, waiting for my mother to shoo him away. (Then 
my mother would swipe viciously at the orange fur he'd 
leave behind. The fur, I always noticed, never really 
moved. Each time, my mother beat the cushion as if it 
were an incorrigible child, all for naught, and in fact the 
fur was still there in my dream: faded now to a pale 
beige, but there nevertheless. But Mr. Jung didn't mind.) 
He said, "Sit down." 

"What is writing?" (I surprised him in my most recent 
Jung dream by asking this question. This dream had 
been needing a change of pace; I had felt for some time 
that I should ask him something new.) 

"Writing, Hmm. Certainly. Writing . . .  well, letters and 
words are the bricks in the path toward the collective 
unconscious. Yes, that's writing. When we write, we 
reveal and discover. This is true whether or not we 
intend to reveal and discover. (What we consciously 
intend rarely matters; unconscious desire is everything 
and rules-or should I say tyrannizes?--all that one 
does.)" At this point, Mr. Jung stopped briefly to wink at 
me in the manner of a dead person who is merry and sat
isfied. He continued: "The best of us write and write and 
write ourselves to a spectacular d iscovery, to a place 
beyond our selfish, voracious bodies: a final frontier of 
camaraderie. You become you and more�than�you. I 
become me and more-than-me, blending perfectly-like 
good food and good wine-with the you who is more
than-you. If we write, we should write and write and 
write. The more we write, the farther along we journey 
in our search for common ground. In the act of writing, 
each of us is both one and a hundred and one. Each of 
us is manifold: each is good and evil, man a.nd woman. 
The old wise man, Walt Whitman . . .  he said, 'I am not 
contained between my hat and my boots.' Writing's that 
way. In writing, the writer is the writer and more-than
the-writer. He becomes an aggregate, unencumbered by 
boundaries, uncontained between his hat and his boots. 
Gaze above you: there he is in the most distant yellow 
star. There he is-look down and see!-at the molten 
center of the earth." 
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"So writing is good, then?" I asked, realizing that I 
would need about an hour to consider his reply. 

"Writing is very good," he said. He smiled. His smile 
was the same smile I had seen (while awake, of course) 
on the face of the old carpenter. He drew deeply, as if for 
air, on an ivory pipe, closing his eyes like a sleepy child. 

I woke from my dream, well rested. I grew happy. I was 
having terrific luck with my "What is writing?" question: 
an ancient, spry wood-worker and a dead legend were re
made as assistants in my bid to discover the secret soil of 
writing. ·n·uly, I began to care enormously about knowing 
the essence of writing. Bur I was low on milk for cereal 
and coffee and decided on a mile-long walk to the mar
ket. It was early June, and the day had broken cool on my 
skin in a mist of air. It was hard to tell if the day would 
inch toward hear and humidity. I began my walk and 
soon passed a neighbor reading the newspaper, which he 
held up in the air with both hands. He was sitting in a 
green plastic chair positioned at the end of his driveway. 
For about eight months of every year, he did this each 
morning; he did not do this in November, December, 
January, and February (and he did not do it in March if 
the cold winds and snows were still coming). As I passed 
him, I glanced at the back page of the front section of his 
newspaper, the weather page, seeing in the upper-left cor
ner a drawing of a full sun like a lodestar afire with 
orange center and yellow edge. That, presumably, meant a 
forecast of hear. Heat like a friend, I hoped. Hear like a 
thin coat of comfortably warm water. 

I passed slowly, as if approaching Mr. J ung in the pre
vious night's dream, and studied the man's thick-skinned 
brow of folds and lines like distant Ohio farmland seen 
from the window of a j umbo jet, and each time he 
flipped a page, his brow marked the effort by featuring a 
kind of V cutting through rhe horizontal furrows, the 
point reaching the tip of his nose. V: a beautiful letter, 
two lines splayed outward and upward from the same 
root like a storm-weary willow. It struck me suddenly 
that it was still perhaps early, very early; the marker was 
probably not yet open. I could still hear the motorized 
hum of the night-rime bugs beneath the mouth-sounds 
and wing-rushes of birds. And then, just as I began to 
adjust to my awareness of night unbecoming, the hum 
ceased and day rook over, flooding my cheek with sun 
and sky and the wet-rock taste of sky. It would be hot, I 

decided, bur the day would glow like the faint-rose pages 
of early summer catalogs for women, and I had nothing 
to do anyway except sit on my porch and read and melt 
pleasantly like a softening peach. 

"Sir," I said simply to the man, "I am your neighbor." 
"Yes, yes,'' he said. There was a glint in the man's 

pupils which told me that he had been waiting for me 
for the balance of his lifetime. He nearly set the newspa
per upon his lap. "Let me tell you what writing is." 

"Yes,"  I said. I said again, "Yes. "  I could scarcely 
believe my good fortune. 

"Writing is milk," he declared after a pause, with the 
conviction of a sentry. 

"Writing is milk?" 
"Writing is milk, spilled milk, a mother sow's milk for 

her fourteen children, milk for your coffee, and just milk." 
,, 

'1How is it that writing is inilk? His answer was unsat� 
isfactory for me . . .  too symbolic, maybe. Too milky? I was 
suddenly unhappy, and there was a supple globule of 
impatienCe pressing my trachea. I was intent on an 
archetypal brand of understanding in  the ancient pattern 
of listen and receive; I did nor understand this man's 
early morning riddle. 

There was a pause. Then, my neighbor's voice became 
different, rich, even chocolaty. "Milk, n he said, "is funda
mentally mammalian. Milk is good for the bones. I say 
again, then: writing is milk." That was all he said. He 
nimbly reached his two hands down and gripped his 
right ankle as if it were a flag-pole he meant to ease from 
rhe ground. He lifted and drew his ankle in toward him 
and set it atop his left knee. He was smiling, barely. He 
retrieved rhe newspaper from his lap and shook our rhe 
sports section. 

The day would be hot, I thought again, bur not until 
later, not for another stretch of cool sunshine. It would 
be a good day, I decided, and moved on, hungrier than 
before and happy once more. I was fond of my neighbor 
again, my impatience waning just as quickly as it had 
surged. I never could maintain a grudge. The day would 
be hot, bur like a friend, and later--perhaps by supper
rime-there might be a light rain through a pinkish sky 
of clouds and the wild calls of geese. I didn't care. I 
would have my milk, a fresh gallon to last me three days 
or more. I was walking, walking. I turned a corner and 
was gone. 
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An Island 
No Longer 

Anonymous 
Course: Honors English 101 

Instructor: Jack Dodds 

Assignment: 
Write a personal experience essay. 

''AIDS is the result of your faulty morals," she said. "You 
must have engaged in either promiscuous or deviant sex, 
and that deserves punishment." My doctor's words were 
forever burned into my psyche. I had just found out that 
I had the AIDS virus, and I was alone, afraid and full of 
despair. I was ignorant of the disease and its workings, 
but I knew that it infected others with fear and paranoia. 

There were several bad doctors. One doctor thought 
that I needed oral sex, since he said, "I don't exactly see 
anyone lining up for you, so you might as well feel good 
while you can." Another doctor wanted me to come in 
an hour before his office opened and give him anal sex. 
"You just supply the condoms," he sairL I felt tainted by 
their suggestions. The self-inflicted isolation from other 
people affected me greatly. How could I possibly have sex 
with other people? I might accidentally infect them, 
dragging them down with me into this Hell. 

My mother told us boys that she didn't want to discov
er that any of her children were gay. How could I tell her 
that I had AIDS? So many people, including myself, 
thought that AIDS was mostly a "gay disease." I had 
experimented with man-to-man sex and thought that I 
had earned the disease as a result of my curiosity. I 
thought, "I have AIDS; therefore, I must be gay." At that 
time, everyone that I knew thought the same way. Could 
so many people be wrong? I had already lost my father's 
love because my teenage rages went unforgiven. I could
n't afford to lose my mother's love; it was the only thing 
that anchored me. 

Could my family or friends see how dirty I was, how 
sinful and decadent? Thinking that I might lose them, I 
wasn't brave enough to test their relationships by asking 
for their support. I felt worthless. It seemed that every
one was either hating me or thinking that I was conve
niently caged and easy to exploit. 

After several weeks of lethargy and chronic illness, my 
bedridden muscles had atrophied to a critical point. I 
was numb and couldn't move. I was paralyzed with the 
fear of dying, and death felt near and tangible. I felt 
betrayed; my body couldn't perform. In this ebb and 
flow of consciousness, I struggled to remain awake, 
afraid of sleep. 

The paramedics were called by my frightened uncle. I 
was hearing them only in fragments, as their voices were 
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vague and nearly incomprehensible. "All of the classic 
signs," one paramedic said. "His lungs are almost filled 
with fluid and he's hyperventilating. Hook up some oxy
gen!" the other one yelled. Cough! Gurgle! Wheeze! It 
was difficult to breathe; I was drowning in my own 
phlegm. Ironically, my near-death experience was the 
best thing that could have happened to me. I was finally 
taken to a place where they knew what was happening to 
me and didn't care what type of person I was; they just 
wanted me to get better. 

I spent many weeks in the Northwest Community 
Hospital in Arlington Heights and its satellite Continuing 
Care Center, rehabilitating from the complications caused 
from pneumonia, acute pain, and atrophied muscles. My 
portable intravenous machine, which I had named 
Matilda, accompanied me for nearly four weeks. We were 
inseparahle. She didn't mind coming with me to my first 
physical therapy session. I had to sit on a large, red rubber 
ball and bounce. Matilda helped me to drink my meals, 
flushing me with carefully measured chemical nutrienrs. 
The blendered pizza was the most memorable meal. She 
wasn't embarrassed by my nudity when the nurses gave me 
sponge baths. My sweet sustainer was always compassion
ate and quietly supportive, all that you could ask for in a 
relationship. Since I have become well, she has moved on 
to the next critically ill person. 

When I was at !he Continuing Care Center, I stared at 
the white-washed ceilings, virtually immobile, and I was 
bored out of my mind. I had a lot of time to think about 
my situation and how I was going to react to it. 

At first,tI wanted to keep my illness a secret and not 
allow even my mother to come and see me. I would 
throw tantrums and yell at the visitors who came. I 
thought that if the visitors couldn't see me sick, then I 
wasn't infested with this wasting disease. I wasn't ill. No 
one saw me ill. They couldn't have seen me; therefore, I 
didn't have AIDS. This was all a mistake. The doctors 
couldn't see that I was well. The pills that I was popping 
into my mouth as if they were M&Ms were really just 
sugar pills. The doctors were trying to trick me into 
thinking that I was sick. They get their money from sick 
people. I grasped at any delusion that would enable me 
to think that I was well. 

A cold, a sneeze, or even an airborne virus could have 
sent me spiraling back into unconsciousness. My 
immune system was that low. Everyone had to wear sur
gical masks and I thought it was funny. I couldn't con
centrate on the seriousness of the situation and kept 
making jokes about the nursing staff, thinking that they 
all looked as if they were from the TV show M.A.S.H. I 
had given all of the nurses names that fitted appearances 
or  their personalities. Radar, Major  Hoolihan and 
Colonel Potter: these were TV stars who visited me regu
larly to give me medicine or to check up on me. I needed 
the levity to help me through the graveness of my situa
tion. I believe that my humor has helped me to look at 
the positive aspects of things, enabling me to endure my 
pain and my sorrow. Because of this perspective, my ill
ness doesn't seem that overwhelming. 

My humor and positive perspective have helped me to 
heal. There were times when I felt overwhelmed by my 
pain, was numb and unable to respond to those around 
me. Those twilight times were morose and consuming. 
Since I had negatively focused on my illness, or ignored 
it altogether, I had little attention, or energy, for healing. 

Now, I try to find beauty in everything, no matter 
how opaque the image might be. Every day is a new 
story; every place is a new adventure. I often find myself 
surrounded and enthralled by people, places and evenrs 
so diverse in their flavor that I never become complacent 
in my wonder of them. 

Through my senses, I've experienced some wondrous 
things. There's an evening hush that I cherish: when the 
sun sleeps under her earthly blanket, a cool fog playfully 
kisses my face, and the breeze caresses me and the trees 
goodnight. During that time, I sit by the quiet pond 
near my house and listen to a robin warble her love song. 
She sings on her stage for the entire world to hear, not 
caring what the world's opinion may be. My soul and her 
song are harmonized, complementing and understanding 
each other's intensities. She resonates out from the 
depths of her soul and I, from the raw emotional intensi
ty, weep. 

Hate and prejudice confuse me. It seems that they act 
like a dirty film, oozing over other people's eyes and 
obscuring life's pleasant possibilities. What I don't under-
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stand is how people become so comfortable behind their 
smeared lenses that they appreciate neither the suffering 
nor the simple joy that persists around them. It is essen
tial that I embrace my pain and develop my empathy. 
Empathy teaches me how similar I am to other people, 
helping me to recognize those same feelings in others. 

There may be some people that feel my viewpoint is 
childish and unrealistic. These cynics might feel that I'm 
escaping, and not addressing, the painful reality that 
shadows my existence. Natve1 neurotic and nonsensical, 
that is what the realists might call me. I refuse to bow 
under the pressure of a cynical society because it thinks 
that it possesses the realistic point of view. Society seems 
to be so hurt from life's painful instructions that it's vigi
lant against any injury to itself and turns away from life's 
beautiful moments. How can you realize the beauty of a 
moment when you're too absorbed and distracted by the 
pain that you feel? 

My hope is to find similar people (or those who know 
of others like me) and compare our experiences. That is 
why I chose to go back to school. Were there other people 
in the past that felt the same way that I do? How did they 
handle their situation? School has become therapy for me, 
enabling me to accept my illness. Philosophy, literature 
and history classes have taught me a lot and helped me to 
grow. By sharing my own observances, I want to give 
hope to others who might feel as I did: isolated, yet sur
rounded by an ocean of ignorance and stigma. 

Evaluation: This student's varied and moving 
account ofhis painful experience well illustrates 

the power of language to transform alarming, disturbing 
details of lift into something of real beauty. 

3 
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The 
Greatest 
Passion 

Seung H. Baek 
Course: English as a Second Language (ESL 069) 

Instructor: Ilona Sala 

Assignment: 
Whte a brief essay about what makes a good teacher. 

What makes a good teacher?. Knowledge, experience and 
skills are important, but a teacher's passion for his or her 
srudents is essential. I've. known a teacher who was bCJrn 
to be a teacher, and who gave all his heart to his pupils. 

I met Jin, my English teacher, in the second year of 
high school. He was a man who was totally out of fash
ion.. He wore only a couple of gray suits and some plain 
T-shirrs, which made him look much older than he was. 
Every student guessed he had to do laundry every day 
because it seemed he didn't have clothes enough for a 
week. Moreover, he rode a bike for transportation, even 
if it was raining or snowing. Evet.l his face was odd 
because his eyes couldn't focus on anything. Even if he 
wa.s looking at me, I couldn't figure out what he was 
looking at. He once told me that eye surgery could maket
them focus right, but he would do it later. It was a mys
tery when he had to sell his car and house and delay the 
surgery, because he hardly spent money for himself; he 
just had one. daughter, whom he had adopted. One 
month before our graduation, a newspaper article 
stunned all the students and reachers of my high school 
and solved the mystery about Jin. The story had begun 
when one of my classmates lost .her parents in a car ecci
dent. After the accident, the government offered money, 
but not very much, so she worked hard to support her 
two little sisters. She almost quit school. bur an anony
mous person volunteered to support the three girls. My 
schoolmates and I often talked about the person, and we 
supposed rhe volunteer was rich or a relative of Jesus. 
According to the newspaper article, Jin was the supporter 
who had been paying for their rent and education for 
three years. 

Now, I understood why he had to ride a bike in rain 
and snow, move into an old and small apartment, delay 
his eye surgery, and wear old clothes. I wept at my blind
ness. Whenever I saw him, I only saw that he was inele
gant and his eyes were unfocused. Maybe his pure soul 
was so bright, it hurned my eyes. 

Evaluation: !love Seungs potttayal of a man 
who taught he>' an impottant lesson. 

Her epiphany is heartwrenching. 



Paradise Missed: 
The False Epiphany 
of Johnny Hake in 
"The Housebreaker 

of Shady Hill" 
Eugene F Beiswenger 
Course: English I 02o

Instructor: Kris Piepenburg 

Assignment: 
Write a literary research paper that 

draws on at least seven critical sources. 

In 1958, author John Cheever released a collection of sto
ries entitled 7/Je Housebreaker ofShady Hi/lnand Other 
Stories . This collection chronicled much of rhe author's 
previously released short llcrion from the 1950's and 
included several critically acclaimed works. The award
winning stories in this collection included "The Five
Forty-Eight," which won the Benjamin Franklin 
Magazine award in 1955, and "The Country Husband," 
which received the prestigious 0. Henry Award in 1956. 
The title story, "The Housebreaker of Shady Hill," has 
been largely ignored. Its only claim is the fact that 
Cheever received $40,000 from MGM studios for the 
film rights (Meanor 15). 

T h e H a r p e r  A n t h o l o g y 

Critical response to "The Housebreaker of Shady Hill" 
has been somewhat mixed. While critic Eugene Chesnick 
points to the story's "technical ingenuity," he criticizes the 
work for not exploring anything new in the form of the 
story (130). James E. O'Hara complains that "Cheever 
has sensed the comic possibilities of his material and has 
chosen to play it for laughs rather than explore it for 
ideas" (48). Cheever, on the other hand, had a certain 
fondness for the story. In the preface to his PulitLer Prize
winning collection The Stories of jolm Cheever, he stated 
that his favorite stories were often composed out loud; he 
said: " I  remember exclaiming: 'My Natne js Johnny 
Hake!"' (vii), in a reference to the opening line of "T'he 
Housebreaker of Shady Hill." While most of the criticism 
has been generally positive, critics have passed the story 
off as a "tidy moral tale" (Coale l 9) or, because of its 
apparent happy ending, listed Johnny Hake as one of "the 
'success stories' among Cheever's characrers"(Ril.;y 48). A 
deeper analysis of this story and its protagonist may reveal 
that Cheever was telling something more than a simple 
moral tak 

On the surface, "The Housebreaker of Shady Hill" 
appears to be a simple story of sin and redemption. The 
protagonist, Johnny Hake, is living out the American 
Dream. He has a good job in the city, an idyllic life in the 
suburbs, a wife and four children. His circumstances take 
an abrupt turn for the worse when Johnny's boss, Gil 
Bucknam, slips into alcoholism and the owner of the 
company sends Johnny to fire him. Johnny goes to Gil 
Bucknam's home but takes pity on him and leaves. Gil 
Bucknam then goes on the wagon and subsequently fires 
Johnny. After he loses his job, Johnny trios to "strike out 
on [his] own" (Cheever 255) but is a complete failure. 
With bills coming due, he is forced to burglarize one of 
his neighbors, and as a result, is plunged into a moral 
dilemma. After being mired in guilt for having "broken 
all the unwritten laws that held the community together" 
(259), he comes to realize that "there were ways out of 
[his] trouble if [he] cared to make use of them" (268). He 
gets his old job back, returns the money that he has 
stolen, and his life appears to be perfect again. 

Because the story is narrated by the protagonist, we are 
forced to view the events that have taken place through 
his eyes. From the outset, he tells the reader that this is 
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going to be a confession. In the first paragraph, Johnny 
says quite clearly that he is laying his soul bare, or as he 
puts it: he is, "so to speak, naked at the moment and talk
ing into the dark" (253). While confessing his sins to the 
reader, Johnny describes attitudes and the real nature of 
his suburban existence by telling the reader about his rela .. 
tionships. There are three significant relationships that 
Johnny deals with in the story: his relationship to his 
neighbors, his relationship to his mother, and his relation
ship to his wife. 

Several of Cheever's stories are set in the mythical town 
of Shady Hill, and much has been written about this view 
of suburbia. Critic Patrick Meanor interprets Cheever's 
suburbia in mythological terms. He describes Shady Hill 
as "both Eden and Hades" and notes that its inhabitants 
are torn between these two paradoxes ( 18). Cheever has 
suggested that suburbia reflects the aspirations of his own 
social class, which came of age after World War I I  (Coale 
9), and he has also stated that his suburban 

I
towns wereo

metaphors for confinement (Hershey 02). This ambigu
ous view of suburbia is all tvo evident in Johnny Hake's 
opinion of Shady Hill. 

Johnny is fond of his suburban existence but feels inad
equate compared to his neighbors. He defends his Shady 
Hill against critical "city planners, adventurers, and lyric 
poets" by saying that "if you work in the city and have 
children to raise, [,he] can't think of a better place" (258). 
Unfortunately, this defense is not extended to his neigh
bors. He never says that he is rich bur says that his "neigh
bors are rich" (258), and he speaks of them with a tone of 
resentment. In describing the Warburtons, the family 
from whom he steals nine hundred dollars, he says that 
they "arc rich, bur they don't mix; they may nor even 
care" (255). When describing Tom Maitland, another 
neighbor that he attempts to burglarize, he says that he is 
"at least a millionaire" bur goes on to say that "his wife is 
the f:�ttest woman in Shady Hill, and nobody much likes 
his children" (267). He describes Maitland's life as "a 
tower of matchsticks ... [and] a breath could bring the 
whole thing down" (267). When his neighbors, the 
Toblers, are having a softball game and he is not invited, 
he complains: "Why wasn't I asked to play softball at the 
Toblers'? Why should social aggrandizement -climbing, 
really··--exclude a nice guy like me from a softball game?" 

(264). These issues reveal much about Johnny's feelings of 
guilt for having committed this crime. It is also clear that 
climbing up the social ladder is a real issue with Johnny 
because of his humble beginnings and a childhood domi
nated by his mother. 

Much of the narrative is dedicated to Johnny's con
tentious relationship with his mother. He is somewhat 
appreciative of what she has given hitn because "she sent 
[him] through college, arranged for [him] to spend [his] 
vacations in pleasant landscapes and fired [his] ambitions, 
such as they are" (256). But her kindness came at a price. 
He explains that "she never bought [him] an overcoat or a 
cheese sandwich when [he] was a kid without telling 
[him] that it came out of her principal" (255). While he 
feels sad for her because she "lives in a hotel in Cleveland" 
and imagines that she_is ''lonely and among strangers/' 
the fact that she still has some "biting teeth left in her 
gums" indicates the pain that she is still able to inflict on 
him even though she is hundreds of miles away (256). He 
still, however, wants to reconcile his relationship with her. 
He has "often invited her to come and live with [them]" 
and sends her "flowers and presents, and [writes] her 
every week" (256). Because of his mother's opinion of 
Johnny's marriage, these overtures go unanswered or 
unappreciated. Johnny flat out tells the reader that his 
"mother hated Christina'' (255). He continues by saying: 
"she bitterly opposed my marriage and our relations have 
been strained ever since" (256). While his mother still 
harbors resentment toward him and his marriage, he still 
makes these attempts at reconciliation because he would 
like to "think of her at three in the morning without 
guilt, and so she could be spared loneliness and neglect in 
her old age" (257). Johnny's mother is clearly a domineer
ing woman, a force that Johnny has had to contend with 
his entire life. Her apron strings seemed to be "thrown 
across the Atlantic and Pacific oceans; they seemed to be 
looped, like vapor trails across the very drum of heaven" 
(256). While this image of womanhood is one of strength 
and dominance, it is in sharp contrast to the image of his 
wife that Johnny presents to the reader. 

Johnny clearly adores his wife but does not consider 
her an equal partner. With an almost adolescent passion, 
he lists one of his pleasures as "looking into the front of 
Christina's dress as she bends over" (253). He describes 
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her as ''a pretty woman in the prime of her I He" and says 
that "she had sweetened much of [his) life" (255). This 
admiration has caused him to treat her like a China cloll 
that will shatter under the slightest pressure. He hasn't 
"painted anything like an adequate picture" (255) of their 
deteriorating financial condition. He argues that "the 
truth would make her cry and ruin her make-up .. and 
she would sleep in the guest room"; besides, "her igno-· 
ranee of financial necessity is complete" (255). In this 
relationship, Cheever is exposing a flaw, not only in his 
protagonist, but also a certain shallowness that exists in 
his suburban world of Shady Hill. 

To paint a clearer picture of Johnny, his situation and 
suburbia in general, Cheever uses several symbols. The 
three most dominant symbols in rhe story are wealth and 
riches, water, and darkness and light. 

For Johnny, money is a symbol that rakes on an almost 
religious aspect. While most people are cautioned not to 
speak about religion or politics, Johnny's "mother taught 
[him) never to speak about money when there was a 
shirtful, and [he has] always been very reluctant ro speak 
about ir when there was a scarcity" (255). When Johnny 
was afraid of financial ruin, m·oney to him seemed more 
imporrant than love: ''I had yearned for some women ... 
but it seemed to me that I had never yearned for anyone 
the way I yearned for money that night" (257). Ir was for 
this re;1son that stealing became a form of sacrilege. More 
rhan "adulrery" or "drunkenness,)) "it was only 'steal' and 
all irs allied nouns, verbs and adverbs that had the power 
to tyrannize over !his] nervous system" (261). The way 
that Johnny saw it, "theft took precedence over all other 
sins in the [ten commandments) and was a sign of moral 
death" (261). 

The most prevalent symbol in the story is water, espe
cially in the f-()rm of rain. In the beginning of the srory, 
when Johnny goes to Gil Bucknam's home to tell him he's 
fired, the rain appears to be an ornen. The reader rhinks 
that something bad is about to happen because "a storm 
was about to break'' (254). In the same sentence, howev
er, the image of the rain becomes more conciliatory: 
"Everything stood in a gentile half darkness so much like 
dawn that it seemed as if we should be sleeping and 
dreaming, and not bringing one another bad news" 

(254). It is the rain that helps Johnny to defY the compa
ny owner's wishes and refrain from firing Gil Bucknam. 

The burglary scene is filled with water images. While 
committing the burglary, the life-giving and life-aflinning 
moisture is leaving him. Johnny tells the reader: "All sali
va was gone, the lubricants seemed to drain out of my 
heart, and whatever the juices were that kept my legs 
upright were going" (258), After Johnny has stolen nine 
hundred dollars from the w.,rburtons, water and images 
of rain appear to be tied to images of stability and com
fort as he tries to deal with the reality that he is a thief: 
Johnny asks: «where were the trout streams of my youth, 
and other innocent pleasures? ..o. the Wf!t-leather smell of 
the loud waters and the keen woods after � smashing 
rain ... all the brooks full. .. of trout, or sunken rreasurc" 
(258). The only images of moisture that are left to him 
are his tears. 

The single most dominant image of water appears near 
the end of the story, when it is the rain that helps to bring 
Johnny's apparent epiphany. Johnny has already stolen 
$900 from the W.,tburtons, has failed in his attempt to 
burglarize the Mait:lands and is on his way to the Pewters: 

While I was walking toward the Pewters', there was a harsh 
stirring in all the trees and gardens, like a drat-(· on a hcd or 
fire, and I wondered what it was until I ldt the rain on my 
hands and f.'lce, and rhen I began to laugh .... l wish I could 
say that kindly lion had set me straight, or :w innocent 
child, or the strains of some Jisrant music from some 
church, but it was no more th:Hl rhc rain on my head--··the 
smell of it flying up to my nose-that showed me t!H� 
extent of my freedom., .. There were ways om of my trouble 
if I cared to make usc of rhem. J was not trapped. I was here 
on eanh because I chose to be. And it W;J.S no skin off my 
elbow how f'd been given the gifi:s of lifC so long as I pos
sessed them, and I posses,.;cd them then---the tie bt'tw<·cn 
the wet grass roots and the hair that grew out or my body, 
the thrill of my morrality thar I had known of :mmmcr 
nights, loving the children and looking down the fi-onr (lr 
Christina's dress. (268) 

It is rhis scene that has generated the most critical analy
sis. Meanor interprets that Johnny's "epiphany takes place 
when he perceives momentarily that he is joined to 
nature and 'naturally' baptized by rain" (77). Chesnick 
says that he "is kept from further crime by being caught 
in a rainstorm and so having his love of life restored" 
(125). In similar f."hion, Coale states that "when the rain 
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falls on him . . .  he regains his lost sense of values ... [and is] 
baptized by the rain and restored to his appreciation of 
and respect for both natural beauty and suburban decen
cy" and uses this evidence to contend that this is na talc; of 
innocence lost and regained" (19). While this event could 
indeed represent a true epiphany, it still does not save 
Johnny from his difficult circumstances. This does not 
come about until the next day when Gil Bucknam calls to 
offer Johnny his old job back. It is this event and the 
meaning of the word "patablendeum" that could point to 
a slightly different interpretation. 

One of the most enigmatic terms in the story is "para� 
blendeum." At various times in the story, it is used as a 
noun, a proper noun, and an adjective. Cheever uses it as 
a noun when he says that Johnny "wem to work right 
after the war for a parablendeum manufacturer" (253). 
He uses it as an adjective when Johnny, contemplating his 
financial woes, dreams of jewel-encrusted bread wrapped 
in "parablendeum Filmex" (256). Finally, although it is 
not capitalized, he uses it as a proper noun. After learning 
that he has been offered his dd job back, Johnny says, "! 
was glad to come home to parablendeum" (268). Even 
more confusing is the fact that there is no word in the 
English language as "parablendeum." The only word that 
is similar enough to be considered is the Larin word 
"blendium." The word "blendium" is defined in the 
Oxford Latin Dictionary as "a small sea fish" or a "blenny" 
(2.'36). The New Shorter Oxford English Dictionary reveals 
that a "blenny" is a small bottom-dwelling fish of inter
tidal and shallow waters. More importantly, it is of Greek 
origin from the word "blennos," meaning "slime," a refer� 
ence to '\he mucous coating of the scales" (241). So after 
all of rhe positive irnages of water, Cheever is returning 
Johnny to a career of bottom-feeding slime? This hardly 
appears to be the positive outcome or the happy ending 
that so many critics have referred to. Moving away from 
the symbol of water and on to the symbol of light may 
reveal rhar Cheever was trying to relate a different mes
sage with rhis story. 

In an interview with John Hershey, Cheever spoke of 
his fondness for light. "Oh Sky! How I miss it in anyone's 
fiction, when there is no sky! I look through chapter after 
chapter, thinking, well there mfly be some sky . . .  .It seems 
to me that man's inclination toward light, toward bright-

ness, is very nearly botanical-and I mean spiritual light. 
One. nor only needs it, one struggles for it. It seems to me 
almost that one's total experience is the drive toward 
light. Or, in the case of the successful degenerate, the 
drive into an ultimate darkness, which presumably will 
result in light" (1 06). It is not insignificant that there are 
very few images ofolight in this srory. 

I n  spite of irs apparent happy ending,  "The 
Housebreaker of Shady Hill" is dominated by darkness. 
In the opening scene, Johnny tells us that he is "talking 
into the dark" (253). Before deciding to burglarize the 
Warburtons, he dreams of jewel-encrusted bread. This 
was a very vivid, very bright dream that had cheered him. 
When he wakes up, however, "it was a letdown to flnd 
[himself] in the dark bedroom" (256). While Johnny is in 
the throes of his moral dilemma, there is a clear absence 
of light. While on his way to burglarize the Warburtons, 
it is as dark as a night can be-because, "the moon had set, 
and there were not many stars" (257). His moral death 
se.ems complete when he is raking left-over dead leaves of 
autumn and he laments, "what could be tnore contrite 
than cleaning the lawn of autumn's dark rubbish under 
the streaked, pale skies of spring?" (264). Later, in the 
same scene, he finds out that he has been excluded from 
the Toblers' softball party and complains, "why should I 
be left alone with my dead leaves in the twilight?" (264). 
Still feeling guilty about his sins, he tells the reader that 
he "did not sleep that night but sat in the dark thinking 
about [the people he burglarized] and Christina and [his] 
own sordid destiny, and how different Shady Hill looked 
at night than in the light of day" (267-268). 

One would think that after the epiphany, the text 
would be bathed in light, bur here again there are very 
few images of light. After the rain intervened, and he 
decided not to burglarize the Pewters, he says that he 
"went back to bed and had pleasant dreams" (268). These 
dreams, however, were not dreams of light. He dreamt of 
sailing in water that was "blue, saline, and dirty" (268). 
While this dream was clearly a comfort to him, Johnny 
was confused by its message. He wondered why in the 
dream, he "should seem to be only seventeen years old" 
(268). This was not the dream of a man approaching 
middle age who has seen the light; this was a dream of a 
young man, starting our in life and preparing to navigate 
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a sea of troubles. The dream was telling Johnny that this 
was his chance to start over. And what does he do with 
this message? Does he confront his mother as an adult 
and force her to deal with the reality of his marriage? 
Does he go to his wife as an equal and explain their diffi
cult financial situation and the fact that the entire family 
must make smne sacrifices? No, he misses this one chance 
at salvation because the next day he is given the opportu
nity to re.rurn to his old job and he "was glad to [go] 
home to parablendeum" (268). Johnny remarks that he 
"did not .understand . . .  how a world that seemed so dark 
could, in a few minutes, become so sweet." It is only after 
this bit of luck that "the sidewalks seemed to shine" 
(268). But the light for Johnny still has not illuminated 
his soul. Like a man who is whistling through a graveyard 
in an attempt to deny his own mortality, the story ends 
with Johnny "whistling merrily in the dark" (269). 

Clearly, Cheever is sending the reader several messages. 
He presents to the reader a story with an apparent happy 
ending that is dominated by images of darkness. He uses 
the images of water as a vehicle for salvation and then 
returns Johnny to the bottom-feeding slime of para
blendeum. He describes his mythical community of 
Shady Hill as both Hades and Eden, a prison and a 
paradise. While it is clear that Cheever's protagonist has 
not achieved complete redemption, it is also clear that he 
is not condemned, nor is his suburban existence. Shortly 
after the release of The Housebreaker of Shady Hill and 
Other Stories, Cheever was quoted as saying: "There is too 
much criticism of the middle-class way of life. Life can be 
as good and rich there as any place else. I am not out to 
be a social critic, however, nor a defender of suburbia" 
(Morace 91) .  Ultimately, it is the reader who must decide 
rhe moral fitness of Johnny Hake and his suburban exis
tence. Through all of his pain and suffering, Johnny has 
learned a valuable, albeit incomplete, lesson about him
self. He is flawed, but continues to struggle to improve 
himself. This struggle will most likely continue but, as 
Johnny himself puts it, "1 guess that is what is meant by 
the pain and the sweetness of life" (253). 
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Evaluation: Through careful research and his own 
interesting analysis, Mr. Beiswenger exposes the ambiguities 
of this authors writing and ofpostwar suburbia. This papa 

is particularly thought-provoking in its challenging of 
Cheevers text. Mr. Beiswenger$ analysis may lead the 

reader to further and deeper questions that are not asked 
or answered by this paper. but I see that as a strength

if a person is exploring, thinking, and writing well, 
he or she will cause others to do the same. 
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Gas Rises, Gas Falls 
Brad Bernat< 

Course: Honors Chemistry 1 2 1  
Instructor: Barbara Weil 

Assignment: 
Write a short essay demonstrating 

how the gas laws ttre related to your lifo. 

l would have never guessed that instead of stepping onto 
a jet Jirliner, I was, in essence, stepping onto what would 
turn out to be a roller coaster. Taking off from Miami 
International, compliments of American Airlines' Boeing 
767 (which utilized the pror,erties of the gas laws to get 
me home in two hours), I never thought things would 
not go smoothly. As we ascended into the atmosphere, 
the pressure due to the atmosphere obviously dropped, 
and as a telltale sign of the fact, my ears popped due to 
the increased pressure in my h�ad attempting ro diffuse to 
an area of lesser pressure, the cabin. The plane itself had 
to be made of some strong metals, because it had to hold 
in the artificially created pressure that was much higher 
rhan that outside the cabin. 

Flying somewhere over Atlanta, we encountered a 
thunderstorm, which is simply an area in the atmosphere 
of lower pressures colliding with areas of higher pressures 
ro form rain droplets and electrical disturbances. The 
turbulence began to get pretty rough, and the plane 
srarted ro bank to the left. Suddenly, everything was 
quicr f1u a moment, and peoples' drinks began to float 
over them. Then, with a bang, everything hit the ceiling; 
drinks, flight attendants, thousand-pound carts, babies 
not buckled in, you name it. The amount of air in my 
lungs undoubtedly dropped to zero, and as a result of 
Boyle's Law, the pressure inside them dropped dramati
cally as well. As we learned later, the plane had flown 
through an updraft which caused it to rise 500 feet, then 
fall back again in less than a second. 

Now while I am not enough of a physicist or a meteo
rologist to explain what caused the plane to behave the 
way it did, I can describe what effects the event had on 
the people inside, with regard to the gas laws. Because of 
the extreme event, everyone inside began· to obviously 
breathe more heavily. Because of the increased amount of 
gas and the damaged cabin atmosphere controls, the pres
sure on the inside went up. Since the pressure went up, 
the temperature went up according ro the combined gas 
law, which states that if the volume is held constant (the 
plane's cabin cannot change shape), and the pressure goes 
up, the amount of particles and average kinetic energy of 
those particles will also rise. That easily explains why it 
got a little hotter in the plane. Our physiological reac
tions may have had something to do with it as well. The 
can of Sprite that I had just received before the jolt 
remained unopened through the accident. Since I was not 
holding ollto it, it also hit the ceiling and came down on 
my lap. Becanse of the increased kinetic energy experi
enced by the C02 gas molecules in the can of fixed vol
ume, the temperature went up in the can, and by the 
combined gas law (Boyle's and Charles'), the pressure in 
the can increased dramatically. When I became coordinat
ed enough to open the can, I did not think of this effect, 
and since I increased the volume of a gas with such a high 
pressure, the pressure decreased as its volume increased all 
over my lap. As we descended on Chicago, with ambu
lances waiting for those who were hurt) the pressure on 
the outside of the plane gradually increased because the 
air mass above the plane was greater. At the opening of 
the plane hatch, though, the atmospheric pressure still 
was a bit different than that of the cabin's. As the lower 
pressure inside the cabin rose to the higher pressure out
side, the amount of gas inside the plane also increased 
with a rush of humid, June air. Although I did not realize 
it until now, my eventful flight was a lesson in the gas 
laws that present themselves every day of our lives. 

Evaluation: This essay is a well-written 
il!ustration of science as a part of our lives. 
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El Sauce Viejo - The Old Willow 
Jessica Bovino 

Course: Spanish I 0 I 
Instructor: Ana Lucy Hernandez 

Assignment: 
Every semester I ask my students to try their hand 

at writing poetry. My goal is to !Ja1Je them not 
only appreciate poetry, but to realize that they 
can write poems. even in a fOreign language. 

El Sauce Viejo 
Sauce viejo, 
Tus ramas tan delgadas y fragiles, 
Tus hojas bonitas tan pequefias. 
El sol go! pea tu cara tierna y la quema, 
Y aun estas en pie, fuerre y alto. 
Las heridas que quedan tal vez no curaran, 
Y las cicatrices se mantienen en tu tronco. 
Pero, a! mirar las heridas, 
Se ven las memorias como las sombras 
En tus ratnas. 
Cada dia que pasa, el sol brilla otra vez. 
Las heridas doleran, pero si miras 
A el rayo de esperanza, y no el rayo de 
La obscuridad, 
Tus cicatrices desaparecenin poco a poco. 

The Old Willow 
Old willow, 
Your branches so thin and fragile. 
Your beautiful leaves so small, 
The sun strikes your delicate face, 
And burns it, yet you still stand 
Strong and tall. 
The wounds that are left 
May never heal, 
And the scars may remain. 
But as you look at those scars, 
You see memories like shadows 
Through your branches. 
Each day passes, 
And the Sun shines again. 
Those wounds will hurt, 
But if you look to the ray of hope, 
And not the ray of darkness, 
Your scars will slowly disappear. 

Evaluation: Jessica Bovino's poem is a great example of 
a literary piece written in a language that is not 

the authors own. I am very proud of her. 
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Doing Business in China 

Weh-an Chen 
Course: English as a Second Language (ESL 069/074) 

Instructor: Linda Dunne 

Assignment: 
St-udents wae to compare two cultures -

theirs and thflt eifthe United States. 

Doing business in China is not as easy as most Americans 
think. 1Vbny American companies have founded representa
tive oHlccs or joint venture companies in China during the 
past ten years. Some of the Am�rican companies, including 
Motorola, McDonald's, HP and IBM, have achieved great 
success in China. However, some of the American compa
nies did not do very well and are struggling in the Chinese 
m:trker. Ninety percent of the lack of success is due to the 
D.lisun dersrand ings caused by different cultural 
Jmd,grounds. 

'J 'he mosr obvious difference between Americans and 
c:hinesc is their personal characters) which determine their 
di fkrenr ways of doing business. Most American people are 
open and direct. They start a business meeting by introduc
ing rhe goal or agenda of rhe meeting, while Chinese start a 
1neeting by talking about the weather or some interesting 
news that one can never find on the agenda. Americans talk 
all ;1bom the business issues during negotiation with their 
customers. Chinese may spend three weeks to get acquaint
ed with the customers before the negotiation and discuss 
and sign the contract with the customers in only half an 
hour. Americans feel fi·ee to say "No/' but Chinese would 
like ro decline or show disagreement tactfully. During a 
negotiation, if the Chinese customers cannot make a dcci
�;ion right away) Americans always ask when they can make 
a dt�cision. A Chinese salesman will never ask this kind of 
(jucsrion, as rhey believe it wili embarrass the customer. The 
difl-Crences make the Americans think Chinese are ineffi
cient, dishonest, and unpredictable, while Chinese always 
rhink Americans are rude, impolite, and too aggressive. 

Anorher diflCrence between Chinese and Americans is 
their understanding of how to show respect. Americans 

show their respect and friendliness by addressing each other 
by the first name, no matter who they are. They feel com
fortable calling their boss "Bill" or "Jennifet:" On the con
trary, Chinese address each other by title and last name to 
show respect to each other. Only family members or old 
friends call each other by their nicknames. If an American 
businessman greets a Chinese customer by his first name, 
the customer may feel the American has no manners. 

The most important difference that should be empha
sized is the employers' and employees' expectations towards 
each other. Americans expect their subordinates to give 
them whatever suggestions and ideas that are good for the 
company. The manager will compare all the suggestions and 
make the final decision. Normally, the manager would 
require his or her subordinates to submit their business or 
strategy target at the beginning of the year and then give 
them some comments. On the contrary, Chinese always 
wait for the boss or the leader to give an order and then 
work on it. They will feel confused if the boss does not give 
them a vety specific task Chinese managers believe their 
mission is malcing orders and seeing that all subordinates do 
what they are requested. Chinese may have very good sug
gestions for the company, but they cannot feel free to talk to 
the boss because they may be a bit shy or not confident, 
Almost all of the American managers working in China 
complain about their Chinese subordinates lacking ade
quate initiative. I personally believe the reason is that 
Chinese employees just are not adjusted to the management 
style after studying and working in the traditional Chinese 
way for many years. 

The differences indeed make a lot of Americans feel con
fused when they begin doing business with Chinese. I do 
not want to say who is better and who is worse. I only want 
to make both sides understand each other and pay enough 
attention to their differences, which may be vital to achieve 
a successful business and personal relationship. China is a 
country with a long history and a rich culture. Chinese 
believe doing business is some kind of cultural exchange; 
therefore, it is especially essential to understand and respect 
Chinese culture and history when doing business with 
Chinese. 

Evaluation: Ifound WCiranS points of comparison 
.fascinating and well chosen, and I would assign this essay 

to any American planning on doing business in China. 
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of the Killer 
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lnsrrucror: Jack Dodds 

Assignment: 
Write a literary research paper. 

Outline 

Thesis: Meursault, the main character in Albert Camus's 
The Strllnger, can be classified as a "criminaloid" who 
commits manslaughter. He kills not because he is a cold
blooded killer but because he is put in a bad situation at 
a bad time. On the other hand, Montresor, the narrator 
of Edgar Allan Poe's "The Cask of Amontillado," could 
very well be called a cold-blooded killer. He can be clas
sified as a "criminal by passion" who kills out of the des
perate need to  gain revenge against one who ( in  
Montresor's opinion) did him a great wrong. Both 
Meursaulr's and Montresor's criminal behavior can be 
explained t hrough cr iminological theories. For 
Meursaulr, the biological theory best explains why he 
killed a man. Montresor's criminal behavior can be best 
explained by the rational choice theory. 

I. An explanation of the exact crimes committed by 
Meursault and Monrrcsor. 
A. Homicide. 

I .  Criminal homicide. 
a. Murder. 
b. Manslaughter. 
c. Degrees of murder and manslaughter. 

2. Noncriminal homicide. 
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3. Criminal-victim relationship. 
B. Homicides commirred by Mcursault and 

Montresor. 

II. Criminal types. 
A Lombroso's four classes of criminals. 
B. Mcursault's criminal rypc. 
C. Monrrcsor's criminal type. 

III. Criminological Theories. 
A. Biological theory. 
B. Psychology theory. 
C. Rational choice theory. 
D. The theories that support Meursault and 

Montrcsor. 

The news media's portrayal of murder has glamorized 
homicide as a crime involving crazy, blood-thirsty killers, 
which is rarely the case. In addition, the media usually 
only gives us the cold, hard facts: who killed whom, 
where the victim was killed, and the possible motives for 
the killing. Rarely will the media give us something more, 
something that will allow us ro see past the murder and 
see the murderer-the person. Through literature, how
ever, we get the rare chance to see many details about the 
murderer that the media may never show us. We can 
learn about killers' backgrounds, see how they interact 
with different people, and perhaps know their thoughts. 
Literature allows us to see past the details of the murder 
and into the mind of the killer. 

Two particular works of literature, The Stranger by 
Albert Camus, and the "The Cask of Amontillado" by 
Edgar Allan Poe, allow us to do just that-see into the 
mind of a killer. In The Stranger, we are introduced to 
Meursault, a simple man who commits manslaughter. 
Not only do we get to see him commit homicide, but we 
get to experience his life and know him intimately. In 
"The Cask of Amontillado," we are actually inside the 
mind of Montresor, a cold-blooded killer, who recounts 
his story of a revengeful murder. 

Meursault and Montresor are two men who can 
expand our ideas about murderers. But what do we really 
know about them? We only know what we can read 
about them in these stories-and what if we don't fully 
understand the story? Perhaps then we will never under
stand these men as murderers. It is a potential vicious 
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cycle, Surprisingly, the answer to this problem is simple: 
criminology. 

Criminology tries to understand crime, criminals, and 
victims. This field includes the study of homicides, which 
includes murder. "At its simplest, criminology can be 
defined as the systematic study of the nature, extent, 
cause, and control of law-breaking behavior" (Lanier and 
Henry 2). Criminology defines crimes, classifies crimi
nals, and explains criminal behavior thtough theories, By 
analyzing Meursault and Montresor through criminology, 
we will gain a greater depth of knowledge about these 
men, and as a result we will gain an overall better handle 
on the literature itself 

As we read The Strilrlger by Albert Camus and "The 
Cask of Amontillado" by Edgar Allan Poe, it is impossible 
for us not to wonder why the characters Meursauit and 
Montresor commit the crimes they do, Through these 
two stories, -one gets a glimpse of two 1nutderers who are 
as diHCrenr as the crimes they tornmh. Meursault can be 
classifJed as what criminology calls a "criminaloid' '  Who 
commits manslaughter, He kills not because he is a cold
blooded-killer, but because he is put in a bad situation at 
a bad time. Montresor, on the other hand, could very well 
be called a cold-blooded killer. He can be classified as a 
"crin1inal  by pc1ssion'' who kills out of the desperate need 
ro gain revenge against one who he fCels did him a great 
vvrong. Both Meu:·saufr's and Montresor's criminal behav
ior c:w he explained rhrough use of criminological theo
r i<:.s. For Jvit�u r.sault, fhe biological theory best explains 
-.vhy he killed <l man. Monrresor's criminal behavior can 
bcsr be explained by rhe rational choice theory. 

Tt is fu tile ro try and understand a criminal without 
u n derstanding the crime; therefore, it is necessary to 
explain the ex;Kr crimes of Meursault and Montresor. 
Both Meursaulr and Montresor have committed a homi
cide, defined as "the killing of a human being," bur 
,_ he "circumstances of the homicide determine whether or 
i lO t  
2 9 1  ). 

the raking of that life is criminal or innocent" (Rotho
A criminal homicide can best be classified in twoo

vvays, 1nurder or manslaughter. 
Murder is a homicide committed with premeditation. 

A prcmedirared, or planned, homicide involves "rational 
pbnning and the relative weighing of costs and benefits" 
(ivi ierhe 26). ln other words, a premeditated homicide 

has been well thought out. The murderer has planned out 
exactly how and where to commit the murder, He has 
thought about what the murder may cause him to lose 
and what he may gain, The person who commits murder 
kills, or intends to injure, another human being, Often, 
premeditated m'urder involves a motive. A person can also 
commit a murder if "engaged in a dangerous act and [if 
he shows] wanton disregard for human life" (Roth 291), 

Manslaughter is a homicide in which a life is taken 
"without premeditation or malice aforethought" (Roth 
291) ,  A murder that is not premeditated is called an 
impulsive, or spontaneousl murder. Most violent crimes, 
including manslaughter, are "spontaneous, triggered by a 
trivial altercation or argument that quickly escalates" 
(Miethe 27), Manslaughter can be classified as voluntary 
or involuntary. These terms ((demonstrate whether or not 
the killing was intended" (Roth 291), A human life raken 
during the "heat of passion" (Miethe 26) is considered a 
voluntary manslaughter. An involuntary manslaughter 
would be a life taken accidentally, since only physical 
harm is meant to occur to the victim. 

Murder and manslaughter can both be classified by 
degrees, First-degree murders "are those committed with 
deliberation, premeditation, and malice aforethought" 
(Mieth 20), "In second-degree murders, the act is deliber
ate but not premeditated and the intent is only to do 
physical injmy to the victim" (Miethe 20), 

Noncriminal homicides involve a killing "under a law
ful justification or excuse, such as self-defense slayings, 
accidental deathsl and the execution of a death sentence 
by authorized state agents" (Miethe 20), 

Lastly, homicide can be defined by the relationship 
betv,reen the criminal and the victim. There are three 
types of these criminal-victim relationships, The first, the 
family criminal-victim relationship, involves a family 
member killing another family member, The second is 
rhc acquaintance criminal-victim relationship, which 
involves the killing of a friend or someone the criminal 
has seen before. Finally, the stranger criminal�victim rela
tionship involves rhe killing of someone completely 
unknown to the criminaL 

With all the different aspects of homicide defined, it 
should be clear that Meursault committed a spontaneous 
criminal manslaughter. The murder was not planned or 



premeditated. "He did not return to the spring with the 
intention of killing the Arab[ ... ] "  (Amoia 42). Theo
manslaughter appears to be voluntary, mainly because 
Meursault shot the gun at the Arab five times. Shooting 
someone five times shows an obvious attempt to end a 
life-not merely to injure someone. Since Meursault 
deliberately killed the Arab, he committed a first-degree 
manslaughter. Meursault had seen the Arab before, which 
makes the criminal-victim relationship one of an acquain
tance. 

On the other hand, Montresor committed a premedi
tated, criminal murder. In fact, the murder was so well 
planned that it went without a hitch. Montresor created a 
story about wine to lure his victim, Fortun-ato, into the 
cellar. He planned to tell his story to Fortunato on the 
night of a great carnival so no one would notice whether 
Fortunato was absent for the night. The carnival also gave 
Montresor a reason to give his servants the night otf. 
Montresor .even had an admitted motive for his crime: 
revenge. Due to_his premeditation, Montresor's murder is 
considered first-degree. The criminal-victim relationship 
is one of an acquaintance, since Montresor and Fortunato 
knew each other. 

Besides defining the c rimes  of Meursault and 
Moiuresor, criminology will take us a step further and 
actually allow us to define the criminal. Early nineteenth 
century criminologist Cesare Lombroso was one of the 
first �riminologists to attempt this definition. "Lombroso 
is widely recognized as the most influential scholar to rely 
on scientific method to study crime and is often called 
the father of modern criminology" (Lanier and Henry 
94). In 7!Je Criminal Man, published in 1 876, Lombroso 
"viewed the great majority of criminals as born criminals" 
(Akers 37). He argued that born criminals could be dis
tinguished by their physical characteristics. He claimed 
that murderers had strong jaws, glassy eyes, and other rec
ognizable features. Later, Lombroso cl1anged his view of 
the born criminal and "added more social, economic, and 
political factors in crime" (Akers 37). "By the fifth edition 
of his book, Lombroso recognized four main classes of 
criminals" (Lanier and Henry 94). 

The first class, or type, of criminal Lombroso defined is 
the born criminal. He claimed the born criminal commit
ted the most serious offenses and was the most "danger-
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ous and incorrigible" (Lanier and Henry 94). Lombroso 
defined the second type as  the criminal by passion. 
Criminals by passion <'commit crime to correct the emo
tional pain of an injustice" (Lanier and Henry 95). The 
third type is the insane criminal, one "who could be an 
imbecile or have an affected brain and is unable to distin
guish right from wrong" (Lanier and Henry 95). The 
fourth type is the occasional criminal, consisting of four 
subtypes. The first, the criminaloid, is considered to be a 

criminal who commits crime because he is 'influenced to 
do so. The second, known as the epileptoid, "suffers from 
epilepsy" (Lanier 95). The third, the habitual criminal, 
makes crime an occupation. The fourth, the pseudocrimi
nal, "commits crime by accident" (Lanier and Henry 95). 

According to Lombroso's theories, Meursault can be 
defined as the occasional criminal and its subtype crimi
naloid. Meursault would be considered the criminaloid 
because it appears he was influenced to kill the Arab by 
the sun. Throughout The Stranger, one is aware how high
ly affected he is by the sun. As he approaches the Arab on 
the beach, he is overwhelmed by the sun's strong rays. 

The sun was the same as it had been the day I'd 
buried Maman, and like then, my forehead 
especially was hurting me, all the veins in it 
throbbing under the skin. It was this burning, 
which I couldn't stand anymore, that made me 
move forward. I knew that it was stupid, that I 
wouldn't get the sun off me by stepping forward. 
But I took a step, one step, forward. And this 
time, without getting up, the Arab drew his 
knife and held it up to me in the sun. The light 
shot off the steel and it was like a long flashing 
blade cutting at my forehead. A t  the same 
instant the sweat in my eyebrows dripped down 
over my eyelids all at once and covered them 
with a warm, thick film. My eyes were blinded 
behind the curtain of rears and salt. All I could 
feel were the cymbals of sunlight crashing on my 
forehead and, indistinctly, the dazzling spear fly
ing up from the knife in front of me. (58-59) 

At this time, Meursault shoots the Arab. Never once does 
he mention that he wants to shoot the Arab. He talks 
only about the sun. He cannot tolerate it burning his 
forehead or causing sweat to drip in his eyes. Meursault 
says the sun makes him step towards the Arab, even 
thought he admits the action is stupid. Here it is obvious 
that the sun has a large influence on Meursault, putting 
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him in a position where he must shoot the Arab. In her 
book Albert Camus, Alba Amo.ia confirms the sun's strong 
influence: "The Arab's knife gleams in. the .sun like a long, 
fiery sword pointed at the forehead of Meursault, who 
conftrses the piercing pain of the sun with the sharp b.lade 
of the knife. Not Meursault, but rhe srm alone, is guilty 
of rhe crime thar_ Meursault seems to have commirted int
self defense" (46) . If  it was the sun that influencedt
Meursault to move towards the Arab and caused him to 
confuse the sun's rays with the knife, it is logical to con
clude that it was the sun's influence that caused Meursault 
to kill. Therefore, Meursaulr can be defined as the crimi
nalttypecriminaloid. 

Montresor can be typed as a .criminal by passion. He 
kills Fortunato to "correct the emotional pain of an injus� 
rice" (Lanier and Henry 95). Montresor feels he has been 
insulted by Fortunato. He says, "The thous;md injuries .of 
Fortunato I had borne as I best could, but when he ven
tured upon insult I vowed revenge" (Poe 78).  
Montresor feels these insults were an it)justice _towards 
him, which caused him .em.,tional pein and anger. To 
relieve . this pain, Montresor J'laus t\) take .the life of 
Fortunato. Since he actually goes through with the mur
der because of the injustice, Montresor is a criminal by 
passion. 

In addition to defining criminals, we can also guess 
why they commit their crimes. For years, crjminology has 
been creating theories to help explain criminal behavior. 
Among the ten current criminology theories, we will 
{-(,cus on the rational choice theory, the biological theory, 
and the psychological theory. 

The rational choice theory was developed by two eigh
teenth-century social philosophers, Cesare Beccaria and 
Jeremy Bentham, who accidentally formulated the ratio
nal choice theory while concerning themselves with legal 
and penal reform. The basic idea of the rational choice 
theory is that ''people are free to choice crime as one of a 
range of behavioral options" (Lanier and Henry 89). This 
theory assumes "rhar actions are taken and decisions are 
made by persons in the rarional exercise of free will" 
(Akers 1 6) ,  It also assumes that "individuals choose to 
obey or violate the law by a rational calculation of the risk 
of pain versus potential pleasure derived from an act" 
(Akers 1 6) .  Basically, the theory says people choose to 

break the law if they believe the positives outweigh possi
ble negatives in rhe.process of doing so. 

The biological theory had its origins inLombroso's con
cept of the born criminal. This idea "of inuate criminality 
became the dominant perspective on crime and triggered 
an onslaught of biological theorizing about crime" (Akers 
37). The theory maintains that something in the ''genet
ics, brain functioning, neurology, and 'biochemistry" 
(Akers 42) of particular human beings causes them to act 
criminally-in certain situations. Mark Lanier- and 'Stuart 
Hemy agree "that humans have unique characterisriCs, or 
predispositions, that under certain conditions,- or environ
ments, lead some to commit criminal acts" (42). 

The psychological theory says that people develop 
criminal ways of behavior and thinking through poor 
socialization by parents or guardians. Ronald Akers, an 
expert criminologist, -states -thar criminal behavior is nor 
"inherited ,or biologically •predetermined. The causes are 
dysfunctional, abnormal.emotionaladjustment or deviant 
personality traits formed in •early socialization and child
ho.od development" (56). ·Basically, 'the theory proposest
that criminal behavior is caused by psychological prob
lems a person develops as a young child. 

Meursault's criminal behavior can be best explained by 
the biological theory for crime. It has already been deter
mined that the sun caused Meursault to kill the Arab. 
The choke was not -one -Meursault made, ir was his reac
tion -to rhe sun in that 'Particular situation. He could nor 
tolerate the Arab flashing his knife in combination with 
rhe sun's blinding reflection. Something about the situa
tion caused Meursault ro act criminally. He was just put 
in a bad situation at a bad time. Although this evidence 
best supports the biological rheoty, a case could be made 
that the psychological theoty also supports Meursault's 
criminal behavior. Meursau!t did grow up without a 
father figure, and the relationship between Meursault and 
his mother was not the typical, loving relationship 
between a mother and a son. But we do not know 
enough about Meursault's childhood to prove he devel
oped psychological problems as a child. Therefore, it is 
safest to say Meursault supports the biological theory. 

Montresor supports the rational choice theory for 
criminal behavior. Montresor had free will to decide 
whether he wanted to kill Fortunato. Montresor's careful 
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planning shows him perfectly capable of rational thought. 
His rational thinking also shows careful planning so he 
would not be caught for the murder. He let the servants 
off for the night, disguised himself when retrieving 
Fortunato, and had all the details of his plan smoothly 
worked out. Since he made such careful plans not to get 
caught, Montresor had probably thought about "the risko
of pain versus potential pleasure[ ... ]" (Akers 53) he couldo
derive from the murder. And, too, the pleasure he gained 
from killing Fortunato surely outweighed the pain he 
would have experienced had he been caught. All 
Montresor's careful planning shows he supports the ratio
nal choice theory. 

Literature dramatizing murder, such as The Stranger 
and "The Cask of Amontillado," can teach us important 
les.sons. The first is that we should not, as the media 
seems to assume we will1 look upon all murderers as crazy, 
blood-thirsty killers. When we read The Stranger, and use 
criminology to help us better understand Meursault, and 
therefore the work as a whole, we can see that this 
"blood-thirsty killer" was really just a simple man who 
made a grave mistake. The media, however, would never 
allow us to come to this conclusion, because we would 
never be allowed such au in-depth look at the murderer's 
life. Meanwhile, "The Cask of Amontillado" allows us to 
hear the story of a revengeful person who committed 
murder but never got caught, a story the media would 
never even have access to. Literature involving murderers 
and criminology combined offers us the opportunity to 
better understand murderers in a way not previously pos
sible. And this understanding of character helps us to 
understand the whole work more fully. 
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Evaluation: Mary jane Clarks research project explom 
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Assignment: 
In this three-part exllJn, students were required 

to r(�SjHmd to literrJ.ture r.md guest spiakers 
ftatured during the cour.re and then to 

synthesize their responses into a final essay. 

Part 1 
F'or each passage, identify the author and 

name ofthe work of which itn;, a part and explain the sig
nificrmte o{the passage in itself'tmd to the work as a whole. 

Passage A 
My grandmother, who had been an inexorable cultiva

tor of land, sower of seeds and reaper of rich harvests 
until, literally until, her very last moment. When I was 
too small to be anything more than a hindrance in the 
family fields, I used ro spend many productive hours 
working with my grandmother on the plot of land she 
called her garden. We hoed side by side strips of land 
defined by the row of maize plants each carried, I obsti
nately insisting I could keep pace with her, she weeding 
rhree strips ro my one so I could .t . . .  She gave me history 
lessons ;ls well. . . .  Slowly, methodically, throughout the 
day rhe field would be cultivated, the episodes of my 
grandmother's own portion of history strung toge[her 
fimn beginning w end. 

Response A 
Tsitsi Dangarembga, author of Nervous Conditions. 

Tambu is remembering her grandmothertas "an 
inexorable cultivator ofland, sower of seeds and reaper of 
rich harvests" ( 1 7) in rhis excerpt from Nervous 
Conditions by Tsitsi Dangarembga. Tambu's family can no 
longer afford to send her to school, so she asks her father 
for permission to grow her own maize. Tambu believes 
she can sell the maize at harvest to pay her school fees. 
Her father is amused by her suggestion, but with the 
intervention of her mother, Tambu is given some seed 
and a small plot of land. Working the land, Tambu 
"mumbled adoring, reverent prayers to [her] grandmoth
er" ( 17). When a young child, Tambu spent "many pro
ductive hours working with (her] grandmother on the 
plot of land she called her garden" (17), While working 
the land together, her grandmother told Tambu how their 
ancestors struggled and suffered to raise the standard of 
life of the family, Writing about their time together from 
the perspective of adulthood, Tambu realizes her grand
mother was not only cultivating the land, but also her 
young granddaughter. Her grandmother was sowing the 
belief that hard work would bring Tambu what she 
desired and valued. Tambu tells the reader that her desire 
to receive a good education and her willingness to work 
hard to achieve success are qualities of her character that 
were instilled in her by her grandmother when they 
worked together on the small plot ofland, Thus, Tambu's 
grandmother has been the "reaper of rich harvests" ( 1 7) ,  
as her granddaughter has become an educated woman 
and the storyteller of this tale. 
Passage B 

When Nel, an only child, sat on the steps of her back 
porch surrounded by the high silence of her mother's 
incredibly orderly house, feeling the neatness pointing at 
her back, she studied the poplars and fell easily into a 
picture of herself lying on a flowered bed, tangled in her 
own hair, waiting for some fiety prince. He approached 
but never quite arrived .t . . .  Similarly, Sula, also an only 
child, but wedged into a household of throbbing disor
der constantly awry with things, people, voices and the 
slamming of doors, spent hours in the attic behind a roll 
of linoleum galloping through her own mind on a gray-
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and-white horse tasting sugar and smelling roses in full 
view of someone who shared both the taste and the 
speed. 

Response B 
Toni Morrison, author of Sula. 

In Sula, by Toni Morrison, we meet Nel, who is an 
only child being raised by a single mother in a traditional 
home. Her best friend, Sula, is also an only child with a 
single mother; however, she is being raised in a very non
traditional household. The girls are both disconnected 
with their families and need to "use each other to grow 
on" (52). Their fi-iendship .strengthens their individual per
sonalities. Although the girls are bonded together, even as 
children their dreams are very different. In a very common 
and traditional fantasy of young girls, Nel day-dreams 
about escaping her boring life with a "fiery prince" (51) .  
Unfortunately, her dream comes true, when sbe later mar
ries her prince and he leaves Nel to raise their children by 
herself. Thus, her day-dream of a prince who would 
"approach but never quire arrive" ( 5 1 )  became sadly 
prophetic. Sula's dreams are very different. She is imagin
ing escaping her boring life with adventure and excite
ment. Sula is not dreaming of giving herself to another 
person, _but is willing ro share an individual experience 
with anyone who has a similar vision. Sula's day-dream 
also foretells her life as an adult woman as she gallops 
through her life without a personal connection to anyone. 
She uses men for sexual release without forming any emo
tional attachment. Sula goes so far as to have sex with 
Nel's husband, without understanding the pain this act of 
betrayal brings to her best friend. The "household of 
throbbing disorder constantly awry with things, people, 
voices and the slamming of doors" (51)  reflects the life of 
Sula. She is attempting to experience life as a completely 
free individual, but in doing so, Sula is unable to develop a 
satisfYing emotional attachment with anyone. 

Passage C 
But "Paradise Lost" excited different and far deeper 

emotions .d. . .  Like Adam, I was apparently united by no 
link to any other being in existence; but his state was far 
different from mine in every other respect. He had come 
from the hands of God a perfect creature, happy and 
p rosperous ,  guarded by the especial care of his  

Creature . . d. .  Many times I considered Satan as the fitter 
emblem of my _condition; for often, lik� him, when I 
viewed the bliss of my protectors, the bitter gall of envy 
rose within me. 

Response C 
Mary Shelley, author of Frankenstein. 

The monster in Mary Shelley's Frrmkenstein is 
delighted when he finds several books while gathering 
wood and food. He is able to understand the books 
because he has learned to read from the De Lacey f11nily. 
It is Milton's Paradise Lost that excites and moves the 
monster, as he sees himself through the analogy of Adam 
and Satan. He relates, "Like Adam, I was apparently unit
ed by no link to any other being in existence" ( 1 t29). 
Adam was created by God. Likewise, the monster was 
created by one person, not born from the union ofa mand. 
and woman, so the monster sees Adam's creation as simi
lar to his own. Adam was "happy and prosperous, guard
ed by the especial care" (I29) of his maker. The monsterd
also desires happiness and companionship. Unlike Adam, 
the monster is denied a partner by his creator and is left 
completely alone. Feeling rejected by Frankenstein, the 
monster turns against him and tells the reader that 
" [m]any times I conside•ed Satan as the fitter emblem of 
my condition" (129). The monster views himself as a fall
en angel because he is filled with bitterness and curses hisd
creator ( 13  I) .  This sets the path of the monster's life as hed
continues to kill Frankenstein's loved ones and pursues 
him to his death. When Frankenstein dies, the monster 
ends his own life. The monster's only reason to live was to 
pursue Frankenstein, and when he dies, the monster has 
no reason ro continue living. 

PassagedD 
Mitchell started back, half frightened, as, suddenly 

turning a corner, the white figure of a woman faced him 
in the darkness,-a woman, white, of giant proportions, 
crouching on the ground, her arms flung out in some 
wild gesture of warning. 

Response D 
Rebecca Harding Davis, author of "Life in the Iron 

Mills." 
Hugh Wolfe is the central character in the short 

story "Life in the Iron Mills," by Rebecca Harding 
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Davis. Hugh is a laborer in the steel mills by profession 
but a sculpture artist by nature. During his free time in 
the mills, Hugh deals with his frustrations in life by 
sculpting korl. which is a by-product of steel making. 
During a tour of the steel mills by a group of men, one 
of the men, Mitchell, is starded by "the white figure of a 
woman fac[ing] him in the darkness" (31) .  Thetfigure of 
the.karl woman is so lifelike rhat, in the shadowy light, 
Mitchell thinks the sculpture is alive. Hugh's voice is 
heard through his korl woman, as the sculpture expresses 
how hungry he is for something more from life. What 
Hugh is hungry for is not easily identified, but his fear of 
not receiving it is shown in the sculpture by the narra
tor's description of the woman's "arms flung out in some 
.wild gesture of warning" (31) .  Hugh does not possess the 
words to adequately articulate what he desires or fears, 
bur he is able to speak through his art. The visi tor, 
M irchell, however, "saw the soul of the thing, he ·knew" 
(33). Mitchell recognizes what Hugh is ·hungry for and 
tells the other men that the korl women '�asks questions 
of God and says, 'I have a right to know"' (34). Mitchell, 
even more chan the artist, underStands for what the korl 
woman is hungering. When the -men recognize the .great
ness of his artistry, Hugh begins to imagine he can escape 
the mill. All hope is lost, however, when the men do not 
have the courage to rescue this one man from the mill 
and his desperate life. Hugh is left behind with his karl 
woman to exist i n  the dreary steel mill . The korl 
woman's warning is realized when Hugh ends his life. 
With his own moral consciousness, Hugh -rejects the role 
he is forced to play in this world and also society's ver
sion of the afterlife. He is confident and secure in his 
opinion that God's justice will be greater than man's. 
Passage E 

'Tve got our at last," said I, ''in spite of you and Jane. 
And I 've pulled off most of the paper, so you c&n't put 
me back!n 
Response E 

Charlotte Perkins Gilman, author of "The Yellow 
Wallpaper." 

HO\v would a vwrnan react if her voice was taken 
c�\vay ;md she was cur off from all relationships by a fami
ly uwmber who is supposedly her loving protector? We 

are able to glimpse into the mind of a woman who has 
been effectively silenced while she is suffering from 
severe depression through the story "The Yellow 
Wallpaper," by Charlotte Perkins Gilm:m. Gilman's 
depiction is both riveting and horrifYing as the narrator 
describes her descent into madness. The story details the 
experience of a depressed woman who is tiot allowed to 
express herself through her writing. Ironically, rather 
than supporting his wife wiclnhe comfort of friends and 
family, her physician-husband cuts her off from relation
ships that could help lift her mental state. While she 
spends endless days in her isolated room, the woman 
begins to connect to the yellow wallpaper. As she follows 
the pattern endlessly, a figure of a creeping woman 
begins to appear. At first, she does not want to look at 
the woman behind the paper, but she gradually watches 
her all day and night. Eventually, the yellow wallpaper 
shows "a great many women behind, and sometimes only 
one" (45), creeping by day outside the house and in the 
garden. The speaker descends further into madness as 
she begins to help the woman get out from behind the 
wallpaper. Working together, she tells us, "! pulled and 
she shook, I shook and she pulled, and before morningt
we had peeled off yards of that paper" (47). The womant
loses her sense of self, only breaking free from her exile 
when she becomes one of the creeping women in her dis
jointed world. Complete disassociation is shown when 
she speaks to her husband, saying, "in spite of you andt
Jane" (50). Jane is the speaker herself. Only by separatingt
from herself and becoming a creeping woman can the 
speaker attain personal freedom. 

Part 2 
During this semester, we have visited the 

Mary Cassatt exhibit at the Art Institute, heard from 
Veronica Potter on watercolors and prints, Bonnie Peterson 
on quilting, and Emily Dickinson herself (Dr. Barbara 
Hickey) on her lifo and writing. What links these events 
together with the course readings and discussions? Formulate 
a thesis which applies to each and write about a page. 

Women historically have given voice to their ideas 
and beliefs through individual creative expression. This 
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semester, we have discussed women who speak very 
clearly through their creativity. In Introduction: To t/Je 
Other Side of Silence, we learn "that women repeatedly 
used rhe metaphor of voice to depict their intellectual 
and ethical development, and that the development of a 
sense of voice, mind, and self were intricately inter
twined" ( 1 8) .  The works of Mary Cassatt, Veronica 
Potter, Bonnie Peterson, and Emily Dickinson give evi
dence to support this statement. I n  many of  Mary 
Cassatt's paintings, we see her fascination with relation
ships. The spiritual connection between generations, 
especially of females, is a subject she addresses in many 
of her paintings. Although Cassatt did not have children, 
she speaks to the continuing circle of life and rhe rela
tionships of women as an essential part of nature. We 
also see this connection with nature and relationships of 
women in the work of Veronica Potter. Her silk screen of 
a man, a woman, and a tree intertwined is an expression 
of our connection with each other and the earth. She 
describes herself as, "First a woman; then, an ,artist who 
does watercolors and also, an all around woman artist." 
Potter clearly understands her development as a creative 
woman who is giving expression to her emotions and 
vision through her art. Another woman we have met 
gives voice to her impressions and opinions through fab
ric and design. Bonnie Peterson-Tucker describes herself 
as a "Quilt Artist." Bonnie is a consumJnate example of a 
woman who is using the metaphor of voice through her 
piece, "Finding My Voice." In this quilt we understand 
the process of self-expression for women is, in many 
cases, a difficult and lonely journey. Her voice is heard, 
nor only through her issue-oriented quilts, but also 
through her landscapes where she is speaking about the 
nature that surrounds us. The natural world was also a 
frequent topic of Emily Dickinson's. Her poetry reveals 
her fascination and love of nature by her use of words 
and the original images they create. In her writing, 
Dickinson gave voice to her ideas and opinions of this 
world and the possibility of the existence of a next world. 
All these women have drawn on their life experiences to 
construct their ideas and belie£<. They give a strong voice 
to their views and visions through their individual artis
tic endeavors. 

Part 3 
Instructions: Write an essay of three tofive pages in answer 
to one of t/Je following: 
I .  In "Life in the Iron Mills," Hugh describes the korlr

woman as, "She be hungry." In each of the five novels 
and short stories we have read this semes-ter, hunger is 
used as a metaphor. Explain how that metaphor is 
used, citing specific examples from Suk1, "The Yellow 
Wallpaper," Nervous Conditions, Frankenstein, and 
"Life in the Iron Mills." 

Q! 

Referring the five works listed above, pleose discuss 
how the female characters' behavior has been shaped 
by and has shaped the behavior of the men in their 
lives. Has the women's behavior conversely affected 
that of rhe men, and would the events have been 
altered if rhe women had behaved differently? 

It is a comn)on human _experience to desire what 
we do not have. Many rimes, while seeking an elusive 
something we imagine is missing from our lives, we 
believe that when we find it, we will be satisfied and 
happy. The novels and short stories we have read this 
semester have introduced people who have a legitimate 
/Junger that needs to be fed. In all of these stories, we 
learn of the consequences when desires and yearnings are 
not realized. 

The only character to receive what she was striving 
for i s  Tambu,  i n  Nervous Conditions, by Tsirsi 
Dangarembga. T:�mbu had a hunger for knowledge and 
tells us, "[r]he needs and sensibilities of the women in 
my family were not considered a priority, or even legiti
mate" ( 12). In the patriarchal Shona culture, her brother 
is the family member chosen to be educated when the 
family can afford the school fees of only one child. 
Tambu realizes she will not receive the opportunity to 
attend school, because her father ''thoughr. . .  rhar the 
things I read would fill my mind with impractical ideas, 
making me quire useless for the real tasks offeminine liv
ing" (34). 1ambu is a determined girl and refuses to be 
"crushed by the weight of womanhood. I shall go to 
school again, [she] announced to [her] parents" (16) .  
Refusing to accept the traditional role of a Shona 
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woman, T::unbu obtains
school fees. When Tamb

 the money to pay her own 
u's brother dies, Babamukuru, 

who is the head of the family, decides to send her to the 
mission school to occupy her brother's place. Tambu 
relates, "I was triumphant, Babamukuru had approved of 
my direction" (57). She works hard at school and is 
accepted at the Young Ladies College of the Sacred 
Heart, earning one of the few places reserved for native 
girls. Tiunbu did accomplish her goal of receiving a supe
rior education. Reflecting back, she relates, "It was a long 
and painful process for me, that process of expansion" 
(204). Tambu received more than the formal education 
she was longing for as a child. She also gained the knowl
edge to develop and express her unique voice. 

Unlike Tambu, Sula, in Toni Morrison's novel by 
the same name, does not know what she is ;hungry for, or 
even that she is longing for an elusive something. In 
Sula, we are introduced to a woman who has never been 
capable of developing a continuing relationship with 
anyone. In Woman:r Place in Man's Life Cycle, Carol 
Gilligan addresses the 'importance of CdnlleCtio'n and 
relationships in -rhe development of wo'n1en. 'She States, 
"Woman's p'lace in -man's life -cycle is to prote'ct -this 
recognition while rhe development litany intones the -celw 
ebra�:ion of separation, autonomy, individuation and nat
ural rights" (23). Sula did not have the role models she 
needed to develop satisfYing emotional attachments With 
other people. She grew up in a chaotic household with
our any limit's and did not have a -loving or 'Tespectful 
relationship with her own mother or gram:lmOther. 
Cilligan would say this failure to form a bond with any 
women in her childhood led ro her failure to form rela
tionships throughout her life. Sula's refusal to fill the tra
di tional role of a black woman left her with few options 
to express her individuality because she was living in a 
racisr society. When her friend Nel criticizes Sula's 
! i fCstyle, she replies, "You say I 'm a woman and colored. 
Ai n't thaf the same as being a man?" ( 1 d42). In In<lllY 
ways Sub led her life, especially her sexual life, as society 
would expect a man to behave. Explaining why she had 
sex with Ncl's husband, Sula says, "Well, there was this 
space in front of me, behind me, in my head. Some 
space. And .Jude filled ir up. That's all. He jusr filled up 
the space" (1 44). Sula is unable to define what she has 

been trying to  fill but does recognize a void in her life. 
While still a young woman, Sula is dying, and she tells 
Nel, "my lonely is mine. Now your lonely is somebody 
else's" ( 1 43). Sula was hungering to live her life as a free 
individual, not realizing she needed a personal connec
tion with other people to be completely autonomous. 

Likewise, longing to live life freely is Hugh Wolfe 
in Rebecca Harding Davis's short story, "Life in the Iron 
Mills." While toiling in the steel mills, an environment 
he hated, Hugh expresses his emotions byd"chipping and 
moulding figures" (24). Hugh does not possess the words 
to adequately articulate what he is experiencing, so he 
speaks through his art. When his korl woman is recog
nized by a group of men visiting the mill, Hugh is asked 
what he meant by his sculpture. He replies, "She be hun
gry" (33) .  Being misunderstood by the men, Hugh 
explains that he did not ·mean she was hungry for food 
bur tells them, "I dorino . . . . Summar to make her live, I 
think" (33). Htlgh is ndtdsure what he, through hisdkorl 
women, is hungry for, 'but he recognizes the unspoken 
'longing as an essential ingredierit df life. After the men 
leave the mill, Hugh 'has an insight into his hunger. "In 
his cloudy fancy he has piCtured a Something like this. 
He has found it in this [man] Mitchell . . .  a Man all
knowing, all-seeing, crowned by Nature" (40) .  I n  
Mitchell, Hugh sees the mail he could have been and the 
man he will 'never be ;il!dwed 'to become. Hugh now real
izes 'that his life will never be any different and asks, "Is it 
my fault that I am no better?" {41). He rightfully ques
tions the order of man al\d the role he is forced to play 
in this harsh world. Hugh makes the ultimate moral 
decision to end his own life because he knows his hunger 
will never be satisfied. Rejecting society's version of the 
afterlife, Hugh is confideht and secure in his opinion 
rha't God's justice is not based oi1 inan's laws. 

Also rejecting man-made laws is a self-proclaimed 
monster who lives by his own code in  Mary Shelley's 
Frmiketzstein. The monstei· is htingerihg for acCeptance 
and love but turns to anger and revenge when he is 
rejected by his creator. After reading Frankenstein's 
papers derailing his own horror at what he created, rhe 
monster cries, "Hateful day when I received life! Why 
did you form a monster so hideous that even you turned 
from me in disgust" ( 1 30). The monster rightfully feels 
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abandoned by the person who gave him life. Isolated and 
alone, he lives in the woods near the De Lacey family. 
Gathering courage, the monster reveals himself to the 
blind, old man who accepts him, saying, "it will afford 
me ·true pleasure to be in any way serviceable to a human 
creature" ( 1 34). The monster finally hears a "voice of 
kindness directed towards [himself]" and believes the 
other family members will also accept him. However, 
when the family returns to the house, disaster strikes and 
the monster reveals, ''Who can describe their horror and 
consternation on beholding me?" ( 135). Now realizing 
he will never be welcomed by any human, the monster 
relates, " I  gave vent to my anguish in fearful howlings. I 
was like a wild beast" ( 1 36). The monster travels back to 
the home of Frankenstein, and upon meeting him, 
demands a companion, saying, "I  am alone, and miser
able ;  man wil l  not  associate with me; but  one as 
deformed and horrible as myself would not deny herself 
to me" (144). The monster pleads with Frankenstein to 
create a female so he can be happy with a companion 
who will accept him. Promising to never harm another 
human, the monster vows to be content in the wilder
ness with his companion. The monster believes his 
h unger for love and acceptance will be satisfied.  
However, fearing the havoc the two might create, 
Frankenstein will not produce another monster. Thus, 
being condemned to a lonely and isolated life, the mon
ster turns to revenge, killing all of Frankenstein's loved 
ones and pursuing him until his death. Only when his 
creator is dead will the monster end his own life. 

Another who feels isolated and alone is the narra
tor in "The Yellow Wallpaper," by Charlotte Perkins 
Gilman.  We are able to glimpse into the mind of a 
woman who has been effectively silenced while she is suf
fering from severe depression. This woman is hungering 
for a voice through her writing and her relationships 
with others. Her husband and brother, who are both 
physicians, agree "there is really nothing the matter with 
[her] but temporary nervous depression" (29-30). They 
prescribe a program which does not include her work, to 
restore her to good health. Expected to follow the dic
tates of these well-meaning men without question, she 
tells us, "Personally, I disagree with their ideas . . . .  
I believe that congenial work, with excitement and 

change, would do me good" (30). The work the narrator 
is speaking of is her writing. Even in her depression, the 
woman understands that creative self-expression is vital 
for all people. She becomes fearful of the very people 
who are feeding and caring for her, because she is alienat
ed from all others and forced to abandon her creative 
outlet. Essential ingredients for the recovery of this 
woman are the ability to express her voice and to have a 
continuing relationship with her companions. The narra-
tor describes her descent into madness as the only way to 
gain amonomy, because her hunger for personal freedom 
is not satisfied in sanity. 

We have read the stories of five people who were 
hungry for something more in their lives. One young 
girl, Tambu, received more than what she was dreaming 
of by attaining the ability to reject whar was being !"aught 
ro her and basing her knowledge on her own experience. 
Believing she was experiencing life as she desired, Sula 
dies without ever knowing what she was hungering for 
because she is never able to connect with other people in 
a meaningful and lasting way. Hugh does attain self
knowledge; however, his truth is that his lifC will never 
improve, so tragically, he ends his own life. Also, never 
being able ro improve his life, Frankenstein's monster 
ends his existence only when he can stand over his dead 
creator. Also unable to improve her cxistencej the narra
tor in "The Yellow Wallpaper" slips into madness as an 
escape f-i·om her isola fed life. In all of these stories, we are 
able to understand the longing for self-expression and 
the necessity of lasting relationships. 

Evaluation: judy has thoughtfidly captured the essence 
of the need for integrity in the focets ofzoomenS lilles-

work, love, fomily, creativity--in her intelligent 
discussion of these works. I particu!dr!y relished 

her discussion of hunger as metaphor in these works 
and in the lives of both women and men, their hunger for 

attachment and wholeness not based on gendn: 
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Memento Mori 

Megan Finchern
Course: Honors English I 0 I 
Jnstructor: Martha Simonsent

Assignment: 
Wt·ite a compt�rison esJrly. 

The envelope arrived in the mail about a week later. It 
con rained one picture and a brief note. My mom quickly 
threw it av.,ray, comrnenting, "That's so strange . . .  ugh; 

.that g1ves me the creeps!" T'he picture was from myt
great··aunr; it was a photo of my great-grandmother's cas
ket. I wondered: Why would someone take a picture at a 
funeral? This incident once again came to mind when I 
was reading Robert Finch's essay, "Very Like a Whale." 
In Finch's essay, a whale, not a great-grandmother, is 
dead. Yet, in his essay he commented that " [the people 
who came to see the whale] placed children and sweet
hearts in horlt of the corpse and clicked cameras" (392). 
With this similarity, I came to notice many others 
between the death of Finch's whale and the death of my 
great-grandmother. 

Great-grandma Sophia was an amazing woman. She 
lived to be 10 I years old and never showed, or acted, her 
crgc. She was a lively bdy who played the piano, sang in 
church, baked phenomenal cookies, and always had time 
for her grandkids and great-gtandkids. Because of  
Sophia's many remarkable qualities, she became a pillar 
in rhc family. She was very strong, and after her husband 
died, she lived many years on her own. Grandma lived so 
many years that she gained vast quantities of knowledge 
from her experiences. She was cherished and marveled 

over by the family. Elderly people as great as she were 
quite rare to find. Likewise, the whale in Finch's essay 
was a remarkable animal. It was ''the second largest crea,
tu:e ever �o live on earth,'t which made it an excitingt
berng to vtew and study (393). The whale had also lived 
many years, and '1on the whale's own hide seemed to be 
written its life history" (393). Whales themselves are pil
lars of the ocean. They are strong, stable creatures who 
have lived many, many years. Gentle and caring, they 
"form family groups, develop social structures and per
sonal relationships, and express loyalty and affection 
toward one another" (393). On a very simple level, my 
great-grandmother and the whale of Finch's essay are 
quite alike. They are both strong, remarkable creatures 
that are rare to discover. But these points are quite obvi
ous; by looking closer, I noticed specific, parallel inci
dents in the lives of Finch's whale and my grandmother. 

My great-grandmother was a very hard woman. She 
stuck up for herself and gave her opinion of others 
whether they would like it or not. She was also quite 
bossy. My mom always jokes and says, "You're acting like 
Grandma Sophia!" whenever I turn into a know-it-all. 
But people admired Grandma for her strong will. She 
was born in the late 1 800's when women were supposed 
to be "meek and mild." I can j ust imagine Sophia as the 
rebellious girl who was the first to speak her mind 
among men. She told me stories of how she often got in 
trouble for her fiery temper and wild spirit. She also 
loved and looked up to her father very much. She took 
him as her role model. I think that she was one of those 
girls who secretly wished she was a boy. Grandma Sophia 
was not a follower. She wasn't what everyone wanted her 
to be. Finch also has the attitude that animals don't have 
to "fit into society" to be accepted, just like my grand
mother didn't "fit in." Finch says there is "a tendency 
these days to defend whales . . .  by pointing out their simi
larities to human beings" but that this view is "wrong
headed and misleading" (393, 394) . Finch feels that 
animals don't need to be like people to be accepted, just 
like Sophia didn't need to be like the common woman to 
be accepted. Finch says that "[this view] implies that 
whales and other creatures have value only insofar as they 
reflect man himself and conform to his ideas of beauty 
and achievement" (394). Because whales sing and play, 
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for instance, people feel they are better than animals who 
are very non-human. My grandmother also knew that 
women who cooked and sewed and were "proper ladiesn 
were ideal. Yet, whales ate not humans and they should
n't have to act like it. My grandmother didn't wish to 
conform to the standards of women either. She became a 
teacher, and even though she eventually married and had 
children, she stood out against the crowd and got a job 
in the early 1 900's. Even though the whale and my 
grandmother "fit" into society, they both went against 
the grain to be themselves. 

My grandma got very sick and started the process of 
dying when she turned 100. Even though she couldn't 
remember people or her own name anymore, someoner
decided to organize a family reunion/"Grandma is I00"r
celebration. I'm still not sure how this was meant to 
work out. My great-grandma wasn't there for half of the 
party, and people started to wonder where she was. 
When she was finally brought to the banquet hall in a 
wheelchair, I realized how serious her situation had 
become. She was no longer the lively, energetic grand
mother I once knew. She was a shriveled old woman who 
looked like she was half dead. As she was rolled up to the 
doors, chaos occurred. Everyone seemed to rush toward 
Grandma to take pictures, talk, kiss, question, touch, or 
just stare at this ancient wonder. Grandma got confused 
and scared and started to cry. This motivated even more 
people to crush in and ogle her. Everywhere people were 
whispering about the way she looked and how she was 
acting. I was very upset and kept asking my mother why 
someone didn't take her away. Eventually, her daughter 
did tal<e her home. Some party. 

In Robert Finch's essay, "Very Like a Whale," almost 
the exact incident occurs. When the whale washed up on 
the beach, people came from all over to see it. Finch says 
that h e  "watched electricians and oi l  truck 
drivers . . .  clambering down to the beach. Women in high 
heels and pearls . . .  stumbled through the loose sand . . .  the 
normal human pattern was broken" (392). For some rea
son this decaying giant brought people all swarming to 
get a glimpse, j ust as my quickly aging grandmother 
brought swarms around her. Most people had never seen 
a whale up close before, and most people had never seen 
my grandma look so useless and eerie. People on the 

beach commented about the whale "with metaphors, 
lashed similes . .  .like our primitive ancestors, we still tend 
to make images to try to comprehend the unknown" 
(393). I remember hearing so many say my grandmother 
looked u like a ghost" or that she was "at death's door" 
when she came to the celebration. I think the best sum
mation of borh events is when Finch describes the whale 
as an "extravagant memento mori'' {394). I think my fam
ily also saw Grandma as a memento mori: a remembrance 
that we all must die. No matter what dies or is dying, 
death lures all because all are curious about death. 

My great-grandmother was a highly religious person. 
She went to church almost every day and sang in the 
church choir. She was spunky, but also very introspective 
and thoughtful. Her funeral was just like her personality. 
The choir she belonged to sang hearr .. breaking hymns, 
yet the eulogies given were funny and upbeat. It was a 
perfect mix of my grandmother's personality. Only her 
family and close friends were present, which formed a 
right bond of sorrow and remembrance. It was a beauti
ful end-of-summer day at her burial. A calm feeling 
spread over everyone. As we tossed flowers into her 
grave, I could almost hear her singing with the angels. In 
total contrast, the "funeral" for the whale was cold and 
frightening. The whale beached and did not get to be in 
its home, the ocean, when it died. My grandmother, on 
the other hand, had her funeral in the church she 
belonged to. Unlike rhe quiet, peaceful tone at my 
grandmother's fu neral,  the whale was "hack[ed] 
open . . .  with carving knives . . .  for samples to be shipped 
to Canada for analysis" (392). There wasn't an intimate 
gathering, but "thousands of [people] streamed over the 
sand to gaze and look [at the whale]" (39 1 ) .  And bull
horns were the whale's hymn; the whale had to "(sing] its 
own death in matchless, sirenian strains" (395). The 
whale was not given a suitable "funeral" like my great
grandmother. The whale was not respected, and that is 
unfortunate. The whale deserved respect, as my grand
mother had, for it was just as great as she. 

After my grandmother's death, she was remembered 
and cherished by the family. A video was made about her 
and the family she loved. Pictures, songs, and family trees 
created a grand memorial for my grandmother on the 
special videotape. Once in a while, when I think about 
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Sophia, I take out the tape and watch it. It brings back 
many good memories and feelings of the love she gave 
everyone. Even subtle things are done in remembrance of 
Grandma. My mom bakes Sophia's famous "potato chip 
cookies)) every Christmas, since Great-Grandma cannot 
do it any longer. When family members come out to 
visit, someone will always ask to go see Grandma's grave 
or at least drive past her old home. The memory of 
Grandma Sophia is  kepr alive within the £,mily. But in 
Finch's essay, rhe memory of the whale quickly died. 
When Finch came back to the beach weeks later, he "mar
veled rhat such a magnitude of flesh could have been 
there one day and gone the next" (391) .  Nothing at all 
seemed to remain of rhe whale, since the "tide had 
s m o o t h ed and l icked clean whatever vestiges had 
remained" (39 1) .  Flowers always remain at my grand
morhcr's grave, and her spirit is honored by the constant 
vigil of her immediate family. Even the authorities didn't 
seem to want people around the whale when they 
"declared the whale carcass to be a 'health menace' and 
warned [the people] off the beach" (395) .  When my 
grandmother got very sick, someone always stayed with 
her. No one was ever asked to keep away from her. And 
the whale's death was a myswy, as "biologists concluded, 
'We will never know why the whale died'" (395 ) .  
Grandma's death was obviously from senility and old age. 
But the worst part was, the memory of the whale was a 
"memory of a deflated and stinking carcass and of bull
horns that blared" (395). My Gtandmother is fondly in 
the family's memory, and she looked so heavenly and 
peaceful during her funeral. My personal memory is of a 
pale, beautiful woman and the sounds of her choir float
ing about her. The aftermaths of the death of the whale 
and the death of my grandmother were completely differ
ent. 

It is strange how much appreciation I have: for the 
·whal� described in Finch's essay, now that I have com
p�lrcd it: !"o my great--grandmother. I think Finch is right 
when he says rhar humans appreciate animals more when 
l'hcy arc so much like humans. And even though this is 
the· wrong way t:o judge animals, it is incredible to com
pare a beast t:o a human being. Besides the obvious simi
L-lrirics my grandma and the whale share, many incidents 
corresponded in their lives. 1 feel that animals should be 

respected just as much as humans. Or maybe animals 
should be respected more. For whar have animals ever 
done to upset the earth's delicate balance as humans have? 
Animals have seen so much hardship and sorrow. I think 
that is why I compared Great-Grandma to an animal in 
this essay. She, too, lived through a century of changes 
and challenges. My Grandma is a whale: strong, gentle, 
and wise. And when my grandma and the whale died, 
they both made a strong impact on the lives of others. 
Memento mori. 
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Evaluation: A risky, unconventional topic: 
who would think to compare a beached whale to 

ones dying and dead grandmother? 
By rtsing details drawn from the Finch essay 

andfrom her own memories, Megan provides a fresh, 
thoughtji1/, and moving comparison essay. 
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My 
Hardest 

Year 
Tomoko Fukushima 

Course: English as a Second Language (ESL 069) 
Instructor: Linda Dunne 

Assignment: 
The students were to have written a narrative 

essay with a predominant emotion. 

I learned the meaning of satisfaction through my teach
ing experience. Even though it was the job I chose by 
myself, I sometimes found it difficult to get along with 
the students. In spite of its difficulty, however, the work 
gave me a feeling of satisfaction when I succeeded. 

In Japan, English is a compulsory subject in high 
school, and students cannot get away from it until they 
leave school. Therefore, it is one of the hardest subjects 
for some students. Such students show no interest in 
class; they do not do their homework or prepare for the 
class. They stare at the clock above the blackboard in the 
classroom, thinking about their lunch or after school. 
That means the teachers in such classes have a hard time 
making the class successful. 

In March of the first year I became a high school 
teacher, there was a teacher's meeting. None of my 
"seniors" wanted to be in charge of the class full of "low 
achievers," and they wanted me to take responsibility for 
the class. I told them I would do so, because I was the 

youngest of all the teachers and could not refuse the 
request. They looked relieved when I accepted. I started 
worrying about the coming year. "What should I do for 
the students disliking English?" I asked myself. Because I 
had only one week to think, I could not find the clear 
answer on the first day of the class in April. 

When entering the classroom with little hope on the 
first day of the class, I saw more than thirty students 
talking to each other, eating some snacks, and reading 
comics. The blackboard had not been erased, and there 
were not enough pieces of chalk there. I rallied my spir
its, although I was disappointed. I called all the students' 
names, gave seats, and erased the blackboard. While 
doing so, I felt  their eyes. "This is a good chance," I 
thought, "They want to know me. They are curious 
about me." 

Because it was the first year of my teaching career, 
none of the students knew me at that time. Therefore, I 
told the students to ask me questions. They were sur
prised and excited because I did not start the class at 
once. It took me more than thirty minutes to answer 
forty-three questions from each student. After that, I 
talked to them a little-about what I did after high 
school, why I became a teacher, and why it is important 
to study English in Japan. I also promised them to do 
my best to help them. They listened to me quietly and 
eagerly. I felt they were very cute, even though other 
teachers called them "low achievers." I thought I had 
made a fine start of the course. 

The second day of the class came. When I entered the 
classroom, rhe students quit what they had been doing 
immediately and rook their seats. I was happy to see 
that, even though the blackboard had not yet been 
erased on that day. I started my class, reading a short 
story in the textbook. To teach them was really hard for 
me, for they had little knowledge of English even though 
they must have already studied it for five years. They 
were not able to answer my questions and unable to 
translate English sentences in the textbook into Japanese. 
They were, however, trying very hard to keep up with 
me during the class. Their attitude toward the class 
encouraged me a lot. And the course went on like that. 

Things seemed to be going well. It, however, changed 
when the summer came. The hotter it became, the more 
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difficult it was for me to teach them. Because we had no 
air conditioner in the dassromn, the students could not 
concentrate on the class. In addition, the textbook was 
too difficult for them to understand, For those reasons, 
they soon gave up what they had been doing in class. 
They started chatting, sleeping, or looking out of the 
window instead of reading rhe textbook. 

Therefore, I opened all rhe windows in the classroom 
for ventilation and made a study guide to help the stu
dents. To make each guide for every class was hard for 
me, but the students were willing to use it. By using the 
guide, they realized how to prepare for rhe English class, 
what to do with their homework, and, moreover, they 
could artend the class with confidence because they were 
ready f(H the class. 

When l starred using the study guide, the mood of the 
class gradually changed for the better. First of all, the stu
dents became more positive. Until I gave rhe1n the guide, 
they had been afraid of being asked questions. They did 
not want to give me the wrong answers to my questions. 
They were, however, able to study before the class with 
the help of the guide. That made it easier for the stu
dents to carch up with rhe class. In the meantime, they 
were not afiaid of asking me their own questions during 
1hc class. Secondly, they came to help each other. They 
were willing to solve tough questions together. When a 
srudent could not answer my question, the rest of the 
class helped her. When a student was sleeping during the 
class, her neighbors shook her awake gently. Finally, they 
became happy to be in the class. They had already taken 
cheir sears whenever I entered the room, instead of loiter
i n g. They had erased the blackboard and prepared 
enough pieces of chalk before the class began. I could 
not believe my eyes when I first found the clean black
board and the chalk. And I thought that would happen 
only that time; however, it lasted until the end of the 
year. 1. dkl not expect those things at all when the class 
srarted in April. Therefore, I was very much moved by 
the series of events. 

At: the end of the year, I received a card from the class. 
Because they \Vere seniors, they were leaving the school. 
rn the card, they wrote, ((We were very lucky to have you 
i n  our class this year. As you know, we disliked English. 
And we did not expect much of our English teacher at all 

because we felt English teachers made fools of us. They 
went ahead with their own lectures, ignoring 'low 
achievers' like us. We were sad because we wanted to par
ticipate in class. The reason we could not catch up with 
the 'lecture' was we did not know what to do. So when 
you came in our class, we were not sure if we could trust 
your words, 'I will do my best.' To our surprise, you 
showed it to us by what you did. You remembered and 
called our names instead of just saying 'Next,' helped us 
with your study guide for each class, and, moreover, gave 
us confidence, as 'We can do it.' You are completely dif
ferent from other English teachers. And i t  must have 
been hard for you to teach us because we were 'low 
achievers.' Now we are not 'low achievers' any longer. We 
know how to prepare for, cooperate with, and enjoy the 
class. Thank you very much for having us as your stu
dents for one year.o" 

When I finished reading the letter, I found myself cry
ing. I thought, "This is what I have been looking for. I 
became a teacher to fee! like this.'' The letter eased my 
one-year tiredness and gave me satisfaction I had never 
experienced until then. 

Evaluation: Tomokos narrative is superbly organized 
and supported with fascinating details. It serves as a 

testament to the challenges teachers foce all over the world. 
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"Do You See 

What I'm 
Saying?"o

Marie Harris 
Course: English 1 02 

Instructor: Kris Piepenburg 

Assignment: 
Write a literary research paper drawing 

on at least seven critical sources. 

The writer of short stories must deliver his or her message 
quickly. He or she must choose dialogue carefully and 
concisely; and a setting must be drawn in the mind of the 
reader, a setting that seems so familiar that the reader is 
able to envision the scene and its characters without them 
having been detailed by the author. Raymond Carver was 
a master at capsulizing his stories while capturing the 
mindset of middle-aged men, their frustrations, and for 
better or worse, how they cope with the unrealization of 
their youthful dreams. He writes of men who are vaguely 
aware that their personal relationships lack an intangible 
quality, which they are not quite able to discern. Born in 
1 938, Raymond Carver came of age in an era wherein 
males were conditioned to be strong and detached. That 
perspective was reflected in popular movies by the stoic 
characters portrayed by Humphrey Bogart, John Wayne, 
etc., but Hollywood seldom portrayed the emotional toll 
thatsuch an approach to life generates. Carver uses "flat
tened prose" that mirrors the "flatness of his character's 
lives," remarks Adam Mars-Jones (14).  Carvees characters 
are angry at their worst, and indifferent at their best, but 
Carver makes them ordinary and identifiable, which is 
why they are so fascinating. 

T h c H a r p e r  A n t h o l o g y  

In "What We Talk About When We Talk About Love," 
Mel and his wife, Terri, are at their home entertaining 
another couple with a few drinks before going out to eat. 
The conversation turns to the meaning of love, and it is 
demonstrated that each of them has given differing 
implications to the term "love," but none of them are 
able to define it in words. Their communicative skills are 
wanting. In reviewing Carver's work, critic James Atlas 
observed that "the characters have no wisdom to pur
vey . . . .  They talk past each other" {1 03). Carver writes, 
they were uall from somewhere else" (Carver, "Love" 
1 70). 

Terri tells of her former husband who committed sui
cide for his tormented version of love. Mel has been 
impressed with the demonstration of love and devotion 
he has seen in an elderly couple who are hospitalized fol
lowing an auto accident. His awareness that such passion 
does not exist for him is frustrating. He is depressed in 
this, his second marriage, as well as in his profession as a 
cardiac surgeon. Yet, he is unable to take a good look at 
himself. He is raging inside, but he isn't certain of the 
cause; he jnst feels the effect. 

"Cathedral" is an insightful story of a middle-aged cou
ple who has not appreciated any depth to their relation
ship. The wife was married once before to a man who did 
not place a high priority on their marriage, and although 
circumstances are not very different in the present union, 
she has surrendered. The husband, who tells the story, is 
unsatisfied in life, but he is apathetic; he has no inclina
tion to examine his lifestyle in search of what might be 
lacking. He is the reluctant host of his wife's friend, a 
blind man. The arrival of the visitor in his home proves 
to be a learning experience for the husband. 

The main characters in these stories are men who are 
unable to see the truth of their lives; they fend off despair 
with alcohol and drugs. The narrator in "Cathedral" 
states that drinking is "one of their pastimes" (21 6) and 
he admits to "smoking dope" every night (222) . In 
"Love," Mel drinks roo much and takes antidepressant 
medications ( 1 84). He battles many demons in his mind. 
He is well educated, having attended a seminary for sever
al years, which he claims to have been "most important" 
in his life ( 1 70) . Yet, he left that life to enter medical 
school; he was unsuccessfully seeking fulfillment even 
then. The American dream of guaranteed happiness 
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through work and effort is eluding him. In his youth, 
Mel sought spiritual awareness in the seminary but failed 
to find it, and now, a physician in his middle years, it 
escapes him still. This worthlessness of the search for hap
piness outside of one's self is disclosed as Carver brings 
the "spiritually bankrupt materialism into fresh credibili

" tyI (Gallagher I05).d
Carver's main characters also display various attitudes 

toward the marriage relationship. In "Love," Mel tells his 
friends about the old couple he saw in the hospital. The 
two had been together many years, evidently having 
worked out the unavoidable difficulties of marriage. 
Beneath any routine troubles, they truly loved one anoth
er. The man's devotion was obvious. Not seeing her was 
worse than physical pain, and it can be assumed that the 
woman felt rhe same. The point of the anecdote is that 
what appears ro be deep, abiding love and devotion exists 
somewhere. Mel knows he lacks that depth of feeling but 
doesn't know how w acquire it. From his experience, Mel 
believes love is transient, and the devotion and passion he 
observes will never be for him. 

Jn contrast to Mel, the narrator in '1Cathedrafl' cannot 
comprehend the depth of personal relationships; he is 
shallow and indifferent. He believes his marriage is ade
quate, bur he has no high expectations of what marriage 
should be. lt seems to him that marriage is more of a con
venietn social stat� rather than a personal commitment. 
He accepts rhe peaceful dullness of his life (even the nick
name, "Bub," given him by the houseguest, reflects his 
drabness); he "make[s] do wirh booze and self-pity" 
(Kubal l 04) in compensation for the lack of enthusiasm. 
Critic Meredith Marsh notes that "the occupants of 
Carver's houses are desperately alone, whether or not they 
are living with each other" ( 101) .  This is as sorely appar
ent in 11Cathedral," where Bub and his wife live their lives 
disconnecH�d from each other, as it is in "Love/' where 
M-el :md 'l(:rri arc un<ihlc to find each othe-r. 

Carver's men are tormented and have limited vision� of 
rht:msdves. Ironically, Bub, our narrator in "Cathedral," 
doesn't see dur he is more blind to his wife than Robert, 
the: blind man, was to his deceased mate. Bub pays little 
anr::tHion to his wife and her interests; he doesn't "think 
much" of her poetry; nor does he try to understandr
(357). On the other hand, Mel recognizes that there isr

something more, out of his reach. He is intellectually 
aware of it-indeed, he has witnessed it most recently in 
the old couple in the hospital. Mel is unable to express, 
much less analyze, the reasons for his feelings, so, in an 
attempt to communicate the unexplainable to his friends, 
he resorts to the '-phrase "Do you see what I'm saying?'' 
( 1 8.3). He is so "lacking in language that [he is] trapped 
in . . .  inarticulateness" (May 78). Mel has more passion for 
life than does Bub, but it only serves to fill him with rage 
and frustration. 

The women in these stories, while playing a secondary 
role, offer a similar female version of marital relationships 
and love. Bub's wife tolerates indifference in their mar
riage and has developed her own separate avenues of 
expression, through her poetry and the audio tapes, 
which she mails to Robert. She adopts her husband's apa
thy and looks elsewhere for fulfillment. She is "beaming" 
(214) when her friend comes to visit, enjoying their 
mutual interests, much to the consternation of her hus
band. 

Terri has paired herself with Mel, who says he loves her 
but who cannot empathize with the word. Her first hus
band, Ed, physically abused her, but she believes he loved 
her, in his twisted way. She desperately needs ro be loved, 
so she masochistically believed Ed's professions of love as 
he beat her ( 1 70). Carver pointedly describes her as 
"bone-thin" ( 170). She is so starving for the elusive "love" 
that she will accept a close approximation. She is blinded 
by the word "love." She has found life less violent with 
Mel than with her first husband, but she has again 
teamed herself with a man who abuses her, but in a more 
subtle fashion. Mel dominates her. An example of his 
authority is shown when he patronizes her in conversa
tion and then tells her to "shut up" ( 1 77,  1 78). 

Mel has a need for power in his life, and this need 
seems to be out of his control. He believes he has a 
"right" to power ( 1 70). He consciously exercises control 
in his posture and motions, which are ((precise [and] very 
careful" ( 172). The effort at control becomes more diffi
cult as his thoughts begin to turn more introspective, 
when his motions slow and he takes an unguarded pose at 
the kitchen table ( 1 85). He recognizes that he cannot 
always control events or outcomes - not in his profes
sion, not in his personal life. Mel longs for the days when 
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knights were men who commanded power and wore 
armored suits to protect their exposed position ( 180). He 
feels victimized and vulnerable, as Carver reveals when 
Mel says, "Everyone is a vessel to someone" ( 181 ) .  Mel 
denounces his profession as merely a mechanical skill 
( 1 8 1) ,  but he believes it is too late to change careers now; 
he realizes a "dearth of alternatives" (Skenazy 49). Mel's 
fa�ade of power covers his unprotected interior. The 
fraudulence contributes to his rage against his former 
wife-whom he would like to see die from bee-stings 
because she still controls him through his children-and 
his stifled rage against Terri, on whom he blames his 
unhappiness, when he feigns bees attacking her ( 184). 

Carver's men are "on the cusp between oppressive nor
malcy and psychic despair . . .  [and they] vaguely . . .  sense 
[their] predicament" (Koepf 1 02). In "Cathedral," Bub 
doesn't rage; he takes the easy way out. Bub has been 
complacent. He is unhappy in his job, but he makes no 
move to change his circumstances (218). He is satisfied 
with the routine of his marriage but is uncomfortable 
with the feelings he sees demonstrated between his wife 
and her friend, yet he never spent the energy in investi
gating his own feelings. He is not seeking control of any
thing; he merely wants to get by as easily as possible. 

He has become lifeless, but not beyond redemption. 
The hand upon hand in the drawing scene is reminiscent 
of the hands of the blind man enfolding the hands of his 
beloved wife as she died. It is a metaphorical scene of one 
human spirit guiding another through a transition. 

In this way, Carver illustrates two versions of immature 
emotional states. Mel is harboring rage and frustration; 
Bub is merely apathetic. In fact, when being told of the 
love that the blind man, Robert, and his wife had for each 
other, Bub cannot understand how one person could be 
so open to another, much less when one of them is blind; 
ironically, he thinks they were "pathetic" (360). Openness 
to someone else invites vulnerability, and Bub always 
plays it safe. Mel, when seeing the love that the elderly 
couple had for each other, "feels and suffers" that he lacks 
the power to bring that depth into his own life (Houston 
103). 

Many American tnen may recognize themselves in 
Carver's stories-men who are devoid of inrmspective 
analysis, either because they have been unaware of their 

inner selves, or because they have wished to avoid any dis
comfort that such analysis might evoke. "Carver's country 
is a place we all recognize . . . . The country of arduous life" 
(Weber 105). There is an ordinariness to Carver's charac
ters because there is s01nething of us in thetn. His charac
ters often have no last names and sometimes even no 
name at all (May 78). The narrator of "Cathedral" is 
given the nickname "Bub" by the houseguest, which indi
cates that the identity of the character can be assumed by 
anyone. 

Carver's characters often disclose his own unrest, as 
Carver is quoted as having declared to his students: "You 
are not your characters, but your characters are you" 
(Stull 237) .  When he wrote "Love," Carver was 
approaching middle age and suffering through an emo
tional period in his personal life; the main character, Mel, 
reflects a mood of personal intensity. In comparison, 
"Cathedral" was written when the author was beginning 
to find peace within himself, and the narrator of that 
story offers the suggestion of hope. 

Carver reveals himself in the unnamed narrator in 
"Cathedral," who hasn't a due of how to relate to a hand
icapped man. As he awaits the blind man's arrival, he 
recounts feelings of anxiety and wariness of the man who 
knew his wife so well. In discussing this story after 
Carver's death, his friend, Tom Jenks, wrote "Ray began 
to tell of the night the blind man for whom [his wife] 
Tess had once worked came to visit. Tess told her side too 
- how Ray was uneasy . . .  uncomfortable . . .  and mildly 
jealous" (141) .  

There is an intimation of Carver in the Mel McGinnis 
character in "Love." Carver's friend, David Swanger, 
observed that in Ray's first marriage, "Maryann and Ray 
were sustained by [their] separate but overlapping 
visions. . .  the domestic chaos took a terrible toll, [but] Ray 
was able to use it in his stories" (8 1) .  

Carver's stories are mostly conversations in austere set
tings; the characters are inaniculate, but their few words, 
along with their actions, spealc volumes. The blind man's 
leading Bub's hand in drawing the picture portrays that 
language is not nccessaty in communication, despite the 
barren language of his characters. Language is dependent 
upon the attention of the listener, and Carver's characters 
find paying attention difficult in the face of their own dis-
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tractions (Van der Weele 36) . There is despair; however, 
the h u m a n  sp ir i t  is indo m i table .  At the cl imax o f  
"Cathedral," the narrator experiences a spiritual awaken
ing, giving him, and the readers, a spark of promise. 

Carver's widow, Tess Gallagher, speaks of her husband's 
writing: "He came of age in an America that still believed 
in the American Dream in which traditional values were 
assumed to prevail .  In later work� he would extend char
acterization and allow some glimmer of hope . . .  but he felt 
no obligation to provide answers . . .  " ( 1 04) . Carver 
exposed the familiar inarticulateness of men in matters of 
the soul. The bleak despair of "Love" gives way to a tiny 
window of hope in "Cathedral. "  Robert, the man who 
cannot see, succeeds in reaching Bub and teaching him to 
see without his eyes, but, instead, with emotion and feel
ing, thereby inducing a spiritual epiphany. The perplexed 
Mel asks in "Love," "Do you see what I'm saying?" ( 1 83) 

as if his unarticulated thought could be visible to the stu
pefied group at his table. The narrator of "Cathedral" is 
also able to see without opening his eyes. He glimpses the 
challenge of exploring new territory in himself and is able 
to comprehend a level of greater understanding of faith 
and spirituality. The spires of the cathedrals reaching 
toward the heavens symbolize the need for humanity to 
strive for something more substantive and meaningful in 
our existence. 

These characters possess the material goods necessary 
for life, but they do not posse�s the intangible quality that 
gives life significance. Carver describes the inner turmoil 
in the souls of his characters, and he thereby makes his 
characters so familiar; their struggles in relationships and 
the pursuit of the "American Dream" are common. None 
of us will ever resolve all the complexities of life, but there 
is always hope. Human spirits are connected: we are lefi: 
with a sense that people can change and often do.  
Carver's life was cut short - he died at  age 50,  in 1 988. 

The narrator in "CathF-dral" offers the suggestion of hope 
in one of Carver's last works; had Carver lived to become 
more mellow with age and understanding, his stories may 
have become more suffused with this spiritual glow. 
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Evaluation: This paper is a skillful, seamless 
blending of many voices, and it shows an astute 

reader, writer, and researcher at work. The abundant 
cr itical sources do not overwhelm the paper, and the 

use of biographical mater ial is particularly interesting. 
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Eight Hours of 
Music, Illumination, 
Warmth, Technology, 

and Clean Air in 
One Room: 

Process and Cost 
Mollie Hawes 

Course: Physical Science 1 0 1  
Instructor: Joseph Auer 

Assignment: 
Study and analyze the level of electrical supply sm;ice for 
your home. Provide circuit diagrams and chart tables. 

Researching my home's circuitry was an interesting task. 
It took a sizable amount of time and required a great deal 
of acrobatics simply to get to the appliances and fuse box 
to get the information I needed. I followed the step-by
step process outlined in the research assignment handout 
and found it helpful to keep me on time and chronicle 
each task, calculation, chart, and diagram as I went along. 

I began with the dire task of getting the level of service 
supply for my house. I had an idea that it would be I 00 
A because of the approximate age of my house. I starred 
by asking my father. He had no idea offhand. He 
checked some of his files and still came up with nothing. 
Next I went through some of the old receipts for bills 
and other mailings from Commonwealth Edison. Still, I 
found nothing to indicate our level of service supply. My 
next try was a 1-800 number .listed on one of the most 
recent mailings. This was a tedious process of hitting 
redial and finally getting through to elevator music (as I 
was on hold). I finally gave up on this avenue and decid
ed to try the website, also listed on the bill. This was 
where I finally got some results. I located various links 
within the page and finally selected "Residential." There, 
I was able to get an e-mail address, and I simply e-mailed 
Com-Ed, asking for the level of service supply to my 
house. I checked my e-mail faithfully for several days 
before I heard any word from Com-Ed. Strangely 
enough, instead of e-mailing a response, they called the 
house. They asked for my mother and gave her the infor
mation. (I had signed the e-mail "M. Hawes," as my 
mother's first initial is "M," and generally, in most busi
nesses, one gets a faster reply if they are thought to be 
one of the heads of house. At this point, I knew that myr
level of service supply was, as I had estimated, I 00 A.r

My next step was to draw a diagram of my fuse box. 
The fuse box in my house is located in the utility room, 
sort of next to and sort of behind our dryer. After climb
ing over what seemed like endless amounts of laundry 
baskets and tripping over my dog, I finally made it to the 
fuse box. I had the ingenuity to figure out how the fuse 
box opens (due to several blown fuse trips to recover our 
power), and the difficulty came after that. My father had 
written the key for which fuses controlled which room! 
This does not sound like any horrible emergency, but it 
can quickly become one if one is acquainted with my 
father. My father has the most terrible hand-writing of 
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anyone I know, or anyone who ever lived. He frequently
cannot read his own writing and was even kidded by his
mother that he should have been a doctor because o
their stereotype of having poor penmanship. The other
problem is, I am known to be almost the holder of the
"Rosetta Stone" where my father's writing is concerned,
so if I cannot read it, seldom can anyone (my father even
says that I surpass him in the translation of his writing,
probably just to get me to type up some of his papers for
him). 

I had to locate which room was controlled by which 
fuse by leaving something on in each room and then
turning off the fuses one by one. This whole process 
helped me to decide which room to use and also caused
me to stumble many rimes in the dark, again tripping
over one of my dogs. My dog gave me looks almost as 
strange as my mother did, as I was running around the 
house in dark rooms seeing which fuse tied to which 
room (and in some cases1 which appliances in certain 
rooms did not go on the same fuse as the rest in that 
given room; two examples of appliances not being on the 
same fuse as the othCr items within thC same roOm were 
my washer and dryer; also, the air conditioner-though 
in  the kitchen-was controlled by a fuse that did not 
control the other kitchen appliances). 

I decided to use my bedroom for purposes of this 
paper's calculations because the outlets and appliances 
connected to the fuse were straightforward, yet plentiful. 
I almost used my screened-in porch for the calculations, 
but many of the appliances were very old and did not list 
values for current, voltage, or power or some of the 
information had been worn off over the years. 

I determined that I had the following appliances that 
connected to that circuit: air purifier, black desktop light, 
stereo, electric blanket, extra-loud alarm clock with radio, 
normal alarm clock, floor lamp, wall lamp, printer, and 
computer. I checked to see what values were listed on the 
back or inside of the appliances that I was using. Some 
listed only two values, while one listed all three values. I 
did notice d1at the computer and printer were the only 
appliances to list current and voltage instead of electric 
power and voltage. I do not know what this could be 
attributed to, but it has made me curious as to whether 
computet equipment is more likely than other types of 
appliances to list the value of the current. 
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I also was surprised that the "extra loud" alarm clock 
with AM/FM rad.io used fewer Watts than did the normal 
one without the radio. I use a normal and extra-loud 
alarm OJ' a daily basis, as I am a heavy sleeper. The extra
loud one has a radio or beeping noise that is loud enough 
to wake the entire household and can be altered in vol
ume. One would think the loud alann with n1ore features 
would run on more electric power than the normal one, 
but not in this case. At first I thought the age of the items 
could account for this, but the extra-loud alarm is older 
and uses less Watts, and I was guessing the opposite. The 
best answer that I finally came up with is that 5W versus 
4W is perhaps not representational of a major difference 
in electric power. It would be somewhat helpful to know 
why this difference is the opposite from what I expected, 
because this particular appliance is left on twenty-four 
hours a day. 

I made out the following preliminary chart after check
ing to see what values were listed on each appliance: 

Appliance Power (P) Current {I). Voltage (V) 
listed m umts lrsted 1n un1ts listed m JJmts 
of Watts (W) of Amperes (A) of Volts (V) 

{1)  Air Purifier 
{2) Desk light 

36
60 

5.0 
? 

120 
120 

(3) Stereo 
{4) Electric Blanket 

32 
70 

? 

? 
120 
120

(5) Loud Alarm 
(6) Normal Alarm 

4.0 
5.0 

?

? 
120 
120 

(7) Floor Light 
(B) Wall Light 
{9) Printer 

{10} Computer 

60 
60 

? 
? 

?

? 
0.4 
6.0 

120 
120 
120 
120 

I then worked out the missing parameters so that the P, I, 
and V values could all be filled in (See Calculations, next 
page). Before making the calculations, I reviewed the 
notes and text-book-the relevant equations, the types of 
parameters, their abbreviations, and the units and abbre
viations I would need. I entered the missing information 
into the chart. 
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Appliance Power (Pl -- Current (I) - Voltage (V) - -
listed m un1ts l1sted m un�ts listed m umts 
of Watts (W) of Amperes (A) of Volts (V) 

( 1 )  Air Purifier 36 5.0 120 
(2) Desk Light 60 0.5 120 
(3) Stereo 32 0.3 120 
(4) Electric Blanket 70 0.6 120 
(5) Loud Alarm 4.0 0.0 120 
(6) Normal Alarm 5.0 0.0 120 
(7) Floor Light 60 0.5 120 
(8) Wall Ugt1t 60 0.5 120 
(9) Printer 48 0.4 120 

(10) Computer 720 6.0 120 



Next, I worked on the block and pure electrical circuit 
diagrams, using the text-book

,
s examples to guide me, as 

suggested by the instructor. I then calculated the total 
power consumption for all devices, multiplied it by 8 
hours and divided it by 1000 to make the value represent 
Kilowatt hours instead of Watts, as it previously had. I 
then multiplied the Kilowatt figure by the under 400 
kWH figure (as I certainly did not use that many). I also 
added up the current figure to find that my house was 
indeed safe if I operated all ten of the above mentioned 
appliances at once. I do not honestly ever use more than 
a couple of items at a time and therefore have even less 
reason for concern. 

I think one of the greatest influences this project has 
had on my perception of household circuitry is to make 
me curious as to what makes my bathroom fuse blow out 
when the fan and a hairdryer are run at the same 
moment. I have not yet experimented with this, but I 
intend to do so in the future. Next time, I believe I will 
invest in a go()d flashlight so that my dog does not get 
tripped on in .the interest ofscience and curiosity! 

Calculations 
For all calculations, let: 

I � current in units of Amperes (A) 
Pd� electric pcwer in units of Watts (W) 
Vd� voltage in units of Volts (V) 

Air Pul'ifi� 
None needed 

Black Desktop Light 
Given: 

Vd� 1 20 V and P� 60 W 
To Fine!: 

I 

Solution:I
I "  60Wil 20V 
l ··· 0.5 At

Electric Blanket 
Given: 

Vd� 1 20 V and P� 70 W 
To Find: 

I 

Solution: 
I �  70W/120V 
I �  0.6dA 

Extra-Loud Alarm Clock with Radio 
Given: 

V �  1 20 V anddP=. 4.0dW 
To Find: 

I 

Solution: 
I =  4W/120V 
I =  0.0 A 
(0.03 if rounded but not to the significant figure) 

Normal Alarm Clock 
Given: 

V = 1 20 V and P= 5 W 
To Find: 

I 

Solution: 
I =  5W/!20V 
I =  0.0 A 
(0.04A if rounded, but not to significant figure) 
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Stereo 
Given: 

V � 1 20 V and P� 32 W 
To Find: 

I 

Solution: 
I �  32W/120V 
I =  0.3 A 
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Floor Lamp 
Given: 

V = 120 V and P= 60 W 
To Find: 

I 

Solution: 
I =  60W/120V 
I =  0.5 A 

Lamp Wall 
Given: 

V = 1 20 V and P= 60 W 
To Find: 

I 

Solution: 
I =  60W/120V 
I =  0.5 A 

Printer 
Given: 

V = 1 20 V and I= 0.4tA 
To Find: 

p 

Solution: 
p = 0. 4A X 120V 
P = t48W 

Computer 
Given: 

Vt 120 V and I= 6.0 A= 
To Find: 

p 

Solution: 
pr= 6.0A X 120V 
Pd= now 

T h e  H a r p e r  A n t h o l o g y  

Total Power Consumption 1 ,059  W or 1 ,060 W, = 
rounded to significant figures 
1 ,059 W X 8H = 8,480 or 8,500 rounded WH 

8,500/1,000 = 8.5 kWH 

8.5 kWH is less than 400 kWH; therefore, price is 
$0. 1 0494 

8.5 kWH X $0. 10494 = $0.89 or $0.90 (rounded) 

Total Currentr= 1 3.3A (rounded, 1 3A) 
Available = 100 A 
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Fuse Box, Block and Pure Electric Circuit Diagrams 

Fig. 1 .  Fuse Box Diagram 

Fig. 2. Block Diagram 
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Fig. 3. Pure Electrical Circuit Diagram 

Evaluation: No evaluation provided. 
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A Lover's Poem 

Ein 

Liebesgedicht 
Inspired bypoeny read in German 205 

Doris Hohertz 
Course: German 205 

Instructor: Renate von Kendell 

Assignment: 
Write an original poem alout a special relationship 

between two people. Pay attention to rhythms and rhymes. 

A Lover's Poem 

While I sat here alone 

with nothing to do, 

My mind became filled 

with thoughts of you. 

Thoughts of the good times 

we shared together. 

Things we have done 

things we have left undone. 

Memories of you 

that will last forever. 

Ein Liebesgedicht 

Wahrend ich alleine sitze 

mit nichts zu tun 

Mein Geist voll 

von Gedanken von Dir. 

Gedanken von schiinen Zei ten, 

die wir zusammen verbracht. 

Sachen, die wir gemacht 

Sachen, an die wir nicht gedacht. 

Erinnerungen von Dir 

bleiben auf Ewigkeit in mir. 

Evaluation: Doris uses language efficiently in her poem. 
Tht.' sound values .in German are good and make 

tht: originrd poem in German poweifu!. 
'111e poem is metricrdly sound. The rhythms are 

regular anrl the rl�ymes are true. The poem evokes 
.foeling> bath ofplea.rure and regret, suggesting both 

thejoys and sorrows of young Lovers. 
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Appearance 
Is Everything: 

John Cheever 
and 

"The Five-Forty-Eight" 

Charley Juran 
Course: English I 02 

Instructor: Kris Piepenburg 

Assignment: 
Write a literary research paper that 

draws on at lea.rt seven critical sources. 

Of himself, John Cheever has said, "I have been a story
teller since the beginning of my life, rearranging facts in 
order to make them more interesting and sometimes 
more significant. 1 have turned my eccentric old mother 
into a woman of wealth and position, and made my .
f 1.rher a captain at sea'' (qtd. in Simon 3). This was the 
rnorivation of Cheever's writing. He took from what he 
saw and knew best, upper-middle-class Americans, and 
wrote story upon story exploring and explaining the pit
falls that held them. He looks into the souls of these men 
and women who, although they appear to have it all 
together (and as we see in Cheever's own life, appearance 
is everything), are really quite troubled. 

This holds true in Cheever's "The Five-Forty-Eight." 
This story of a middle-class American man deals with 
the actual soul of the person. It looks at common 
Cheever themes of humanity, redemption, relationships, 

and appearance. Readers are able to see into the life of 
Mr. Blake and the aspects of his character that have 
made him the person that he is, and, at the same time, 
see how these qualities that have built him have become 
his weaknesses as well. This is a man who has spent his 
entire life building an image. He has conformed to soci
ety. He has carefully avoided all situations that would 
contradict his appeara11ce of superiority. He hides from 
truth in the shadows of this mirage which he has created, 
and he has forgotten the things that make him human 
instead of just a high-standing mask. 

The basis of "The Five ·Forty-Eight" is the conflict 
between Mr. Blake and Miss Dent. This is the story of a 
man who, throughout his interactions with this woman, 
has no real understanding of her. Cheever has said that his 
writing is the only way he knows how to communicate 
with men and women about life (Simon 5). Linda Simon 
feels that this is mirrored in his stories where, " in 
Cheever's world, men do not understand women." They 
do not know how to talk or respond to them, and these 
men are baffled by the way women express emotion (4-5). 
This is true in the relationship between Blake and Dent; 
however, it is not just their inability ro communicate that 
hinders these two beings. There is something deeper that 
affects each of them. 

Patrick Meanor refers to Blake as "one of Cheever's 
most revolting sociopaths," and he sees the story as "a 
character study of Mr. Blake as a soulless automaton" 
(93), Many of Cheever's best stories deal with characters 
who have major faults of morality and who, throughout 
the tale, have some experience that brings a moral uplift 
(Coale 50- 5 1 ) .  The twist added to this in "The Five
Forty-Eight" is that, less than a story of change from 
wrong to right, it is a story of victimization and manipu
lation turned into cruelty and revenge (Meanor 92-93). 

Blake's crimes are many. It starts with the way he treats 
women. His inability to understand them, coupled with 
his seemingly natural corrupt tendencies, cause him to 
avoid confrontation with, prey on, and demean them. 
He is a poor husband. Blake does not approve of his wife 
associating with the neighbors. She is not there to live 
her own life but to be part of his. When his wife does 
not live up to his expectations, he punishes her. For not 
having dinner ready on time, he has no reservations 
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about not talking to her for two weeks. He not only 
crushes her in instances like these, bur he also cheats on 
her. He treats these women no better. Since "1nost of the 
many women he had known had been picked for their 
lack of self�esteem" ( 1 1 9- 1 20), Blake was free to treat 
them any way he wanted. He was able to use them with
out consequence. T'hey would capitulate to his desires, 
and they would then shy away. This made it possible to 
avoid dealing with the women at a later time. If this was
n't enough) he would do whatever was needed, such as 
having Miss Dent flred, to break his ties. 

Blake does not limit himself to treating women poorly. 
Dent says to him, "I know that you always prey on weak 
people" (I 29). He tries to always have the upper hand. 
Therefore, he judges those around him, his neighbors, 
strangers on a train; and everyone else, as lesser than he. 
lr is probable that in his corporare lite he does the same. 
He has no concem for others, and because he sees them 
as inferior to himself, has no qualms about stepping pn 
them or using them for his gain. 

The general disregard that Blake shows for humanity 
is what gets him into trouble. Mis Dent is hurt by the 
way Blake has treated her, but she does not focus on the 
incident between them. She sees that Blake's actions 
cx1end outside of their relationship. This is the way he is 
towards everyone. In fact) she responds nor only to him 
but also to the way she has been treated by Blake-like 
persons throughout her entire life. She reacts to those 
who would not hire her, to those in the hospital who 
''only wanred to rake away [her] self-respect" ( 127), and 
to everyone else who has rejected her or brushed her off. 

Dent decides thar rhings need ro be made right. She 
feels rhar redemption needs to be made-for her sake 
and for the sake of mankind. When she confronts Blake 
in an atternpr to straighten out her life, she tells him, 
"''ve been thinking about devils. I mean if there are dev
i ls in the world, if there are people in the world who rep
rt:scnt evil, is it: our duty ro exterminate them? . . .  Oh, 
sometimes I think that I ought to kill you. Sometimes I 
1 h i n k  you're rhe only obstacle between me and my hap
piness. Sometimes " ( 129). She does not decide to kill. . .  
lllake i'(n his evil deeds, but she does decide that some
hing must be done ro compensate for what has been 

done to her by Blake and the world. Her redemption for 

the victims of Blake becomes a cruel vengeance as she 
flnally causes Blake to fear for his life while, with a gun 
pointed at him, she forces him to lay subservient in the 
mud. 'Tm better than you) I'm better than you

)) ( 1 33),d
Dent repeats to Mr. Blake. At this point, Miss Dent feels 
that she has completed her task. She has made Blake 
understand what it feels like to be trotted on. She leaves 
and washes her hands of him. 

Several questions remain) however. First, does this have 
any real effect on Blake's l ife? We see that, once Dent 
leaves, he gets up, brushes off, and starts home as if noth
ing ever happened. Miss Dent's goals of stirring Blake to 
change are not reached. She does bring healing to herself, 
but this brings a second question. Is her redemption 
pure? Dent's desires are honest, but her methods are not. 
The enlightenment she seeks to bring is yielded by way of 
turning the tables. Does the vengeance she takes on Blake 
make her just as bad as him? She tells him, "I won't harm 
you, because I really don't want to harm you" ( 1 33). Her 
desire to not harm Blake is a large contrast from his indif
ference towards everyone. Also, she notes, '(I can wash my 
hands of all of this, because you see there is some kind
ness some saneness in me that I can find again and use. I 
can wash my hands" ( 134). Miss Dent is redeemed in the 
f.,ct that she can walk away. Blake walks away but had not 
been affected by the situation at all. Miss Dent's ability to 
w;rlk away is ber1eficial only because she walks away a bet
ter and more complete person, having faced her chal
lenges instead of avoiding them. She has power over 
Blake in this confrontation. She could have killed him if 
she had wanted. She does not, however. She lets him go, 
and that knowledge frees her. She may have lost some of 
her innocence, but she does not descend to the level of 
Blake. 

One image that we can look at to mirror the theme of 
redemption is light. Throughout Cheever's story, lighting 
is paid special attention. Light is a symbol of purity as 
well as a revealer of truth. It is hard to hide in a rpom 
with no shadows. "The Five-Forty-Eight," however, has 
many shadows. The lighting through most of the story is 
dim at best. Mr. Blake even lives in a place called Shady 
Hill. These lighting conditions signify several things. 
They show the lack of morality, the lack of joy, and the 
abundance of hiding. The characters in this story arc 
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either hidden from or hiding from the truth. They either 
have no human decency or have been shown none. They 
do not have joy. 

The only true light that we see is distant and for oth
ers, or it is unfamiliar. When he and Dent leave the 
train, Blake sees the lights of houses in the distance. He 
knew these lights represented people who had returned 
home from work for dinner, love, and other warm and 
human activities. These are the exact qualities that Miss 
Dent had always assumed Blake had. Now, those around 
him are headed for those lights, but because of his 
actions, he is not, nor had he ever really been, able to do 
the same. 

One other important instance of light occurs at the 
end of the story. As Miss Dent leaves Blake, and as we 
wonder exactly what will become of her, Mr. Blake turns 
to see her crossing a platform in the dim light. After her 
experience with Blake, she leaves the shadows of their 
encounter and the burden of their relationship. She 
heads for another l ife. She passes through the light. 
Although it  is dim, it is not darkness. This shows that 
she may not be fully recovered from all that haunts her, 
but there is hope, and she is better from her encounter 
with Mr. Blake. 

Light is not the only indicator of purity in "The Five
Forty-Eight." George Hunt says of Cheever, "[he] has 
compassion for those characters who have little hope but 
at least are rich in memories" (88). He also notes that vil
lainous characters, such as Blake, are often those that 
lack or have forgotten memories. These characters also 
lack self-awareness (88). This leads to a lack of awareness 
for others and a lack of compassion for the same. 

We see the lack of memories in Mr. Blake's character 
in several places. He forgets several minor things 
throughout the story, such as when he forgets his coffee 
ring at the bar. One of the more telling struggles in 
Blake's memory occurs on the platform at the train sta
tion. Upon hearing water drip and seeing reflections of 
light in the puddles, Blake's mind sparks the sensation of 
shelter. However, this mental image is '(so light and 
strange that it seemed to belong to a time of his life that 
he could not remember" ( 1 3 1 ) .  His inability to remem
ber light and a representation of safety only furthers the 
lackings of his character. Most important is his inability 

to remember Miss Dent's name upon seeing her outside 
of his office. He had shared something with this woman 
that, at least in her eyes, was important. He didn't even 
take the time to remember her name, though. A lack of 
memory begets a lack of humanity. 

On the other hand, the only times that we see a 
glimpse of the humanity behind Blake comes from his 
memories. In the midst of the turmoil of his evening, 
with Miss Dent holding a gun on him on the train, 
Blake has several flashes of memories. One is a "sweet 
[memory] of gone summers and gone pleasures" ( 1 33). 
Still, this sweet memory rr.akes his flesh crawl. Blake is 
not used to such human feelings. He has created a stone 
facade to protect him from good and bad. In addition to 
his summer memory, Blake has another flash of enlight
enment when he is finally approached by Miss Dent; she 
startles him. This jolt into reality causes Blake to remem
ber her name. The most notable occurrence, however, is 
his memory of war. As he sits with Miss Dent on the 
train, Mr. Blake realizes his own mortality. He thinks 
about what Dent's gun could do to him and that he is 
powerless against it. This feeling of vulnerability human
izes Blake, if only for a moment. As he comprehends his 
own frailty, Blake is reminded, in a rush, of the war-the 
"entrails, eyes, shattered bone, ordure, and other filth" 
( 1 30). Blake is scared and insecure, two very human 
traits that bring about human memories. 

On the other side of this is Miss Dent. She is full of 
memories-memories of Blake and others. She rcnH:·m.. 
bers all that has been done to her. These memories are 
what drive her. They propel her human desire to correct 
the wrongs that she sees and has experienced. They help 
her to understand herself, and therefore, understand oth
ers. In the end, however, we see "by her attitude, her 
looks, that she had forgotten him" (1 34). These memories 
have been replaced by hope. "She had completed what she 
had wanted to do" ( 1 34). She no longer needs her memo
ries; she has another purpose. 

Perhaps the most prevalent item in much of Cheever's 
writing is the idea of appearances. John Cheever knew 
that what is seen, whether it is true or not, is what peo
ple believe and know. His characters are often different 
from what they appear to be. To fully understand this, 
one would have to first understand Cheever's life. 
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Appearance Is Everything: John Cheever and "The Five-Forty-Eight" 

John Cheever was born in 1 9 1 2. His father was a shoe 
salesman in Massachusetts. They were average middle 
class Am ericans at the  t ime .  Howeve r, when the 
Depression hit ,  they lost most of their money. John's 
father fell deep into his already present problem of alco
holism, and his mother opened a small shop to support 
the family. They were barely able to stay in the lower
middle class. Through his childhood, John felt neglected 
and unloved. He was not proud of his family (Simon 3), 
and they were not proud of him, often reminding him 
that his conception was an accident (Donaldson 1 5) .  

Simon says that "of all Cheever's fictions, perhaps the 
most flighty and eccentric was the story he told about his 
own life" ( 1 ) .  Unhappy with his life, John, a storyteller 
from the beginning, created a world that satisfied his 
desires. He made his father into a factory owner. His fan
tasy world consisted of maids and sailboats and clubs. 
(Simon 1 ,  3) He told detailed stories of how life was in 
this world he had fabricated. 

The Cheevers were able to scrape together enough 
money to send John to prep �chool. However, he eventu
ally left. The story he told, and the subject of his first 
published story, said that he was intentionally expelled 
for smoking. However, it is more likely that his parents 
could no longer afford the school (Simon 2-3) . From 
what John told, no one would have guessed at the true 
loneliness and self doubt he felt inside. 

Cheever continued his storytelling games through most 
of his life. Even in adulthood, he seemed to have every
thing. On the surface, life was grand. He had a beautiful 
wife, children, and dogs . To Cheever, appearance was 
everything. Anything out of the ordinary, he dismissed 
with a feasible explanation. However, in the late 1 970's, it 
was discovered that John Cheever had a serious drinking 
problem as well as a valium habit. Later, after his death, it 
was discovered that this was just the beginning of the list 
of problems in Cheever's life (Simon 2) . 

The characteristics of Cheever's life strongly canied 
over into his writing, although he had told many that 
"fiction is not crypto-autobiography'' (qtd. in Simon 2) . 
This started with the base of his characters, the upper
middle class. This was the lifestyle young John Cheever 
had fantasized about and the author had gained. Cheever 
called himself a spy in the middle class. He said that 

since he was not born into a true class, he had chosen 
one (Simon 2) . He must have been a wonderful sleuth. 
The majority of his stories were first published in The 
New Yorker, a publication for the sophisticated (Coale 1 ) .  

H e  knew his readers well. H e  knew the comfortable 
lives they lived, but he also knew that deep inside they 
had "an abiding fear that something was terribly, terribly 
wrong" (Simon 1 ) .  John Aldridge speculated that what 
Cheever understood about this fear was "what happens 
when a man making too much money awakens to the 
fact that there is nothing left to spend it on except some 
form of anesthesia against the knowledge that there is 
nothing left to spend it on" (qtd. in "John Cheever"
Contemporary Authors 92). 

The truth that was beneath the surface of Cheever's 
characters was what he reached for. To Cheever, appear
ance was everything. To his middle-class characters, 
appearance was everything.  When this appearance 
cracked, the truth of their persons was seen. Their faults 
and lives were revealed. 

In the "Five-Forty-Eight," we can see a glimpse of this 
through Mr. Blake. His appearance means everything to 
him. He follows the sumptuary laws and disregards any
one who doesn't. He tries to put up a front that says, 
'everything is fine.' His attempt works. If seen walking 
down the street, Mr. Blake would be taken for a proper 
and well-off business man. Miss Dent, upon first meet
ing Blake, assumes, as well ,  that he has a happy and 
wonderful life, consisting of "friendships, money, and a 
large loving family" ( 1 1 9) .  However, his life is not all 
well, and his home and family are not the least of his 
problems. This is not something to make a point of, he 
feels. After all, every man quarrels with his wife. He 
despises his neighbor because she has become privy to 
the details of his actions against his wife. 

Miss Dent discovers that Blake's life is not all that she 
thought it was, and then she exposes some of the truths 
about him. She shows his true nature and opens up his 
human vulnerability for a moment. For this moment, 
the dream that he is living in comes crashing down. He 
has no real purpose. He begins to feel some signs of 
remorse as well as a fear for his life. The opening of 
Blake's soul is not a complete transformation, though. It 
closes almost more quickly than it opened. He does not 
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change, but instead, regroups his illusions. He gathers 
himself and replaces his hat on his head. This returns 
him to the image of normalcy. If he looks well, then life 
must be well. 

Mr. Blake has built up a life for himself where he feels 
invincible. He abuses the people he comes in contact 
with, and he has no fear of consequences. He builds up a 
reputation for himself, especially in his own mind, and 
will not associate with anyone of lower standing: in the 
end, the same qualities that make Blake almost cause his 
death. His initial indifference to Miss Dent's feelings 
motivates her to build up the courage to come after him. 
He has no idea how to defuse the situation himself 
because he has not learned to deal with women on an 
intellectual level. On the train, he fears for his life, and 
though he is surrounded by neighbors, he has no one to 
call for. His previous actions have alienated him from 
them so much that they have no care for him. Also, he 
would not be willing to call out, as it would make him 
seem less in control. 

"Oh, I'm better than you, I'm better than you," Miss 
Dent is able to proclaim near the end of this confronta
tion ( 1 33). She has broken through the surface of Blake 
and sees the truth inside of him. She discovers Blake to be 
"a cold, manipulative, egotistic figure . . . . He is a man who 
is outwardly capable but inwardly empty. He understands 
with keen clarity the public behavior of people, but he 
has almost completely lost touch with the emotional 
needs that drive them" ("John Cheever"-Instructor 's 
Manual 27). She realizes that Blake's true self is not as 
wonderful as he would have people believe. In the end, 
the only person who believes the facade is Blake himself 
He is so far out of touch with reality that even a brush 
with death is waved off to become another forgotten 
memory. 

John Cheever wrote of (and lived in) a world of pre
sentation. This was a well-off world of money and pres
tige. Those wrapped up in it are content. Everything 
goes smoothly as long as the masquerades continue. 
However, when truth is revealed, whole worlds crumble. 
Though people, such as Blake, may believe their own 
lies, they are irrelevant if they do not hold up in the real 
world .eI n  the end, Cheever shows, truth is revealed. 

. 

Blake cannot seal reality from Miss Dent. In Cheever's 
life, as well, the truth was revealed. In a biography of 
John Cheever, his daughter, Susan, wrote, after discover
ing the true turmoil that plagued her father, "I know my 
father better than I ever did while he was alive" (iv). In 
the end, appearances must make way for the truth. 
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Evaluation: Even with a paucity of ava ilable 
sources on this topic, Mr. Juran offirs a compelling look 
at this story, and at how issues in the author 's lift were 

m irrored within it. I especially value Mr. Juran's 
astute interpretive ability and his simple, clear, 

engaging style of writing. 
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Michael Kenny 
Course: English I0 I 

Instructor: Joe Sternberg 

Assignment: 
£l;afutlte a spec�fic subject. Be sure we have a good sense 
ofJIOUr criteria and clear(y understand your eVidence. 

As stared nearly 1 50 years ago, by the C'hicago Times, "It's 
a newspaper's duty to print the news and raise hell" 
(Bartlett:, 780). After many name changes, the Chicago 
Times newspaper ceased publication in the 1 970s. One 
of its main competitors, however, the Cb�cago,- Tribune, 
has been printing and raising hell for over 1 5 0  years. 
Recently, the information superhighway has created a 
new way for the Thbune to raise hell and print news. At 
wvvw.chicagotribune.com, the news is not printed ink; 
it's printed hypertext, right on your computer screen via 
the Internet. This technological advancement spawns a 
good question for young PC pawning 11-ibune readers; 
Internet Chicago lribune, or printed edition Chicago 
lribune? Quality of read, accessibility, ease of use, senso
ry appeal, accessibility to additional info, and affordabili
ty give us good leads for this investigation. Although 
switching to the Internet edition can mean the end of 
covers for the bottoms of bird cages, the Internet edition 
seems to deserve a close comparison to its older sister. 

Quality of read 
One of the most important reasons people choose one 

periodical over another is the quality of the read. In 
deciding whether to choose the printed Tribune or 
Internet edition, I found no difference at all in quality. 
They have the same writers and sources, with no signifi
cant differences in format. Neither edition holds an 
advantage in rhis department. 

Advantagei- Neither 

Accessibility 
If you're in a building with identical water fountains 

on either end, logically you would use the one that is 
closest. The same goes for the Internet and print editions 
of the Tribune. When I first asked myself which is easier 
to access, I immediately found myself in my computer 
room, logging on, listening to the static of the connec
tion procedure, then the familiar "Welcome, you have 
mail." I then clicked on my fovorites, found the Chicago 
Ti·ibune amongst the sites in  the list, clicked on it
Boom!-! was there: "Quayle is no longer running for 
president." I was impressed. The entire procedure was 
quick and efficient. At further review, however, I realized 
that if I had the print edition delivered, the Tribune 
would be waiting at my doorstep. In addition, what if I 
like to read the paper on the train-or at the bus stop? 
What if my ljlom is using the phone line? If I were in D 
Building, wouldn't it be more effective, instead of walk
ing to a COl.nput<;r lab, to have the Hibune nearly folded 
away in my back pack? In fact, there are newspaper ven
dors on practically every major street and in tnany stores. 
After judicious analysis of these queries, I realized my 
original judgment was a farce, like Aristotle's hypothesis 
that a heavier object falls faster than a lighter one. 
Luckily, I didn't have to wait 2000 years for the truth to 
be revealed. 

Advantage - Print Editi�n 

Efficiency 
Eu.reka, I h<\ve the easy-to-reach print edition in hand. 

I start to read an interesting story by the Associated Press 
on the Nuclear Test Band Treaty. The reading is going 
well, bur I reach a point where it says in parentheses 
"(continued on page 4)." I give a long sigh and sloppily 
open the huge 35-by- 17 ( 1/2)-inch paper to page 4. It 
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takes me three attempts to fold the page in a neat man
ner. Then, I fold it again so that I may hold it comfort
ably over my knees. The article concludes after only 
three paragraphs. Then, I am burdened with the task of 
reopening the paper to the index on page 2, just so I can 
see where the commentary begins. Well, you know what 
happens next, a very big hassle, especially in public 
places! Although the print edition might be superior in 
accessibility, once you have it in your hands, it is a very 
different story. 

Let me call your attention to my home PC experience. 
There I am, not caring that Quayle dropped out of the 
presidential race. I decide to see how the Bears did. I sim
ply click on sports and bam, there are the day's heacilines: 
"Bears suffer close loss to Raiders." It doesn't stop at head
lines, though. Off to the side there are sub-categories for 
each sport, even a category for each sports writer. No has
sle, no fuss. Everything is quick and efficient. On the 
main page, in addition to the regular categories of weath
er, national news, sports, etc., there is also an archives
and-related-articles option. Icing on the cake, in my 
opinion. I don't even want to get into the awesome orga
nization of the classified section. 

Adva11tage - Internet 

Sensory Appeal 
Being able to read a color-printed, full page of the 

weather is nice. I don't, however, believe this compares to 
the 32-bit ,  h igh-resolut ion,  all-color graphics the 
Internet edition displays. Moreover, the Internet Tribune 
often includes real-time audio and video clips of current 
and past events such as destroyed bridges in Kosovo and 
narration by sportscasters. 

Although an image of a boy yelling, "Extra!" as a well
dressed Englishman with a top-hat places a nickel in his 
hand, then grabs the smooth, well-folded, thick paper 
with black-glove-covered, aristocratic hand is a very 
traditional and prestigious image, that image of prestige 
and tradition does not compare to the awesome state-of
the-art technology the Internet edition offers. 

Advantage - Internet 

Accessibility to Additional Information 
There comes a time in every reader's life when he or 

she has to say, "What? Where's the rest? I want more!" 
One big plus of the Internet edition is simply that the 
reader is wired into the Internet. For example, if any par
ticular article or idea implied by an article catches my eye, 
I can easily use any search engine to find additional sites 
dealing with those topics. If I were reading the print edi
tion, I would either have to go to the library or find a 
computer terminal to further dissect any particular sub
ject. It makes sense-if I'm already on the information 
super-highway, all I have to do is change lanes to get 
somewhere else. 

I first noticed just how efficient the Internet was in this 
regard when I was reading about welfare reform for my 
Political Science class. The article was enlightening, but I 
needed other info to complete my research. I used the 
default AOL browser and found over 1 ,000 sites dealing 
with welfare reform. This info in unison with the archives 
and related articles features made for an easy research seg
ment of my project. 

Archives? Related articles? Have you ever read an article
'd

which makes a reference to another article written per
haps a year ago? While using the Internet edition, the 
reader can use the archives or related-articles feature to 
look up past articles in a click of the mouse. For an in
depth or interested reader, searching the Tribunes data
base via the Internet is a lot more practical than wasting 
the valuable time needed to make a trip to the libraty. 

Advatttagei- Internet 

Affordability 
Thus fur, the Internet is winning the information, effi

ciency, and sensory appeal races, while the print edition 
edges out in the accessibility department. A quality-of
read difference is nonexistent, so we must turn to our 
most important judge for a ruling-affordability. I know 
the average Harper students are not into spending more 
than they have to for their news. The print edition aver
ages out to only fifty cents a day, depending on whether 
or not they buy the Sunday edition. I will not go into 
explaining different pricing plans, because the price of the 
Internet edition is zero dollars a day. If students have 
access to the Internet, whether it is at school or home, the 
Internet Tribune is free. For all you mathematicians, that 
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is the equivalent to 01 .5=0.  Being a student myself, I 
know that I'll take anything free I can get. The advantage 
for affordability definitely goes to the Internet Tribune. 

Advantage - Internet 

Overall Impression 
Overall, I think the Internet edition outweighs the 

print edition in desirability. At the onset of my research, I 
held a strong conviction that the Internet Tribune was 
superior. That conviction has been diluted, by the print 
edition's accessibility, from conviction to mere opinion. 
Sadly for the print edition, the affordability, efficiency, 
sensory appeal, and access to information of the Internet 
heavily outweigh any advantages the print edition bears. 
Moreover, the Internet's free pricing plan clobbers the 
print edition in affordability, and affordability is the main 
ingredient in my decision-making recipe. 

At the conclusion of my research, I walked over to my 
neighborhood convenience store, maneuvered directly to 
the wooden rack where the periodicals are displayed, and 
began crying uncontrollably. As my tears moisturized the 
beautiful cheap-ink print and pictures on the Tribune's 
front page, I told it, ''I'm sorry, but things change some
times. You're just not right for me anymore, but we can 
still be friends."  OK, maybe I didn't cry, maybe I didn't 
even go to the store. I can, however, assure you that a 
long relationship between myself and the print edition 
Chicago Tribune has come to an end. 
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Evaluation: A l ively contemporary voice complements 
clear cr iter ia  and plentifUl evidence in this essay 

expluining why Mike Kenny values 
the Internet edition of the Chicago Tribune. 
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Links in a Chain 

Carole Kmiec 
Course: English 1 0 1  

Instructor: Martha Simonsen 

Assignment: 
Write a comparison essay. Seek a meaningfUl connection 
between one of our readings and contemporary events. 

Outline 

Thesis: Although James Baldwin's father and racist 
Benjamin Nathaniel Smith seemed like opposites, they 
actually had some general similarities. For both men, 
their lives revolved around a severe hatred, which affect
ed everyone they came in contact with and ultimately 
ended their own lives. 

I. Both men harbored a severe hatred 
A. Baldwin's father 

1 .  Description of where his hatred came from 
2.  Description of his hatred 

B. Smith 
1 .  Description of where his hatred came from 
2.  Description of his hatred 

II. Both men's hatred impacted those around them 
A. Baldwin's father 

1 .  Neighbors and parishioners 
2. Family members 

B. Smith 
1 .  Before shooting spree 
2. After shooting spree 

III.  Both men's hatred ended with death 
A. Baldwin's father's paranoia 
B. Smith's suicide 

How could a minority, who experienced the injustices of 
racism his whole life, have anything in common with a 
violent white supremacist? Anger and hatred have a way 
of bringing some people closer together (in personality, 
at least) than they would ever want to acknowledge. 
Altho ugh James B aldwin's father, who m  B aldwin 
described in " Notes o f  a Native S o n , "  and racist  
Benjamin Nathaniel Smith seem like opposites, they 
actually have some general similarities. For both men, 
their lives revolved around an intense hatred, which 
affected everyone they came in contact with and ulti
mately ended their own lives. 

Both James Baldwin's father and Benjamin Smith har
bored a severe hatred in their hearts. For Baldwin's father, 
this hatred toward white people probably began when he 
was growing up in New Orleans. Baldwin said that his 
father "was of the first generation of free men," so preju
dices were still strong, especially in the South ( 1 06). He 
eventually moved North to New York, but by the time 
his children were growing up, he had "already suffered 
many kinds of ruin" ( 1 07). His life had "bleak bound
aries" around it simply because of the color of his skin 
( 1 07) .  He distrusted all whites, even those who were 
kind to him and his family. He told all of his children 
that their white friends were not really their friends at all, 
and that "white. people would do anything to keep a 
Negro down" ( 1 e1 0) .  When one of Baldwin's white teach
ers wanted to take Baldwin to a play, Baldwin's father 
only agreed because he didn't dare refuse. And although 
this teacher, whom Baldwin described as "a very sweet 
and generous woman [who] went to a great deal of trou
ble to be of help to [them] ," carried on a relationship 
with them for years, his father "never trusted her" ( 1 e10) .  

In  Benjamin Smith's case, i t  i s  hard to know when his 
hatred started or where it came from. He was anything 
but underprivileged, growing up in "affiuent Wilmette" 
with a doctor for a father and a real estate agent for a 
mother (Warmbir and Kaplin 1 ,  9) .  Nevertheless, his 
extreme hatred of minorities was clear to those who 
knew him. He preferred the name ''August" to his first 
name, Benjamin, which he believed sounded too Jewish: 
"he [even] used as an alias the name of the Nazi field 
marshal Erwin Rommel" (Skertic and Sadovi 1 ) .  He also 
had an anti-Jewish tattoo on his chest that said "Sabbath 
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Breaker," which is favored by hate groups (Skertic and 
Pallasch 2). He had recently been a member of the 
World Church of the Creator, a white supremacist orga
nization ''urging whites to push blacks, Jews, and other 
'mud races' off the face of the planet" ("Critics" 9). In 
November, "Smith . . .  was named 'Creator of the Month' 
liH· his efforts to distribute racist literature" ("Critics" 9). 
He was so committed to spreading a message of white 
power that he was arrested more than once for passing 
out such information (Skertic and Sadovi 3). He failed 
his college courses because he refused to write about any
thing except his hatred for minorities. His hate-filled 
essays "h>cuscd on his beliefs and the teachings of the 
racist group he belonged to" (\Xfarmbir and Kaplan 9). 
His yearbook entry from high school was appalling: 

[It] carried the slogan "Sic Semper Tyrannis"
or "Thus Ever ro 1)'rants." Those are said to be 
the words John Wilkes Booth spoke after shoot
ing Abraham Lincoln and a phrase o!l a T-shirt 
worn by Timothy McVeigh the day he bombed 
the federal bu i ld ing  i n  Oklahom a  City. 
(Warmbir and Kaplan 9) 

T'he severe hatred of both Baldwin's father and Smith 
poured out onto those around them like hot lava. 
Baldwin's father never felt  able to express openly his 
srrong feelings against whites, so his rage was usually 
projected toward neighbors, parishioners, aild his family: 

He treated almost everybody on our block withd
a mosr uncharitable as/)crity and neither they, 
nor, of course, their chi dren were slow to recip
rocate . . . .  He could be chilling in the pulpit and 
indescribably cruel in his personal life and he 
was certainly the most bitter man I have everd
met. ( J  07) 

For example, he refused to help a relative who "was in 
trouble and near death," simply because she had hung a 
picture of Louis Armstrong on the wall of his hnme andd
instructed him not ro rake it down (I 07). Incidentally, 
his h atred of Louis Armstrong may have come not only 
fi·om the "evil" music rhat he played, but also from his 
huge success, which Baldwin's father never saw in any 
part of his own life. 

Baldwin's father also repeatedly took his anger our on 
his children. Baldwin recalled how none of them was 
ever glad to see him come home because whether he was 

trying to play with a young child, help an older child 
with homewor�k, share a delicious watermelon with 
them, or simply make a joke about their poverty, his rage 
was always present, and it  always "led to the most 
appalling scenes" ( 107). Baldwin mentioned that these 
scenes often involved "slapp[ing a] child in anger" ( 1 1 8) .  
Even his "good" relationships revolved around quarrels: 

Chief among the mourners was my aunt, who 
had quarreled with my father all his l ife; by 
which I do not mean ro suggest that her mourn
ing was insincere or that she had not loved him. 
I suppose that she was one of the few people in 
rhe world who had, and their incessant quarrel
ing proved precisely the strength of the tie that 
bound them. ( 1 1 8) 

As a resulr, he had few friends, was in low demand as a 
minister, and had virtually no connection to his children; 
hoWever, they were left with a "legacy" of consequences: 
conflicting thoughts and feelings, including their farher's 
hatred and rage, to sott through alone or risk passing on 
tb yer another generatioil. 

Benjamin Smith's hatred also had a deep impact on 
those around him, alrhough, unlike Baldwin's father, 
Smith directed it mostly toward those he hated. He also 
did not get along well with people in his neighborhood. 
Some described him as "asocial" and said he was "some
one who . . .  scared them" (Skertic and Sadovi 3) .  He 
affected people in different ways when he passed out hare 
literature: some decided to follow the group that he 
belonged to, and others were offended. In Bloomington, 
Indiana, more than 500 students and city officials were 
moved to attend an and-hate rally because of pamphlets 
passed out by Smirh (St. Clair and Kutz 9). In addition 
ro being arrested for distributing literature, he was also 
anested fot disorderly conduct and domestic battery, 
which showed he had an angry temper similar to that of 
Baldwin's father: "An ex-girlfriend of Smith's . . .  told 
[newspapers] rhat rhey broke up in 1 998 afrer he beat 
her." She also described him as "violent" and was so 
scared of him that she filed a protection order with 
police (Skertic and Sadovi 3). 

Unlike the quiet and prolonged dying of Baldwin's 
father, however, Smith's final effect on those around him 
was extremely violent, leaving two people dead, eight 
injured, and many others scared for their lives. These 
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people were attacked not for doing anything to Smith, 
bur just for being alive. The ones who were injured are 
now trying to recover not just from physical wounds, but 
emotional ones as well. As for Ricky Byrdsong, shot to 
death in front of his children, and Won-Joon Yoon, shot 
to death in front of the Korean church he attended, the 
lasting impact on them and their loved ones can hardly 
be imagined (Skertic and Pallasch 2, Warmbir and 
Kaplan 9). Smith's own family will also be affected for a 
lifetime. The day after the shootings, "the curtains [were] 
drawn. No o ne answered the door" (Warmbir and 
Kaplan 9). 

In both Baldwin's father's case and that of Benjamin 
Smith, their hatred affected their own selves so much 
that it eventually killed them. Baldwin's father was "eaten 
up by his paranoia" ( I08). His suspicions of whites and 
neighbors began to apply to his family as well. Baldwin 
described him as being "locked up in his terrors; hating 
and fearing every living soul including his children who 
had betrayed him, too, by reaching toward the world 
which had despised him" ( 109). He left the world bro
ken, feeble and ill, and "one-time friends . . .  seem[ed] to 
suggest that they had known all along that something 
like this would happen" ( 1 1 8) .  

Benjamin Smith, on the other hand, chose to shoot 
himself three times while trying to escape police: in the 
chin, leg, and chest. When arrested, he was said to still be 
struggling with deputies, despite his wounds ("Racist" 9). 
He left the world young, hateful, and violent. As in the 
case of Baldwin's father, however, past friends seemed to 
predict his fate. An ex-girlfriend said, "I really think it's 
going to end . . .  with him dead" (Skertic and Sadovi 3). 

Elizabeth Sahr, who had a one-year relationship with 
Smith, also said, "This is his Independence Day from the 
government, from everything . . . . He is not going to stop 
until he's shot dead. He's not going to surrender. He's 
not going to give up until he leaves this world" (St. Clair 
and Kutz 9). Baldwin summed up this similarity perfect
ly when he wrote, "Hatred, which could destroy so 
much, never failed to destroy the man who hated and 
this was an immutable law" ( 123). 

T h e H a r p e r  A n t h ,o I g yo 

Baldwin's father and Benjamin Smith would have 
probably emphatically denied that they shared any com
mon ground. And clearly, there are some distinct differ
ences in how they handled their feelings. Yet, the rage 
that they both allowed to control their lives links them 
together in the unbreakable chain that has prevented the 
freedom of acce'ptancc, justice, and peace since the 
beginning of time. 
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On the Border 
in Borders 

Radik Lapushin 
Course: English 101  

Insnucror: Marrha Simonsen 

Assignment: 
Write about aflworite place, "a holy spot" like 

EB. Whites in "Once More to the Lake. " 

Do we really choose rhe places we love? Or maybe they 
choose us, peering at our faces, listening attentively to our 
voices, and reading the pages of our lives. They attract 
and seduce us; they tame us gradually day by day, step by 
step, until we are not able even to imagine ourselves with
our them. Then we can leave these places, but we are 
powerless to forger them because they become a part of 
us, and we ourselves become a parr of them. 

I keep in my memory my first date with one such spe
cial place. It was during my first days in this country. 
Everything was strange, unknown, and different from 
what I had been adjusted to before. I used to wake up in 
the early morning from the voices of the fussy geese, I 
used to walk down through the unaccustomedly empty 
streets, almost without pedestrians, and I used to feel a 
lack of air because of the horrible hear and the intolerable 
humidity. Besides that, I could hardly speak English and 
was not able to understand what people were telling me. 
In that condition, almost by accident, I opened the door 
of Borders, where I found myself surrounded by books 
and the long-expected freshness which, as I felt at that 
moment, came from those books. There were not many 
people. The quiet and pensive music penetrated me slow
ly from the second floor. I headed for the cozy cafe with 
rhe high ceiling that reminded me of the cupola of a 
cathedral. I ordered a cup of tea, and with the first gulps, 
I experienced the feeling of being at home. 

Then, I tried to visit that place as often as I could. I did 
not have a car yet, but my relatives used to pick me up 
when rhey drove to the health club not far from Borders. 
They made fun of my attachment to an ordinary store. 
Chuclding, they invited me to join them, but I consis
tently preferred Borders. Why? Of course, I could study 
there and from childhood I had fallen in love with books 
and music. But there was something else I was not able to 
explain. It seemed to me that opening the door of that 
store, I was not a stranger anymore, that I had discovered 
my own place where nobody and nothing could threaten 
or disturb me, and where I was not so vulnerable and 
unprotected from reality. 

I did not have much rime there, but I was never in a 
hurry. I liked, for example, to tal<e any book from a shelf, 
open it at random, and try to read. It was not simple for 
me because of my English, but I was not afraid of misun-
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derstanding: I imagined myself capable of reading some
thing between the lines if not in the lines. I remember the 
first English poem I read from the beginning to the end 
without stopping. It was the very dramatic poem by W. 
H. Auden, "Song for St. Cecilia's Day'' (sec. 24), where 
the poet transforms his personal fear of losing his loved 
one into the objective form of the ballad. Reading it, I 
felt  a special rapture thanks to just one rhyme which 
burned me from within: 

0 is it the parson they want, with white hair, 
Is it the parson, is it, is it? 

No, they are passing his gateway, dear, 
Witham a visit. (222�23) 

That double "is it" sounded for me so much like a cry of 
a wild bird suddenly penetrating the space of the store 
that I had to pull my head down, frightened of its touch
mgrme. 

But from the very beginning, Borders was not for me 
just a place that had to do with books and music. It gave 
me a beautiful opportunity to observe people inside the 
store and the life outside. That is why I preferred the 
table near the window in the cafe, where I myself was "on 
the border" between the modern world of streets and the 
eternal world of culture. It seemed to me that centuries 
were looking at me from the bookshelves while people 
were filling up the store and the cafe. I really liked to 
observe them from my place. All of the time, I tried to 
imagine their lives and to read their pasts, their thoughts, 
and feelings in their smiles, gestures, or gait. Of course, I 
had time to catch just scraps of their words, only profiles 
of their faces. But that was enough for my imagination to 
be awakened. Once, for example, I saw an elderly man 
sitting at the table next to mine, holding a woman's hand 
gently. She was smiling, but she was sad at the same time. 
Such a combination of smile and sadness made her face 
especially attractive and expressive. Who were they? 
Maybe they were husband and wife. Lovers? Simply 
friends? I knew that I would never be able to learn the 
answer. But it seemed to me that their lives inexplicably 
had to do with my life. Besides that, I felt that if I had 
opened one of those books from the shelves around, I 
would have read their story. 

In order to be honest, I need to confess that sometimes 
I hated my refuge, my dearest and loveliest place. The 
reason for that feeling was inside me. It appeared to me 
that I tried to hide from reality behind books and COs, 
that I was just an incurable dreamer and contemplator 
who was not able to do what normal people did, and that 
I lived surrounded by phantoms and mirages, like that 
cry of the bird which I just "heard" once above the book
shelves. And those shelves seemed to me like a tremen
dous sandcastle that was about to fall down and cover me 
completely. "You should escape from here! You have to 
escape! You must!" I used to whisper to myself, but every 
time I found myself returning to that place. 

And now I am here again at my favorite table near the 
window and it is my favorite time, the soft twilight when 
things lose their shapes and penetrate each other. Oh, 
how I like this play of the reflections when the book
shelves leave their usual places, reach the road, and stop 
in the middle of it. The faot-moving cars drive through 
the shelves staying invisible for them. They drive through 
the pages and lines, rhymes and characters, through the 
centuries and countries, religions and doctrines, through 
the fire, tears, prayers, and curses, through the permanent 
despair and irresistible hope. No book has fallen down! 
And who can answer where the border is between seeing 
and existing, between my imagination and reali ty, 
between ourselves and the places we choose? 
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Evaluation: The essay as stmctm�d meditation, the essay as 
lyric poem: the writer, a poet himself, engages tts in his 

reflections through detailed description, honest confession, 
and evocative figurative language. 
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}mnifh· LeBron 
Course: Reading 099/English 100 

Instrucrors: Chris Poziemski!Barbara Hickey 

Assigiiment: 
W'J·ite a perJonrd w.z:ntuive about the 
most importflnt eoent in your !iff. 

The single most important event that changed rny life 
was the day my mother got married. I was about four 
years old and furiously disappointed in her, but i t  wasn't 
her f:llllt thar she had no clue. It was my fault for not 
telling her and it vvas my fault for keeping ir a secret. 
How could she have not known? What could I have pos
sibly done to deserve rhis? I had only lived f(mr years, 
not: long enough to comprch�nd what was happening to 
me. The only thing I know now is that the night my 
mother married my stepfather was the night that 
changed my life f(w:ver. 

We had moved ro San Francisco for her honeymoon, 
and because I was very young, my mother couldn't find 
anybody to babysit me. I ended up joining them for 
whar I bdieved was supposed to be my mother's honey
moon) not mine. We moved into a small apartmcnc just 
l::��sr, couple of miles from the great San Franciscoa 

Bridge. My stepfather would always take me fishing on 
that bridge. He had told my mother that he wanted to 
spend quality time with me. I never did blame my moth
er for being so naive. She thought he was the most won
derful man she had ever met because he appeared to be 
the Gnhcr I never had. He certainly was! 

My mother was trapped into this huge love bubble, so 

that nothing seemed to matter to he" I was happy for 
her, -and I thought she deserved it. Don't get me wrong, I 
love her with all my heart. I know rhar my silent cries 
could not be heard, but every time I tried harder, noth
ing seemed to come out. Being away from home made 
me terribly homesick, and being with him didn't help 
any. I kept- hearing his voice, over and over, "Don't you 
worry, everybody does this." I couldn't figure out what 
that meant for the longest time. 

Every night I would lie in my bedroom staring into 
the ceiling of glow-in-the-dark stars. I remember vividly 
that each star would comfort me; I thought that they 
could see what no one else saw. Each day I prayed that 
those stars would send a message to heaven, and some
body would come to rescue me, perhaps an angel. Every 
rime the door creaked and a large shadow appeared 
beside me, I would whisper to my friends, "Dear star, let 
this be over quickly." Silent cries erupted before me as 
the night began, 

Guilt and shame rose up in me, when I only wished 
someone could hear me, I was in unbearable pain with 
the constant heat and pounding on my helpless body. 
Teddy bears began to f,,IJ off my bed, along wirh my 
souL ''Fly, little star," I would whisper, and "please little 
star, rescue me," in a faintly weak voice, Thank God for 
my new kitten, who would knock over my Legos, caus
ing such a noise that would awake my mother. Day one 
was over) and so was I .  

'T'he sun began to rise and a new day was about to 
begin. My mother came into my bedroom with such 
enlightenment and thrilled to see me. She reached over 
to wake me, and suddenly I shook as if I was having a 
seizure. Mom would Say, ''Did you have a bad dream, 
sweetheart?'' My only response was "Oh, I wish, Mother; 
by the way, I love you." It killed me to let go of her, 
knowing that she couldn't do anything unless I told her. 
Because it was pure and harmless, her warm embrace was 
the only thing I looked forward to every morning. 

As days went by with countless nights of emotional 
torture, I didn't know if I was destined to live. Each day 
after school, I could see girls running around with smiles 
on their faces. I thought to myself, "How could they be 
so happy? Why can't I be happy?" Confusion was my 
everyday feeling, but it was hostility that was repressed. 
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I remember many times when I would lash out at my 
teachers for no reason. There were times when I felt like 
killing myself or someone. Being in this world seemed like 
such tragedy for me. I didn't want to be part of it. Nobody 
could figure our what was wrong with me. I always seemed 
to have problems at school. Teachers, or anybody who had 
authority, seemed to become my enemies. 

People were beginning ro wonder about me. I never 
told a soul. Nobody could reach out to me because I 
wouldn't let them. I figured they were all the same, just 
like my stepfather. Their power over me not only dis
turbed me but destroyed me. 

When I finally figured our that this behavior was not 
normal, it was too late. My childhood had already been 
seized, along with my spirit. It could never be replaced or 
returned. I will never be the same again. 

To this day, when I look back into time, I remember 
that the day my mother married my stepfather was the 
day that changed my life forever. Now that I am much 
older, I still get shaken up .anytime a man touches me. 
I've learned to deal with it, bur my spirit for life is dead. 
Forgiveness isn't in my vocabulary, but vengeance is. 

Evaluation: Self-described as "hard of hearing,e" 
}enniflr has written a powerfol account of her 

childhood Her narrative, which chronicles her pain 
and her 'silent cries"for help, ispoignant and memorable. 
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The Best 
of Both Worlds : 
A Comparative Analysis 

of The English Patient 

]ennifor Lestore
Course: Literature and Film I I0r

Instructor: Nancy L. Davis 

Assignment: 
Write a compmative analysis 

ofa novel and its film adaptation. 

The name Michael Ondaatje may not have household 
status, but mention the words, "The English Patient," 
and chances are good there will be instant recognition. 
According to Douglas Barbour, author of the 1 993 book 
on Michael Ondaatje and his literary works, The English 
Patient has become "Ondaatje's first bona fide bestseller" 
(206) and has made him an international name, at long 
last. Ondaatje, born in what is now Sri Lanka in 1943, 
immigrated to Canada from London, England in the 
early 1 960's. Known predominately for his works of 
poetry, it was not until the 1 987 publication of his novel, 
In the Skin of a Lion, rhat the world sat up and took 
notice. Even so, it was primarily the literary world that 
recognized Ondaatje's genius. With the publication of 
The English Patient, Ondaatje's recognition is  now much 
wider, and the adaptation of his book to film in 1996 
has aided this. Set in World War II Italy, the story touch
es on the lives of four people who are impacted by the 
war and each other. As Barbour explains, it is ar"richly 
and intricately woven tapestry of fragmented tales" (206) 
- translation: at first pass, it appears disjointed and con
fusing. He goes on to say, ''although there is a kind of 
spy story hidden in the labyrinth of The English Patient, 
i t  is nearer the mark to say that the spy story is the 
labyrinth . . .  " (210). 

Ondaatje himself has a passion for history, viewing it 
as <(a series of arcane stories about the past)) (206), and he 
has "always been fascinated by movies" (4), even direct
ing small documentaries from time to time. It seems nat� 
ural, then, that an adaptation of The English Patient to 
film would be a logical progression. If we agree with 
Louis Giannetti's assessment that a film tide is symbolic 
and is "meant to embody the central concept behind a 
movie" (Giannetti 387), as well as his belief that a faith
ful movie adaptation will remain "as close to the spirit of 
the original as possible . . .  preserv(ing) much of the novel's 
plot structure, its major events, and most of the impor� 
rant characters" (388), the film version of The English 
Patient satisfies both. 

The novel itself is 302 pages, one-third of which are 
stridently devoted to the history and story which belongs 
to the English patient; the remainder focuses elsewhere. 
The book is primarily a story of Hana, an Army nurse 
from Toronto, who cares for the English patient at the 
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end of World War II ,  and her love relationship with Kip, 
the sapper, a "military engineer who detected and dis
armed mines" (Ondaatje 273). Lesser attention is given 
to the stories of the three other main characters - the 
English parient; Caravaggio, the thief; and Kip himself. 
The film, true to its title, alters this focus, making the 
English patient central, and relegating Hana, Kip, and 
Caravaggio into the background as supporting story 
lines. Winner of nine Academy Awards, including best 
picture, best supporting actress, best director, best cine
matography, costume and sound (World Almanac 331),  
the adaptation of this work from novel to film attests to 
Giatlnetti's comment that "cinematic form inevitably 
alters the content of the literary original" (Giannetti 
389). Let us examine the faithfulness of this 

Like its movie counterpart, the title of the book leads 
one to believe that what follows is a story about a certain 
"English patient." Thus, there is some intellectual disso
nance while reading, when one realizes the main charac
ter of the book is Hana, not her patient. I t  is Hana's 
thoughts, feelings, actions, and losses we repeatedly see 
and experience throughout the book. I t  is Hana for 
whom we are concerned. From the first sentence, "She 
stands up in the garden where she has been working" (3), 
to the last pages, where we read, "she, at even this age, 
thirty-four, has not found her own company" (30 1 ) ,  
Hana i s  omnipresent. But  to  cast aspersions on the 
book's title for irs apparent deception fails to give it due 
credit for rhe significance to Hana's life. It is, after all, the 
English patient who sustains her and gives her a kind of 
hope - even as he lies hopeless. It is the English patient 
who becomes the focus of all Hana's emotional, psycho
logical and nursing efforts. It is the English patient who 
keeps her alive: 

Coming out of what had happened to her dur
ing the war, she drew her own few rules to her
self. She would not be ordered again or carry out 
duties for the good. She would care only 
for the patient. She would read to him 
and bathe him and give him his doses of mor
phine. ( 14) 

The English patient, likewise, is impacted by the other 
characters: Hana cares for him; Kip shares with him; and 
Caravaggio wants to kill him. The thoughts, feelings, 
and actions of all the characters are commingled and jux-

T h c H a r p e r  A n t h o l o g y  

taposed in such a way to give credence to this "tapestry 
offragmented tales" (Barbour 206). In spite of this inter
connection, there is very little actual "dialogue" in the 
book from the four main characters. Most of the time, 
the omniscient narrator speaks for them by verbalizing 
their thoughts, as in this example of the English patient: 

"I fell into the desert. They found my 
body and me a boat of sticks and dragged 
me across the desert . . .  .I flew down and the sand 
itself caught fire. They saw me stand naked 
out of it. The leather helmet on my in 
flames . . . . The Bedouin knew about fire. They 
knew about planes that since 1 939 had been 
falling out of the sky." (5) 

Or, the narrator advises the reader of the characters' 
emotions, as in this example, relating to Hana: 

Moments before sleep are when she feels most 
alive, leaping across fragments of the day, bring
ing each moment into the bed with her like a 
child with schoolbooks and pencils. (35) 

Explanations of characters' personali ties are also 
provided, as in this example of Caravaggio: 

He had been a thief who refused to work with 
men, because he did not trust them, who talked 
with men but who preferred talking to women 
and when he began talking to women was soon 
caught in the nets of relationship. (47) 

Furthermore, like its movie counterpart, the primary 
motif of the book is loss-loss of innocence; loss of love; 
loss of life. Early in the reading we learn of Hana's lost 
innocence as a result of t�e war: ({One night when one of 
the patients died she ignored all rules and took the pair 
of tennis shoes he had with him in his pack and put 
them on" (50). The tennis shoes show up repeatedly 
throughout the book-one of Hana's symbolic attempts 
to hold on to that childhood innocence, to bring sanity 
to what is insane around her. At one point she draws a 
hopscotch board on the wood floor of one of the rooms 
at the Villa San Girolamo, where she cares for the 
English patient, "her tennis shoes skidding on the num
bers" ( 1 5) ;  alone at the Villa with the English patient 
after the army has left, she got out of her "nurse's uni
form, unbundled the brown print frock. . .  and wore that 
with her tennis shoes" (52); she presents a mock concert 
of the "Marseillaise," as "she stood up, pulled her tennis 
shoes off and climbed onto the table'' (269). 
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We learn of her lost loves ("' courted one man and .he 
died" [85]), the loss of Kip, with whom she .had fullen in 
love ("she is aware of the line of movement Kip's body 
followed out of her l ife. Her mind repeats it" [282]) ,  and 
rhe loss of her father, whom she loved even more: 

Nurses too became shell-shocked from the dying 
around them. Or from something as small as a 
letter, . . .  The way Hana broke in Santa Clara 
when an official. . .  her a letter that told her 
of the death of her (41) 

There is the generic loss of life, invasive and over
whelming in war: "Hello Buddy, goodbye Buddy. Caring 
was brief. There was a contract only until death" (5 1) ;  
"Soldiers were coming in with just bits of their bodies, 
falling in love with me for an hour and then dying" (83); 
"] lost the child, 1 mean, 1 had t0 lose it. The father was 
already dead" (82).  And rhe losses suffered by the 
English patient himself: Madox, his long-time friend and 
colleague, who "walked into a church in Somerset. . .  and 
committed what he believed was a holy act [suicide]" 
(260); and Katherine, his illicit love-"Her glare was 
permanent. I will be the last image she sees" (259). 
Carravaggio has lost both his thumbs, and Kip ultimate
ly loses Hana. Losses occur everywhere, for everyone. 
The way of war; the way of life; the way of the literary 
and cinematic productions. 

The film presentation of the novel is a more chrono
logical, succinct story line. True to form as a "faithful" 
adaptation, it captures the spirit of the book while 
retaining the plot, major events, and most important 
characters. The stage is set for the flashback format of the 
film by lines that appear early in the book: "There are 
stories the man recites quietly into the room which slip 
from level to level like a hawk" (4), and come from "that 
well of memory he kept plunging into during those 
months before he died" (4). A cinematic move toward 
the English patient's journal, or a close-up shot of him 
lying in bed, cues viewers that more of this story is about 
to unfold in flashback form. 

Only a few significant differences between book and 
movie are evident. The book tells us the English patient,r
whose name we eventually learn is Count Ladislawr
Almasy (pronounced All-mosh-e), is "fifteen years olderr
rhan she" (i.e. Katherine, wife of one of the other menr

on the desert expedition, who becomes his lover) (230); 
and the Caravaggio character is not a stranger to Hana, 
as it appears in the movie, but rather, someOne who ''had 
known her and her father in Toronto before the war" 
(40). The ways in which these characters are cast in the 
film version-Almasy and his lover as approximately the 
same age, and Carav;1ggio as a more sinister, unknown 
quantity-probably made for better box office receipts. 
Additionally, one component of the relationship between 
Almasy and Katherine that is not shown in the movie 
version is the violence between these two people. The 
book tells of: 

A list of wounds. The various colours of the 
bruise . . .  the plate .. . she broke across his head, 
the blood rising up into the straw hair. The fork 
that entered the back o f  his shoulder . . . .  He 
would meet her in public with bruises or a ban
daged head and explain about the taxi to 
a halt so that he had hit the open side 
( 153, 1 54) 

There is a scene in the movie in which Katherine hits 
Almasy, but it does not appear as violence, per se, nor 
does it give the impression that a pattern of violence is 
part of their relationship. Within the context of the 
resulting on-screen sexual passion, it looks only as 
intense desire gone awry. Additionally, the book speaks 
of the burned English patient as a "black body . . .  beyond 
purple" (3), not white and looking as if several unsuc
cessful skin grafts had been made to him, as in the film. 

These changes notwithstanding, the film follows the 
book closely. Scenes are out of sequence and slightly var
ied; that is, the dialogue taken from the book appears in 
a scene, but that scene is not necessarily identical to the 
time and place given it in the book. Most of the film dia
logue is between Almasy and Katherine; most of the 
book dialogue is from Hana as she interacts with the 
other three main characters. The following snippets of 
conversation are examples that can be found, verbatim, 
in both book and film: 

( I )  Almasy:r "What do you hare most?" 
Katherine: "A lie. And you?" 
Almasy: "Ownership. When you leave me, 

forget me." ( !52) 
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(2) Almasy: "I just want you to know, I don't 
miss you yet." 

Katherine: "You will." ( 158) 

(3) Almasy: "Madox, what is the name of that 
hollow at the base of a woman's 
neck? At the front. Here." 

Madox: "Pull yourself together." ( 1 62) 

The film also has the advantage of transition shots that 
take the viewer smoothly through the story. The book 
does not offer such easy transfer from chapter to chapter, 
nor even within some chapters, and leaves the reader to 
determine to what time and place the author has now 
moved. One such transition scene early in the film takes 
us from Hana giving blood in an Army tent hospital 
with all its tubes and bottles; � an Arabian medicine 
man in the desert, yoked with bottles of mysterious 
elixirs, clinking as he walks; � the tending of the English 
patient with desert medicines being 'placed on his burned 
face. Another extensive but smooth transition is the 
scene of  the desert expedition rolling along, while 
Katherine, inside the cab with Almasy, sings "Jelly Roll 
Blues"; � an Arab facing the mountains and chanting to 
Allah at prayer time; � coming upon the lost mountain 
range for which the expedition was searching; � finding 
a cave in those mountains with tnarkings of swimmers 
on the walls; � a shot of Katherine drawing with a brush. 
The shot at the very start of the film shows a brush 
drawing these same markings. We are led full circle, 
finally, to an understanding of what we initially saw. The 
flashback format makes transitions between scenes easy 
and believable. 

The other cinematic techniques of the film-long and 
medium shots for exposition; close-up shots for emotional 
effect; and a great musical score which races from dramatic 
to sad and slow-all combine nicely tO make this a mem
orable film faithfully adapted tO its literary counterpart. 

The best of both worlds, Michael Ondaatje's novel and 
Anthony Minghella's film intersect, combine, mingle, 
and highlight the losses of life. Both are award-winning 
productions, worthy of a reader's time and a moviegoer's 
ticket price. 
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Evaluation: jennifer captures the essence of both the novel 
and its film adaptation when she writes of ways each 

medium successfUlly and uniquely evokes the theme of loss. 
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Memories 

Hope Marquardt 
Course: English 102 

Instructor: Andrew Wilson 

Assignment: 
Write in the voice ofa literary character. 

I believe I knew Miss Emily better than anyone. After all, I 
knew enough to finally purge every memory of what was 
really her, in the best way I knew how-forever. And 
when I unburden my soul of these haunting memories, 
maybe then she will finally have peace for herself. Anyone 
could confront her legacy a hundred times and still not 
come close to understanding her. Her life was a puzzle, 
solvable only by her alone. 

I would hang on her every word when we would have a 
conversation. If I were so inclined, I could repeat our con
versations to you, word tor word. For when Miss Emily 
spoke, it was pure captivation. I should like to correct 
myself on the use of the term, "conversation." I never real
ly said much to Miss Emily. It wasn't my place. But, I 
understood her, and she had no doubt of that. Therefore, 
when she felt inclined to tell me yet another wonderfully 
true secret, believe me, I heard it. You see, it's very difficult 
to spealc to someone who isn't listening. Miss Emily knew 
that. Miss Emily lived by that. 

I believe there comes a time in such a situation of one's 
life when the only thing left to do is be. Simply be. That is 
what Miss Emily chose to do. When her life just couldn't 
find that particular thing to malre her really live, another 
part of her took over, and rhat is how she lived. She was 
the only self that was possible, and, if you ask me, I'd have 
to give her great credit for surviving while the battle went 
on. 

On a particular day, I observed Miss Emily without her 
even knowing it. My chores waited until the following 
day. As the earliest morning sun began to spread across the 
tops of the trees, Miss Emily sat in the window seat, 
maybe looking. There was complete silence in the old 
house, with the exception of the distant rumble of the 
impending storm. She stayed there, in that position, for 
hours. It wasn't until late afternoon that she removed her
self from that spot. She went into a royal blue room, what 
used .to be a sitting room, and began gingerly caressing the 
tiny, delicate pieces of china that had once been painted 
by her own ha11d. I'll tell you, she did this for another sev
eral hours, and I know what she was thinking as she did 
this. It wa.s after this time that I heard her call out to me. 
Since she didn't know that I was observing her, I took a 
moment to .respond, and when I did come to her, I know 
this was my opportunity to learn more .about this lovely, 
lonely lady. 

I believe that evening our conversation may have been a 
bit shorter than usual. ! believe sometimes Miss Emily just 
couldn't find the words. Or, maybe she just couldn't speak 
them. Nonetheless, I braved myself. to look directly to 
Miss Emily's face, into her eyes. I was never so amazed in 
my life. I sa'« such an incredible amount.of both pain and 
wisdom, and so many other things that can't be explained. 
These things I saw in a split second before Miss Emily 
quiddy turned away. She knew. And it would be alright, 
better than just alright. With a heavy sigh that seemed to 
expel maybe a tiny portion of her burden, I could see her 
drift into a kind of serenity as she ascended the stairs. 

So, when I placed the beautifully bound book-her 
diary-into the hungry flames, I was sure this was the 
only thing to do. For no one could ever begin to under
stand the words inside. Those words turned into soft, bil
lowing smoke, reaching toward the sky, reaching toward 
home. 

Evaluation: Hope writes in the voice ofTobe, the live-in 
servant in Faulkner$ '.11 Rose for Emily.e"In Hopes 

rendition, Tobe possesses a {surprisingly?) literate voice, 
and he also fiatures an empathic view toward his deeply 

troubled employer (Emily). This is, in my opinion, 
a moving, creative, very wel!�written response that 
exhibits a deep fomiliarity with Faulkner$ story. 
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0/gaeMatz 
Course: English 1 0 l 

Instructor: Peter Sherer 

Assignment: 
Write a personal experience-essay which focuses on 

an incident which helped you mature 
or change in some important way. 

More than nine years have passed, but I remember the 
day very clearly. On that day, I finally realized and made 
up my mind that I had to do something with my life. 

The morning of that May Day in Russia was typical. 
By lunchtime I ended up in downtown Moscow. The 
streets were crowded as usual, but the people did not 
bother me. I walked along, enjoying the sunny and warm 
weather, so perfect for the rime of year. With fifteen min
utes before my dentist's appointment, I looked forward to 
a cup of coffee. I walked into a tiny cafe on a street near 
Gorky Avenue. Brightly lit by the sun, it was a very ordi
nary place. The few tables, covered with immaculately 
clean tablecloths, were practically all taken. The waiter 
seated me at a small, already occupied, table for two. 
After sitting down, I ordered a cup of coffee, leaned back, 
and looked around. A man sitting in the other chair 
across from me was having his lunch. In his late forties, 
with thinning blond hair and bright blue eyes, he had a 
respectful appearance, was well dressed, and gave the 
impression of a well-mannered person. Suddenly, the 
man took a few deep gulps, lit himself a cigarette, and 
began staring strangely at me. I saw something in his face 
and his stare that my deeply rooted woman's instinct 
warned me about. 

"Look who is here," he exclaimed with affection. I 
looked cautiously at him, bur his eyes met mine bravely. 
For a moment, he paused. "Don't look at me, Jew," he 

continued. "When our country's having its most difficult 
times, that's when you are happy. No Jew can be trusted. 
But we know what to do with all of you. Hitler did not 
finish his job." He was eager to talk, and he went forward 
to crack jokes about the Jews. There was an enormous 
expression of hostility and anger in his eyes, and, at the 
same time, an expression of excitement. 

What an ugly picture I was watching. He reminded me 
roo much of the horrors I had read in the books. At once 
I felt the color come to my cheeks. Filled with a sense of 
panic, I sat quietly and motionlessly for a moment. A 
sharp pain tore through my heart. My lips trembled. I 
had no rears, but I began to carefu]ly avoid his eyes, 
because there was so much h3.te in them and so much 
pain in mine. My thoughts turned immediately to my 
mother and her stories about how she, as a child, had sur
vived the pogroms in the Ukraine after the Revolution 
and, later, as a grown-up woman, the Holocaust during 
World War II. Bur forty members of her f.unily were not 
rhar lucky, and Nazis buried them alive in June of 1 94 1 .  

People around me seemed a little embarrassed, but 
nobody interrupted him. I felt humiliated and helpless. I 
was indeed in a hostile place without friends. I ran 
through rhe door, stood there for a couple of minutes, 
and then walked down to the corner and took the bus. 
Half an hour later, I was home. I fC!t a hysterical weak
ness. There was no justice for me in this country. Later 
that night I woke up, frightened, certain I had heard the 
man's voice again. 

My entire life I had thought that Russia was the only 
place in the world to live. Russia had been my home, but 
that day I decided to leave the country of my birth, 
yourh, and marriage-the country where I had conceived 
two children and buried two parents. One year later, I 
emigrated to the United State of America. 

Evaluation: Olgas poignant recollection of an incident 
which took place some years ago in a Moscow restaurant 

gives concrete teality to ideas and issues which are commonly 
discussed more abstractly. This essay is particularly remark
able since the writer, at the time of the incident, lived in 

RttsJia and knew very little English. 
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Considering Children? Start Earlier, Finish Earlier! 

Mary }o Mayerck 
Course: English 10 1  

Instructor: Joe Sternberg 

Assignment: 
Pn:;uade us to accept a claim about which 

you have considerable conviction. 

The following scenes are based on actual conversations I 
have had with high school friends. 

Flashback, ten years ago. The scene is a local bar: 

''fley, you guys made it.' Found a babysitter this tirne, huh? 

''Yeah and mme of the kids got sick at the last minute either

what a miracle."' 

Prcscnr day. Girl's night out: 
"I wish ttl)!. kids were old enough to drive themselves back and 

/{Jrth to .rchool and activities find jh'enrls' homes,· I'm ready to put 

the meter in my car find start chmgingfor rides. " 

"It retJ!(y does.fi'ee up a lot of time. I hrwe tinte now to do stuff 

fin· my.re/f like taking clrmes at liarper, and etJen simple things 

lik1! tlcturd!y reading a whole magazine at one .ritting. " 

The fim1rc, ten years from now. Telephone conversation: 

"You two just got back ji-om a weekend away.' Where are you 
going thiJ time? \fie 'djoin you but you. know how it i.r to have 

teellltgers;/fH them to go anywhere t.(lith their parents would be 

t!/(: ultimate in boredom, ttnd we certainly crm 't leaz..·e them home 
rdmu'fin· 1/ wakendl" 

"] remember those days. Hang in there, they'll be over soon."' 

As this fictional dialogue suggests, the events of my life 
have followed quite a different course than .that of my 
peers. While in young adulthood, I made one major deci
sion that determined that alternate course: I decided to 
begin having children while I was still in my twenties. 
Over the years, there were many times when I questioned 
and even regretted rhar choice. But now whenr] weigh the 
pros and cons, I believe my decision was a good one. And 
I would suggest rhat all young couples consider the now 
radical idea of srarting a family when rhey are in their 
twenties, rather than postponing this part of their lives 
until later. 

Ten years ago, .unlike most of my peers, I was changing 
diapers, chasing preschoolers, and going to T-ball games. 
My husband. and I ,  in o�r twenties, were young and ener
getic enough ro deal with the challenges of having young 
children around the house without exhausting ourselves 
or our funcloving attitude. Many of my friends, who 
waited rtntil their midcto-late thirties to begin a family, 
now have toddlers an.d children in elementary school. 
They feel the physical demands ofparenting young .chil
dren much more than we did. 

When kids reach the older child/ preteen years, their 
worlds expand and so, too, the physical demands on par
ents expand. These are some of the busiest years of a 
child's life; I have survived endless baseball practices and 
games, music lessons, trips to the mall, homework assign
ments and school functions, all of which required one or 
both parents to be involved. Many of my peers are jusr 
now beginning to be swept up in the whirlwind of activi
ties of this age group. They have litrle rime or energy to 
indulge in any interests of their own and can only rarely 
break away for a dinner out with friends. 

In my household, the children have advanced ro rheir 
teenage years; they are constantly planning outings with 
their friends; they are newly l icensed or  soon-to-be 
licensed drivers; they are beginning to think of posr-high 
school options. They need ro be as closely monitored as 
younger children. But since the energy expended by par
ents is less physical and time consuming and more mental 
ar this stage in a child's life, the parents are able to pursue 
other interests and continue their education at a stage in 
rheir own lives when they can truly appreciate that oppor
tunity. Many in my age group did not rake seriously the 
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chance to attend college after high school; we either 
dropped our or used the college years as a chance to fur
ther our social skills. Some who did earn a bachelor's or 
master's degree worked for a few years, and are now home 
raising young children. I was one of the few who had 
children while still in my twenties and now finally have 
another opportunity to continue my education. I bring to 
my studies life experience, appreciation, and attentiveness 
that were absent twenty years ago. Other advantages of 
this delayed educational fulfillment directly involve my 
kids: we help each other with homework; we cheer each 
other for good grades; we motivate each other to continue 
learning at any age. 

Another beneficial consequence for couples who begin 
having children earlier is that the children will be more 
likely to have a longer and closer relationship with their 
grandparents. And if we look further into the future, 
these couples will be more likely to have the same rela
tionship with their own grandchildren. In my own family, 
my parents (who had all five of their children before age 
35)rhave been able to join us on family vacations andr
keep up with the kids in activities such as mountain 
climbing, biking, and canoeing. My three children have 
wonderful memories of those experiences with their 
grandparents. I hope to be able to do the same with my 
grandchildren; even if my oldest waits until age 30 to 
have children, I'll only be 5 1 !  

A more serious issue i n  favor o f  having children before 
age 35 involves the risk factors of pregnancy and child
birth, all clearly pointed out by The Johns Hopkins 
University in an elecrronic posting titled, "Pregnancy 
After 35." Women waiting until after 35 to become preg
nant may have a difficult time conceiving since there is a 
general decrease in fertility beginning in the early thirties, 
and there is a higher risk of miscarriage than for women 
aged 20 to 35 years. During pregnancy, women over 35 
have an increased risk of developing high blood pressure, 
diabetes, placental and bleeding problems, and cardiovas
cular problems. When the time comes to deliver the baby, 
first-time mothers over age 30 typically have harder labor 
with more fetal distress and are more than twice as likely 
as younger women to deliver by cesarean section. And 
finally, pregnancies of older women have a much higher 
risk of producing babies with genetic disorders, most 
commonly Down Syndrome. The chance of having a 

child with Down Syndrome increases steadily from one inr
I ,250 at age 25 to one in I 06 at age 40. One-fourth ofr
cases of Down Syndrome are attributed to the advanced 
age of the baby's father, making this a consideration for 
dads-to-be also. Obviously, these should be serious con
siderations for couples planning their families. 

The most compelling argument against couples begin
ning their families before age thirty is the financial aspect. 
My husband and I smnetimes struggle to and sometimes 
simply cannot provide our children with non-essential 
items they want. It may have been much more practical 
for both of us, after comrleting college, to devote our 
time and energy to earning a$ much money as we could 
to prepare financially for raising a family. I have to agree 
that it is much easier to save for a house and contribute w 
long-range savings plans when there are no expenses 
involving children to account for. But in my observations, 
some parents carry this thinking too far. Does a newborn 
baby really need a home with four bedrooms, two-and-a
half baths, and a three-car garage? Does a toddler really 
need designer duds and a pint-size electric-powered SUV? 
And do elementary school age children really need all the 
latest state-of-the-art video games and birthday parries at 
the arcade with fifty of their closest friends? I think it 
might be good for kids these days to experience a world 
with financial limits; it would temper their exposure to 
the negative influences of advanced technology, encourage 
more imaginative and physically active play, and force 
them to take a look at the most natural things in the 
world around them. 

I have experienced one other negative effCct from my 
choice to have children earlier than have my high school 
friends. Because our lives were progressing on such differ
ent paths, there were times over the years, especially when 
we were in our twenties, when I felt we could not relate to 
each other; my peers and I were essentially living on two 
separate planets. But we remained friends, and now they 
understand what I was doing and I understand what they 
are going through. The mutual recognition of parental 
pitfalls makes for some interesting and amusing discus
sion on our occasional, much-needed, kid-free outings. 

The decision to commit to a relationship and have chil
dren is, of course, one that requires much thought and 
planning. To enter into a marriage and begin a family too 
soon could be disastrous for a young adult; for committed 
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couples, delaying this stage of life could also produce 
unfavorable consequences. I believe that for parents and 
children alike, the personal, developmental, familial, and 
physical benefits of having children before age 35 our
weigh the economic challenges and minor social frustra
tions. I would recommend that young people give this 
idea serious consideration when planning their future. 

Works Cited 
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Evaluation: This tssay swims upstretlm against the 
contemporm:y current; it is mrlrked by economical, 
r;aried sentences, plain words, and a clear voice. 
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"To Make a Poet Black, 
and Bid Him Sing!" 

An Analysis of 
Countee Cullen's Poem 

"Yet Do I Marvel" 

Erin Mayoi
Course: Literature I05r

Instructor: Andrew Wilson 

Assigmnent: 
Write a good paper that fully addresses apoem. 

Counree Cullen was a brilliant poet of the Harlem 
Renaissance, a remarkable period of creativity for black 
wri ters, poets,  and artists.  D uring the H arlem 
Renaissance, many blacks suffered at the hands of racism 
and injustice. In 1 920, fifty-three black Americans were 
lynched; on June I ,  1 921 ,  a race riot in Tulsa, Oklahomar
ended the lives of twenty-one African-Americans; and on 
January 26, 1922, an anti-lynching bill was killed by a 
filibuster in the U.S. Senate (Franklin and Moss 352, 
355). During this time, many African-American artists 
used their mediums to communicate the pain of their 
people. Cullen was successful as a black poet in a field 
that was dominated by whites. Cullen strictly followed 
traditional standards of English verse to prove that an 
African-American poet could accomplish what white 
writers had in the past, and the pain that he communi
cated through the written word helped to move a nation 
a little closer to equity. 

Unlike the case with o ther poets of the Harlem 
Renaissance, such as Langston Hughes, blues and jazz 
did not heavily influence Cullen's poetry. Even though 
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Cullen did not want to be labeled as a race-interested 
writer, -however, racial undertones are found throughout 
his poetry. Cullen himself complained, "I find that I am 
actuated by a strong sense of race consciousness. This 
grows upon me, I find, as I grow older, and although I 
struggle against it, it colors my writing, I fear, in spite of 
everything I do" (qtd. in Gates 1 303) . "Yet I Do I 
Marvel" is a symbiotic union of Cullen's strict adherence 
to form and his race consciousness. 

"Yet Do I Marvel" is a Shakespearean sonnet with a 
fixed meter and rhyme scheme. No doubt Cullen chose 
that format for h is  poem to prove that  African
Americans were capable of authoring disciplined litera
ture with a great deal of accuracy. Cullen's success in 
literature is demonstrated through the many awards he 
received in his lifetime, such as the Harmon Foundation 
Literary Award in 1927 and the Guggenheim Fellowship 
in 1 928. Even though Cullen's career suffered after a 
divorce from a two-month marriage to Nina Yolande 
DuBois, daughter of W. E. B. DuBois, he remained one 
of the most celebrated African-American poets. 

The tone in "Yet Do I Marvel" suggests sarcasm on the 
part of Cullen. Cullen begins the poem with "I doubt 
not God is. good, well-meaning, kind" (405). There is an 
obvious sarcasm here, partly because the second-to-last 
and last lines question, "Yet do I marvel at this curious 
thing: I To make a poet black, and bid him sing!" (406). 
Cullen is saying toward the end of the poem that he 
questions or wonders why a God who is supposed to be 
"well-meaning, kind" would allow for such pain and 
anguish to exist. Cullen is questioning and demanding 
an answer from God concerning his own struggles as an 
African-American trying to survive in a white-dominated 

·society. 
. .In the second and third lines, Cullen contmues hts 

quest for answers to the plight of African-Americans. 
Cullen questions God as to why "The little buried mole 
continues blind" (405). The mole is a symbol of the 
African-American society and Cullen himself in their 
struggle to find answers. African-Americans wander 
through the world, sometimes underground like the mole 
in Cullen's poem, because they are forced to live in their 
own "inferior" world. The white society has given the 
'(moles" very little room to wander and very few tools 
with which to dig their way out. The white-dominated 
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society -has taken sight from the 1'moles" because 'it 'wants 
to ensure rhat'rhey never do find their way out. To "see" is 
to "know"; Cullen, then, might be equating sight with 
knowledge and thereby referencing the fact that whites
through sogregation and separate to keep 
blacks as blind and as ignorant as moles, to deny them the 
chance to develop their intellects and rise through soci
ety's ranks. Througbout the poem, Cullen addresses God 
personally and demands answers rorhis many questions. 

Cullen uses Greek mythology to better define his per
ception of African-Americans) struggle within society. 
Cullen demands that God "Make plain the reason tor
tured Tantalus I Js baited by the fickle fruit" (405). 
1iuualus, a figure in Greek mythology, wasrpunished 
after dearh by being set in fmnt of a pool of water that 
retreated Vlhen he stooped to drink and 'trees whose 
branches pulled away whenever he reached for their 
fruit. Cullen <llso references Sisyphus (another Greek 
mythological character) , whose punishment was to roll a 
boulder uphill that forever rolled back upon him, 
-prompting him to commence rolling it upward again 
and again ) without end. Both mythologiCal figures are 
symbols of African-American suffering. Both Sisyphus 
,md Tantalus endure a kind of meaningless suffering that 
has no end and no justified purpose. Cullen knows rhar 
there exists no justification for why his people suffer (for 
color, of course, is only "skin deep" and therefore does 
not provide adequate grounds fOr persecution), and he 
places the blame for such senselessness on God. 

Cullen describes the journey of blacks as "struggl[ing] 
up a never-ending srair" (405). In Cullen's career, he was 
continuously climbing and perhaps felt  that he never 
reached a destination. Cullen may be saying here that 
blacks are forced to climb without stopping to take a 
breath or without turning around, so that the world does 
not perceive a sign of weakness. In other words, it is a 
necessity for rhetn to dimb always and never give up in 
order to survive in the world and within their own 
minds. In rhe poem "Mother to Son" by Langston 
Hughes, Cullen's contemporary, Hughes' character 
preaches, ' 'I'se been a climbing on I . . r.And sometimes 
going in the dark I .r . So boy, don't you turn back I Don't. 

you set down on those steps I 'Cause you'll find it's 
kinder hard" (Hughes 1 255). Despite tbe difference in 

sryle, Hughes and Cullen are speaking the same language 
in these poems. 

Langston Hughes, in "Mother to -Son," is sending a 
message t'o the Affican�American ·community, -a message 
of hoperin the midst of despair, endurance i n  the fuce of 
brutality and fatigue. He is telling his people to keep 
climbing rhe stair and overcome the obstacles that stand 
in the way. The narrator in the poem embarks on a jour
ney similar to one of the mole. She travels "sometimes 
going in the dark" (Hughes 1 255) .  Like the mole, she 
must go on in the dark in search of her freedom from 
oppression and hare. She realizes that if she stops, the 
world may sense her weakness and destroy her. In order 
to survive, she mu$t continue to climb without setting 
down on the hardr_steps, just as the mole must 'continue 
to wander blindly through the world. 

Cullen ) though, appears somewhat less optimisticr
about the fruits of hope and endurance. While Hughes' 
sagacious female_ narrator preaches perseverance to herr
weary son1 Cuilen

,
s narrator cannot locate the same 

brand of spirit and is forced to question the benevolence 
of God, over and over. Cullen attempts to answer some 
of his own questions by saying, "Inscrutable His ways 
are, and immune I To catechism by a mind too strewn I 
With perry cares to slightly understand" (405-406). He 
implies that God is deliberate in his ways and completely 
incapable of understanding or being understood. Cullen 
is again questioning God1s agenda and motivation for 
ignoring the cries of his black children. Cullen wonders 
how a God who elevates himself to a level where he can 
no longer see the ways of the world could possibly 
understand or sympathize with his pain. 

Cullen's childhood may have laid the roots for his dis
dain for religion and his failure to see religion as a 
provider of answers for African-Americans. CuUen 
described his upbringing by a pastor of the Salem 
Methodist Episcopal Church in Harlem as "reconciling a 
Christian upbringing with a pagan inclination" (Gates 
1303). Perhaps Cullen did nor see his foster parents' lives 
improve due to their religious beliefs; in Cullen's eyes, his 
foster parents perhaps remained victimized by a cruel 
and "inscrutable" world. In any case, Cullen wonders 
"What awful brain compels His awful hand" (406). 
Here, Cullen conjures up an image of God painting the 
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world or writing history, and since racism has existed 
since the birth of mankind, its origins must (in Cullen's 
view) lie with God's creation of the world. Cullen sug
gests that perhaps God isnot inherently good, but too 
concerned with "petty cares" and selfish motives that he 
has failed to recognize the chaotic and evil ways of the 
world. 

In his questioning of God, Cullen may have been 
alienating himself from the black community, which was 
often intensely spiritual and religious. He may have been 
trying to wake his black audience from their fantasy 
world in which God is too often an invisible panacea, an 
answer who never answers. Perhaps Cullen believes that 
blacks are taking false comfort and relying on a God who 
does nor have the answers and who may nor even care 
about their problems. Cullen could have believed that it 
would take such sacrilegious language to get the atten
tion of his black audience. 

In Cullen's famous last lines, he preaches a message on 
a lower, very personal and conversational level: "Yet do I 
marvel at this curious thing: I To make a poet black, andr
bid him sing!" (406). Cullen is in a way denouncingr
God and his race at the same time. Obviously, Cullen 
recognizes that if he were white, he would be readily 
accepted by the white-dominated literary world. He 
would not have to struggle, and he could freely stray 
from his rigid writing structure. He would not need to 
prove himself as an accomplished African-American 
author but just as an accomplished author. Cullen had 
wanted to break free from racially conscious writing and 
to distance himself from poets such as Langston Hughes. 
However, it was impossible for Cullen to remove who he 
was from what he wrote. So, Cullen was left with no one 
ro blame, and he wanted God w answer a question that 
burned within hirn: "why give me this gift then make me 
black so that my message falls upon deaf ears?" 

Cullen obviously was blessed with the special gift of a 
brilliant and sensitive voice, bur as a black man he was 
given limited means with which to speak to the world. 
Cullen is trying to reach an audience that is by and large 
not interested in listening. Cullen is trying to prove his 
worth as an author and to raise awareness of racism and 
hate at the same time. The very people that he is trying 
to speak to, the members of white society, are unable to 
receive his gift and message without it being clouded by 

his color. Likewise, his message to the African-American 
community to question God may also be ignored due to 
the fact that the majority of African-Americans at the 
time were deeply, perhaps unconsciously, religious. In his 
life, Cullen was unable to find answers to the questions 
that he posed in · "Yet Do I Marvel," as is evidenced by 
the fury of the Civil Rights-related incidents of the fifties 
and sixties. Cullen's poem provides -queries, not conclu
sions; his words live on today as we ask questions, seek 
solutions, -endure. 
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Evaluation: Excellent essay! 
Erin is a wonde�fo! student, as this paper shows. 

I like Erins frank writing style; I especially apptuiate 
her willingness to weave a little histoty into 

her analysis of Cullens poem. Her paper might 
please a theologian, a historian, and an 

English teacher seeking a wise discussion of literature. 
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Alan E. Minarik 
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Instructor: Nancy L. Davis 

Assignment: 
Write a comparative analysis of a 

novel and its film adaptation. 

Translating works of literature to film is always a daunt
ing challenge. The complexity of the written work often 
creates hurdles that filmmakers have to be very careful 
about leaping, and few authors' works contain more 
complex ideas than those of Kurt Vonnegut. Although 
the notion of making movies from his novels has been 
approached many times, only a select few have actually 
made it to the screen. Of those few, the most prominent 
are Slaughterhouse Five and Mother Night. These works, 
two of Vonnegut's most powerful, also became the most 
interesting film interpretations made frotn his writings. 
However, the translations meet varying degrees of suc
cess. Whereas Mother Night, a more straightforward 
novel to begin with, is fairly successfully recreated on 
film, Slaughterhouse Five often fulls short when trying to 
match the grandeur of the original story. 

Slaughterhouse Five is a novel of many ideas, most of 
which were only loosely captured in the film. One that 
was more successfully brought out both in the book and 
the movie is this, put into words in the novel by the 
aliens fmm Tralfamadore: "[O]ne thing Earthlings might 
learn to do, if they tried hard enough: Ignore the awful 
times, and concentrate on the good ones" (Slaughter 
1 12). This is an idea we see represented time and again 
by the actions of Billy Pilgrim; after all, it was to him 
that the Tralfamadorians expressed the idea. Whatever 
moments Billy finds himself in when unstuck in time, it 
never seems to stay in his mind very long as an unpleas
ant situation. Rather, he loses himself in an almost mind
less daze through the hard parts and begins to assert his 
marginal personality only when things start getting more 
peaceful. Although it might be believed that he acts this 
way out of ignorance, it seems more likely that he is liv
ing, by choice, a notion that the Tralfamadorians-ironi
cally, choiceless beings themselves-introduced to him. 

The notion of free will plays into Slaughterhouse Five, 
as does the inevitability of time and fate. Although the 
two are occasionally played at odds with each other, 
there are also many moments where they are shown to 
complement each other vividly. An example of this latter 
concept can be seen in the charter plane crash of which 
Billy Pilgrim is the sole survivor. Billy, having come 
unstuck in time, "knew it  was going to crash, but he did
n't want to make a fool of himself by saying so" ( 146). 
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Had he not chosen inaction, the "inevitable" plane crash 
might have been avoided. 

Or it might nor have. For, as-we see in the movie, the 
exact opposite choice is made; Billy, knowing the future, 
attempts to prevent it-he darts about insisting the 
plane is going to crash in twenty-five minutes. In the 
unalterable way of fate, though, the crash still occurs, 
and Billy is still left as the sole survivor. Based in part on 
this example, we can see that the film is not only an 
interpretation ofVonnegut's novel, bur also a -corilpanion 
piece. Where one story zigs, the other zags, only to wind 
up at the same place eventually. In the book, Roland 
Weary and Paul Lazzaro meet on a boxcar as prisoners of 
war; in the movie, they have already met when a dazed 
and wandering Billy joins them. In one, Edgar Derby 
finds a teapot in the wreckage of Dresden; in the other, 
it's a statuette. In the book, Billy dies in Chicago; in the 
movie, he dies in Philadelphia. Regardless, Weary still 
dies in Lazzaro's anns, and Lazzaro swears revenge on 
Billy; Derby still gets executed for theft; Lazzaro still 
pulls the trigger that takes Billy's life. And so on. 

This game of point and counterpoint doesn't necessar
ily provide greater understanding, though. Showing a 
scene from the book in a different context, or no context 
at all, leaves the viewer with a different interpretation of 
events than the reader has. "How much is too much" 
then becomes the question at hand. The movie plays fast 
and loose with the timeline of a story that is already 
playing fast and loose with itself. Events which Vonnegut 
reserves for rhe end of his novel are thrust in a seemingly 
haphazard manner within the first half-hour of the 
movie. Other events, which Vonnegut uses to show 
greater insight into who Billy Pilgrim is, are only loosely 
translated and left without proper explanation. For 
example, the notion of "sink or swim"-which Billy is 
confronted with at a young age in his swimming 
lesson-is barely brushed upon in the movie; his jump 
to his swimming lesson is still included, but its relevance 
to his life is hidden almost to the point of obscurity. The 
book, by contrast, makes it much more dear that this is 
an event which shaped Billy's life; it taught him that the 
risk with extreme choices lies with people possibly choos
ing the wrong way. 

Slaughterhouse rive, in both its novel and movie forms, 

is' not so much a story as it is a mosaic, a patChwork quilt 
of pieces and scenes from Billy Pilgrim's life that makes 
most sense when looked at as a whole. The story begins 
well after it has already started, and the ending comes in 
around the middle. And although the film does occa
sionally present the connections logically and believably, 
it more often misses the tangents that Vonnegut uses to 
thread this quilt together. 

It could be said that Mother Night, in its novel form, 
follows a similar theme of tangential storytelling: another 
example of a piecemeal story, this time told not as the 
life of someone unstuck in time, but as the confessions 
of a man looking back from the end of his life. Just as in 
Slaughterhouse Five, the srury often jumps from being in 
New York 1963 one paragraph to Germany 1 945 the 
next. But whereas the movie of Slaughterhouse Five strug
gles to fit i n  some o f  the nonli near connections 
Vonnegut has made, the movie of Mother Night takes the 
much easier approach: it ignores them. The story is, 
instead, restructured to be told progressively, with each 
moment following both logically and temporally from 
the one before. This way, the filmmakers can set their 
focus on more clearly relating Vonnegut's moral from 
Mother Night, specifically: "We are what we pretend to 
be, so we must be careful about what we pretend to be" 
(Motherv). 

To a certain extent, every sympathetic character in 
Mother Night is pretending to be someone else; each 
wears a mask that hides a different self underneath. The 
most  transparent o f  these m asks is  Howard W. 
Campbell, Jr.'s. Acting as the narrator of this story, 
Campbell makes sure that, although we do see what his 
mask is, we also see the person he believes he is-the 
person he so wants to be. Try as he might, though, he 
can't escape this story's moral; through his broadcasts, 
because he so thoroughly acted the part of a Nazi, he 
became just as much--if not more so-Howard W. 
Campbell, Jr., propagandist for Nazi Germany as he was 
Howard W. Campbell, Jr., American spy. 

Indeed, Campbell is reminded often-both by others 
and himself-that he presented to others the strongest 
representation of Hider's agenda. His father-in-law tells 
him, when they meet towards the end of the war, that 
"almost all the ideas that I hold now, that make me 
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unashamed . . .  as a Nazi, came not from Hider, nor from 
Goebbels, not ftom Himmler-but from you" (81) .  To 
his own culpability, Campbell adds that an anti-Semitic 
prayer offered by the defrocked Father Keeley was "a 
paraphrase of a satiric poem I had composed and deliv
ered," and that another m�n's claims about the Pope 
being Jewish and the Vatican being held in mortgage by 
the Jews were variants on his own inveurions.(64). 

Yet, despite al l  these obvious signs of actions, 
Campbell still lies rorhimself about his true nature. This 
self-deluding nature is one that Vonnegut comments on 
in his introduction to the book: "To say that he was a 
playwright is to offer an even harsher warning to the 
reader, for no one is a better liar than a man who has 
warped lives and passions onto something as grotesquelyr
artificial as a stage" (ix). The lies he tells himself, though,r
may not be as convincing as he had hoped; he is, in fact, 
described as "the only man . . . .  who has a bad conscience 
about what he did in the war. Everybody else . . .  is sure a 
good man could not have acted in any other way" (24). 
From this it is obvious that he is coming to terms with 
who he actually is, and he realizes that he must be held 
accountable for his actions. This is why, when he finally 
receives word from Frank Wirtanen-rhe spy who enlist
ed his aid in the first place-.af his willingness to tell the 
whole truth about Campbell's role in rhe war, Campbell 
decides to "hang Howard W. Campbell, Jr., for crimes 
against himself" (i 92). The possibility of his freedom isr
no longer palatable to him; he has finally come to realize 
that he must pay for his actions. 

Campbell's self-deluding mask is melted away slowly 
in the novel; piece by piece, bits of it are removed 
throughout the course of the novel until he is left with 
nothing but himself at the end. This is an idea that is 
will mirrored in the movie. But whereas in the book we 
find this happening through the words that Vonnegur 
has chosen, on the screen we see it happening throughr
the masterful performance of Nick Nolte. In the begin
ning, Noire presents Campbell as a man sure of himself, 
strong in the sense of his own righteousness and good
ness. Once he has taken on the challenge presented to 
him by Wirtanen, Campbell is seen as smug, amused by 
himself and the convincing performance he has made. 
This is a man whose mask is fully in place--the blinders 

are on, and he can see nothing more than what he wants 
to see. 

All this changes when he is presented with the news of 
his wife's death. Suddenly, cracks start appearing in his 
fa,ade; the first consequences of his actions have hit 
home. It is through these cracks that rhe first hint ofwho 
he really sees himself as slip our. In a brilliant moment 
which did nor appear in the book, Campbell slips while 
reading of his wife's death at rhe hands of "enemy fire," 
wondering why the Germans-his secret enemies, bur 
his mask's allies-would want his Helga dead. It is the 
belwildered soldier who delivered the message that 
reminds Campbell that it was by enemy fire, meaning the 
Russians, .rhar she died. And with rhar reminder, the 
now-shattered mask is affixed back into place. 

Once the damage has been done, however, Campbell 
can never return to the comfortable lie he had lived in 
before. He becomes a hollow shell following through on 
rhe momentum his act.has created. When confronted 
with the hanged bodies of various war criminals, he 
observes ro himself merely that they look peaceful; when 
he is given his freedom at the end of the war, he responds 
with apathy as to what becomes of him. His life becomes 
so empty that even when the true nature of his compan
ions-George Krafr/Iona Porapove and Helga/Resi Norh 
-arc revealed, he responds with only the briefest hint of 
passion before he returns to the automation that has 
become his life. Only now, having lost those last two 
strands of humanity, Campbell is now a true machine, 
living as lirrle as possible. When he breaks down and 
stands motionless in the middle of the sidewalk, Noire's 
performance shows convincingly that he truly has no 
sense of where or why he should be. It is only a passing 
police officer's comment rhar he should go home rhar 
gets him moving at all. 

And this, in turn, brings the story to irs end, and by 
that back ro the beginning of the movie. Now cleat is rhe 
road Campbell took to become the apathetic, listless 
prisoner of IsraeL So, roo, it is obvious why Campbell 
took to pursuing his memoirs as thoroughly and enthusi
astically as he did; he was in the process of re-evaluating 
his life, to see if he could figure out, at last, who he truly 
was. I t  is through that re-evaluation and eventual 
enlightenment that he shows us he realizes who he has 
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become. Thus, the movie successfully brings us to the 
same ending as the book, providing strong justification 
visually for what Vonnegut created textually. 

Kurt Vonnegut is a man who has left his readers with 
much to think abo.ut through the many years he has 
been writing. But of all the messages he has had to share, 
Mother Night and Slaughterhouse Five bring about the 
most powerful: Who are we really, where are we going in 
life, and do we really have any say in it? And in the end, 
despite the occasional flaws and lapses in translation, the 
movies based on his works leave the . audience thinking 
about the same things. Vonnegut himself once described 
the movie Slaughterhouse Five as the best. possible adapta
tion of his novel; he provided similar praise to Mother 
Night. One thing is sure, though; whether reading the 
books, watching the movies, or doing both, there is a lit
de more to think about after they're over. 

I am a part of rhc -pan that at first was ;:Jl, part of the dark� 
ness that gave birth to light, that superdlious light which 
now disputes with Mother Night her ancicm rank and 
space, and yet cannot sUcceed; no matte! how it struggles, 
it sticks to matter and -can't get free. Light flows from sub· 
stance, makes it beautiful; solids can check its path, so I 
hope it won't be long rill light and_ the world's stuff are 
destroyed together. 

- Goethe, Faust 

Poo-tee-weet? 
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Evaluation: Alan has written a sophisticated essay about 
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Who 

Almost Was 
Erin Mitmoene

Course: Speech 10 I 
Instructor: Ms. Lou!se J. Perry 

Assignment: 
The assigmnent was to write a eulogy, 
a speech in praise of an inditJidual, 

an animal an okfect, a concept, an institution, 
aplace, an activity, a time, or a period of life. 

He had a name everyone made fun of. From the moment 
that his name was chosen, arguments arose. His cousin 
Karen and I used to yell into his mother's stomach the 
names we wanted him to have: Adam, Seth, Michael, or 
Jeff. But the fact of the matter was, he was stuck with 
this name because his grandfather had had twenty-seven 
other grandkids born before him, and none with his 
name. Well, his grandfather's life was quickly running 
out of time, so it only seemed right to name him Elmer. 

h was a miracle that he was even conceived. His mom 
has advanced endometriosis, and that makes it next to 
impossible for her to get pregnant. She had always want
ed to have another child, but after years of trying with 
nothing to show for ir, she all but gave up. It was at that 
moment in time when he decided to show up. 

I remember fondly the day she told mershe was preg
nant. We were sitting on the living room cotJch on a 
bright and airy January morning, when she turned to me 
with tears in her eyes and let me in on th¢rsecret of the 
child growing inside her. She told me how she had 
already been to the doctor the day before and that he was 
in fact real and no longer another one of our hopeful 
dreams. We both cried then for him. We sobbed tears of 
happiness ar his possible arrival. 

And he was to bring with him all the possibilities of a 
family for his mom and his daddy, John. John had had 
two other children before him, but had never had a child 
o f  his own who loved him like a father needed, allr
because his kids lived hundreds of miles away and r;<rely 
spoke to him or let him into their lives. Elmer was going 
to be rhe child who would play ball with him, who 
would share birthdays with him, and who would love 
him. Just imagine, Little Elmer in his blue and white T
baU uniform stepping up to the plate with his bat. He 
gets ready to swing, but he misses the .ball, We all cheer 
from the stands and he turns to us and gives us a quirky 
smile that only a little kid can give. He has to turn back 
to the game now, but before he does he sends a little 
wave our way. He was so very important to John, and 
John already loved him. 

He meant so much to mom, too. He was a bond 
between her and her husband. They had been married 
for five years when she became pregnant with him. She 
so wanted to bring another child into rhis world with the 
man whom she really loved, Her first marriage was any
thing but a storybook romance, and it did not last. She 
had three kids with a man she could not live with. Little 
Elmer was a chance for her and her new husband to do 
something together through a bond of love. He was their 
creation and he was their shared dream. But soon that 
dream was to be shattered. He was not to be. 

At first, the pregnancy was going well. Mom started 
'eating for two' and though she was very excited, she was 
radiating a sort of calmness everywhere she went. The 
whole family was overjoyed, but you could see it more in 
mom than anyone. 

I went with mom to the first ultrasound. Together we 
listened to his heartbeat. Strong and fast, i t  beat like a 
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miniature drum. We saw his head and his riny body, but 
we did not know then if he was to be a boy or a girl. But 
that did not matter. Everyone loved him anyway. 

The doctor could tell how excited I was to be able to 
see him, so she printed me up my own set of ultrasound 
pictures. I put one in my wallet that very day and have 
carried it with me forever since. I showed it to my sisters, 
my friends, and my co-workers. Who was to know that 
this was going to be the only time I'd ever get to see him? 

Everything was normal at that first ultrasound. He was 
right on schedule and he was healthy. We had a family 
dinner for him that night to celebrate the good news. 
But maybe it was that we all got too cocky, or maybe it 
was that we had all hoped too much, because things were 
never as good after that. Mom began spotting, but every 
time she went to the doctor's, things looked normal. The 
doctor told us that mom had nothing to worry about. 
Elmer was still healthy, and he was a boy. But by May, 
the fourth month, something was wrong. Mom became 
sick. She lay i n  bed with a fever, and we all huddled 
around her. Things did not feel right to her. It had been 
a few days since she felt him move. I kept telling her tu 
go to the hospital, but she would not listen to me. 
Finally, that coming Sunday night, she went. She and 
John packed up the car and left, promising us that they 
would call when they heard anything. They never called. 

The next morning my parents woke me up at 6:30 
and told me he was dead. He had died a few days before, 
and that's why mom had been ill. They told me he was 
the size of a hand. They told me his little feet looked like 
my mother's. They told me he already had his father's 
ears. They told me he had a tiny pug nose and no hair. 
They told me he was beautiful. I just looked at them. 
What could I have said? I sat there in shock, and then 
they left. Tears began welling up in my eyes. I could no 
longer keep them inside. I cried quietly until I was sleep-
. . mg agam.r

Why? Why did he have to die? In him was all our 
hopes and our dreams. In him was the deepest of our 
loves. In him was the little boy we were supposed to have 
and share. Just imagine all the stories and games and 
laughter we would have shared. Imagine all the tickling 
and cartoons and baths he would have had. Imagine all 
the times we would have tucked him into bed. All of 

these moments are lost to us in reality, but they will live 
on as artificial memories inside of us all. 

John began putting together a baby book for Elmer. In 
it are the pictures of the ultrasound, the hospital bracelet 
they made mom wear, the little shell they used when he 
was baptized, the cards and little messages people sent to 
us after he died, and Elmer. Everything we had of him 
was in that book. It is all our memories bound together. 

We had a memorial service for him in a few days. John 
did Elmer's eulogy then. It was a hard thing seeing him 
cry. Everyone there broke down and cried then. We 
loved him, and he was taken from us. But he affected all 
of our lives for the better, even in the short amount of 
time that he touched them. I dedicate this eulogy to 
him, my brother who almost was. 

Evaluation: What makes this writing outstanding? 
The writers ability to use vivid, moving language to touch 

our emotions. The writer stirs within each ofus 
images ofwhat could have been . . .  a lifttime ofpossibilities 

for "The Brother Who Almost Was. " 
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Only One Version 
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Assignmenr: 
WJ·ite an essay in which you present an 
argunzent regarding some aspect of the 

t:/fect that media have on todays society. 

Today, television news, especially thirty-minute-long 
prime-time news, is indispensible to our lives. If we turn 
on the television set and tune the channel to CNN head
line news or one of three big network stations, we can 
learn about all the significant events of the day within thir
ty minutes. We might think we don't need other news 
sources, such as newspapers, allymore. However, it is dan
gerous to rely on television news blindly. Although it  
shows us the events in the world with a lot of moving 
images in an orderly manner, the facts it shows us are not 
the entire facts, but just fragments or parts of them that 
people involved in the television news industry (hereinafter 
referred to as "news people") choose for us, the viewers. 
Unfortunately, we often overlook this important fact. 

There seem to be two causes for our oversight. One is 
that news degrades our ability to think We unconscious
ly stop thinking while watching newscasts: we have no 
time to think about each news story because we are 
forced to make a hurried, superficial tour of the world to 
catch up with the stories that change rapidly. News peo
ple usually cram in as many news stories as they can to 
inform us of all significant events in the world within the 

limited span of rime. Therefore, as Neil Postman men
tioned in his essay "The News," all stories are "uncon� 
nected to each other o r  to any sense o f  a history 
unfolding" (80). We store those stories in our memory 
banks so that we can analyze, connect, classifY, and eval
uate them later. Only through this process can we realize 
that news stories show us j ust  a part o f  the facts. 
However, we rarely have enough time to go through the 
process; consequently, there is slight chance of our realiz
ing the truth held in the news. 

The other cause is our impression that news always 
shows us truth. For this unconscious trust in news, we 
easily believe all broadcast stories are the entire facts. 
However, the truth is that what is broadcast is what news 
people want to show us. All news stories coming from all 
over the world are screened, and only the stories that 
those people think appeal to or interest viewers most are 
picked up. We watch only the news "produced" by news 
people. Although they know they must eliminate preju
dice and selfish motives -in this "producing"- ptocess, it is 
very difficult to give them up completely. Even if they 
can achieve this, what aspect of a piece of news is chosen 
might vary in different situations. When a big event 
occurs, it is usual that several reports, each of which 
focuses on the different aspects of the event, are sent to 
new stations from the spot. However, news people must 
decide which report they adopt because the time for 
broadcasting is limited. As Av Westin, the executive pro
ducer of ABC News in 1 980s, says in his Newswatch, 
"television news operates on the basis of elitnination 
rather than inclusion" (62). Then how do they choose 
the most appropriate report (or reports)? In other words, 
how are news stories produced? 

Let us suppose that a chemical plant exploded, and the 
explosion killed and injured a lot of workers. One report 
might feature the burning plant, and the other might 
show the scene of rescued workers who are hugging their 
families tightly. If the explosion is the only big event of 
the day, the former report would be chosen because the 
roaring flame and thick clouds of black smoke are a good 
spectacle. However, if all other news stories are depress� 
ing, gloomy ones, the latter might be chosen. No viewer 
likes continuous tension. They unconsciously want alter� 
nation of tension and relaxation. News people always 
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keep this i n  mind when they choose reports. 
Consequently, viewers see news stories that have been 
produced based on fragmentary reports. They would 
never see the eliminated reports, although they show 
other aspects of the events. 

Let me give you another example of news production. 
The shooting at Columbine High School in Littleton, 
Colorado, shook the whole country. In the news about 
this massacre, an injured boy who was asking for help 
while leaning out over broken windows, parents and their 
children who were hugging each other tightly, and par
ents who were looking for their children half-crazily 
appeared on the television screen again and again. 
However, dead bodies never appeared on the screen. 
Probably, the news people thought such a scene would 
appeal to viewers too much: they might have been afraid 
that it would let viewers feel strong loathing and would 
arouse their antagonism. Among the reports that were left 
out of the broadcasts, there also.might be an image of the 
surrounding neighborhood, which would help us know 
the scene of the crime was the normal, peaceful suburbs. 
It is true that such an image appeals to viewers quite less 
than do the dramatic scenes which were actually shown in 
the news. 

ln addition, we, the viewers, must know that news 
people who should take a neutral position might choose 
reports out of selfish motives regardless of whether they 
realize it or not: they might choose reports which lead us 
to the conclusion favorable to them. Think back to a 
series of news reports covering NATO air strikes. You 
must have seen attacks by bombers, soldiers caught by 
Serb troops, or Albanian refugees driven out of their 
homes in Kosovo on the television screen many times. 
However, have you seen Serbs who were frightened by 
NATO attacks or NATO-destroyed buildings as many 
times as you saw those scenes? Maybe not. It is natural 
that news people, as American citizens, don't want to 
think NATO air forces threaten or kill unarmed Serb cit
izens, and thus they unconsciously eliminate or shorten 
the images of Serb people suffering from NATO attacks. 
However, viewers who watch the news stories chosen 
with this unconscious prejudice might judge whether 
NATO's mili tary action is right or wrong from only 
those stories. 

When we express our opinions about serious affairs, 

we usually search our memory banks for news stories 
helpful to us. The most dangerous thing is that we 
believe we form fair judgments, considering all aspects of 
events, although we saw just some specifically selected 
aspects. This misunderstanding itself is not so dangerous 
as long as it is limited to individual opinion. However, 
when the individual opinions are put together and 
become public opinion, this wrong impression can be a 
menace to our society because the public opinion has 
force that moves not only our country but also the entire 
world. In addition, who can be sure that the movers and 
shakers of our economy or politics never err in their 
judgment in the critical situation where the j udgment 
would decide the fate of our country? We must realize 
that news shows are just a part of each event in the 
world. Av Westin himself admits that "if you rely only 
on the television newscast, you are woefully ignorant" 
(58) and says "[newspapers, news radio broadcasts, news
magazines, books on current affairs] must be relied on if 
one is to be truly informed" (57-8). Otherwise, before 
long, we would come to be governed by the news, with
out being aware of it. 
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Evaluation: Hirokos argument about the production of 
television news - the "production" of reality, reallyn-

is both perceptive and interesting to read. 
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Bobbie Nybo-Buchholz 
Course: English 102/Psychology 225 

Instructors: Andrew Wilson and Charlie Johnston 

Assignment: 
The students were asked to approach a piece of 

literature from a p.rychological perspective. 
This student analyzed Gilmans Jamqus story from 
tht perspective of Rollo May, one of the personality 

development theorists we'd studied during the term. 

There once litJed a beautiji1l young woman named Cinderella. 
She was kind, gentle, thin, and wonderfit!fy cooperative. 
Along came a handrome prince with a good btJi!d. He U}(IS 

charming, strong, bt�we, and wise and Jeff in love with 
Cinderella immediately. He married her, and they walked off 
into the horizon, dwef!ed in 11 cmt!e, and . . . .  

Almost from infancy, we listen to these stories and their 
themes. No doubt, such stories are lovely; however, they 
also perpetuate a problem. During childhood, when we 
are developing the majority of our perceptions about the 
world, the fairytale tends to become internalized. The 
theme expands into a subjective reality of what life holds 
for us and is carried into adulthood. I believe this occurs 
in each one of us to one degree or another - in boys, 
girls, men, and women. Although we may think we 
know better (at least we say we do), the unconscious 
mind seeks the storybook plot in real life - a mythical 
existence. Although myth is a necessary construct for the 

human experience, some myths can brew enormous dis
appointment, frustration, and failure through the cre
ation of expectations that can never be. authentic�lly 
realized. Severe consequences may e_nsue as our fantasy 
existence begins to crumble. An extreme, yet very possi_r
ble, outcome of this phenomenon is nervous breakdown 
- it was referred to as hysteria at the turn of the century 
and goes by various aliases as we enter the new millenni
um, e.g., anorexia, bulimia,_ alcoholism, drug addiction, _r
among others. Through an examinationr.of Charlotte 
Perkins Gilman's "The Yellow Wallpaper" in parity '.Vith 
the well-known fairytale "Cinderella," we shall discover 
that the fundamental cause for such psychological disor
ders is a byproduct of our acceptance of some form of 
mytJ, as a foundation for life. Life set forth by parame
ters of such myths is unnatural for human experience. 

"The Yellow Wallpaper" is a fictional account of a 
woman driven to the boundaries of insanity by the mysti
cism and usurping powers of the social system that per
meated the lives of men and women during the Victorian 
era. As Elaine Hedges declares, it "is one of the rare pieces 
of literature we have by a nineteenth-century woman 
which directly confronts the sexual politics of the male
female husband-wife relationship" (qtd. in Erskine & 
Richards 9). The story "is part fantasy and part autobiog
raphy, a vivid account of . . .  (Gilman's] illness and treat
ment by the physician S. Weir Mitchell. . .  " (Charters & 
Charters 229). Shortly after her first and only child was 
born, "Charlotte became increasingly despondent. Her 
husband was convinced that what she needed was more 
rest and greater willpower to bring her our of her depres
sion, and he convinced his wife to put herself in the 
hands of Dr. S .  Wei r  Mitchell,  the most famous 
American neurologist of the day, who specialized in 
women's nervous disorders. He prescribed the standard 
rest cure for ber and this was, as she put it, "Why . . .  [she) 
wrote the 'Yellow Wallpaper"' (qtd. in Wilson 1) .  At this 
point, you might be thinking that we could all use a little 
extra rest. Perhaps we would even relish in spending a few 
days in bed, but bear in mind that the diversion of televi
s ion had not yet come, and Weir Mitchell 
"forbade . . .  [Charlotte] any activity, especially writing, the 
thing she most wanted to do" (Charters & Charters 229). 
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I n  my analogy, the narrator of Gilman's story is 
Cinderella. She has been socialized to be a loving, submis
sive wife. John,  her physician husband, is Prince 
Charming, who has been socialized to always know best. 
The setting is late nineteenth-century middle-class 
America. Seemingly, Cinderella is suffering from what we 
now call postpartum depression. She enjoys writing but 
Prince Charming forbids it. Prince Charming has pre
scribed the "rest cure." Consequently, Cinderella secretly 
journalizes herrpersonal experiences, seeking to alleviate _ 
her loneliness and a haunting sense of hopelessness. Our 
story unfolds via Cinderella's journal entries in first-per
son narrative. The journal represents her contemplative 
perceptions that she in fact would prefer to express to 
Prince Charming. The prince has taken her away to 
"ancestral halls . . . . A colonial mansion, a hereditary 
estate . . .  a haunted house . . .  " in order to enact his remedy 
(Gilman 230). This passage implies something handed 
down from previous generations. Obviously, one "inheri
tance" is that man is woman

,
s protector due to the fact 

that he is physically stronger than woman is. However, 
Prince Charming has taken his role to mean that he is 
also her moral guardian. In this sense he becomes 
woman's immediate suppressor. In addition, becau�e 
Cinderella has inherited the state of womanhoodr- hav
ing a lower place in existence than that of man - she can 
only politely express her issues to the prince, if at all. 
Moreover, Cinderella can only fractionally conceptualize 
what the issues are during the birth of our story. Her early 
journal dialogue stares the following: 

. . .  [Channing] is a physician, and perhapsn- (I 
would not say it to a living soul, of course, but 
this is dead and a great relief to my mind) 
-perhaps is one reason I do not get well 
faster. (230) 

We might assume that here Cinderella is saying that she 
may not be getting well because Prince Charming is a 
physician. But that doesn't make sense, unless of course 
he is a quack or diabolical doctor. I believe she is refer
ring to her absence of self-expression. She is lonely. She 
really needs human companionship and support, to be 
talking and interacting with people as well as continuing 
her writing. Cinderella continues her journal entry with 
the following: 

You see, he does not believe I am sick! And 
what can one do? 

T h e H a r p e r  A n t h o l o g y  

Ifa physician of high and one's own 
husband, assures friends and that there 
is really the matter with one but tempo
ra'y nervous - a slight hysterical 
tendencyr- what is one to do? 

My brother is also a physician, and also of 
high and he says the same thing . . r. .  [I] 
am forbidden to "work" until I am 
well again. 

Personally, I disagree with their ideas. 

Personally, I believe that congenial work, with 
excitement and change, would do me good. 

But what is one to do? 

I did write for awhile in spite of them; but it 
does exhaust me a good deal - having to be so 
sly about it, or else meet with heavy opposition. 

I sometimes fancy that my condition, if I had 
less opposition and more society and stimulus 
- bur. . .  [Charming] says the very worst thing I 
can do is think about my condition, and I con
fess it always makes me feel bad. (230) 

It is interesting to note that Cinderella does have a good 
sense of what is best for her "condition," but she dimin
ishes herself repeatedly by accepting Charming's version 
rather than her own. In the preceding passage, Cinderella 
asks herself "what is one to do?" three different times in 
one form or another. She knows what is appropriate for 
her well-being, yet she doubts herself consistently, yield
ing to the prince's wishesr- her superior. As woman, she 
is required to presume that man knows better than she 
does. Thus, she denies her identity and assumes that she 
is supposed to be powerless, which in turn perpetuates 
her helplessness. When she thinks about her "condition," 
she feels bad. That is because the moment she becomes 
cognizant of her limited choices, she is simultaneously 
overwhelmed by an elusive and frightening sense that 
woman's battle within the context o f  the "civilized 
world" she was born into - without active voice - is 
much too overbearing in every sense of her existence. 
Hence, she drives these thoughts out of consciousness as 
quickly as possible, attempting to reduce her anxiety. 
However, her anxiety increases instead, and an inner void 
grows while she has little hope for outlet. Renowned psy
chologist, Rollo May ( 1909-1 994), said that no one can 
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escape the effects o f  anxiety, but he differentiates 
between two types: "To grow and to change one's values 
means to experience constructive or  normal anxiety'' 
(Feist & Feist 530). In this. sense, anxiety is a natural 
phenomenon of the human experience, which May 
called normal anxiety, and defined it as that "which is 
proportionate to the threat, does not involve repression, 
and can be 'confronted constructively on the conscious 
level" (Feist & Feist 530). He defined neurotic anxiety as 
"a reaction which is  disproportionate. to the threat, 
involves repression and other forms of intrapsychic con
flict, and is managed by various kinds of blocking-off of 
activity and awareness" (Feist & Feist 530) .  Dr. 
Charming believes Cinderella is experiencing neurotic 
anxiety and he is correct, although he is not aware he is 
the catalyst for her neurotic anxiety. 

Cinderella's mental state declines steadily because 
Prince Charming's prescription is a great deal worse than 
her illness is. He has tried to rake from her the essential 
ingredient that keeps her sane - her self-expression. In 
her journal, she jots down this thought: "I  think some
times that if I were only well enough to write a little, ir 
would relieve the press of ideas and rest me. But I find I 
get pretty tired when I try. It's so discouraging not to 
have any advice and companionship about my work" 
(233). I am convinced Cinderella becomes tired because 
she is very sad about the relationship she shares with 
Charming. Moreover, because Prince Charming lacks 
empathy for Cinderella and loecause her obligation is to 
conform to her husband's wishes, she must sneak and 
hide her writings. "There comes . . .  [Charming], and I 
must put this awayr- he hares to have me write a word" 
(232). Cinderella is experiencing severe conflict. She can
not bear the pain of holding in her thoughts about the 
grim predicament of her existence, but at the same time 
she is experiencing guilt for not performing her duty in 
obeying her husband. Like anxiety, guilt is a natural phe
nomenon for all human beings. Yet, Cinderella's dilem
ma, has "forced [her] to turn inward; . . .  [she] becomes 
obsessed with . . .  rhe problem of identity, namely 'even-if-
1-know-who-I-am 1-have-no-significance, I am unable to 
influence others'" (May 14) .  In the myth, what little 
voice she may have is only in the form of requests. She 
can demand nothing. Cinderella's perception of herself is 
based on the myth - her belief system in which she-· 

thinks she must act out a role of inferiority. When we 
believe we are inferior, comparing ot,Irselves to ''some
thing or someone" in invalidation of self, we rend to 
believe our voice is unheard or unnoticed - believing 
rhar we don't make a difference in the world around us. 
Of course this is no.nsense. We all make a difference. A 
simple remark affects another remark and that another 
and that another. Yet, we often buy into this nons�nse, 
going through our lives as though we are invisible, hav
ing no real effect on others or believing rhat it doesn't 
make any difference if we do affect others. Wrong! All 
humanity is connected. Bur Cinderella has bought into 
this myth and has turned the "energy" inward and thinks 
her negative feelings about Charming must be her own 
fault. Irrational guilt perpetuates resentment, anger, and 
even violence, and these in turn perpetuate more guilt. If 
Charming would have demonstrated constructive care 
for Cinderella, her state of mind probably would have 
been much different. Cinderella needs authentic. v.a.lida
tion of herself as a human being. 

Instead, Charming confines her to a large upstairs. 
room. "I " s 1e wntes, " _r then p ay-t was a nursery I and· I 
room and gymnasium, I should judge, for the windows 
are barred for little children, and there are rings and 
things in rhe walls" (Gilman 23 1) .  These are symbols of 
restraint, as is the "gate. at the head of the stairs" -
devices that assert bondage (232). The term little chil
dren is indicative of the way Channing treats Cinderella, 
and therefore how she subjectively feels about herself
helpless and dependent. I n  fact ,  i n  a number of 
instances, Prince Charming calls Cinderella by what 
seems to be endearing names, yet they have an under
mining quality about them: a quality that appears to 
make Cinderella feel childish. In  one case, Charming 
says '"What is it, little girl? . . .  Don't go walking about 
like that - you'll get cold'" (236). Yet, Cinderella says 
he "is very careful and loving, and hardly lets me stir 
without special direction .r . . .  [He] takes all care from me 
and so I feel basely ungrateful not to value ir more" 
(231 ). Cinderella claims that Charming is careful and 
loving because she wants to believe he loves and cares 
about her; however, at some level of consciousness she 
knows Charming is nor demonstrating either, but she is 
repressing the idea. So, instead, her denied feelings are 
turned inward and thus she blames herself for not feeling 
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authentically appreciative of him. Does Charming care? 
On the surface it appears so, but he is really very patron
izing towards Cinderella. What seems to be care is clever
ly disguised behind an appearance of affection, as 
affirmed in the following passage: 

At first he meant to repaper the room, but 
afterwards he said that I was letting it get the 
better of me, and that nothing was worse for a 
nervous patient than to give way to such fancies. 

He said that after the wallpaper was changed 
i t  would be the heavy bedstead, and then the 
barred windows, and then that gate at the end of 
the stairs, and so on. 

"You klww this is doing you good," he 
said, "and really, I don't care to renovate 
the house just for a three months' rental."  (232) 

The difficulty here has little to do with the changing of 
the wal lpaper. No.r i s  the real problem that 
Charming, before the story's present tense, had apparent
ly made a promise: a promise on which he never makes 
good. Breaking his commitment may be acceptable to 
Cinderella if he doesn't make a habit of it. The real prob
lem concerns "how" Charming breaks his. promise, dis
guised behind the appearance of caring about Cinderella's 
welfare: first, Charming essentially tells Cinderella that 
shes being ridiculous; second, he says it's for her good; 
third, he makes her feel as though she's greedy and relent
less in her requests; fourth, he tells her that shes improv
ing (probably as a result of the wallpaper); and fifth, 
Charming finally tells Cinderella his reason for not 
changing the paper, which is what he should have done in 
the first place. Four times, Charming blames Cinderella 
for his own inability to take responsibility for himself. His 
tactics hurt and undermine Cinderella's confidence, feel
ing of worth, and sense of overall well-being - the 
woman he loves. She is reminded of her inferior standing 
in his eyes, therefore feels worthless and that she must be 
responsible for the problem. Aaagh! Charming is actually 
de1nonstrating his power and his ignorance of the quali
ties of love. There are four qualities of love: sex (lust, our 
biological libido), Eros (the drive of love toward higher 
forms of relationships), Philia (friendship or brotherly 
love), and Agape (a selfless love, devoted to the welfare of 
the other). "Every human experience of authentic love is a 

blending, in varying proportions, of the four" (May 38). 
Eros, Philia, and Agape, as well as sex, must be combined 
simultaneously in order to love authentically and to be 
loved authentically. Charming's love i s  inauthentic 
because he does not demonstrate any of this regard for 
Cinderella whatsoever. Accordingly, he has not looked at 
the situation from her point of view. Thus, Cinderella 
wells up with repressed feelings of anger and resentment, 
which to Charming is  j ust more neurotic anxiety. 
However, Cinderella's anxiety is actually quite propor
tionate to the threat she i' experiencing, yet her anxiety 
still falls within the category of neurotic anxiety because 
she is still repressing and blocking off her awareness. 
Another point is that Cinderella is funher diminished by 
Charming because she knows, although she is repressed, 
that there is something else wrong with this picture: "he 
must really think I'm stupid." What other reason would 
Prince Charming have for acting such a way? For 
Cinderella, there would be no other reason. However, 
what she hasn't discovered is that Charming is feeling vul
nerable roo. He fears that humatl authenticity is synony
mous with failure, and hence he is restricted from 
acknowledging that he could be wrong about anythingr
from admitting this "humanness" to himself or to anyone 
else. Pathetically, it is likely that he isn't aware of it; nor is 
he aware of its crippling effects on his own life or on 
Cinderella's. Such phenomena permeate our lives - a 
condition that undermines the quality of all relationships 
and the quality of one's own human experience. 

Responding in desperation to this scenario, Cinderella 
begs, '"Then do let us go down stairs."' Quickly realizing 
the error of her ways, she rephrases her articulation, 
"'There are such pretty rooms there"' (Gilman 232). Lack 
of obedience is forbidden in this myth, so she must 
change the quality of her speech to force politeness. 
"Then he took me in his arms and called me a blessed lit
de goose, and said he would go down to the cellar, if I 
wished, and have it whitewashed into the bargain" (232). 
Again, Prince Charming is patronizing in his response. 
But, both Cinderella and Charming are being dishonest 
with one another, and each is trying to have his or her 
own way. However, they differ i n  their motives. 
Cinderella's status is  deficient of  power, whereas 
Charming's status has a great deal of power. May holds 
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that "the freedom of each of us is in proportion to the 
degree with which we confront and live in relation to our 
destiny" (qtd. in Feist & Feist 538), and that "freedom 
and responsibility are always balanced . . .  so that people 
cannot have one without the other" (547). Then, with 
power, one acquires freedom. But that freedom always 
comes with a price - responsibil ity. Accordingly, 
Cinderella cannot take responsibility for her own health 
because she does not have fi-eedom in the myth in which 
she exists. Her m otives are to get well and to have 
Charming care about her well-being; however, she is also 
motivated by cultural myth to relinquish .her liberty. By 
allowing herself to be entirely in the hands of Charming, 
she is bankrupt of freedom and responsibility. She needs 
voice in her treatment, an expression of her person-hood, 
which in turn would allow her a sense of freedom and 
therefore responsibility in getting well. Indeed, the 
human experience demands the individual's self·expres
sion. Likewise, it is necessary for each of us to be authen
t:ically heard in order to feel validated in the human 
experience. The reason. Cinderella hates the wallpaper is 
largely because Channing uses it to invalidate her. It 
therefOre 1nakes her feel t:,:ven nwre ill because it is repre
setltative of her relationsh ip with Charming. Had 
Charming acted in such a way that Cinderella felt validat
ed, she might have treasured the wallpaper. In contrast to 
Cinderella's impetus, Charming's job is to take charge in 
the myth. However, in this case he doesn't want to be 
bothered now, so his real motive is to get out of his 
responsibility, which again is directly proportionate to his 
freedom. He treats Cinderella like a child in order to get a 
quick fix for his own problem of not carrying out his 
responsibility. His method may succeed this rime, but in 
the long run it will create more labor, both during the 
current relationship and even more if the relationship 
completely breaks down, in which case there is a great 
deal of pain and suffering for both patties. That is work! 
Much is lost in Charming's method. Sooner or later, in 
one way or another, all human beings are faced with 
responsibility for their actions. It's a given. There is no 
such thing as freedom without responsibility. Authentic 
participation in the moment usually produces commu
nion with others and ordinarily avoids such difficulties. 

Yet, it seems that we must first learn to be authentic with 
one's self before we can be authentic with others. May 
uses the Getman term "Dasein" for what I have been call
ing authenticity. Dasein is "the basic unity of person and 
environment . . . .  [It] literally means to exist in the world 
and is generally written being-in-the-world" (Feist & 
Feist 525-526). Dasein has three modes: Umwelt, our 
relationship with the environment around us; 'Mitwelt, 
our relations with people; and Etgenwelt, one's relation
ship with him/herself. Those that have no sense of being
in-the-world feel isolated and suffer from anxiety and 
despair. Healthy people exist in all three worlds of Dasein 
simultaneously. They relate to one another as people and 
not as things and they always respect the Dasein of the 
other person. Living in the world of being provides an 
awareness of ourselves as living, emerging beings. The 
down side of this awareneSs is that it ushers us 'into the 
dread of not beingr- nothingness. 

When we do not courageously confront our 
nonbeing through of our death, 
non being will manifest in a variety of other 
forms, including addiction to .alcohol or other 
drugs, promiscuous sexual activity, and other 
compulsive behaviors. Our 'non-being can also 
be expressed by a blind to society's 
expectations and by a generalized that 
pervades our relations with others . . . . The of 
. . .  nonbeing often provokes us to live life defen

and to receive less from life than if we 
confront the issue of nonexistence. [We] 

are afraid of nonbeing and so we shrivel up our 
being. (May 202) 

We flee from making active choices . . .  choices 
based on consideration of who we are and what 
we want. We may try to avoid the dread of non
being by our self-awareness and deny
ing our but such choices leave us 
with feelings of despair and emptiness. Thus, we 
escape the dread of non being at the expense of a 
constricted existence. A healthier alternative is 
to face the inevitability of . . .  [nonbeing] and to 
realize that nonbeing is an inseparable part of 
being. (Feist & Feist 527-529) 

Boo! Sound scary? In case you haven't already deter
mined this for yourself, this is the process that gives your 
life to you. It's an incredible phenomenon, but I must 
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admit  i t  takes a b i t  of  courage to get started. 
Nevertheless, it's wonderful to discover that Chicken 
Little really was wrong about the sky falling. Really, the 
sky will really still be up where it belongs! In any case, 
this process allows us to see life's precious, qualities and 
we tend to live life much more fully, urgently, and cer
tainly much more peacefully. Meanwhile, our two fairy
tale characters are strangled in a myth rhar doesn't allow 
this authentic being. 

An important derail regarding love is that Cinderella 
and Prince Charming (I'm referring to the mythic arche
types in this instance, not to Gilman's narrator and her 
husband/doctor) weren't required to sustain their love 
because the fairytale didn't include intentionality and the 
dialog of care and will. They simply walked off into the 
horizon and lived happily ever after (so they say, but I'm 
cerrain this was an inauthentic ending). In order to sus
tain love, it would be necessary ro rewrite the myth's 
script to include these essential ingredients _: a new 
myth that utilizes theses qualities authentically to create 
and recreate a fresh, healthy relationship. Intentionality 
is "[the] structure that gives meaning to our experience 
and allows us to make decisions about the future'' (Feist 
& Feist 532). "[O]ur imaginative participation in the 
coming day's possibilities . . .  " (May 224). "Care is a state 
in which something does matter," and it is the source of 
love and the source of will (289). Love is the "delight in 
the presence of the other person and an affirming of his 
[or her] value and development as much as one's own" 
(206). Love and will "are not united by automatic bio
logical growth but must be part of our conscious devel
opment" (283). "Will is the capacity to organize ones self 
so that movement in a certain direction or toward a cer
tain goal may take place'' (218;  emphasis mine), whereas 
"[wish} is the imaginative playing with the possibility of 
some .act or state occurring" (2 1 8; emphasis mine). 
These essential ingredients for authentic love are superfi
cial for Cinderella and Charming. Consequently, 
Cinderella lies in·bed and with nothing better to do than 
stare at the walls and contemplate. 

This wallpaper has a kind of sub-pattern in a 
.dtfferent shade, a particularly irritating one, forr

you can only see it in certain lights, and not 
clearly then. 
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But in the places where it isn't faded and 
where �he sun is just so - I can see a strange, 
provokmg, formless sort of figure, that seems to 
skulk about behind that silly and conspicuous 
front design. (Gilman 234) 

The formless figure is Cinderella. She has begun to see 
herself as she is - appearing to be put on some sort of 
pedestal but merely haunting the vague scenes behind 
the depravity of the outside pattern. This isn't how it's 
supposed to be; she ponders and reminisces that she once 
had dreams of her own. "I never saw such a garden -
large and shady, full of box-bordered paths, and lined 
with long grape-covered arbors with seats under them. 
There were greenhouses, but they are all broken now. 
There was some legal trouble, I believe, something about 
the heirs and co-heirs . . r" (231) .  Lost in this inherited . 
myth, she wonders: What is my life? Who am I ?  
Cinderella's growth has long been stunted by the front 
design of patriarchal myrl,, a myth in which she can 
never be an authentic human being - not in that sense
less imagination. Her role is to "skulk about," acquiring 
all humanness only through her princer- invisible with
ou.t him. The following verse from Gilman's "Through 
This," published in 1 893, sums it up: 

I rise with the world. I live. I can help. Here 
clo�e at hand lie the sweet home duties through 
whtch my !tfe shall touch others! Through this 
man made happier and stronger by my living; 
through these rosy babies sleeping here in the 

light; through this small, sweet, well
home, whose restful influence shall 

touch all comers; through me too, perhaps
there's the baker, I must up, or this bright 
purpose fades. (Gilman 

Cinderella continues to study her life and eventually 
realizes, "There's sister on the stairs" (Gilman 234). She 
may not be the only woman experiencing this dilemma, 
and somewhat later she speal<S of it again: "Sometimes I 
think there are a great many women behind, and some
times only one, and she crawls around fast, and her crawl
ing shakes it all over . . . . And she is all the time trying to 
climb through. But nobody could climb through that pat
tern - it strangles so; I think that is why it has so many 
heads" (239). There may be others but Cinderella feels 
alone. She is unsupported by her husband, unsupported 
by the social culture, and unsupported by other women. 
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Experiencing Myth: A Storybook Account of"The Yellow Wallpaper" 

On a larger level, she is mindful of the widespread com
monality in the man�woman/maleNfemale relationship. 
Perhaps her dilemma is a dilemma for all women, she 
ponders, and if so, possibly as much a puzzle for men. 
Certainly she is not alone 'in these circumstances. 

On closer examination of the wallpaper, Cinderella 
begins to unravel the entangled intricacies of our patriar
chal -culture and its erosion on humanity. It's a subtle 
phei1omenon and confusing roo. It's quite annoying and 
seems pointless overall - it's destructive, monstrous, 
devious, and so complex. "The color is repellent, almost 
revolting . . . . [A) smouldering unclean yellow . . .  " like that 
of an underlying code of oppression - a rotting malig
nancy spewing forth from the injury of the patriarchal 
myth (23 1 ) .  

The -wallpaper drowns Cinderella in a mysterious set 
ofConvoluted contradictions. She scrutinizes its inhar
monious schema, but it is overwhelrhing and ever so 
senseless. Eventually, the Hgure obscured behind the out
side pattern becomes clearer and clearer to Cinderella. 
"By moonlight the pattern of the wallpaper becomes 
bars! The outside pattern I mean, and the woman behind 
it is as plain as can be" (237). The revolting implications 
of the figure(s) locked behind the paper begin to haunt 
the ancestral mansion in which Cinderella and Prince 
Charming are held prisoner. A yellow smell from the 
w�llpaper creeps all over the house, permeating every 
room with its cunning character of degradation. "Such a 
peculiar odor, too . . . . It's nor bad - at firstr- and very 
gentle, but quite the subtlest, most enduring odor I ever 
mer" (238-239). She recognizes that the myth creeps 
into every area of life - squeezing life in its strangling 
reduction of human effort. 

And the woman creeps through the house, in the 
house, out of the house, in the garden, and "on that long 
road under the trees" (239). Eventually it becomes evi
dent to Cinderella that the figure creeping through and 
behind the wallpaper is herself the self that she has·--
been denying. Her "imaginative power and habit of 
story.. making" gives way (233). She extends her individ
uality into the wallpaper in an urgent attempt for escape 
from the mythical design unraveled --- a journey into 
freedom with all of its responsibility, an escape from her 
mythical bondage. "As soon as it was moonlight and that 
poor thing began to crawl and shake the pattern, I got 

up and ran to help her. I pulled and she shook, I shook 
and she pulled, and before morning we had peeled off 
yards of that paper" (240). In  order to survive the ramifi
cations of her discovery, she frantically searches for 
escape from barriers. Recognizing she' will experience 
severe and threatening opposition to her humanity from 
and in the world of patriarchy, she pulls large sheets of 
paper from the walls in symbolic effort of tearing down 
the design of her confined and restricted life. Cinderella 
locks the door and throws the key out through the bars 
on the window. She is not going back to non-being -
not if she has say in the matter! 

Alas! Charming, our hero, has come to rescue Cinderella 
(clippety clop, clippety clop). 

Why there's . . .  [Charming] at the door! 

It is no use young man, you can't open it! (241) 

An interesting role reversal has occurred. Cinderella is 
now calling Charming a childlike name. 

How he does call an_d pound! 

Now he's calling . . .  for an axe. 

It would be a shame to break down that beau
tiful door! 

" (Charming] dear!" said I i n  the gentlest 
voice. "The key is down by the front steps, 
under a plantain leaf!" 

That silenced him for a few moments. (241) 

She is acting just as Charming has because her revela· 
rions have made her angry and resentful. She feels duped 
by Channing and by the fairyrale itself She is raving 
mad. 

Then he said, very quietly indeed, "Open the 
door, my darling!" 

"I can't," said I. "The key is down by the front 
door under a plantain leafl'' And then I said it 
again, several rimes, very and slowly, and 
said it so often that he to go and see, and he 
got it of course, and came in. 

,
"What is the matter?'r he cried. "For God'sr

sake, what are you doing!" 

I kept on creeping just the same, but !rlooked 
at him over my shoulder. 
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"I've got oUt at last," said I, "in spite of you 
and . . .  [Cindy]. And I've pulled off most of the 
paper, so you can't put me back!" (241-242) 

The prince has come too late. He �ust now face the 
dark side of the demonic. 

Now why should that man have fainted? But 
he did, and right across my path by the wall, so 
that I had to creep over him every time! (242) 

Since fainting is normally characteristic of the weaker 
sex, perhaps Charming might see the limitations . of the 
patriarchal myth now. May puts it this way: "If I cannot 
affect or touch anybody, I can at least shock you into 
some feeling, force you into some passion through 
wounds and pain; I shall at least make sure we both feel 
something, and I shall force you to see me and k11ow 
that I also am here" (May 31 ) .  Cinderella wants to shock 
Charming, and apparently she is successful. Moreover, 
Cinderella is not going to allow Charming to stop her 
anymore. She continues her crawl at the edges of the yel
low-papered room, proceeding to act out the part she has 
played in the patriarchal myth - a demonstration of the 
manner in which she has been regarded as a perversion 
of humanity. Wrapped around this inferior beast (literal
ly!) is a rope dangling at its waist: "But I am securely 
.

f"tened now by my well-hidden rope . . .  " (Gilman 241) .  
She is apprehended, ried to the myth; she can find liber
ty only in the boundless reaches of madness. For the 
moment, Charming is unconscious and she, Cinderella, 
is positioned "over him" ("I had to creep over him every 
time"), but the patriarch will soon wake from his "wom
anly" unconsciousness, and the wheels of partriarchy will 
revolve once again. 

Do we dare break down our myths that aren't working 
anymore, and can we create new ones that cherish the 
human experience? 
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Evaluation: At btst! Heres a literary research paper 
that possesses both intelligence and personality. that 

foatures penetrating analysis and a rapier wit! 
This paper is remarkable. WC:ddare anyone to disagree. 
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The Hand Dealt From God 

Mark Olszewski 
Course: English 100 

Instructor: Beth-Ann Bryant-Richards 

Assignment: 
Write a personal experience essay. 

"It's getting pretty late, Barry. We should get some sleep 
if we wanrt o  wake up early in the morning and go fish
ing," I said, battling to keep my eyes open. Everyone, 
that is about nine other people, was already dreaming. 
''After this hand. All right?" he replied, Five hundred 
rummy was a ritual when my buddies and Itstayed on a 
house boat up i1.1 Lake of the Woods, Ontario, with the 
Gatnotos family. This house boat was the biggest, ugliest 
looking pale blue box you've ever seen. On the other 
hand it got us from place to place and was extremely 
comfortable in the interior. As 1 pur my cigarette out in 
the over flowing, Denny's-looking ashtray, I discarded 
my last card and tallied up my points. "''m going to bed 
Bearcat. Goodnight," I mumbled as I was yawning. 
"Yeah, goodnight," Barry said as he was turning off the 
lights and heading t?wards his bunk 

Lying in my bed, or should I say what looked like a 
three-foot couch� I .  was gazing out the window tow,ardst
the Southern sky hoping to see a UFO or a shooting star, 
and I did see something strange. Lights were flashing 
dimly like an extremely slow strobe light wi.th a 25, watt 
light bulb. I thought I had too much of what they called 
coffee, or maybe I was having an acid flashback since it 
was three in the morning. These flashes wouldn't stop. 
"What the Hell? It couldn't be," I whispered ro myself as 
I threw the white sheet off me and walked cautiously to 
Barry's bed. I knew what was going on right when I 
stepped out of bed. "Hey Bear. You see that?" I asked 
softly, hoping not to wake anyone. "Yeah. Let's go on top 
of the boat and chill for awhile," he whispered back, 
knowing if we woke anyone we'd get yelled at since we 
had to wake up early to go fishing. 

We climbed up the rusted, painted-over step ladder to 
the top of the house boat where we stood in silence with 
our eyes fixedtupon the heavens. Gazing toward the 
Northern horizons, we noticed that great white and 
light-blue lights were dancing around the star-lit sky 
feverishly. I sparked up a Marlboro Red and the smoke 
lingered in slow motion, adding to this divine event. I 
offered Barry a smoke, and he accepted it as if it were 
communion under the holiest church on Earth. 

Two soldiers we were, absorbing the radiant lights 
from above, receiving energy that cleansed our souls 
from the war back home. On top of the boat house we 
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were surrounded by majestic pine trees in that inlet of 
miles-and I mean miles-of rolling, crystal-dear still 
w&ter. The water acted as a dark mirror reflecting the 
light show from above. It seemed as if we were trapped 
in a silent portrait with the cries of a loon here and there 
to remind us that we weren't dreaming: millions and mil
lions of stars shining down on us as if God had created 
too many holes on a dark sheet of paper. 

The great white flame in the sky rose and faded and 
then shone brightly again as if someone was turning a 
gas knob from high to low and back to. high again. As I 
lay down on the dew-stricken boat, my skin shivered 
from the cold bite of tbe damp surface. The shivers also 
came from the beauty of the Northern Lights as if they 
knew my deepest secrets, my inner-most fears and my 
dreams and goals in life. If only William Woodsworth or 
William Blake were there to create a poem for the world 
to witness and feel what I felt in that hour under the 
light show from God. 

One of very few times I've experienced a natural high 
was that night when Barry and I saw the Northern 
Lights a year ago. I can look back at that moment when 
I'm fed up with life, and then I feel a sense of serenity. If 
I had gone to bed earlier that evening, I would have 
never witnessed that beauty and the sense of being in the 
arms of God, who was embracing me as if he knew my 
pain and worries. The only thing that was missing that 
night was the music of Pink Floyd jamming away to 
"Time" or "Wish You Were Here." 

Ticking away the moments that make up a dull day 

You fritter and waste the hours in an off-hand way 

Kicking around on a piece of ground in your home town 

Waiting for someone or something w show you the way . . . .  

- from Pink Floyd's "Time" 
(on the album entitled Dark Side of the Mo on), 

lyrics by Roger Waters 

Evaluation: Marks paper is descriptive and poignant. 
Its an outstanding English I 00 essay. 
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A 
Growing 

Love 
Ewa}. Pastmki 

Course: English l O J  
Instructor: Jack Dodds 

Assignment: 
WJ·it-e a personal experience essay. 

It was November 7, 1 9 8 1 ,  the day of my h!ther's funeral.t
It rained, but I do not remember getting wet. We walked 
slowly, almost in slow motion, into the colorless church 
in the middle of nowhere. I did not hear a sound. No one 
was smiling. People's mouths moved, but the wot'ds were 
inaudible. All birds had escaped somewhere. The clock 
seemed ro keep pace with the rain. I walked, but my feet 
did not touch the muddy ground. I was numb. Being 
only twelve, I was too young to comprehend it, yet, old 
enough rhat 1 would never forget. My real understanding 
came years later: my father's presence had a large impact 
on me, and his philosophy of life still lingers deep inside 
me. 

Even though so many years have gone by, the memory 
of my father is still alive, like a timeless story. I keep in 
my mind the picture of his incredible eyes and beloved 
face. Some say he looked like a movie star: tali, finn, and 
handsome. My father always kept his hair the same way: 
short with the bangs combed back, like Humphrey 
Bogart in "Casablanca." He was a strong, muscular man, 
but what I remember most was his gentle touch. 

My memory of my time with my father is full of dis
coveries and excursions and lifetime experiences that can 
only occur between a father and a daughter. It was he 
who.showed me for the first time the beauty of my native 
town of Cracow and its unforgettable views, such as Vavel 
Castle. From the opposite side of the river he showed me 
its monumental architecture from hundreds of years ago, 
like a perfect beauty from a fairy tale story. At the base of 
the castle's foundation, the Vistula River, like a gentle 
snake, writhed around it to protect the heart of the town 
from the enemy's forces. I also remember the unforget
table walks down the old, narrow streets in Cracow filled 
with the history of people and events from hundreds of 
years ago. Walking down these streets, I always search for 
our previous tracks lost somewhere i n  the past, like 
unwritten storie-s. He was teaching me how to perceive, 
feel, and remember. Fascinated by history, he showed me 
how to discover and see things invisible to others. His 
words were like the sound of music. Once he asked, 
almost whispering in my ear, "Do you feel the power of 
past generations?" I did not even know how to answer. 

There arc many little things that ·I still remember about 
him. On frosty Sundays, he liked to take me for a hot cup 
of tea in the cafe at the corner. This picture comes back to 
me every time I pass that place. A few rimes, I glanced 
inside but there was nobody sitting in his chair. Also, I 
remember the unforgettable sentence he used to say to 
me: "There is something inside each of us, a dreaming 
passion that we have ro look for and find before we die." 
He was this way, deep and introspective. Moreover, I 
remember the kisses that he gave me every night before I 
slept. Only after he had gone did I realize that it was 
nearly impossible to sleep without them. Nonetheless, ] 
deeply enjoyed all the moments we shared, such as drink
ing ice-cold water straight from a mountain spring, pick
ing wild flowers from a little wood-glade, or watching 
bright stars hung up on a cloudless sky. 
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There was something special about the way he talked 
and looked at me that made me feel his love. I could run 
to him with all my problems and fears; he was not just 
like a parent but like a friend as well. It was a special kind 
ofconnection between the two of us, I would _say, a secret 
relationship between a father and a daughter built on 
.respect, love, and understanding. Even though I had to 
;hare his attention with my twin sister, I was always the 
first who got a little smile from him, and the first who 
found a free space on his lap. ·But it was also I who on 
dark, rainy evenings waited for him with my.nose stuck 
to the cold glass of the window. And he knew it. I was 
hungry for more, much more time exclusively offered to 
me. My father worked all day long; he was always gone 
before I woke; and he came back when the sun was 
down. So it was impossible for me to see him as often as I 
wanted to. Sometimes, I admit to myself, I did not try to 
know him better. I did not expect that days with my 
father might be limited, irretrievably cut off like a won
derful dream gone when I woke. 

The first day of his sickness was cloudy and cold. It 
seemed to me that the skies agreed with the circumstance. 
The doctor's voice tore my ears: "A stroke has paralyzed 
him. He will live, but he will not walk again." His words 
were like a nightmare; it seemed to me as if someone had 
cut off the wings of a bird to prevent it from flying. All 
that I saw at this moment was a vision of rhe two of us 
walking down the street and the feeling that those days 
were over. I grasped his hands firmly, and for the first 
time I realized how much I loved him. I would pay any 
price to keep him alive, but on the other hand, I was not 
sure what he was wishing for. His unhappiness was 
painful for me. 

A few weeks later, exactly when night changes to day, 
my father died. When he was ready to go, the window of 
the small hospital room opened rapidly as if someone had 
come to rake him away, far away from me and forever. 
First of all, I did not believe what had happened, or I did 
not want to believe. We had so many things to do togeth
er and so many plans for the future. Afterwards, I had 
nothing left, only a painful, empty hole in my heart. 
Finally, I came to know my life would never be the same. 

I do not know exactly when or how, bur as I live my 
life little by little I come to realize the influence my father 
has had on me. At some point, I f:,ced the reality that it 

was impossible to see those gentle eyes again. His death 
was as if someone had torn the roof off the house and left 
me unprotected from the rain; Not only did I lose my 
father, but also I lost my friend. I realized that our secret 
relationship was founded on his sheltering protection 
over me. I lost those strong, safe arms that I used to run 
to, and 1 lost those eyes where I could find all the 
answers. Now that I am an adult, I miss those days even 
more. I sometimes think how my life might be now with 
him, but I can only imagine. One day I came to know 
that even though he is not next to me anymore, my love 
and admiration toward him are still growing. 

Evaluation: Ewa Pasterski has written a moving account 
ofa dattghters loving memory of her fother. She has a 

poets eye for the emotional content of descriptive 
images and a poetS ear for varied yet rhythmic sentences. 
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From a Child's View 

Dcbomh A. Pideup 
Course: Literature 2 1 9  (Children's Li terature) 

J nstTuctor: Barbara Hickey 

A ssignment: 
H0'itt rm e.(�'t()' SlljJjJorting or refuting AHwn Lurie's then'.� 

in her esJr�)i '' \1/:t�{;'t1J; C'oarJt', and GroteJqu.e'' ·-····-· 
"A1ost r�f'the lasting worl:J r�(jutJtni!e literature 

tlre thorough(y .1ubversive in one wa:Y or t.motha " 

Are mnst of the classic l i rerary works written for children 
su bversive in one way or allothcr? Alison Lurie, author 
and p r o fessor of c h i l d ren's l i te rature a r  Cornel l  
University, believes rhey are. ln  her essay "Vulgar, 
Coarse, and Grorcsque," she writes about how classics 
such as Mark Twain's TOm Sauryer and Lewis Carroll's 
A/iceS Adventures h1 'Vrnu:!er!tlnd convey feelings not 
approved of by adults, condone making fun of held 
belief<:> and moral figures, and "view social pretenses wirh 
clear-eyed directness." Sh..: believes children choose 
books, not because of the avvards rhat adults give them, 
but because rhcy like rhe books rhat "mock the existing 
order." Lurie claims rhey are nor imercsted in books rhat 
arc virtuous or where the "basic institutions of society 
hold firm." They like ro choose books wirh characters 
who are "rebels" or "defiers of convention," who rise 
above rhc sratus quo and triumph. Lurie's belief rhat 
children develop crude opinions and arritudes from rnost 
of the classic works, I believe, is absurd. Her condescend
ing analysis of t:hcsc classics is expressed from an adult 
pcrspcuive rhat is politically and socially motivarcd, 
h-oJ)l her point of vic\v. l do nor believe children read 

these - literary cla'ssics and scrutinize them as she has in 
her essay. Children choose these "subversive" l i terary 
classics to be entertained by characters they desire to 
emulate, to' temporarily escape the authoi·iry of the 
adulrs who guide them, and to experience- -the 1Jleasure 
they rc�ceive from reading these books. 

Even a child who has a good conception of right and 
\vrong or knows how much parents will tolerate wonders 
what it would be like to push the limit and be successful. 
Pippi Longstocking is a good example of a "rebel"- char
acter whose life seems appealing to children. She is Iefr to 
fend for herself bc·causC of an absent f<nher, and she docs 
a sufficient job takiri.g care of not only herself, bur her 
friends too. Her 'imagination and her creativity produce 
advdnures beyond a child's wildest dreams. The q'ualities 
Pippi possesses -:u·e desirable to most children -as rhey are 
gr()wing up and looking for accer>tance. Irnagine beipg 
able to make good decisions on your own, being self
sufficient, and being loved by everyone who comes in 
conract wirh you. 

Dorothy, from The Wizard ofOz, is another character 

with appealing qualities. She is a meek, young girl from 
Kansas, yet she is able to survive in the unpredic'tible 
land of Oz. She takes care of not only herself, but the 
"misfits" she encounters on her journey ro the Emerald 
City. She is the one who makes rhe sound judgments 
and decisions that guide them through the chaos and 
confusion of this strange Janel. She exposes the Wizard 
for the fraud that he is, and she successfully obtains 
everything desired for herself and the "misfits" traveling 
with her. 

Although Pippi and Dorothy appear to "have it all 
together" when alone and f:1ced with a crisis, eventually 
they return to the "arms" of the adults in their lives. 
When children read about the advenrurcs of these two 
characters, they recognize rhat the "ideal world they exist 
in is only temporary." In the end, the comfort and secu
rity of the adults in fheir lives become both a necessity 
and a reality. 

A temporary escape from the adult-managed world is 
another reason children may choose to read "subversive" 
literary works. Every day, children live under the guid
ance and rules of the adults in their lives, whether •:hey 
are parents, teachers, or the next-door neighbors. What 
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would it be like to be Peter Pan, never growing up and 
living a life free of restrictions and boundaries? Peter, 
along with the "lost boys," defies the adults he comes in 
contact with, such as Captain Hook. Imagine a world 
with no rules or adult supervision, where one could be 
playing, eating, and sleeping whenever desired. 

Jane and Michael Banks from Mary Poppins are anoth
er example of the "putdown of parental authority" chil
dren may yearn to experience. Their parents are so 
involved with their own trivial problems that they 
become incompetent, leaving Jane and Michael to set 
out on their own adventures with their "magical nanny." 
These adventures are so unusual and exciting that the 
children develop an apathetic attitude toward the needs 
of rheir helpless parents. 

At the end of both works, Peter Pan and Mary Poppins, 
rhe characters seek the adulr love and supervision they 
wished to escape from earlier. Peter, never knowing his 
mother, longs for someone to love and care for him, as 
Wendy's mother has cared for her. Jane and Michael just 
wan't their parents to love, care, and pay attention to 
them, instead of worrying about the silly problems that 
preoccupy their lives. In the end, children realize it is 
nice to be loved, wanted, and comforted by a mother 
and /or a father, when they are tired of taking the 
responsibility of caring for themselves. 

The enjoyment of reading about "subversive" charac
ters is another reason children find these literary works 
so appealing. Reading about m ischievous, exciting 
Jdventures and situations that characters get themselves 
mvolved in is pleasurable to children of all ages. Every 
child laughs at the constant mishaps of Peter Rabbit. 
After a countless number of escapades involving Mr. 
McGregor, where Peter narrowly escapes, he ends up safe 
at home, tucked into his comfortable bed by his mother, 
after drinking a "punishing dose" of chamomile tea. 

Walt Disney's version of Pinocchio is another character 
who provides comic relief. This story about a "wooden 
boy" who innocently gers himself into all kinds of trou
ble certainly provides for delightful entertainment. His 
disobedience, like Peter Rabbit's, is what gets him into 
the predicaments he encounters. His wise friend, Jiminy 
Cricket, always is there to bring out his virtues and steer 
him in the right direction. 

In the end, Peter Rabbit and Pinocchio relish the com
fort and satisfaction of being part of a family filled with 
love. Their adventurous mishaps are lessons to children 
who may think there are nOt consequences to misbehav
ior. While teaching children lessons and values, those 
stories also provide a pleasurable entertaining experience 
for the reader (or viewer). 

Whatever the reason may be that children choose to 
read ('subversive" literary classics, it  is certainly not 
because they seek a political or social message. Nor· do 
they want to develop "opinions and attitudes" toward 
adults that may lead to "disobedience and exploration 
that are more fun than good behavior." Children enjoy 
these works because they find delight in characters that 
help them escape the status quo, or for the mere pleasure 
of being entertained. Alison Lurie is reading and analyz
ing these works from an adult point of view. She needs 
to put aside the knowledge she has acquired as an author 
and professor of children's l:rerature. Let children contin
ue ro read a variety of literature, subversive or not, and 
formulate their own conclusions. When all is said and 
done, it is the adults in society, not subversive literature, 
who will lead the world's children. The morals and values 
adults teach to children will be the guiding factor in the 
way children perceive, learn from, and become the future 
adults in society. 

Evaluation: Debbie$ final exam is the first work written 
for Children$ Literature to be published in 

The Harper Anthology. Her lucid and convincing 
essay is the culmination of her extraordinary 

contribution to our class. It is, in short, a classic. 
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Paula Popowski 
Course: PlatH Science Technology I 1 0  (Soil Science)d

Instructor: Chet Ryndak 

Assignment: 
hwmigate ttproblem/issue related to soil science. 

When I began do:ng research for this paper, I assumed 
that the biggest problem caused by dams was soil erosion 
along riverbanks. But that is only the beginning--the 
first domino in a chain of events that can completely 
destroy a river and its valley. Damming means that a 
"lake" will spread; people lose their homes, their farms, 
even entire towns. The water

,
s edge is the most impor

tant place for wildlife; more than half of American bird 
species nest near waterways. Grizzlies, raccoons, otters, 
and many other animals depend on rivers for food. A 
dam can disrupt the habits and travel patterns of fish and 
other wildlife for fifty miles or more. The loss of salmon 
in the Northwest is a graphic example. The water level of 
a reservoir rises and falls greatly, preventing development 
of a normal and varied lake edge vegetation, which con
tributes to soil erosion. Floodplain forests need water 
and alluvial soil that is washed in. Silver maple, cypress, 
cottonwood, and cedar thrive in the floodplain. 

The river is the center of the land it inhabits. From the 
high country down, everything drains to the river. When 
this tie is broken by a dam, consequences are felt  
throughout the watershed. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

The land and river are ecologically linked in a water
shed. Water shapes the land, and the river is a product of 
the land. All the rivers flowing into one 111ain river are 
part of its drainage system. Mountains and landforms 
determine _the routes of rivers, and the rivers further 
shape the land. Rain and run-off cause streams to swell, 
but most valleys have floodplains for the overflow where 
silt settles. Floodplains are temporary storage reservoirs, 
lowering downstream floods, and they may be up w t;1Xl)' 
miles wide along a big river like the Mississippi. They 
make especially good farmland due to the silt deposits 
from seasonal floods. Soil added to the floodplain comes 
from upstream, washed loose with sheet erosion from 
places without plants such as strip mines or plowed 
fields. Other soil comes from riverbanks where the cur
rent cuts on the outside of bends. The floodplain is really 
part of the river. Damming a river controls the seasonal 
floods, but the farmland is no longer replenished with 
silt and thus becomes less fertile. 

During spring floods a river runs with great power. It 
tears boulders loose, splitting them and knocking the 
rough edges off. Slowly, the river wears down boulders to 
smaller and smaller pieces. The heavier pieces are 
deposited first along the river's channel, while the lighter 
pieces and soil from the surrounding land are carried fur
ther. The river continues to drop the heavier pieces and 
carries the lighter (sand, silt, and clay) to the ocean. 
There it is deposited in a wide, triangular area-a 
delta-in order from heaviest to lightest: sand first, then 
silt, then clay furthest out in the delta. The Mississippi 
River deposits over 700 million tons of sediment per yccr 
into the Gulf of Mexico, and the delta grows another 
300 feet into the gulf. Sediments along the Louisiana 
coast are estimated to be piled nearly six miles deep. 

The oceans are fed and fertilized by rivers. Silt and 
organic material carried to the sea by streams are the food 
of plankton, which produce up to 80% of the world's 
oxygen. When a large portion of this silt is held back by 
dams, the consequences are not to be taken lightly. 
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Dams have two main functions: first, to store water to 
compensate for fluctuations in river flow (or for ·when 
there is a demand for water and energy), and second, to 
raise the levels of water upstream to allow dams to.gener
ate electricity. They are also often for prestige, a nati.onal 
symbol of development. This is particularly true in third
world countries-big dam building has fallen out of 
favor somewhar in the U.S. (Or, maybe we have already 
dammed nearly every place possible-there are over 2.5 
million dams in this country.) 

When a dam is built and a reservoir created, the waters 
upstream become slack and silt-laden. The fluctuating 
water levels of a reservoir not only prohibit growth of 
lakeside vegetation, but they also strand or flood.fish and 
other wildlife. The current stops and fish are prevented 
fro1n swimming upstream without unusual and unnatur
al (and generally ineffective) measures such as 'fish lad
ders.' Outflowing water from a reservoir comes from 
great depths, so it is cold year round. The water may also 
be chemically unusual, containing great quantities of 
hacteria and dead algae. The cold temperature and 
c;. . .r::::al imbalances adversely affect the variety and 
abundance of life downstream. 

A dam has a limited lifetime because it acts as a trap 
for sediment brought downstream by the river. The 
trapped silt settles to the bottom of the reservoir e.nd 
builds up over a period of time. Government hydrolo
gists say that Lake Powell will be full of silt in 300 years 
or less, and many think it will be a brown quagmire in 
less than a century. Silt accumulating on the floor of a 
reservoir suffocates anything that may have survived the 
initial flooding. 

The following chart illustrates the siltation problem. 

Someday soon these reservoirs will be 'dry' dams
mud flats with a river winding through, then spilling 
over the dam. 

The silt that the Nile River carried to the sea before 
the Aswan High Dam was built was fertilizer for the 
floodplains. Today 98% remains behind the dam, caus
ing a tremendous drop in soil depth and productivity; 
now farmers are dependent on chemical fertilizers. Little 
silt reaches the delta, allowing coastal erosion of up to 40 
meters per year and seepage of sea water that makes the 
land salty. Lack of sediment nutrients reaching the 
Mediterranean has reduced sardine ca.tches off the coast. 

Before the Glen Canyon dam was built, the Colorado 
River carried a heavy silt alorig the riverbank. This filled 
any gullies that had formed during storms. But as the 
dam holds the silt and stifles the floods, the beaches are 
shrinking and the riverbanks are eroding, threatening 
cultural sites of the Anasazi Indians. 

In California, dams trap sediment destined for coastal 
beaches. Mud floods supplied beaches with 75-95% of 
their sediment. Beaches are becoming unnaturally nar
row, and the ocean waves now eat the bases of bluffs, 
causing them to tumble into the beach (and wreaking 
havoc with the coastal real estate market). If any trapped 
sediment is cleared out from reservoirs, it is benerally 
used for fill on inland building lots, and not returned to 
the beach where it was destined to be. 

The unnatural concentration of suspended silt in a 
dammed river can dog the gills of fish and mussels. Silt 
buries riffles composed of clean, small stones, destroying 
a key habitat for many types of aquatic organisms. It can 
also be a delivery vehicle for toxic chemicals. The silt and 
sediment that is a natural and important part of a river 
ecosystem is turned into a major source of pollution by a 
dam. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

While dams can provide clean hydroelectric power, 
there are other alternatives that are not so costly to the 
environment; among them are energy conservation and 
solar power. Dams can also control flooding, but flood
plain management-reserving lowlands for uses such as 
farming and parks that do not incur heavy damage-can 
be cheaper than building dams to catch floodwater. 
Besides, flood control generally does not keep up with 
new floodplain development. 
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Many dams haye outlived their usefulness or have 
been washed out or destroyed, and dam removal is look
ing more like a viable option. The cost of dam removal is 
generally three to five times less than repair. The natural 
water temperature and oxygen levels are restored. In the 
case of an overflow dam, the structure is gradually 
notched and sediment is exposed slowly so that it 
becomes more stable, Revegetation of an impoundment 
generally occurs within one growing season, and erosion 
will be slowed as native ground cover regrows. The pres
ence of vegetation is an important factor in reducing the 
danger of floods. 

During the drawdown of a dam on the Prairie Dells 
River in Wisconsin an .incredible amount of sediment 
was released, according to Stephanie Lindloff of the 
River Alliance of Wisconsin. The sediment was tested for 
roxicity, and sediment traps were built. The excess sedi
ment was given to farmers. 

The gates at the Ward Dam in Merrill, Wisconsin 
were fully opened on September 3"1 of this year .t It was. 
the last of four dams on the Prairie River, and today the 
river is seeking irs own course for the first dme in 100 
years. The removal benefits warm, cool, and cold water 
fisheries and will restore about 40 acres of wetland
prime wildlife habitat. This drawdown has exposed moret
than 80% of the I I 3-acre impoundment and will allowt
revegetation of the area before the dam is physically 
removed. As the dam structure is ren1oved, the river will 
be restored to irs original characrer·-a sight unseen for 
over 90 years. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Not so long ago, rivers were what they were and people 
adjusted their lives to fit; they got off the floodplain when 
the water can1e up. It's not so simple anymore, but there 
are changes being made. Dam removal can restore a river 
and floodplain ecosystem, benefiting all life ak•ng its 
course. Narive plants and animals that depend on the 
river for reproduction and migration would return. 
Annual floods would deposit nutrients, flush out backwa
ter channels, and replenish wetlands. And we would have 
a wild river, full of life, the way it was intended to be. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

CLOSE TO HOME 

As I began working on this paper, I remembered an 
issue that came up last summer regarding some property 
we have on the Rock River in Edgerton, Wisconsin. It was 
the formation of a Lake District to prevent the removal of 
Indianford Dam, about a mile downstream from our 
property. The removal of Indianford Dam would reduce 
the water level of Lake Koshkonong (several miles 
upstream from us) to ''the detriment of property values, 
aesthetics, and viability for recreational use." We sent in 
our approval to form the Lake District without gbing .: 
more than a passing thought-the lake is a great place m 

cruise around in a pontoon boat on a summer day. 
Now I wonder. Lake Koshkonong is no more than six 

or seven feet deep on a.good day. The bottom is verysilq•; 
and in spite of all I hear about game fish stocking, the best 
fishing is for carp. I spoke to Stephanie I..indloff, the 
Small Dams Program Coordinator at the River Alliance of 
Wisconsin. Because of the size of Lake Koshkonong this is 
a hot issue. (Lake Koshkonong is the third largest inland 
lake in Wisconsin.) The lake was a marsh, and to a marsh 
it would return. According to Stephanie, it rivaled the 
Horicon Marsh for beauty and wildlife habitat. Since it 
actually is an impoundment, I thonght it would gradually 
fill with silt, but Stephanie said that it was a silty area 
before the dam, and that problem seems to be taking care 
of itself. 

So, what's to be gained (and lost) from the removal of 
Indianford Dam? Personally, we would lose access to a 
large 'lake.' (I'll never look at it again without thinking 
"impoundment.'') But we would gain quiet and peaceful 
summer afternoons, with no huge motor boats zooming 
by. We would have a different kind of recreation--canoe
ing to the marsh instead of cruising the lake. Maybe even 
a little rafting, instead of water skiing. We would gain 
cleaner water, certainly, and river edge habitat to explore 
that has largely been washed away and replaced with 
riprap and retaining walls. And we would gain the joy of 
just watching as the river returns to its natural state. 

I'm sure these opinions won't increase my popularity in 
the Rock-Koshkonong Lake Improvement District, or 
even at first in my own family. But as 1nark Twain said, 
"Habit is habit, and not to be flung out of the window by 
any man, but coaxed downstairs one step at a time." 
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When Nature 
Beckons : 

Exploration of Conflict 
in John Galsworthy's 

"The Japanese Quince" 

Mrlrtiniqu.e Poznirt!c 
Course: English 102 

Instructor: Joe Sternberg 

Assignment: 
Anr1{yze conflict in "77Je }aprmese Quince. " 

1 n h is shon story "The .Japanese Quince , '' John 
Galsworthy seems to be exploring the conflict between 
two f<)rces: the domain of the "rnind" as exemplified here 
by rhc upper social class, and the domain of the "heart" 
as exemplified here by Nature. Specifically, on one fine 
spring morning in the St}uarc Gardens, Galsworrhy sets 
in motion a push-pull dance between ernorionally inhib
ited Mr. Nilson and Mr. 'Lmdram, and the emotion
evoking elements of Nature: the blackbird and thet
Japan<..�se quince tree. 

Mr. Nilson lives in the world of the mind. His exis
tence is defined by numbers. For instance, he assesses the 
morning "perfect" (73) only upon checking the number 
of degrees of outside temperature on "the thermometert
. . . /which stands] at sixty" (7::3). His morning, prayer-liket
thoughts are about numbers when he engages in "medi-

rations on the price of stocks" (73)r. The sound that 
announces to him the daily routines is_ the voice of a 

"tocuckoo bird counting hours. When a ;:uckoo clock . . . t
[strikes] eight" (73), Mr. Nilson knows, because of his 
regimented lifestyle, that he has exactly "half an hour to 
breakfast" (73). Furthermore, he gives his emotions a 
numbere-d lOcality, instead of a name, when he unexpect
edly experiences "a feeling of emptiness just under his 
fifth rib" (73). Emotions are not as familiar to Mr. 
Nilson as are order, numbers, and 1noney. 

Money is the fruit of Mr. Nilson's success as a busi
nessman. He is "well known in the City" (73), the finau
cial district of London. As such, he lives in the affluence 
of the upper social class. His surrouncfings are full of 
expensive items such as "an ivory backed handglass" (73) 
to reflect his face and "the scrolled iron steps" {73) to 
take him to the Gardens. 

Mr. Nilson's conflicted .dance with Nature begins 
when she invades his being with scented spring air 
through an open window. The domain of the .heart inter
cepts the domain of the mind, and Mr. Nilson is pulled 
away from his numbers. He starts feeling an unfamiliar, 
uncomfortably ((peculiar sweetish sensation in the back 
ofthis throat" (73), a "queer feeling" (73) which he does 
not embrace or welcome. On the contrary, he i s  dis
turbed and concerned for his healrh. He is so emorional
ly ir1hibited that he interprets the emerging response to 
spring as a sign of illness (73). He tries to retreat into the 
familiar routine of reading the morning paper, but 
Nature will not be dismissed. The strange feeling contin
ues and must be acted on: "Mr. Nilson . . .  scarcely takes it 
[the newspaper] in his hand when he again . . .  [becomes] 
aware of rhat queer feeling" (73). He instinctively seeks 
relief outside: "Somewhat concerned, he . . .  [goes] to the 
French window and . . .  [descends] the scrolled iron steps 
into the fresh air" (73). Nature surrounds him with her 
sounds and scents, bur Mr. Nilson pays no heed. He 
pushes Nature aside and concentrates on a deliberate, 
therapeutic walk around the Gardens (73). He is firmly 
anchored to his cerebral existence by the "morning paper 
clasped behind him" {73) and by the numbered revolu
tions around the circular path {73) . 

At this point, Nature forces Mr. Nilson to notice her. 
She pulls on his heart by using a blackbird, whose loud 
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song directs Mr. Nilson to the heart of the little Japanese 
quince tree: "He . . .  [is] on the point of resuming hist
promenade, when a blackbird close by. . .  [bursts] intot
song, and looking up, Mr. Nilson . . .  [s�es] at a distance 
of perhaps five yards a little tree, in the heart of whose 
branches the bird.t: .  [is] perched" (73). Seeing and 
smeJling the tree, Mr. Nilson accepts Nature's invitation 
to a'dance. For a moment, he abandons inhibitions, sus
pends analysis and allows himself to smile. He smiles 
because when faced with beauty one cannot help bur 
smile: the tree "[is] covered with young blossoms, pink 
�nd white, and little bright green leaves both round and 
spikey; and on all this blossom and these leaves the sun
light . . .  [glistens] . Mr. Nilson . . .  [smiles], the littletree . . .  
[is] so alive and pretty!" (74). Mr. Nilson is caught up in 
.the emotion of this moment, and as his thoughts begin 
to form they are almost euphoric: Perhaps he is on thet
brink of defining his emotions which Nature evokes. 
Perhaps he is . on the brink of discovering something 
about his l ife when h.e formulates the unfinished 
thought: '"Morning like this!' he . . .  [thinks]; 'and here I 
am the only person in the Square who has the - to 
come out andt-!"' (74). This thought is the gist of the 
conflict between Mr. Nilson and Nature. He has a 
rlrance here at self-discovery, but unfortunately the mind 
p l�;.u�"' �he heart away again. T'he thought remaiJ.Pi 
incomplete because, just at this moment, just as Nature 
uses the blackbird to draw Mr. Nilson to the quince, the 
domain of the mind intensifies the conflict by using Mr. 
Tandram. 

Mr. Tandram is a mirror image of Mr. Nilson. 
Everything that applies to Mr. Nilson also applies to Mr. 
Tandram: the way he looks, his social status, his response 
to the quince (73, 74). As such, he is equated here with 
Mr. Nilson in the conflict with Nature. Therefore, Mr. 
Tandram's sudden presence by the quince tree is a sober
ing factor which pushes Mr. Nilson back to the domain 
of the mind. As caught up as he is in the beauty of the 
tree, now he feels "caught out" (74). He remembers 
social properties. The numbers come back: he remem
bers that Mr. Tandram is his next door neighbor of jive 
years (74). Because they are so alike, each sees the other's 
open emotionality as foolish: "Mr. Nilson . . .  [drops] his 
eyes. It . . .  [strikes] him suddenly that Mr. Tandram . . .  

[looks] a little foolish," and "a shade . . .  [passes] over Mr. 
Tandram's face, as ifhe, too, suddenly . . .  [notices] some-
thing about Mr. Nilson" (74). So, Mr. Nilson pushest
emotions away, pushes Nature away. Nature tries one last 
time; as Mr. Nilson looks on, the quince and .the black
bird, in tandem, call his aftehtion to themselves: "With 
the slanting spring sunlight darting and quivering into it, 
the Japanese quince . . .  [seems] more living than a tree. 
The blackbird . . .  [returns] to it . . .  chatting out his heart" 
(75). The echo of the original emotion stirs around Mr. 
Nilson's heart, but just then Mr. Tandram's cough returns 
him to the inside of the house and the domain of the 
'mind': "Unaccountably upset, Mr. Nilson . . .  [turns] 
abruptly into the house, and . . .  [opens] his moming 
paper'' (75). The dance is over . 

On the surface, the conflict between repressed emo
tions and spontaneous emotional expression is won by 
the former. However, the fact that Mr. Nilson is still feel
ing the achy sensation which upsets him suggests that 
the next time Nature beckons him to a dance of emo
tions, he just may join in. 

Works Cited 

Galsworthy, John. "The Japanese Quince." Perrine's 
Literature: Structure, Sound and Sense. Ed. Thomas R. 
Arp. 7''' ed. Fort Worth: Harcourt, 1 998. 73-75. 

Evaluation: Precision and balance mark 
this insightfUl, finely wrought essay. 
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Assignment: 
Compose and revise an interpretive essay 
on Willa Cathers "Neighbdur Rosicky" 

Anton Rosicky believes rhe country is rhe best place to 
raise a happy family,r.because of its natural abundance. 
Though the fairy-tale city life of Cas.de Gardetl, New 
York satisfies Rosicky for 5 years or so, .the fantasy £1des 
as ·his desire for real fulfillment in a more bucolic setting 
increases. "That why he drank too much; to ge.t a 
temporary illu.sion freedom and wide horizons" (87). 
Rosicky realize� that although city life is appealing, it 
leaves an empty feeling in the end. Both country and cityr
settings descdhed i ll "Neighbour Rosicky" b; "".;�-ll� 
Cather illustrate the benefits of country living. 

Rosicky's love for the land began at a young age, when 
he was sent to live with his grandparents following the 
death of his mother. "He stayed with them until he was 
twelve, and fonned those ties with the earth and the 
farm animals and growing things which are never IJ1ade 
at all unless they are made early" (88). Rosicky's chi.ld
hood marks the ,start o f  a l ifelong companionshipr
betvveen him and the open land. 

The city, on the other hand, is disconnected because of 
its .abundance of cement. While sitting in the park in 
New York City, Rosicky observes "so much stone and 
asphalt with nothing going on, so many empty windows" 
(88). He doesn't like this intense feeling of emptiness and 
realizes that the problem with big cities is that they 
"cemented you away from any contact with the ground)' 
(88). Rosicky finds the isolatio11 of the city to be exhaust
ing, because the cement denies him contact with the 
nourishing land. Rosicky desires to move away from the 
city and get back to the country where his roots are. 

Rosicky's decision to head west and "buy his liberty" 
(89) occurs on a significant holiday, Independence Day. 
Although he can't afford one of the finer farms in High 
Prairie, he does purchase property and he enjoys the fact 
that he owns any land at all. This is an important accom
plishment for Rosicky because he becomes the first per
son in the family to own land. For Rosicky. I(Tv Lc a 
landless man was to be a wage-earner, a slave, all your 
life; to have nothing, to be nothing" (93). Rosicky fears 
that Rudolph will .give up the farming gamble and sacri
fice his freedom for guaranteed money made slaving at a 
factory job in the city. Rosicky compares these blank 
buildings to "empty jails" (88), which represent the lack 
of freedom associated with city life. Rosicky wants his 



(98). 
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son to understand that in the country, "what you had 
was your own. You didn't have to choose between bosses 
and strikers, and go wrong either way" ( 1 04). As 
Rosicky s health deteriorates, his concerns for his family's 
welfare increase. He wants not only freedom for himself, 
but for his family as well. It's comforting for Rosicky to 
know that his family will be together on the land long 
after he's gone. 

Rosicky's heart may be failing, but he's nor in the 
ground yet. In the meantime, Rosicky is encouraged by 
Doctor Burleigh to spend some quality time with his 
family. Dr. Ed advises, "My Lord, Rosicky, you are one 
of the few men I know who has a family he can get some 
comfort out of; happy dispositions, never quarrel among 
themsehes, and they treat you right" (74). Rosicky feels 
blessed to have such a wonderful family as he recalls the 
types of families which inhabit the city. He remembers 
angry families arguing amongst themselves in dirty, over
crowded kitchens. Rosicky believes that "the worst things 
he has come upon in his journey through the world were 
human,-depraved and poisonous specimens of life" 
( 1 r04). He doesn't think his children are prepared to 
understand the harshness and cruelty of human beings 
existing in the city. Rosicky is not naive to the fact that 
mean people live in the country as well. He feels the 
advantage to living in the country is that such neighbors 
can be avoided by separation of the land. But in the city, 
"all the foulness and misery and brutality of your neigh
bors was part of your life" ( 1 04). There is no escaping 
,.t, ::- rf"'�l 1;my of unwanted dishonesty. 

The c i ty also represents poverty and hunger for 
Rosicky. Rosicky remembers a special Christmas in 
London, which he can't forger. Christmas is  thought to 
be a joyous occasion, the season of giving. Rosicky 
describes an entirely different scenario. "All de windows 
is full of good r'ings to eat, an' all de pushcarts in de 
streets is full, an' you smell 'em all de rime, an' you ain't 
got no money,-not a damn bit" (99). He understands 
that although the city is a great place to live if you're 
rich, it's not an easy environment for the poor and hun
gry to survive in. 

Rosicky counts his blessings for the opportunity to 
cultivate crops with which to feed and nourish his fami
ly. After all these years in the country, Rosicky "had 

never had to take a cent from anyone in b itter need, -
never had to look at the face of a woman become like a 
wolf's fro,m struggle and famine'' (105). Rosicky knows 
that planting seasons are nor consistent and stresses, the 
importance of adaptation to the uncertain, Regardless of 
the success of each year's crops, the Rosicky family cele
brates life together. The family picnic is an important 
event showing the strong bond between his fam ily. 
Rosicky recalls a Fourth of July that was so hot, the 
intensity of the heat ruined the entire crop of corn. He 
did not let this catastrophe ruin him like it did his neigh
bors. Rosicky says, ':An' we enjoyed ourselves that year, 
poor as we was, an' our neighbours wasn't a bit better off 
for bein' miserable. Some of 'em grieved rill they got 
poor digestions and couldn't relish what they did haye'' 

To Rosicky, happiness doesn't come from having 
nwney, bur rather from enjoyment of his loving family. 
Neighbors wonder why Rosicky doesn't get ahead in life. 
"Maybe . . .  people as generous and warmchear.red and 
affectionate as the Rosickys never g()t ahead much; 
maybe you couldn't enjoy your life and pur it into rhe 
bank, roo" (79). Rosicky doesn't agree with following his 
neighbors' lifestyles of skimping .and saving. When the 
creamery agent comes over to persaude the Rosickys to 
sell, Mary retorts, ''I'd rather pur some colour. into my 
children's faces than put money in the bank" (84). The 
influence of money is not a temptation for Rosicky 
because the satisfaction of being part of a family gives 
him all the wealth he desires. 

Part of being in a successful family includes struggling 
together through the best and worst of times. The 
drought brings hard times to rhe country, which is a con
cern for Rudolph. Rosicky replies, "You don't know what 
hard times is. You don't owe anybody, you got plenty to 
eat an' keep warm, an' plenty water to keep clean. When 
you got them, you can't have it very hard" (96). The 
country offers feelings of comfort and companionship to 
Rosicky and his family. Rosicky hopes his son Rudolph 
will not give up after one bad season of crops, but 
instead continue to work freely and live off the land. 

The planting season is symbolic of reproduction, the 
cycle of continuous life and death. Rosicky appreciates 
the beauty of snow falling over the open pastures and the 
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nice graveyard which lies nearby. "It was a nice grave
yard, Rosicky reflected, sort ofsnug and homelike, not 
cramped and mournful,----'a big sweep all around it" 
(81). Rosicky is awfully fond of his fatm and isn't a.nx
iol!s to leave it, but in the event of his death, he won't 
have to go far at all. "The snow, falling over his barnyard 
and the graveyard, seemed to draw things together like. 
And they were all old neighbours in the graveyard, most 
of them friends" (81) .  The country graveyard is much 
more comforting than cemeteries found in the city. He 
thinks of city cemeteries as '.'arranged and lonely" ( 1  10) 
and considers them to be "cities (lf the dead . . .  of the for
gotten" (1 1 1 ). These city cemeteries are not open and 
free like the little graveyard at the edg' ofRosiclry's farm. 

And so, the time comes for · RosiCky to return to his 
roots, the country, for the final time. The condition of 
Rosicky's heart deteriorates, and a heart attack is 
inevitable. t\ven though Rosiclty is dying, he celebmes 
the rniraculous news of a future gpndchilq to be. bor!l to 
his son Rudolph and his wife, I'olly. l)octor Burleigh, a 
lifelong friend of Anton, co111es pack to the country to 
visit rhe Rosicky family. As he drives past the graveyard, 
he notices the beauty the COl!ntry graveyanj beholcls. The 
Doctor reflects, "Nothing could be J11ore und.,athlike 
than this place; nothing could be more right for a man 
who had helped to do the work of greot cities ancl had 
always longed for the open country and had got to it at 
last. Rosicky's life seemed to him complete and beauti
ful" (I l l) .  Though Rosicky's physical body is buried int
the ground, his spirit freely lives through his family's 
enjoyment of the country's natural abunclance, thus 
enduring the infinite cycle of life. 
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It has been a fascinating sixteen weeks participating in 
tl1 is program of readings from great books. I have been 
r'oosed to the best thinkers of the Western and Oriental 
owu...!u, "hitten critiques of their work and listened to th� 
thoughtful opinions of my colleagues as they did the 
same. A whole new view has been opened to me for 
which I am appreciative. Bur I never thought I'd see a 
connection between the American Constitution and Karl 
Marx! 

From a certain point of view, however, the connection 
should be obvious. Marx was a historian, self-taught, bur 
a historian nonetheless. He was obsessed with world his
tory, bur paid scant attention to the role of great men or 
the impact of events as they unfolded in history. Rather, 
he thought it was economics that fueled the march of 
time. Charles Beard was a historian. His concern was not 
a worldwide one; his focus was on the beginnings of the 
United States as a nation. His viewpoint, however, was 
that of an economist. It was his thesis that it was eco-

nomics that fueled the events leading to the Am�rican 
Revolution and provided the .basis for the rarlflca.ri�n of . 
the Constitution. Early on, he stares "the new govern
menr wasaccepred with reluctance only becausera dread 
of dismemberment of the .union overcame hostility to 
rhe proposed fundamental law" (Beard 395), If we accept 
rhe premise of both authors rhar economics drives histo
ry, then a connection between M arx and the 
Constitution becomes somewhat plainer. 

Charles Beard has always been somewhat of a histori
an-provocateur, a role which began with his Economic 
Interpretation of the Constitution and continued on 
through his last work in  which he  made the claim, since 
authenticated, that Franklin D. Roosevelt forced Japan 
to war. It is interesting t9 note that Americans are the 
most profit-oriented people on earth, yet they become 
unnerved when an economic motive is implied to their 
patriotism. Such was the wrath that Beard faced when in 
1 9 1 3  he implied that pro. perry and class had more to do 

· withrthe ratification of the U.S. Constitution than didr
patriotism. A strong case can be made for the economic 
motive. 

In today's academic climate the idea that economics 
played a role in the drafting and ratification of the U.S. 
Constitution is accepted fact. When Charles A. Beard 
proposed his thesis in 1 913 ,  such was not the case. It 
brought a firestorm of reaction. No less than a former 
president of the United States, William Howard Taft, vit
riolically attacked Beard's writing, calling it "muck rak
ing" (Brown 7). 

Each of the colonies was ruled by an aristocratic class. 
If there is much doubt, a check of the credentials of the 
signers of the Declaration of Independence should allay 
all question. John Hancock, he of the bold signature, was 
easily the richest man in New England (Fischer 1 76). 
George Washington, though not a signer of either the 
Declaration or Constitution, was the richest man in the 
country at the rime he became president and purportedly 
has been the wealthiest U.S. president ever (Smith 8). So 
it should be evident the ruling faction had at least a pass
ing interest in seeing to it that their economic welfare 
was taken into consideration. Note should be taken of 
the fact that "our fortunes" were pledged to each other 
by the signers as they attested to the Declaration. 
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Though the use. of slogans and incendiary pamphlets 
warmed the blood ofthe populace before and during the 
Revolution, it is certain that economic sanctions invoked 
by the English government stirred the ire of the ruling 
elite. The long forgotten Proclamatio11 of 1 763 ,:;ut off 
the land beyond the Alleghenies from use by the 
colonists along the Atlantic coast. That had little effect 
upon the laborer o r  blacksmith i n  Providence or  
Philadelphia. I t  was of  major import, however, if  one 
were a tobacco plantation owner in Albemarle County, 
Virginia {Brinkley 1 05). The Proclamation curr,off the 
possibility of expansion westward when their cash crop, 
tobacco, exhausted the fertility of existing plantations 
( 1  08) .  Is i t  j ust  a coincidence that the H ouse of  
Burgesses, consisting of  wealthy planters, was a hot bed 
of opposition to the English crown? 

The Stamp Act and the Tea Act were inconveniences 
to the general populace. But their main thrust was to 
hinder and encumber the enterprises of the lawyers and 
merchants of the colo.nies. Is i t  possible that this class 
incited the more easily led street rabble to riots in the 
streets of Boston, to dump perfectly good tea in the fetid 
waters of that city's harbor? By putting the patina of 
patriotism on suchrviolence, the ruling class - the bour
geoisie, as Marx would later call them-might have been 
masking their own motives to cast off the yoke of a far 
away British government which interfered with a colo
nial spirit of enterpreneurship, which was becoming 
accustomed to its own manner of doing business. 

The Revolution eventually came to a conclusion. Now 
a new assemblage, much similar in composition tO the 
one that drew up the Declaration of Independence, met 
behind closed doors to develop a document of govern
ment. The process of ratification of that Constitution, it 
can be said, moved much along the line of economic 
advantage. The states with the most debt, which would 
eventually be wiped away by a "Federal" government, 
were the first to ratifY {Nash and Jeffrey 242). Those fear
ing they would be saddled with the debt of the more 
profligate states, or those small states fearing they would 
be overwhelmed by the larger states, took two and a half 
years to rarifY. Though it may be argued it was insistence 
by some states that a "Bill of Rights" be inserted, it is 
obvious that it was consideration of the rights of property 

and unencumbered trade between the new states that car
ried the day for ratification (242). 

With a novel na.tion to run, the lirsr administrationr
faced a not unfamiliar problem: how to pay for what was 
needed. Washington took only a minor role here, believ
ing his place to �e '!bove the tu.mult. The brilliant, but 
acerbic, Alexander Hamilton entered the fray, and in the 
first two years of the Washington's adtninistration, he 
p;oposed a series of proposals, the first ofwhich, "Reportr
on the Public Credit," provided the solution to several 
vexing problems. By a series of ingenious 1nachinations, 
he satisfied .all debtors, both foreign and domestic, and at 
the same time devised a method for providing " v<""'' 

for the new government on an ongoing basis (Brinkley 
1 70). He accomplished this by assuring the monied 
interests, particularly in the Northeast, that the.ir rights 
to property would be assured and. their future interests in 
trade and commerc�. would be e�pedired. He did this in 
an atmosphere devoid of politicial factionalism. 

That vacuun1 was soon to be broken. 
A group, the most notable member of which was 

Thomas Jefferson, began to dispute the initiatives 
Hamilton was taking. Jefferson took his stance on the 
very practical grounds that the excise tax placed on 
imported goods by Hamilton to protect Northern manu
facturers increased the cost ofthose goods disproportion
ately for settlers in the frontier, which at that time was 
primarily the Soud1. Also, the "Whiskey Tax" singled out 
for taxation the yeoman farmer Jefferson saw as the long
range engine upon which the future of the country 
would rest. Interestingly enough, ten years later Jefferson 
himself as president had recourse to the same Eastern 
coffers that Hamilton had appealed to when he made the 
Louisiana Purchase. And what was a driving force for 
that purchase? A significant reason, if not the major one, 
was ro ensure the port of New Orleans remained in U.S. 
hands so that Western farmers could bring product to 
market through the Mississippi River network {200). 

It has been said, "History is not the past, but an inter
pretation of the past" (Beard 393). Such is the foregoing 
and such is the view of Charles Beard on the factors 
behind the events of the first two decades of U.S. history. 
I t  is uue that men such as Washington, Madison, 
Hamilton, Burr, Jefferson and Adams had a part to play. 
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It is true th�r events such �s the impressment of seamen, 
rhe French Revolution and the refusal of the British to 
leeve p>•ts of the Northwest Territories had roles to play. 
But it is safe to say that economics, the supposed crass 
search for and protection of wealth, had at least as 
important a role to play in that panoramic period of his
tory as any other factor (Rogers 1 30). 

Beard himself, writing mt!ch later, in the 1935 edition 
of his Economic Interpretation, acknowledged the conflict 
his work had stirred when it was first published. In his 
introduction to that edition, he states, "I did not call it 
�the' economic interpretation, or rhe only interpretation 
open to thought" (Beard, 1 935 ed., p. 8). 

Reading Beard required a knowledge of American his
tory to appreciate the nuances of his economics argu· 
rnenrs. Such background knowledge .was not needed 
when reading Karl Marx's Communist Manifesto. In 
other manuscripts Marx's writing may be dreary and 
confounding. In the Manifesto, Marx is as direct and 
simple as he can get. I must admit 111y surprise in finding 
Marx so easy to approach, at least in this essay, and I was 
also amazed at how many of his economic forecasts have 
indeed been fulfilled, although without many of the dire 
results he predicted. 

It would be rewarding to cite certain passages from 
Marx and rry to find an analogy in modern day econom
ic activity. 

As this essay is  being written, the World Trade 
OrganiZation is meeting in Seattle, Washington. Over 
the past few days, newspaper headlines and prime-rime 
t"'leviSion have been awash with stories of the anarchy in 
the streets, all to prevent the meeting of the extra-nation
al W.T.O. It gets difficult to accurately describe what the 
World Trade Organization is, but it might be defined as: 

Independent bur connected provinces, 
with separate interests, governments, and 
systems of taxation, become lumped together in 
one nation, with one government, one code of 
laws, one national class interest, one frontier and 
one customs tariff. (Marx 216) 

If such has been the description you would accept, you 
would be using the very words Marx used in describing a 
bourgeoisie stratagem to centralize means of production. 
Different, however, from the mob Marx predicted, this 

group of protesters came not primarily from the prole
tariat, bur rather from special interest groups of  the 
bourgeoisie. Among the dissenters would .be members of 
Greenpeace, the Sierra Club, the Save t.he Whales 
Organization, French Farmers Against McDonald's, and 
others of similar ilk. 

Marx would have been comfortable to see a contin
gent representing organized labor, if only in a rather 
restrained way. On the other hand, the small cadre of 
hooligans that. caused the type of uproar Marx would 
have appreciated were ultimately shaclded anddetracted 
only marginally from the convocation. All these .dis
parate interests could come together only in a healthy 
bourgeoisie atmosphere. When your belly is empty, you 
can't get too concerned about whales. If, on the other 
hand, one has excesses of both time and money, there is 
no end to (;auses a person can champion. Marx was pre
scient in seeing the growth of organizations such as the 
W.T.O. He missed the point, however, of how satisfied a 
community could become through the fruits of bour
·geoisie production. This mob's purpose was not to com
pletely overthrow the order of things, just to have itsr
own viewpoint examined.r

In another passage, Marx predicts "the conversation of 
the physician . . .  rhe priest . . .  into its (the bourgeoisie's) 
paid wage laborer" (21 5) .  In recent years, we have seen at 
least attempts to accomplish this conversion. In the 
United Kingdom, "socialized medicine" has been a fact 
for more than four decades, with a rather successful track 
record. In recent years Canada has adopted a practice 
similar to the U.K. bur with far more modest results to 
date. 

Here in the United States we're much involved in rhe 
discussions of what will be rhe future of "fee for services" 
medical care. Doctors here have fought aggressively the 
socialization of medicine by the government. In league 
with the then newly elected Republican congress, the 
AMA and its adherents were able to at least temporarily 
blunt the thrust of government into rhe supposed sacro
sanct relationship of physician and patient. On the other 
hand, a decision has not been reached in the battle 
between "the fee for service" system and the structured 
fee system symbolized by rhe HMO. One might make of 
this a true class struggle. The doctor wants to maintain a 
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secure place in  the existing bourgeoisie structure. The
patient who can afford to pay the fee, or who can afford 
to make the private insurance paymentsrwhich allowrhim
to do' so; wants' no governmental j t has litt� ruSion -and ' le
concern that there are millions who are unable to pay the
fees or afford the insurance. On the .other hand, in con
temporary U.S. society, it is the employer who generally
pays the greater part of health insurance costs. Those
employers have seen health insurance costs experience
double-digit inflation each year of the nineties. They are 
saying if health care is to be continued or expanded, it 

HMO 
has to be done under the aegis of an agency such as an 

that, using economies of scale, determinesr. the
options of the physician. The outcome of this classic bat
tle of the bourgeoisie versus the proletariat is far from 
over. It is doubtful the issue will be settled completely in 
the new administration, whichevefparty it is. 

The. role of the priest I mention onlyparenthetically. 
In the late forties and early fifties inra France rnuchin 
the thrall of a Communist - or at least Socialist
government, an attempt was made to develop a role for 
"worker priests." This was an idea whoSe time has never 
come. After a vigorous Vatican- defense, and after a 
change in government, the idea was discarded. 

In my view, the point is not so much - that Marx was 
wrong in the outcome. It is instead that the man could, 
from a viewpoint a century ahead, predict that both doc
tors and priests would be the subject of changing eco
notnic- tides.r

Early on, Marx makes reference to a social phenome
non he sees occurring as a result of the bourgeoisie seiz
ing control of the throttle of production. His comments 
about "constant revolutionizing of production, uninter
rupted disturbance of all social conditions, everlasting 
uncertainty and agitation" (21 5) certainly fit very aptly 
the conditions experienced by U.S. labor in the last two 
decades of the twentieth century. Examples of this situa
tion abound, but one in particular will make my case. In 
October of 1 9 96,  Quaker Oats Company bought 
Snapple Corporation, the manufacturer of a well-known 
soft drink. Since Quaker Oats is a Chicago-based com
pany, the advantages of that marriage were duly noted 
here. Sales and profits would grow, and the Snapple 
employees would enjoy the benefits of being associated 

 

 
r
 

 
 
 

with a company offering greater wqrk benefits. That 
Christmas, I was on Long Island, New York, the.home of 
Snapple. Imagine my surprise upon opening Nezvsday on 
December 23 to learn that Quaker Oats was laying off 
1,600 Snapple employees immediately so as to , recoup 
the funds they had spent to buy Snapple in the first 
place. Those Snapple employees could be pardoned if 
they approached that holiday seas.o.n with .a feeling of 
"everlasting uncertainty and agitation" (215). 

These are just a few samples of how Marx c�"''CC'h' 
predicted �ocial changes br9ught ab.our by changing eco
nomic conditions and changes in the means. of produc
tion, If Marx was so all seeing in those instances, why arer
his overall theories. in such. disrepute today? 

The_ �imple answer is tha_t cir�umstance,s:rchat:�ged._ 
Why? In Europe in the years following Marx's writing, 
that continent began to slip int(). the morass he had pre
dicted for it. Other things must have taken place to fore
stall the social upheaval he. foretold. 

Marx makes specific rneruion of c.ountriesrin. which her
sees Communists corning in league with revolutionaryr
elements to overthrow the existing social order, As a mat
ter of fact} none of those countries_ Il,lCJltipned came 
under a Communist banner in the nineteenth century, 
although there were rimes of severe s.ocial unrest. The 
one coUntry he doesn't mention-Russi_a-is the one 
that eventually does pick up the Red standard (231) .  

One theory that has been advanced concerns the flood 
tide of European emigration to the United Stares that 
reached irs zenith in the last decade of the nineteenth cen
tury and the first decade of the twentieth. That proletariat 
class, which Marx had looked to for fomenting the civil 
unrest needed to bring about the revolution, was no 
longer in Europe--it was passing through Ellis Island. In 
each of these years of those two decades, the number of 
immigrants to the U.S. exce.eded one million people. 
Regardless of the mean state in which they migl.t lr.• in 
their new homeland, they considered themselves to be 
infinitely better off than they would have been in the old 
country. On the other hand, these newcomers were not 
content to maintain a status quo. They adapted quickly to 
the system of opportunity presented to them, brought 
over others of their families left behind, and quickly began 
to force their way into the bourgeoisie class of the U.S. 
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Marx, midway in. his Manifesto, makes a statement 
that is startling in itS simplicity when he says, "[T)he 
laborer lives merely to increase capital and is allowed to 
live only in so far as the interests of the ruling dass 
require it" (225). If that set of circumstances did exist, 
and if such circumstances had been allowed to continue, 
undoubtedly the revolution so desired by Marx would 
have resulted. 

Somewhere, however, within itself, capitalism found 
the means to curb its most egregious faults.  
Governments eventually saw the wisdom in curbing rhe 
hours laborers could work, setting the minimum condi
tions for child labor and establishing safe working condi
tions for the workplace environment (Nash and Jeffrey 

.603). At the same time government was discovering irs 
role in safeguarding the health and welfare of its working 
citizens, the leaders of industry were discovering they 
could sell more of what they manufactured if they paid 
their employees more than a bare subsistence wage.t
Obviously, Henry Fordwould have to be considered· int
the first rank of these enlightened capitalists. 

There are others, however, who shared this enlightened 
view. Consider what the relative usefulness of the tele
phone, electric light, and radio would have been had their 
use been confined to a few of the wealthiest bourgeoisie. 

Marx's writings created shock waves throughout the 
world. His railings against property, religion, education, 
· , , ,J cr:dculture threatened the crowned heads of storet
through Europe and even the Papacy. The writings of 
Beard shook the patriotism of many Americans earlier in 
this century. The feeling of many was that economics as 
an entity was a subject unworthy to be considered as a 
driving force for history. The fact of the matter is that 
economics, no different than great men, significant 
events, and cataclysmic weather, can claim a significant 
role in the way the days of Man play out. 
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If you've ever shared a meal with a slob, you have proba
bly seen someone who talks with his mouth full of food, 
shovels food in tootfast, or doesn't know how to use a· 
napkin. Are these "slobs" just callous folks who could 
care less? Surely, after sharing an eating experience with a 
"mealtin1e misfit," one, if only subconsciously, tends to 
remember and calculate disrespect for that person. 

More than likely, the offender is unaware of his faux 
pas. My guess is that his early family meal experiences 
did not include Mom and Dad sitting relaxed and poised 
at a well appointed, candlelit table as Vivaldi's "Four 
Seasons" played softly in the background. My guess is 
that, indeed, such a person rarely shared a meal with his 
parents. 

A 1 995 national survey found that "Less than one 
third of American families ear dinner together most 
nights" (Doherty 22) . And this trend is on the rise. 
Without parents to model appropriate mealtime behav
ior, children may struggle socially as adolescents and as 
adults. The bottom line is that members of families that 
do not eat together risk social dysfunction. 

How did the ritual ofsharing meals . disappear from 
family life? Well, parents have conflicti[!g schedules; kids 
h.ave ;tfter school activiti.es. Dinner is an afterthought. In 
my household, my spouse and I eat late, after the kids 
are in bed. For awhile, I saw the time that the kids. were 
occupied at the table with their rneal as a. chance for me 
to "catch up." I would handle a phone call, sort mail, or 
straighten the house-always ignoring the opportunity 
to simply sir down and be with my children. 

On the subject of children's meals, etiquette expert 
Ann .Marie Sabbath says, "Mom's at the boar<l rc.c·"" 

table, not in the kitchen.Jf they are lucky they get LeanI
Cuisine" (qtd. in Adams 75). And Ms. Sabbath would beI
in a different profession if not for the fallout from £1st 
food families. She runs seminars that teach everyday 
table manners to employees of business firms. Employees 
themselves are requesting job traini.ng that focuses ont
"issues of social intetaction'' (75). Children . need .to bet
regularly exposed to .role models in  order to .develop the 
social skills they need to become well-functioning adults, 
and at-home family dinners provide a strong foundarion 
for these skills. 

Personal social gatherings almost always include a 
meal. We dine o.ut with friends, celebrate family events, 
gather during holidays, and relax at summer barbecues. 
Rules of conduct certainly apply during these "meal cen
tered" occasions. I was annoyed by some near-teenage 
family members during a recent holiday party at my 
home, I left my dining room for just a moment to 
retrieve a serving utensil, and returned to find that my 
niece and nephew had begun to butcher my dessert with 
a table knife; indeed, they were about to start a fist fight 
over who would get the first piece! I had to referee the 
desert course. I feel sure that their lack of exposure to 
proper role models during ordinary meals contributed to 
this inappropriate behavior. As this particular incident 
occurred, the children's parents were off watching televi
sion in another room. 

Parents need to expose their children to conventional 
social graces (or good manners). What better place than 
the family dinner (or breakfast, or lunch) table? Children 
who grow up eating alone in front of the television are 
not going to get this education, even if it is covered on 
Barney. "To learn the social graces, kids need role models 
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and rules" (Shannon 87). Frank T. Vitro says, "From a 
practical standpoint, the which-fork'to-use kind ofrnan
ners are important" (qtd. in Shannon 87). While young 
children need not be concerned with more than one 
choice offork, they should be ei1couraged to actually use 
a fork. The use of this utensil, sometimes paired with a 
knife, is often neglected when family meals are rare. 
Many children I know follow diets which consist of 
peanut butter and jelly sandwi�hes, pizza, hamburgers, 
french fries . . .  and so on; these convenience foods do not 
require any utensils! If not for the beloved breakfast cere
al which requires a spoon when served with milk, many 
children appear as monkeys as they display their eating 
skills. 

While I was pregnant with my first child, a friend 
warned me that I, as she, would eventually find myself 
feeding my child dinner while driving home in the car
straight from the drive-thru window! It's several years 
later, and I've noticed that when this particular friend's 
daughter eats at my home she can't sit still in a chair. 
She's an eating acrobat. I shcmld, perhaps, attach seat 
belts to my kitchen chairs. 

Exposure to dining situations, such as restaurants and 
parties which require different rules of conduct, is neces
sary if a child is to mature socially. Insufficiently armed 
with social know-how, a child becomes an adult who 
may be socially uncomfortable, or even offensive. I 
remember feeling embarrassed for a nice fellow who had 
•eken me out for pizza some years ago. When the wait
ress presented him with the check, he just stared at it for 
a considerable length of time, not sure exactly what to do 
with it. Eventually he left the table to question the wait
ress as to whether or not her tip was included in the 
total. When I realized the dilemma I came to his aid. My 
parents had taught me how to behave in a restaurant, 
and I could rely on many previous dining-out experi
ences with my father. 

Social skills are necessary for success in many careers. A 
salesperson friend of mine is very successful in her field, 
and this success is largely due to her well-mannered 
charm while entertaining clients over lunch. Her close
knit family ate dinner together most nights during her 
childhood. In contrast, a friend who didn't have regular 
family meals heard it rumored in her office that she was 
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passed over for a promotion because of her behavior at a 
business lunch. While dining out with her supervisor, she 
had helped herself to the. salad bar, and finished her meal 
before her supervisor's sandwich arrived. Unfuuunately, 
she had no idea interaction can lead to loss of income or 
employment. Parents need to set examples early. 

And parents can set examples by demonstrating basic 
etiquette during mealtime. A parent should put a napkin 
on the lap and use it, sit at the table properly, and not 
speak with a mouth full of food. The time to learn social 
graces is during regular family meals. And parents who 
do not share regular meals with their children should 
consider the valuable social skills these children are being 
deprived of-skills that can mean a more productive, 
pleasing life. Meals don't need to be fancy, and talte-out 
is sometimes the best choice after a busy day. But eat 
together, turn off the television, ignore the phone, and 
then see what happens. Your children might even teach 
you something. 
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Evaluation: Laura's short argument is clear. direct, 
logical, and helpfol in its plan, design, and presentation 

of appropriate evidence. Its claim is focused, fresh, 
and pertinent to current discussions about the fomily. 

I use it as a model for other student writers. 
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Write a literary resertrchpaper 

drawing on at least seven critical sources. 

Philip Levine was born in Detroit; Michigan, on January 
I 0, 1 928. It could also be said that his poetry was born 
in Detroit. Philip Levine's poetry tends to focus on the 
subject matter of the lower-class blue-collar worker, and 
this can be most definitely attributed to his early years. 
One critic has pointed out that his youth and early 
adulthood typified the experiences of most lower and 
middle income people in Detroit; working in assembly 
plants, experiencing first-hand the long workdays and 
poor conditions, inspired Levine to vow to use poetry to 
give a "voice to the voiceless" ("Philip Levine" 270). That 
voice can be seen in almost all of Levine's poems, and 
that is what makes up his style. In the poem "Every 
Blessed Day," the voice of an average man is given the 
podium as Levine describes the harsh routine the man 
goes through .before work. However, Levine is not look
ing for sympathy from us, bur the understanding that 
this man, these people, are all a different breed, Levine 
writes about the hardship of reality in the everyday world 
- the everyday world of lower and middle class people 
who work long, hard hours, all for that paycheck that 
gets them by. 

Critic Michael Paul Npvak has said that "[Levine's] 
work eJ<presses admiration for those who suffer but do 
not give in, th0se who fight against prejudice <Uld pain" 
(1989). This can be seen in poems such as ''Animals Are 
Passing From Our Lives," where Levine uses pigs going 
to slaughter as metaphors for men fightingback against 
hardship and taking controL Throughout. his work as a 
poet, Philip Levine continues to break "down d10s.e bar
riers which prevent him. frqm entering areas. of otherwise 
lost or. unappn:hended exp<:rience requisite to poetry he 
wants to write'' (Mills 254), These ".barrie.rs" can be seen. 
clearly in many of Levine's poems, such ast"Coming 
Close," where the reader is put into the. place qfa man
ager or corporate officer and put to work with a woman 
at a factory. This gestures toward a "feel what I felt" or 
"feel what they feel" type of poem written frpm the per
sonal experience of Levine himself. In "Coming Home 
from the P()st Office" this comes across through his 
memories of a bus rkle home from a Sunday. night shift 
at .a sorting plant. 

Philip Levine's poetry, giving a voice. .to .the voiceless, 
puts into perspective the lives of the lowercdass blue-coHar 
Americans: The Americans who work Sundays and . take 
no breaks and the Americans who are constantly fighting 
to break barriers, whether they are of prejudice or commu
nication. Levine writes for those who do not give up, no 
matter how poor or oppressed - those who keep waiting 
up, and keep polishing, and keep working overtiine, so 
they can make it. 

Stephen Spender has stated, "Philip Levine has . . .  an 
utter scruptJlousness of observation. His poems are per
sonal, love poems, poems of horror, poems about the 
experiencing of America, which instead of simply repre
senting the objects and the scene, concen_trate on the 
physical body experiencing these things .t.I "{287). This. 
idea can be seen in the poem "Coming Close," where 
Philip Levine starts off by describing a woman ar '':ork: 
"She has been/standing before a polishing wheel/for over 
three hours, and she lacks/twenty minutes before she can 
take/a lunch break. Is she a woman? "  Or is she a 
machine? In  the next section of the poem, Levine 
describes the woman as a machine-like worker. He says, 
"Consider the arms as they press/the long brass tube 
against the buffer,/ they are striated along the triceps,/ the 
three heads of which clearly show." This description 
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gives the reader the picture of a machine straining to do 
its job, but then he introduces human qualities into the 
mixture. Levine writes of"beads/ofsweat [running] from 
under the red/kerchief across the brow." Then, Levine 
suggests that there ls more to this worker than muscles 
and sweat. He explains that, "You must come closer/to 
find out, you must hang your tie/and jacket in one of the 
lockers/in favor ofa black smock" 

Levine puts "you," the 'reader,t-in the position of a tie 
and jacket wearing, corporate-type manager who could
n't possibly understand the common worker. According 
to Levine, "you" have to 'get into the sitUation of the 
woman, you have to become the worker to know what 
she feels. "You must/be prepared to spend shift after 
shift/hauling off the metal trays of stock,/bowing first," 
thus bringing yourself lower, down to her level. You have 
your "knees bent for a purchase,/[you lift] with a gasp," 
from exertion while lifting the heavy tray. Only then can 
you understand. Only then will she acknowledge your 
presence as you gasp from labor. 

This gasp, according to Levine, is the "first word/of 
tenderness between the two of you." This gasp is where 
"you" reach a certain level of understanding. However, it 
is only a small word, if it is even that, and it is only the 
beginning to ever understanding this woman. ((You must 
feed her,/ as they say in the language of the place," Levine 
writes, but there is no fine cuisine here, orily the "trays of 
,: .!11./:mpolished tubes." After this, Levine explains that 
"if by some luck the power were cut,/[and] the wheel 
slowed to a stop/' it would cause the woman to stop her 
machine-like labor. She would stop doing the labor she 
had been doing for so long and she would ask "'Why?' 
Not the old why/of why must I spend five nights a 
week?/Just 'Why?"' In this section of the poem, Levine 
does not tell us exactly what the woman asks, only what 
she doesn't ask As readers try to find the answer to a 
question they don't understand, they become confused. 
To show that he knows the reader's confusion, Levine 
writes, "Even if by some magic/you knew, you wouldn't 
dare speak/for fear of her laughter," which once again 
tells "you" that it is impossible for you to understand her 
and even if you think you know, you are wrong. For she 
is in a different world, far from you and all the tie and 
jacket wearing managers in your class, and "as she placest

the five/tapered fingers of her filthy hand/on the arm of 
your white shirt [she marks]/you for your own, now and 
forever." 

Can all barriers be broken down to nothing? Or is 
Levine saying that in order for an understanding 
between you and the worker, you must not only stept
into her shoes but you must live her whole life from.stant
to finish? Regardless of whether or not all barriers have 
an end, Levine still tries to find them. 

One way in which he does this is byusing his unique 
poetry. According to Robert Hosmer, "What matters to 
[Levine] is simplicity-simplicity of rhythm of speech 
and of sentiment. The product of working class Detroit 
during the Depression, himself the veteran of factory 
work, Levine determined early on that he would 'write 
poetry for people forwhom there is no poetry . . .  [those 
who]tlived and worked beside me'" (220). 

Levine shows good use of this vow in "Every Blessed 
Day," where he writes of a worker's thoughts ashe gets 
up and goes to work The reader is given the feeling of a 
monotonous and cold rOutine that the man has to relive 
each day. Levine writes of the worker's thoughts as he 
remembers places his father talked about, but these aren't 
just any places. These places are places of spectacular 
beauty that are far different from the gray world in 
which the man lives. 

In the first line of the poem, Levine describes the 
man's routine as he awakens, "First with a glass of 
water/tasting of iron and then/with more and colder 
water/over this he gasps himself/awake." This gives the 
reader the thoughts of harsh reality where the plumbing 
is bad and the water is always freezing, or maybe the 
water has to be colder, in order for the man to wake up,for the thousandth time. Levine then describes the manst
surroundings: "He hears the cheep/of winter birds 
searching for crumbs of garbage/and knows exactly how 
much light/and how much darkness is there/before 
dawn." He has obviously done this before. In fact, he 
probably wakes up every day in the same manner, at the 
same time. 

In the next section of the poem, Levine describes the 
man's walk to the bus stop. His thoughts wander as he 
closes "the door behind him/[and] he thinks of places he 
has never seen but heard/about." The man is transport-
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ing his state of mind elsewhere, perhaps to dull rhe reali
ty of his life. He thinks of the "great desert/his father said 
was like/no sea he had ever crossed."  Levine goes on: 
"and though his life was then/a prison, he has come to 
live/for these suspended moments." These daydreams 
were all the man, and possibly his father, had to look for
ward to in the sloV>'rgrind of the workday. They used the 
times when their tninds wandered from the norm to get 
by. Then Levine, as if to waken us from this dream, 
brings the man back to reality when while "Waiting at 
rhe corner he feelslrhe cold at his back and stamps/him
self awake again." In many of Levine's poems, including 

-this one, he shows "inan'Srcommon attachments with 
earth, his relationship with objects, the hard painful cli
mates in which mostlives are lived" (Mills 261), The 
feelings brought on by the "water tasting of iron" and the 
"winter birds searching for garbage" are all "evoked 
through a skilled interweaving of images" (Mills 261).  

Levine then shows us how cold it really is as he 
describes the man as being ''seven miles/from the frozen,r
narroW river.'' Then, the manrgers on _the bus, and "even 
before he looks he knows/the faces," for they are the 
same every day and "some/[are] going to work and some 
[are] coming back!,but each [is] sealed in its hunger for a 
different life, a lost life." This man is not alone; others 
feel his yearning for a life where suspended moments are 
brought down into their reach. "Where he's going or 
who he is/he doesn't ask himself, he/ doesn't know and 
doesn't know/is: ma.tters," writes Levine. The man does 
not think about what his future will be like, or what his 
life will hold, he only thinks of the "shades of red and 
blue in [the desert's] merging shadows." Then the man 
"gets off/at the familiar comer, crosses/the empty parking 
lots/toward Chevy Gear & Axle #3." He is now at work 
and in only a few minutes "he will hold/his time card 
above a clock,/and he can drop it in/and hear the 
moment crunching/down, or he cannot, for/either way 
the day will last/forever. " Whether or not he goes to 
work, the day will drag on and he might as well get paid 
to be miserable: "So he lets it fall./If he feels the elusive 
calm/his father spoke of and searched/for all his short 
life, there's/no way of telling." Then Levine puts a twist 
on the poem: "for now [the man is)/laughing among 
them, older men/and kids. He's saying, "Damn,/we've 

got it made." Once the man gets to work, his feelingsr
change because now .he is. among others Jike him. He isr
no longer alone with only his "mo!llents." Now, he is 
"lighting up or chewing/with .the others,".and they have 
forgotten .their morning routines .and. rheir mernories of 
the "red and blue desert" and are !)OW in. a world that is 
theirs only, "rhousan.ds of miles/from the.ir forgotten 
homes, each/and every one his father's SOl)." 

The ideas in this poem are not difficult to retrieve. 
The poem is an exa!llple of what Hosmer has stated 
about Levine's poetry: "it can be re.ad and undelstood 
without elaborate preparation, without cumbersome tex
tual apparatus, withou.t scholarly 'explanation"' (220). 

As Peter .Stitt has. explained, "Philip Levine has allVa)'s 
written a poetryrthat is generally bothpersonal and .sin
cere, a poetry based on the facts, feelings, and experi
ences of his ownrlife" (.;!18). He J!ses the struggks a.11d 
hardships he has endured and .overcome to give readers a 
unique picture; o f  the barriers between people of all 
kinds. Thus, in "Coming Home from the Post Office," 
Philip Levine uses his memory ofan. encounter with holy 
women to ponray the barriers between .the "people o f  
God" and the '.'followers pf the time clock." I n  the poem, 
Levine describes the way some people try to change 
everyone, to save them, .and how some people's lives just 
can't be changed. 

The memory of a bus ride home from the sorting 
plant begins with Levine's description of women coming 
home "from an evening with God." Levine describes 
their faces as, "glowing with faith,/ and the hard sweat of 
their faith." The women are coming home from church 
in the evening after a day of serving God. They are 
upbeat, yet tired from hard work, In the next six lines, 
Levine lays out the scene. 

The women are on the bus and they are singing, possi
bly hymns or church songs, either alone, or with each 
other. Every time the bus would stop, one of the women 
would carefully get off, and the "sisters would shout/news 
of the good days ahead/and the joys of handmaidenship." 
In the next section of poem, Levine personalizes the poem 
by introducing a memory of one such night where he had 
subtle contacts with one of the sisters. 

"] remember an evening in April/when I passed in and 
out of/sleep," writes Levine. On his way home from 
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work (the post office), he remembers a woman who 
"stood/above [him] stared into [his] eyes/as though 
searching for .a .sign," of God in him. Unlike her, he had 
been at work all day, working on the Sabbath, as 
opposed to the churchwoman, who had been serving 
God all day. Drowsy from his day at the post office, he 
nods off, and dreams of "cards" and "letters," each of 
which were "bearing/a particular name and some/burden 
of grief or tidings/of loss." This is a negative vision of 
working for a post office, perhaps. Levine goes on to say, 
"Names like my own/passed moment by moment/into 
the gray sacks that slumped/open mouthed." Everyday at 
the .post office, Levine processed thousands of letters and 
never stopped to think that these letters bearing darkness 
were from and to people just like him. 

In the next part of the poem, Levine describes the 
woman as being ''On strong legs" standing "easily." uHer 
pale eyes/held mine easily," writes Levine. He goes on to 
elaborate that "each time/[he] wakened," he 
"wakened/not into the colorless. light/from overhead but 
in.tolthe twin mysteries of a life/in God." He awoke star
ingr-into the twin tnysteries, thereyes, of a servant, one-
with a life devoted to God. This life was mysterious from 
the point of view of Levine, who worked on Sunday serv
ing slumped mailbags full of grief. He then drifts back 
into sleep with thoughts of the life of God in his head: 
"When I fell back/into my light sleep I saw/a great clear 
river running/between the houses I knew." This can be 
thought of as a vision of pure happiness. He saw "Those 
fhe]/10ved climbing a high hill/toward a new sun." This 
dream contains no mailbags or grief; this is a dream of a 
life in God. A dream is all that it is, though, for in the 
next section of the poem, the bus driver at his stop awak� 
ens Levine, who steps "lightly into the world,/[his] shoul
ders hunched, [his] collar/turned up against the hour," 
and "The new spring winds groaned/around [him], the 
distant light/of no new star marked [him] home." Even 
after the dream of a life in God, and the encounter with 
the woman, his life is unchanged. It is cold, dark, and 
undirected as before. No miracles will mark this life, only 
the hardships of getting by. 

"By now the virtues of Philip Levine's poetry are well 
known: his poems are deeply humane" states critic David 
St. John, and "they are eloquently persuasive in their 

-

convictions, both personal and political; and they are 
fiercely concerned with their accessibility to unacademic 
readers" (272). This fierce concern drives Levin¢ in 
':Animals Are Passing From Our Lives," which makes the 
reader thinkof a political satire such as George Orwell's 
Animal Farm, in which he uses animals to portray •the 
players in the Russian Revolution. However, in ''Animals 
Are Passing from Our Lives," Levine uses a more hidden 
problem. In the first section of the poem, Levine gives us 
a blunt description of a pig, in its own words: "It's won
derful how I jog/ on four honed-down ivory toes.".This is 
possibly an older pig due to the worn down toes and 
obviously a large one, too, because "[its] massive but
tocks [are] slipping/like oiled parts with each light step." 
This description of a greasy pig then makes a turn as the 
hog thinks about the upcoming slaughter. "I'm to mar
ket," the pig thinks. "I can smell/the sour grooved block, 
Lean smell/ the blade that opens the hole/and the pudgy 
white fingers/that shake out the intestines/like a hankie." 

Levine's grotesque description of rubber glove toting 
meat cutters, in the eyes of the meat to be cut, maltes the 
reader almost fearful for the poor hog. As the pig moves 
along in the line, closer to its own end, it goes to recall its 
dreams in which the "snouts drool on the marble,/ suffer
ing children, suffering flies,/ suffering the consumers/who 
won't meet their steady eyes." This gives the reader a clos
er look at the suffering of the pig. Children constantly are 
annoying them at farms or even petting zoos and the 
word "suffering" paints a picture of children dressing 
them up in pig clothing or taunting and torturing them. 
Suffering flies is nothing new to pigs, but at the slaughter 
after the hogs have mer their maker, they can no longer 
swat the flies away and the suffering, as if they could feel, 
is worse. The snouts suffer the consumers who use the 
pork everyday and never think twice, but this pig feels 
that if the consumers had to look into the eyes of the pig, 
the story may be different. 

As the slaughter continues, the pig starts to become 
angry, for obvious reasons, and begins to defy its own 
end. "The boy/who drives me along believes/that at any 
moment I'll fall," the pig utters, "Or that I'll turn like a 
beast/cleverly to hook his teeth/with my teeth." The mis
understanding between the boy and the pig is revealed 
when the pig declares "No. Not this pig." The pig, up 
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l!ntil the end, stands up to its death, going out with 
"honor," but after the smoke has cleared, the pig will end 
up .as someone's side of bacon. In the poem, the boy 
thinks that the pig will fight back, but this pig is differ
ent. This pig doesn't fight back; it gives up, and because 
it gives up, i t  has no chance of surviving. The title 
"Animals Are Passing from Our Lives" gives the reader a 
sad feeling, almost like someone passing away. Philip 
Levine is showing us the sad reality oflife. People are giv
ing up and going out without a fight, according to 
Levine. With this poem, he shows us that going out 
without a fight (with honor) is not the way to go. We 
need to fight b:�ck against the everyday problems of life, 
and it is better to go out trying than to willingly be 
someone's breakfast. 

According to Ralph Mills, "A .firm grip on existence 
itself takes priority for Levine . . .  though with it necessari
ly comes an acceptance of pain and the admission that 
failure, defeat, and imperfection-'but not surrender!
are unavoidable in men's affairs" (252). Philip Levine's 
writing is not only poetry, but a tool, a tool used to 
decode the thoughts and feelings of a people who do not 
speak out. Philip Levine's poetry, giving a voice to the 
voiceless, puts into perspective the lives of the lower-class 
blue-collar American in a way that it can be understood 
by all. He writes for the Americans who work Sundays 
and take no breaks and the Americans who are constant
ly fighting to break barriers, whether they are from prej
udice or communication. Levine writes for those who do 
no't give up, 110 matter how poor, or oppressed-those 
who keep waking up, and keep polishing, and keep 
working overtime, so they can make it. 
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Evaluation: Ryan nicely synthesizes his 
analysis of Philip Levine! poems with the scant critical 
material available to p1�sent a clea1· and accurate view 

of a major theme mnning thmugh this poets work. 
The detailed presentations of Ryans readings of these poems 

make this paper especially enjoyable. 
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Instructor: Tryg Thoreson 

Assignment: 
Write a response to Allan Blooms condemnation of 

rock music in "Is Rock Music Rotting Our Kids' Minds?" 

"Our youth now love luxury. They have bad manners, 
�..-untcmpt for authority; they show disrespect for their 
elders and love chatter in place of exercise; they no longer 
rise when elders enter the room; they contradict their par' 
ents, chatter before company; gobble up their food and 
tyrannize their teachers." Is this scathing commentary on 
the deplorable behavior of young people from today's 
newspaper headlines? Or perhaps from a modern govern
ment study? No, Socrates wrote this denunciation of 
young people's behavior in the fifth century BC. 

Every generation despairs of its youth; every generation 
finds something to blame. In the fifties parents were 
appalled by Elvis Presley's hips. Such suggestive behavior 
in public was quite extreme by the mores of the time. 
Today young people offend their elders with wild hair
styles, body piercing and the explicitly sexual lyrics and 
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violent images of"gangsta rap." Allan .Bloom blames rock 
and roll music for ruining young people's imaginations. 

Bloom claims that all y�mng people listen obsessively 
onlyto rock music. Such sweeping generali.zations h�rdlyt
prove his point. First, not all youn15 people listen to rock 
music; my little brother, as just one example, prefers clas
sical music and New Age jazz. I myself enjoy the more 
lively of classical pieces, with a good mix of rock, New 
Age jazz and almost anything by Weird AI Yankovic. 
Second, "rock and roll"tis· a rather large, general category, . 
ranging from the sweet ballads of Peter, Paul and Mary 
through the vibranttsodal commentary of Billy Joel and 
Elton John to the heavy metal of Kiss. There isn't a single 
song that identically impacts all listeners; and not all rock 
music is 'the Same. 

Dr. Frank Palumbo, of the Ameriqn Academy of 
Pediatrics, when testifYing on the social impact of mllsic 
violence before a Senate subcommittee, stated that "To 
date, no studies have documented a cause-andceffect rela
tionship between sexually explicit or violent lyrics and 
adverse behavioral effects, i.e., I'll listen to a song about 
killing someone and therefore I go out and kill." Children 
are not potatoes, mashed into mindlessness by music of 
any kind. As Frank Zappa once said, "There are more 
love songs than anything else. If songs could make you do 
something we'd all love one another." The foundation of 
Bloom's position is weak and insubstantial, leaving his 
ranting faltering in the breeze. 

Any field of endeavor has a wide range of accomplish
ments; anything can be done to excess or used for inspi
ration. Out of all the music produced, a good amount is 
crude. But then, out of everything produced, much will 
be crude, whether ies writing or cars or paintings or 
whatever. Music inspires! Sometimes what it inspires is 
disgust or apathy; this is true of any type of music, from 
classical to jazz to, yes, rock and roll. As a child, I attend
ed a cousin's classical piano concert. One piece he played 
began with just one note being played over and over; I 
wanted to run from the room! Despite that, there is 
plenty of classical music that I like. Likewise, rock and 
roll songs range from exhilarating to dull, from inspiring 
to disgusting. 

"The history of a people is found in its songs," states 
opera critic George Jellinek, host of radio's "The Vocal 
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Scene." Our history is rarely .and .pdstine; our 
1pusic reflects the abundant variety of life experiences. 
Bloom, however, presenrs that all rock music.dooms 
imagination. .mine! When I draw, clance or sing, rock 
music is a frequent companio.n. Artistic expression resides 
in .the soul; the powerful bear of rock ancl roll music can 
push feelii\gs ()ut of the buriecl depths. Tbis doe.sn'r 
require the sexual ecstasy on which Bloom.seems fixated. 

And why does Bloom think only beautiful people with 
beautiful bodies can express beauty and nobility� Few 
people fit society's standards .of beauty. in .  any age. Even 
today's super-models. are not as beautiful as they appear in 
print; air-brushing repairs many .a flaw, and mo.dels must 
spend hours. of every day working on their appearance. 
How does this express nobility? This offensive .c()ncept 
shows .m.e that. Bloom's mind is as closed as he. ·claims 
modern yourhs'Ipinds to be. 

I agree that a liberal education enriches a person's life. I 
whole-heartedly disagree that rock music. wilL or even can 
deprive aJlour young people oftheir imo,ginations. 
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Evaluation: Penelope effictively combines memorable sup
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Write a detailed analysis poem. 

I n  the short poem, "Stopping by Woods on a Sllowy 
Evening," Robert Frost writes literally abo.t!t a moment 
ofabeyante during a horse-drawn ride within a wintery 
landscape. I n  a deeper context, Frost symbolically 
enlightens willful readers as he cajoles them to take their 
own imaginative journey and affirm the existence of life's 
perpetual peregrination and contemplation of  self. 
Whether by design, or by the yery nature ofhis tranquil 
subject matter, Frost ingeniously uses symbolism to c.re
ate awareness of a human condition that individual read
ers will perhaps interpret as a brief, emotionalepiphany, 
as a deliberation along the path of personal spirituality, 
or as a cogitational conflict at an intersection on the road 
to fulfill one's self-identity. Frost confirms an eternal real
ity of life itself, that the common thread of passage and 
introspection is woven through us all. Frost allegorically 
shows us how the course of life includes moments of ces
sation adjacent the corridor to our final destination, 
which can be both wonderfully comforting and poten
tially frightening. 

In the first section of the poem, Frost plainly describes 
stopping by woods to watch them fill up with snow. 
However, the author initially reveals the possibility that 
the woOds have a more proinirient meailing to the narra
tor -of  the poem. In the first line, the narrator says> 
"Whose woods these are I think I know," implying that 
the narrator has familiarity with the woods, and that he 
also knows the owner of the woods. In the second, third, 
and fourth lines, Frost establishes that the narrator 
knows the owner of the woods by saying, He will not see 
me stopping by his woods: his house is in the village. The 
i1arrator informs the reader that the owner is somewhere 
beyond the woods-at a destination among a cosmos of 
people. In this first stanza, Frost prepares a premise for 
the understone of the poem by suggesting that readers 
see the forest for the trees. Interestingly, mother nature's 
woods share the same duality as Frost's woods. They can 
be beautiful and peaceful and mysterious and frightening 
at the same time. In  one critical analysis, Malcolm 
Cowley states that "The woods play a curious part in 
Frost's poems; they seem to be his symbol for the 
uncharted country within ourselves, full of possible 
beauty, but also full of horror" (43). When viewed figu
ratively, Frost's woods appear to be a symbolic zone of 
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limbo preceding a route to a final destinarioll, or maybe 
an area wi.thin the subconsfious self .that represents a 
Jn,o_me.rlt of .rdle<:tion at an in_tersectipn in an iridividual'st
life cycle.t

As a reference point betweelltthe passage of life to 
death, Frost's woods could als() be a placelike purgatory, 
or limbo, on the way to a place of God. To strengthen 
thi� co.ncept, I�rost uses the pronollns "he'' and "his:· as 
possible references to God. or to. the narrator himsel£ 
Equally supportive is. the falling snow, which is often 
thought of as serene. Watching snow&ll almost se.em.s to 
suspend time itself, Inuch like personal reflection o.r day
dreaming. Frost's masterful introduction of symbolict
_items su.ch as the wood$, perspt:al proppun references, 
.and the snow all exemplify allegoripepresentations com
prising the inner self--or spiritual .inner space. 
Throughout the rest of the poem, it become;:s more obvi
ous that. the dualistic concept evid.ent in Fr.ost's literal 
woods lends itself perfectly tq a figurative representation 
of the inner depths of subconscious reflectipntai)d the 
unsettling dark area between positive and negative, or 
ewn life and death itself. 

In the second stanza, Frost gives the reader further 
indication about the meaning of his poem when he has 
the narrator say that his horse "must think it queer/10 
stop without a farmhouse near." Beginning with_ this first 
line, Frost's dialogue informs the reader abqut the narra
tor's perplexity with stopping in the middle of no-man's
land on the way to a destination. The fact that the 
narrator thinles that his horse thinks it is unusual to stop 
is evidence of his own belie£ If  readers presume that 
Frost's poem represents a conflict of self, then the horse 
may represent the part of self that is the motivational 
force which drives us to our destination. Frost uses this 
section of the poe1n to predicate his conc,ept about the 
contemplation of self, or the contemplation about travel
ing through the cycle of life to death. The author cleverly 
paints images of a farmhouse, the woods, a frozen lake, 
and the "darkest evening of the year" to create a land
scape which figuratively presents the individual self in its 
entirety. The narrator's mention of a farmhouse presents 
it as if it were an oasis or safe haven. Of course, a farm 
would be a haven for the horse who resides there, but it's 
more likely a place of destiny that completes the self-

identification or self-representation of the narrator. A 
farmhouse is usually a human habitation that is an oasist
ofhumanityjn an expanse unpopulated, undeveloped,t
open country. If the .Frost's poems are symbolic 
of "the uncharted country within ourselves," as Cowley 
suggests, then the farmhouse in the second stanza could 
be said to represent the outer, conscious part of our indi� 
vidual, hum�n sel£ The farmhouse may even symbolizet
an individual being himself insread being like orhers,t
which would be represented by being part of "the vil
lage." If this is the case, it makes sense that the frozen 
lake SJlnbolizes the individtlal part of self that equates rot
the depths of our past experiences which accumulate like 
water in a lake. Our past experiences, representing the 
gray areas ofsubconscious decision, and the outer self we 
project ourselves to be, comprise the wholeness of sel£ 
Similar to the frozen lake, each individual's past is locked 
like ice, and frozen in time, and it is part of the inner 
depths of the darkest area wirhiri his subconscious self. 
Frost's point in the second stanza illuminates the fact 
that even though most of us live amongst other people, 
we are by ourselves in our own world, and we are alone 
in our, own darkness to make decisions. 

Frost starts the third stanza of the poem by reaffirming 
the narrator's curious moment of pause, and he high
lights the condition of self-awareness through an instant 
of the narrator's awakening. It is the section of the poem 
where Frost provides evidence of separation between the 
conscious self and the subconscious sel£ In the first line, 
the narrator recalls, "He gives his harness bells a 
shake/To ask if there is some mistake." The narrator 
hears the sound of the harness bells, which represent his 
voices from the part of his conscious world. This is the 
part of him that wants him to move onward, or as he 
would have it, to fulfill his destiny. I n  contrast, the 
author opposes the sound of  bells with only "the 
sweep/Of easy wind and downy flake." Again, Frost bril
liantly polarizes a feeling of calmness and restfulness 
against the background of awareness and restless reality. 
This polarization also resembles the inner part of con
sciousness versus the outer, spirituality of the soul versus 
the nonspirirual ("soul searching"), or quite feasibly, 
death pitted against life. The comparison Frost provokes 
with his prose in the third stanza easily parallels the con-
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trari�ty ofthe human condition. There are definite 
boundaries that exist within the separation .ofself, within 
the spirit of our soul�, and wit:hin life and death. If the 
hprse is the narrator's motivationaL force,_ then Fro_st's 
application of the pronoun "He" in the first line of rhe 
third stanza surely could be perceived as a covert refer
ence to .the narrator's ego, or God. Ifit is God, surely 
God wants us ..tO fulfill our destiny He. has given us. 
However, it's not conclusive whether Frost is simply 
making a statement about the condition of human pon
derance of self, of spirituality, or of life and death. Frost's 
proposition leaves readers with the reali1:ation that they 
are alone in their own- Imaginative journey -to decide for 
themselves. 

In the finalo. section of the poem, Frost completesthe 
ponderance - of the narrator. The narnlfor reCognizes 
where he is at and where he must go. The narrator says 
the woods are "lovely, dark, and deep," but he decides 
that he can nor stay there. He has .other things to accom
plish. l-Iehas "promises to keep," and he has a long way 
to go before he can be content witlH1 rest. When Frost 
concludes his poem, he drives home the wholeness of his 
message by stating the reality of human consequence 
with his words, ''And miles to go before I sleep." This 
statement epitomizes the essence of lnuhan existence 
which .encompasses the development of self, the evolu
tion ofspirituality, and the time-traveled process of life 
through death. It's unknown whether Frost is stating that 
the solitude of the inner self is "lovely, dark, and deep," 
or if he is referring to the final completeness of death by 
associating the conclusion of his poem with sleep. Sleep, 
of course, can be viewed as the finality of life, or it can 
also be seen as the area of subconscious reality where life 
is recharged through restful dreams. It does not matter 
though, because Frost's symbolism in this poem is what 
the reader makes of it. And as we know, what individuals 
n1ake of circumstances in their lives is the truism of life's 
reality for everyone. Life is what you make of it, and 
every individual's travel through life is full of pauses, 
examination, and continuation. 

In conclusion, Frost's poem "Stopping by Woods on a 
Snowy Evening" has intrinsic qualities that are applicable 
to the rawest elements ofhuman existence. Some might 
say that Fro�t's poem is about conten>plation of suicide.o
Whether the poem is about reflection involving self, spiri
tuality, or life and life after death, with his literal and fig
uratiVC _explanation -ofpa'Ssage. and intfospectfon ,  Frost 
weaves a tale that forms the basic fabric of existence. 
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Evaluation: I enjoyed this paperfor its depth of' 
thought, r�presented not only through its mature 

diction and logic, but through the writers carefid 
consideration of various interpretations of this poem 

and development of a synthesis that accounts for 
all of them. The activity of a carefitl and considerate 
interpretive mind is evident throughout this paper: 
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Wt·ite an original litertDy research paper 

using at !east three outside Hmrces. 

"A glance astern showed luckless Dido's walls 
glowing with flame. What set a f1re so vast 
could not be seen---but passion wronged nwans pain 
intense, and woman's fury has a power 
men know; grim augury for Trojan hearts," (Aeneid 5.3-7) 

Aeneas must have had mixed cmorions as he looked bad{ 
on Carthage. Virgil also must have had mixed emotions 
as he sat down to chronicle the story of Rome. Virgil was 
a poet, not a soldier, yet this mission was to glorify a his
tory of foreign and civil wars. Virgil spent years working 

·ron his epic, and then requested that it be destroyed at hisr
death. There are conflicting views of his characters as well:r
Dido is either the tragic victim or the cause of her own 
ruin; Aeneas is either an epic hero or a luckless buffoon.r

As Virgil begins writing his epic, Rome is embarking 
on a Golden Age of  peace under the leadership ofr
Augustus. Although The Aeneid may be interpreted as a 
propaganda piece that espouses the founding of Rome 

and the divine ancestry of Augustus, Tbe Aeneidtriay also 
be seen as a testament to Virgil's lack of faith it1 the con
tinuation of the Augttstan peace. By first exami!ling 
Aeneas, rhen Dido, and finally the war between Carthage 
and Rome, it will become clear that Virgil uses these two 
characters to personify the war berween Carthage ·and 
Rome, giving his audience insight into the hearts of the 
soldiers bound by duty, as well as insight into the hearts 
ofthe conquered. 

Aeneas 
"Virgil does not go in much for character sketches, but 

usually lets one deducethe .. traits of his people from the 
adjectives wirh which he describes them and the .words 
he _puts in their mquths, al)d of course--their· actions''-
{Michels 400). However; it is evident that Virgilr.is very 
deliberate in his characterizati.on of Aeneas. Virgil choos
es to portray Aeneas as a lost soul and not the . .  traditional 
hero one would expect in. a heroic. epic. He is often 
bewildered by the ,interference of the gods. He tends to 
follow along withouc taking charge of his fate. He is not 
associated wirh a traditional .definition of wisdom. His 
wisdom .takes .the form of his obedience to the .advice 
and prodding of the. gods, oracles, ghosts and occasional
ly the advice of another human being. Crirics often think 
of him as a brave, persistent person, but Virgil rarely 
defines .him as sw;h. Aeneas is a straightforward kind of 
person and his only deceitful act takes place when he gets 
the fleet ready to leave Carthage without telling Dido, 

It is impossible to look at Aeneas. without looking at 
the influence of his family. His mother, Venus, is the 
ancestral mother of the Romans. She has grand ambi
rions for her son, and he is affected by these ambitions. 
There is no openly expressed affection between Venus 
and Aeneas as, for example, there is between T'hetis and 
Achilles. It appears that Venus' maternal affection has 
been displaced by her ambition. There is little sentimen
tal attachment between the two, which is consistent with 
Roman customs. Parents were more likely to celebrate 
once their child had reached adulthood, due to the high 
incidence of mortaliry among children of the day. Venus 
follows the Roman custom of giving first priority to her 
son's rights even after she marries another, when she uses 
her charms to persuade Vulcan to forge arms for Aeneas. 
In some ways, she is a typical Roman mother. 

https://characterizati.on


It is Venus who first prepares Aeneas to meet Dido. 
She appears to him disguised as a youllg girl and tells 
Aeneas the history of Dido. She creates the· image of a 
woman who has experienced great tragedies in her life, 
yet has turned these tragedies to triumph. For Aeneas, 
there is an inescapable attraction to Dido's achievement 
when compared to the elusiveness of his own destiny. It 
is worth noting that even as Aeneas feels deceived by his 
mother's disguise, he is still easily drawn into her plans. 
He cries, 

"What? Your Son? Again so heartless to mock him-_ 
you, too-with empty shOws? Why was your 'hand 
not laid in mine? Why could we not speak true?" 
(Aeneid ! .407-409) 

Aeneas then turns to Carthage, protected by a mist with 
which Venus has enshrouded him so that he will not be 
deterred from meeting Dido. 

Aeneas is the personification of all things Roman. 
Most of all, he represents the Roman sense of duty. From 
the moment he takes his father, A(lchises, on hi.s shoul
ders during the escape from Troy's demise, Ae�eas takes 
on the duty of finding a new h.ome for his people. 
Aeneas is burdened with his past, wishing he had died at 
Troy with his comrades, just as he is burdened with car
rying his  father o n  his  shoulders. He musters the 
strength to found a new Troy from his loving memories 
of the old Troy. He preserves the image and heroic glory 
of Troy, just as he saves its gods, but there will always be 
a lost quality about Aeneas because for him, Troy will 
always remain fallen. The family unit of Anchises, 
Aeneas, and Ascanius embodies the past, present, and 
future. For Aeneas, Anchises is a living symbol of his 
past, and he guides Aeneas to his re-commitment to his 
destiny. It is Anchises in Hades who says to his son; 

"Now you shaJI see the glory that awaits 
the children of Troy and rhcir Italian sons
all souls of splendor, who shaH bear our name. 
Hear their story, and learn your destiny." 
(Aeneid 6.765-769) 

If Anchises is his past, Ascanius is the future. When 
Aeneas meers Dido and ascertains that the Trojans will 
be welcome in Carthage, his first thought is for his son, 
much as all his actions are for Ascanius' future. Mercury 
is able to play on Aeneas' emotions and push him 
towards his destiny by using Ascanius. Mercury rebukes 

T h e H a r p e r  A n t h o l o g y  

Aeneas: 
lfnorhing of promised glory moves_ your hearrJ _ 
and for your own renown you 'JI spend not t()il, 
what·ofyour son? He's growing! YoUr heir, Iulus: 
what of his-hopes? A-kingdom.;_Jtaly-Rorne: 
these are his due! (Aeneid4.272-276) 

Reminded of his duty to Ascanius' future, Aeneas sets 
in motion the events that cause' Carthage's ruin. Aeneas 
is always a victim of his fate. His ultimate destiny is 
always something beyond himself and his personal 
desires-establishing a place in the world for his son, 
founding the empire ofRome. 

Aeneas is an unlikely hero. He is not a bold, coura
geous individual such as one would expect in an epic 
written to praise the achievements of an empire. Virgil 
seems to express his own ambivalence to the task of glo
rifying Roman history by creating a founding father who 
is flawed. He is easily deceived, easily persuaded, and in 
general, is a less-than-admirable hero. He uses his duty as 
an excusenot to take responsibility for hisaffair with 
Dido. He istafraid of the woman, and goes behind her· 
back to prepare to leave Carthage. Without his ultimate 
mission, a -man with -conflicting emOtions Wotild remain, 
and there would not be much to recommend Aeneas to 
the Roman reader. One wonders if Virgil felt that with
out driving ambition, there would be nothing to recom
mend Rome to future generations. 

Virgil must devise a means of discussing these reasons 
behind the enmity between Carthage and Rome. Aeneas 
must be able to display emotion to be able to enter into 
the relationship with Dido that eventually symbolizes the 
relationship between Rome and Carthage. Yet is Aeneas 
truly capable of emotion? He is devoted to his family. He 
genuinely grieves the loss of his wife Creusa and he 
seems to hold a strong sense of devotion to his followers. 
He rarely experiences joy and when he does, it is usually 
only in the transitory sense. He finds a short-lived joy 
with Dido, but this is not fated to last. He accepts her 
gifts and settles in to help her build her city until 
Mercury reminds him of his duty. 

There is a certain ambiguity in Aeneas. His speech 
does not always match his innermost feelings, as when 
urging his men on to Italy after being separated at sea by 
the storm that Juno had Aeolus start: "He forced a smile 
and kept his sorrows hidden" (Aeneid 1 .209). Regarding 
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Dido, there is evidence, especially when he sees her in 
the underworld, that he has some feelings for her. It 
appears that he is ·not so much moved by passion for her 
as by his compassion forher grief over her dead husband. 
He suffers because the gods do not allow him to stay and 
stand by her in her time of need. He must seek out his 
destiny. Even though it would be easy to labelt·him emo
tionally bereft, he really is. not a cold person. He would 
notsuffer if he were. truly. indifferent. Virgil must. create 
a viable human being for the reader to care about Aeneas' 
mission. 

As The Aeneid continues, Aeneas exchanges his human 
past for the impersqnal future that is Rome. He is no 
longer concerned with his OWJJ reputation or his own 
glory. He left .personal ambitions behind him with the fall 
ofTroy. He must live for t.omorrow-with the death of 
Anchises his past no longer exists, and he is not fared to 
live in rhe present. Aeneas suffers from historical fare-
destined to be tile future of his .people-and, as sudJ, .can 
never belong completely. to the m,oment. When he does 
get caught up, ; a  god is. sent to remind him of his duty. 
When he rejects Dido due to pressure from Mercury, he 
sacrifices himselfand his future with her partially out of 
fear from the appearance ofthe god before him, but 
mostly as .an act of faith in the destiny of his people. He is 
spurred on by his mission to establish a place in the world .t
for his gods, people, and son. It is odd, then, that he does 
not seem concerned with the . distant future. In Hades, 
Aeneas learns from Anchises of the glory of his descen
dants in Rome. He does not use this . information to 
motivate his people. In the end, Aeneas achieves his des
tiny but there is a terrible cost. He loses every human 
attachment except his attachment to Ascanius, which is 
his attachment to the future. The story of Aeneas is the 
story of the making of an empire, not the homage to an 
emperor that some critics claim it to be. 

The reader is first drawn to Dido, as Aeneas is drawn 
to Dido, by Venus' description of her. She is a fugitive 
from her homeland, chased away by the evils of her 
monstrous brother. This brother has murdered her hus
band, and she has overcome the odds to lead her people 
to this land. She is referred to as "Dido the beautiful," 
and her regal bearing is extolled. She is judicious. She is 

compassionate. She is everything a queen should be and 
nothing th,at a Roman reader would expect a 
Carthaginian queen to be, She is. faithful to her dead 
husband .. She has the advances of many men to 
maintain her oath <!f Dido is "straJ)gely Roman 
beforeher time in her fidelity and fortitude" (Porter and 
Burden !6). She. also has � duty to her followers, but her 
heart is her main motivation in her .relationships. 

Dido is easily persuaded by what she w�nts to hear. In 
her conversation with her sister Anna, she tells of her 
attraction to Aeneas and of her intention to follow her 
vows. Her sister makes her aware of her. duty to her peo
ple and shows her that Aeneas can further the progress of 
her city: 

''I'm sure the gods have blessed the Trojan's course, 
andJ uno favored the_ wind that blew their ships. 
Oh, what a city you'll see, wha_t kingdoms rise, 
with such a man! Allied with 'Trojan arms 
Carthage will rise her glory to the sky." (Aeneid 4.45,40) 

Dido is easily co.rivinced that her sister is right and offers 
·sacrifices and prayers to the gods totassuage her con

science as she decides to break her vows to her husband 
so as to fulfill her duty to her people. 

Dido is inflamed by Aeneas' account of the fall of 
Troy. Her psychological fall parallels that of the fall of 
Troy spedfically and ancient civilization in general. It is 
to her credit that she, a beautiful, single, competent 
woman, has withstood .the pressures of so many suitors. 
Her hesitation to enter into a relationship with Aeneas is 
natural-she is, after all, still grieving the loss of her hus
band and Aeneas is a stranger. He is destined to become 
her downfall as Sinon, the stranger in Troy who unlocks 
the Trojan horse, is the downfall of Troy. 

Dido is a pious worshipper of the gods but she has no 
idea of how Venus and Juno are manipulating her
especially when Venus has Cupid take Ascanius' place. 
Dido takes the child in her lap because he reminds her of 
his father. Venus uses Cupid to win Dido's affections for 
Aeneas because she fears that Juno's wrath will somehow 
come between Aeneas and his destiny. Juno has already 
done everything she possibly could to deter Aeneas and 
his men from reaching Italy. The gods even manipulate 
Dido's marriage to Aeneas. Without the intervention of 
Venus and Juno, the marriage would never have taken 
place. They act as two maternal figures arranging a 
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match between their children. Juno offers peace and the 
Tyrian people as a dowry. Venus accepts this bargain 
even though she perceives this offer as Juno's desire to 
forestall the founding of Rome. Venus' plans forher son 
are nothing less than Roman domination through his 
line. Dido would not have given in to passion and 
defiled her vow of fidelity to Sychaeus were it riot for the 
gods' interference. Even in death, it is Juno· who deter
mines Dido's release from torment: 

"Then Juno in pity for her lingering pain 
and laggard death, sent Iris down from heaven 
to free her stru'ggling soul from limbs entwined. 
(For not at her earned and fated hour she died, 
but in a flash of fury, before her days: 
Prosperina had not yet cUt the lock 
from her head, nor sentenced-her to life below.) 
But Iris flew down, dewy and golden-winged, 
trailing against the sun a thousand colors. 
She stopped over Dido's head: 'This sacred loi::k 
I carry to Dis, and from the flesh I free you,' 
With that she cur the wisp, at once 'all warmth 
dispersed, -and life retreated to the winds." 
(;lenei4 4.693-705) 

Even as Juno releases Dido, the reader must remember 
that she is the cause of the torment. 

Dido cannot see her place as it relates to Aeneas' mis
sion clearly enough to modifY her actions. Aeneas is des
tined to find success in his sacrifice of self, but Dido 
finds failure because she is unable to surrender herself to 
his destiny. Her madJJess hinges on the fact that she has 
violated her duty an<! she suffers from a guilty con
science. Her identity is wrapped up in her duty just as 
Aeneas' identity is wrapped up in his duty. When Aeneas 
leaves her, he destroys her. She lashes out, ranting and 
raging at Aeneas, because she has been deceived into 
choosing a path that should have brought her and her 
people glory but that has lefi: her with nothing, not even 
a child by Aeneas to comfort her and to build her own 
etnpue on. 

Romans had severe consequences for those who had 
broken their vows to the gods. They would have felt no 
sympathy for Dido once she broke her vow never to 
marry again. In their view, Dido was the aggressor in the 
marriage, which would have been seen as intolerable. 
The final madness and death that she succumbs to pro
vides a justifiable end, just as the historical burning of 
Carthage was a justifiable end to the transgressions of the 
Carthaginians. 

l)ido is ·much more straightforward than Aeneas. 
Virgil's conflicting emotions regarding Roman history 
are present in Aeneas. Dido is meant to cast on 
the Roman histoty of conflict with Carthage, and to ful
fill this role, she must be written as a character that 
evokes the reader's sympathy. 

"Carthage was Rome's ancient enemy with whom she 
had fought three exhausting wars, ending in the total 
destruction of Carthage'' (Guinagh xix). The contest for 
world dominion between Carthage and Rome is a basic 
theme throughout The Ae.neid:. specifically, Books One 
through Four, the .Dido episodes, foreshadow the Punic 
Wars, and Books Nine through Twelve anticipate the 
Roman Civil Wars. After the.Punic Wars and the urging 
of Ca.to to destroy Carthage, ''Rome had a bad con
science about Carth0ge, soe. it. is interesting that just as 
Virgil was embarking on. the great pages ofDido's love 
for Aeneas, there were moves afoot in Rome to refound 
the city which Scipio had ploughed with salt" (Porter 
and Burden 1 6) .  

Historical change and uncertainty were part of Virgil's 
world as decades .of civil war came to an end. and the 
Augustan peace was on shaky ground. Virgil had to con
front this historical change and the conflicts that con
tributed to this change ifhis true purpose in writing The 
Aeneid was to provide .an alternative view of the creation 
of the Roman Empire. Virgil detested war and used his 
epic not as the propaganda poem that it was commis
sioned to be, but rather as a forum for voicing his 
ambivalence towards a history of violent conquests. 
Throughout The Aeneid, Rome's past achievements are 
recited, but Virgil insists on revealing the price that must 
be paid for these achievements. There is not only the 
human cost, but all heroic qualities-freedom, love, loy
alty-are lost to the great impersonal Roman State. 
"Virgil's reaction to brutality of war and to the heroic 
code was no doubt the hypersensitive reaction of a man 
who had lived through and detested war: who had seen 
the cruel harm done on countless occasions by men 
believing they were dying nobly when they were throw
ing their lives away to no purpose" (Quinn 77). 

Virgil viewed his purpose in writing The Aeneid as an 
attempt to casr aspersions on Roman history. Virgil 
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The Aeneid: Virgil's Commentary On the History of Rome at)_d Carthage 

wanted Romans to view themselves through new eyes, 
seeing their own virtues in theirenemies, and their ene
mies' faults in themselves. He strives to. crea.te Gompas
sion for the burning city of Carthage. He does. this by 
creating sympathy fo.rthe Carthaginian Dido while. por
traying Aeneas as being finally corrupted by warto the 
point that he is worse than his enemies are. Dido delib
erately comes across ·as · the heroine, while Aeneas plays 
the cad. Her speeches ring true with passion whereas 
Aeneas' words are nothing more than sorry excuses. 
Using the drama between the two, Virgil persuades the 
reader that there are two sides to his story. 

Hatred of Carthage was still a patriotic mainstay of 
Roman thought long after Carthage had been destroyed. 
Romans held several stereotypes for Carthaginians. They 
believed them to be faithless to their word, barbaric, and 
they believed that they had no religious scruples. To 
Romans, Carthage represented the worst traits of both 
the Eastern and Western Mediterranean world,. They 
thought that Carthaginians were a people who lacked 
culture and that they were effeminate tricksters. 

Dido becomes a sympathetic character to all who read 
her, whether Roman or not, because she is introduced as 
a confident, competent woman of regal bearing. The 
descriptions and impressions that Virgil offers regarding 
the cultural progress in Carthage would have been star
tling to a Roman reader. It would be extremely unset· 
tling for Romans to read that Aeneas found hope fur his 
people at the hands of the Carrhaginians. Dido appears 
non-Punic. She is the complete opposite of Roman 
stereotypes for Carthaginians: "At every turn, Virgil 
offers his Roman audience a woman who fails to fulfill 
their prejudices" (Starks 260). Virgil further quells the 
impulse to label Dido a crafty Carthaginian by casting 
Venus and Juno as the tricksters. By allowing Aeneas to 
be an ineffectual character, Virgil creates sympathy for 
Dido. Dido's passionate accusation of the faithless 
Aeneas actually directs the reader's sympathies to her and 
casts the stereotypes that the Romans held for her people 
back on Aeneas. He becomes the faithless one. 

The only o.cGUSion when Dido .conforms . to the.j'unic 
stereotype is whe11 she breaks her to remain faithful 
to her dead husband; however, she becomes he.r. own 
judge, jnry, and eJ<ecutioner of that act of infidelity, leav
ing the reader with a profound impressionofherinregri
ty. Even .her lapse into violent and even abhorrent 
thoughts of retribution is forgiven be.cause of the sympa
thy generated for this extraordinary woman: 

"Why couldn't I hack his flesh, tear-it, and -sfrew 
the sea with it? Slaughter his peo_plc and his son-
serve up Ascanius at his father's table?" (Aeneid 4.600-602) 

In a final act of desperation, Dido offers her final 
curse: 

"This is my final prayer, jmured with my blood. 
And you, my Tyrians, hate. his race, his kind, 
all and always. On my remains bestow 
this office: no love, no peace between our peoples!" 
(Ameid 4.621-635) 

War is inevitable. because .of the. ultimate duty of the 
Roman Aeneas. Dido's long preparation for and final act 
of suicide is symbolic o f  the final destruction of 
Carthage. 

There is an air of hopelessness about The Aeneid that is 
in direct ·contrast to what a propaganda piece extolling 
the virtues of an empire should be. Virgil is a master at 
creating a work that on the surface chronicles the history 
of a glorious empire, but underneath conveys an attitude 
that is at odds with what that history represents. Virgil's 
greatest success lies in his ability to create sympathy for 
an enemy and force his reader to reconsider their views 
of war and conflict. By giving the historical conflict of 
Rome and Carthage the hnman faces of Aeneas and 
Dido, he asks his Roman audience to remove their patri
otic blinders and re-evaluate the part that the creation of 
a Roman Empire has played in history. To the genera
tions that follow Virgil, his gift is The Aeneid, a lens 
throngh which to view all subsequent empires. 
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Wild Thyme Blows" 1I

fil�1ed 

'_'I Know a:Bank Where the Wild Thyme Blows" 

julie Threlfoll 
Course: English 1 0 I 

Instructor: Jack Dodds 

Assignment: 
Whte an informal ��port. 

The advertisement read:' "Country living without restric
tions. Horses, cows, goats, chickens, pigs, etc. ar�_ allr
welcome! Nine plusacres could be turned into the peace
able kingdom. Fruit trees, grapes, garden spots, moun
rain views are all here. An old house that could be 
restored and many outbuildings are on the property." 
I ntrigued, my husband alld I decided to see this 
promised jeWel for ourselves. The moment we stepped
out of the car, we understood why the Cherokee people 
two centuries before us had believed this place to be 
sacred; we immediately felt  its spirit of power and peace 
surrounding us. We had come home. 

Dun Clunaigh, Gaelic for "Hilltop Meadow," is the 
name we have chosen for our "peaceable kingdom." It 
lies between Lake Adger and Lake Lure and is cradled in 
the foothills of the Blue Ridge Mountains of North 
Carolina. Movie-goers enjoyed close-up views of the 
landscape in Last of the Mohicans, nearby.r
Chimney Rock, a landmark chimney of molten rock, 
rises 2,200 feet above Lake Lute, 7 miles to the north. 

Adjoining 17,000 acres ofrsrate game lands,therprop
erty is neighbor to a thriving population of white-tailed 
deer, black bear, fox, coyote and red wolf. Rabbirs scam
per and raccoons waddle through the brush; quail, 
pheasant and grouse nest in lush thickets. Opossum live 
in the trees, and beaver and otter disport in the nearby 
streams and ponds. Deer live in their beds in the woods 
and tarry in our apple orchard. Cardinals and Carolina 
Bluebirds dart to and fro or sit on the branches of .the 
pine trees and fill rhe air with their duel of song and 
whistle. Hawks quietly circle, and if you keep a sharp eye 
our, you occasionally will spot an eagle. 

Our western view is a panorama of the Blue Ridge 
Mountains. The Cherokee called these mountains "the 
blue wall," dividing their domain from that of the neigh
boring Catawba tribe. Weathered by eons of rain and 
wind, the mountains are a gracefully undulating chainr
rising out of a thick mist rolling up from the hollows. An 
aura of timeless continuity settles your spirit and creates 
peace of mind. 

The land is rich, brown soil. Thirty-seven inches of 
deep, sandy clay loam lead to the subsoil of Saprolite-a 
loose, nutritive residual of the bedrock that lies below 
and forms the land's foundation. Assisted by the temper-

'This !inc is from ShakcSJlCUe'� A Mit/summer Night I DrMm: act 2, scene 1 ,  !inc 249. 
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ate climate, this fertile ground will produce a wide vari
ety of fruits and vegetables, as well as hardy pastures of 
alfalfa, tall fescue and orchardgrass, legumes and several 
types of clover. Remains of apple and peach orchards, 
wild thyme and ginseng, untended vineyards, unre
strained riotous roses and wild strawberries attest to the 
bounty once harvested from this land, and hint at the 
possibility for its future. 

The mild, warm atmosphere that engulfs the property 
and extends its growing season is the result of an inver
sion of air influenced by the Gulf Stream off North 
Carolina's East Coast and the mountain range to the 
property's west. This phenomenon is the Isothermal Belt, 
and moderation is the key word in describing its weather. 
Summers are long. Temperatures range from seventy-six 
to eighty-eight degrees from May through September, 
and lows in January average about forty-two degrees. The 
temperate autumns and springs are uncommonly beauti
ful in our foothills, providing vibrant displays of color in 
autumn and an abundance of wildflowers at winter's end. 
The early springtime is a glorious burst of the rhododen
dron, mountain laurel, and azalea that furnish cover for 
newly born creatures who make their homes in the dense 
undergrowth. However, the isothermal warmth and the 
fertile soil are not enough; Dun Clunaigh requires love 
and care to reclaim its former richness. 

The land's previous owners cut and sold acres of trees, 
and left branches and stumps strewn across the pasture 
to give silent testimony to the grove that once shaded the 
stable. They slashed and burned, leaving charred remains 
and scorched patches scattered across the land, like the 
remains of valiant warriors in the aftermath of battle. 
They ran goats in the rich pasture: goats that stripped 
the bark from the few remaining trees and severely dam
aged the trampled grasses and clover. The former owners 
did not rotate the goats' pastures, nor did they care for 
the one being used. Trash, boards with rusted nails, and 
innumerable empty beer cans-remains of marathon 
parties-littered the floor of the property's historic cabin. 

After living there for three years, they listed the prop
erty for sale; the land's potential for abundance survived 
because it had been in excellent condition when they 
bought it. It had been part of the estate of a man who 

also had felt its spirit of p.eace and power. He had lived 
there for .over years in the 120-year-old cabin built 
when the Cherokee. inhabite.d the mountains .and 
lakeshores. The cabin still stands. on our ridge Qverlook
ing the ridge called Wildcat Spur. Our discovery of a 
cache of Victrola records, buried under the litter a.nd 
debris in the cabin, invoked the ghost of .the. rnan who 
spent .wintry evenings indoors, whittling in .� rocking 
chair by his hearth,. and enjoying the cracklil)g of the 
fire, the chirping 9f the crickets, and the smooth tenor of 
Enrico Caruso. 

The old man continual!y supplemented the natural 
richness of the soil with bounty from his large compost 
pile. The site is still fenced and waiting beyond the sta
ble. Also still standing is the spacious chicken coop 
where he housed his brood. He raised pigs the way hill 
people did years ago by allowing them to feast .on the 
forage of the forest, on the .walnuts, .hickory nuts, and 
acorns fr()m his tre.es .t..ln .the fall he. slaughtered the fat
tened pigs and smoked the meat in his smokehouse with 
wood from the old hickory or apple trees that no longer 
produce fruit. He sold the. exc.ess eggs, fruit andtqops. 
Out of this acreage, he carved an independence. 

These are the echoes of Dun Clunaigh's past and the 
promises for its future. New blight-resistant, Asian
American crossbred chestnut trees now st;md proxy for 
long-dead native trees, victims of the 1950's outbreak of 
the Chestnut Blight. Added paper-shell pecan and 
Carpathian walnut trees will grow between the old 
English walnut tree and the new chestnut trees: the 
beginning of a moderate nut grove. The old apple and 
peach trees revived a bit after this year's care and pruning. 
Next year's new trees will carry on the orchard's cycle, and 
include the antique apple varieties of Sheepnose, Sops of 
Wine, Snow Apple, and Roxbury Russet, augmented with 
Sungold apricots, Burre Bose pears, and White 
Champion peaches. The site of the woody remains of 
Concord grape vines will boast new vines of sweet 
Reliance Red clusters. A colony of bees will be busy in 
their new home at the orchard's perimeter. Newly sown 
sweet clover, alfalfa and fescue grass will take root in a 
small pasture, now cleared of its debris, in preparation for 
horses who will make the hilltop meadow their home. 
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By acquiring five adjacent and wooded acres; wepro
vided Dun Clunaigh with a small, private forest. Soon 
we .will remove the stumps from the old, large pasture, 
and build a new smokehouse: spring:fed pcind will 
shimmer in what is now a low, muddy spot at'the bot
tom. of the ridge, and will provide refreshment to the 
creatures ofthe neighboring game lands. The compost 
pile will again nourish a berry patch and kit.chen garden: 
strawberries, blueberries and black raspberries; Blue Lake 
green beans; zucchini and acorn squash; English peas; 
healthful, red Moreton tomatoes; Sweet Symphonybi
colored corn; small, orange Spookie pumpkins for rich, 
spicy pies. Sage, ginseng, rosemary, lavender, thyme, 
chives and chamomile will flourish in the herb garden. 

Dun Clunaigli was once the bountiful home of a man 
who loved his lane:!, and lived in comfortable compatibil
ity with the sacred spirit of life wHispering in the 
breeze-the spirit whose voice is still audible in the wind 
that rustles the leaves and keens through the glens. The 
aura of timelessness lingers in the morning's smoky blue 
mists thar rise from the hollows. Shadows of Cherokee 
braves and their fatnili¢s seem to flicker on the shores of 
Lake Adger and Lake Lure, and the dear rl1idsl!mmer 
night sky glows with a thick glory of stars. If you listen 
carefully in the twilight, you can hear the echoing strains 
ofa Victrola and an old man's sigh of contentment. 

Evaluation: julie Th1d{tdl well il!usttate.r that informal 
writing can be just as vivid and ''creative" as any novel or 

short stm)� And /J{:t wtried, well-fOcused, emphatic sentences 
provide les.wn upon lesson in how to write effictively. 
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Dawn Uza 
Course: English. !  0 1  (Honors) 

Instructor: Jack Dodds 

Assignment: 
Write a personal experience essay. 

My mom and I drive to my aunt and unde's house. The 
air in the car tingles with nervous elearidty. the 
window I stare, glad, for once, to be listening to my 
mom's light rock station. With Air Supply and 
Carpenters songs playing, I worry about not associating 
any of my usual tunes with this day. The drive is short, 
but I wish it had been longer. Can one ever have enough 
time to prepare to visit someone about to die? 

Sudden: that is the way of death with wJ:tich I have 
beent·familiar. l found myself, in previous experiences, 
wishing I had more time: time to saywhat I had learned 
and loved about that person; time to say a thank you;t
time to say a goodbye. Time is what 1 wished for. Now It
have that time, but am left confused, overwhelmed, and 
afraid. What will I say? How will I say it? Will I be able 
to look at him, the life of every party, the great teller of 
jokes, the epitome of a gentleman, and hide the way my 
heart is breaking? 

I wipe moist palms on faded jeans as we approach 
their front door. The trees, tall and unconcerned, do not 
bow their heads with grie£ Their aloofness is offensive. I 
take in a deep breath, and my aunt welcomes us at the 
door. She says that Wil, her husband, is resting. Her 
smile is triggered as she tries to be strong for us. 
Necessity masquerades the despair that must be inside 
her. I can� imagine watchingyour husband deteriorate by 
the hour. The three of us speak for a short while in the 
front room. She and my mom smoke. Perhaps my aunt 
is mercifully giving us a moment to prepare. My atten
tion turns to their courtyard, and I get lost in my 
thoughts, wondering if we will be having snow thist
Christmas. 1 snap out of my irrelevant daydream. What at
stupid thing to think about now, while the man who 
could light up a room with his smile and make a woman 
of any age giggle like a little girl, succumbs to cancer. My 
ears tune into the conversation. 

"If he stops breathing," my aunt explains, "they can
not resuscitate him. His bones will all break." They put 
out their cigarettes and we go to see Wil. 

She leads us down the hallway. My pace is slowing. 
The air in front of me pushes me back. The air behind 
me pushes me forward. Ail the air becomes too thick to 
breathe. The hallway is longer than I ever remember it 
being. I trip over my trepidation. 
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Time to Say Goodbye 

"Honey,',_my aunt says, "you have visitors!"t_t
�tinkles that circk their eyes look like ripples of a 

pel>ble dropping in water. I sit o.n the edge of th�ir bed, 
beside his hospital ·  bed. The. metal rails remind me. of a 
zoo. cage, separating the beautiful. creature from the 
world he. once knew. At first I do not touch him. As chil
dren, after all, we are taught not to .. reach into the cages. 

I kiss the top of his hairless head. and gently. squeeze 
his hand. compliment him on the lovely. sh;J.pe of his 
head. The conversation floats, each word dangling, dis
t;onnected. I make sure to monitor my. comments. 
Remember to be cheerful. Don't ask h.ow are you? We 
spealc of school. I am reminded ofwhat he told me �hen 
I, unsure of my. choice, decided ro return to college, He 
[)ad leaned in close to me, put his hand ,squeezing .my. 
shoulder, and said, "You know what one .of the saddest 
days .of my life was?" Be leaned closer, and with a low
ered voice said, "It was the day I grad!mted from col
lege!" He had then lean�d back, with a beaming smile 
and twinlded blue eyr", and patted me on the back.. Bet
.started t.o laugh and I then knew that was making the 
right .decision. Bow co.uld anyone. doubt eyes that 
sparkled .so confidently.? We speak of travel. I admire his 
worldliness, his having been places, such as Italy. and 
France, which I dream of going to .. Be encourages me to 
pursue my goal of studying abmad, suggesting Denmark 
We speak of this and that, Do I sound as stupid as Ifoe!? I 
am so large and so small; so powerful, so weak. Sadness 
and happiness fight for the space inside me like territori
al beasts. I am intelligent and wise, y.et so naive to the 
�ays of. . .  of what? Of God? Of the world? I ponder life, 
death, and everything in between, Oh, and remember to 
smile. 

I feel the relief of death in the room. If I sit here long 
enough, will it consume me, too? My aunt smiles at Wil 
and jokes as she helps him move his legs. He laughs. I 
cherish that sound, heard so frequently, accompanied by.t
his j9vjal smile. Never before have I met anyone so sin
cerely. interested in everyone, always making each person 
feel iinportant, powerful, and beautiful. With the dedica
tion of an aching athlete running the last mile of a 
marathon, my aunt lifts some water for him to sip. 
Perhaps she, like the runner, has been conditioned for 
this in some unspoken training. A moment later his eyes 
close. Is he dertd? 

I am not breathing. 
My. emotions revolve like merry-go-round: horses. 

Wil'� eyes open and he says he n�eds to rest. It
breath� egain. rime for us to. go, at me,t
looks into me. I quiver at his penetration, but welcome 
his unspoken wisdo�. His eyes are bloodshot, but gen
der than red . . .  more like magenta. Wil al'Nays knows 
exactly tosayan.d to say. it, I wish 
I could now. I numbly·rise. say. goodbye. It
cannot say. thank you. I cannot say. I love you. I cannot 
create words to mirror all that races inside .me. Come late 
spring I cannot pick the last wildflower intihe meadow. 
So, I smikand say., "I'll see you soon." 

Evaluation: Dawn's narrative dramatizes the power 
of small but telling details to reveal foelings and insights. 

In its spare economy, it also illustrates how good 
writing makes every word count. 
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Who Burst the Ball ? 

T h e 

)Xo'�9 rhol!g�t 
d�fect. from 

Stoyan Vassilev 
Course: Chemistry 1 2 1  
Instructor: Barbara Wei! 

Assignment: 
Write a short essay tlemomtrating how 

gas laws are related to your lifo. 

When I was nine, my mind was possessed by the mania 
of becoming a soccer player: I trained painstakingly, I 
jogged every morning, and my room was covered by 
posters of soccer idols. But this obsession did not last 
very long-it was unexpectedly defeated by one painful, 
yet memorable, "accident." 

My uncle had just come back from Germany. I still 
remember his luminous face telling me: ''And here is what 
I've got for the future soccer genius." He had bought me 
a leather soccer ball with the words FC Baern on it. It was 
the most remarkable present that I had been given, and 
by having a piece of shiny "Western" property, I was the 
subject of envy, which, at that age, was flattering. 

One morning my uncle and I decided to finally test 
the "priceless" present. Three months after receiving the 
gift, I was firmly determined to stop cherishing, contem
plating, and stroking it. We pumped up the ball, and in 
order not to ruin the pleasure of the first kick, we gave it 
"a few more pumps." Uncle Dobri knew some wonderful 
excellent-for-the-purpose meadow up in the mountain. 

We babbled and laughed while we climbed. When I 
saw the meadow in its autumn finery, I realized that my 
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uncle was not mistaken: it really was a place where, as I 
imagined, years later the journalists would take pictures 
saying "This is where Stoyan Vassilev made hisfirst seri-

· - ' ous step m-soccer. , 

I gently put the ball on the grassland. I made two steps 
backwards. I swiftly approached it and kicked it as "mas
terfully'' as I could. But instead of seeing the ball make 
an '.'extraterrestrial" parabola, I heard it burst loudly aud 
saw it landing one meter before me, Tears and disap
pointment put an end to my s0cq!i>Cafeer. 

burst. the ball? My UJ.!cle it was sojlle 
.My aunt suggested that everything the West 

is flawed anyway, so she knew it would burst. My brother 
was teasing me for my abilities saying that "even if the 
ball were from Mars, it would have burst at your feet;" 

In eighth grade we learned about something called 
atmospheric pressure and •irs change depending on the alti
tude, But not until my college years did I learn what 
must have happened. First, atmospheric pressure is exert
ed by the weight of the gases i11 our atmosphere. As we 
go up a mountain, the amount and therefore the weight 
of the gases decrease. The atmospheric pressure at a high
er altitude is lowe1', assuming that temperature and 
amount do not change. But since the external pressure 
decreases, according to Boyle's Law V= canst I P, the vol
ume should increase. 

P < 1 atm 
V2 = V1 x 1 atm/P 
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Who Bum the Ball? 

The ball had some capacity: mru<imum. Applying .less 
extema.l pressure. or more internal pressure would Jead to 
a burst. I suppose the volume of the ball before .j took 
the tragic kick was a little less than '"''' But my master
ful kick led to the following: 

The intemal pressure was evenly spread. By applyingt
the force of my foot on a small area, increased .the 
externa.l pr�ssure at that particular .place. This interaction 
triggered an immedi�te increase of the .internal pressure 
applied on the.restofthe ball} surfoce. The pressure exert
ed was above rhe. threshold pressure corresponding to 
Vm.,, and the ball consequently burst. 

After a.!], who burst rhe ball?t
The qua.lity.of rhe ba.ll?. My enthusi;�Sm? Or Mrs. Wei! 

and her gas laws? 

Eva.luarion: This may is a good example of a 
g11s lawS connection to lifo experience. 

It demonstrates science as a part of our lives. 
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A Teacher's 
Lesson 

T h e 

l 

am 

I 

l 

H a r p e r  A n t h o l o g y  

Robin W0ber 
Course: English 1 0 1  

Instructor: Peter Sherer 

Assignment: 
Write a personal experience essay which 

focuses on an incident which helped you 
mature or change in some important way. 

As an adult, find· death perplexing and complicated.a
When I consider the reaction a child h�. I find it even 
more mystifYing and think back to the death ofmy sister 
and my emotions at that time. Looking back, I grate
ful that an adult was able to offer me empathy and sup
port,.although it came from an unlikely.sour<:e. 

I was ten years old when my mother gave birth to the 
eleventh. child in our family. The baby, Pauline, lived 
only three days. Her death touched all ofusin different 
ways, but as a ten-year-old child, I was sensitive only to 
my own ernotions ·and needs. I had never been aware of 
death, and my first-time experience was brutal. 

1 returned to school . the day after Pauline's funeral. I 
walked slowly, hoping to avoid any questions about her, 
and even more importantly, attempting not to cry in 
front of anyone. As I entered the school, could hear my 
friends laughing aQd joking. · I  was angry with them, 
wondering how they could be happy when there was 
something wrong in my world. I waited until they went 
into the classroom. When I entered, everyone was seated. 
My teacher, Mrs. Mecklenberg, smiled at me and 
motioned me to my desk. sat down and class began. 
There was nothing unusual about this day. 

Mrs. Mecklenberg and I shared some history. 
Although she was a good teacher and had never done 
anything to warrant my dislike, in my juvenile mind, she 
deserved it, I attended a four-room school in a very small 
town. Mrs. Mecklenberg had been my first and second 
grade teacher. When · I was promoted to . third grade, I 
anxiously looked forward to a new teacher. I was bitterly 
disappointed when Mrs. Mecklenberg moved to the 
third and fourth grades with me. I complained to my 
mother that no one. should have the same teacher four 
years in a row, but to no avail. 

During reading class one day Mrs. Mecklenberg 
proudly told my classmates that she and I were related. I 
was mortified. My classmates began their merciless teas
ing, and I was known as the "teacher's pet." I ran home 
to complain to my mother, who explained that we were 
not actually related (my aunt had married Mrs. 
Mecklenberg's brother); that explanation did little to halt 
the relentless teasing. As only a third grader can, I had a 
firm and irrational dislike for my teacher that I carried 
well into the fourth grade. 
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A Te�Cher's Lesson 

.this clay, however, Mrs. Mecklenberg was the least 
of my problems. We were busy that morning. I was able 
to concen.trate on arithmetic and geography . .  When my 
stoma<;h began tp growl, realited it was . almost noon. 

were told to put our b\>oks away an.d get our lunches. 
We ate quickly and quietly, anxious to get .outside for 
recess. I plotted a way to get to the tetherball before the 
l;.oys; the girls could finally get a chance to play! 

I finished my balo!Jey. sandwich and chocolate milk 
before anyone else. I walked quickly . .  to the garbage can 
besid.e the teadwr's desk and tos.sed my. garbage. As I 
raced to the door, Mrs .. Mecklenberg called, "Robin, you 
need to stay in and make up your spelling test.".! turned 
t<lwarcl her with tears burning in my eyes, my dislike·for 
her moreintense than ever. I didn't want my friends to 
s.ee me crying. In addition, I certainly clid not want to 
take a· test. lsat and watched as my friends ran out. to the 
playground, some of them promising to waitfor me. I 

. took out a piece of paper and waited for the test to 
begin. 

As Mrs. Mecklenl;.erg dictated the. words, !felt increas
il)gly miserable . thought back only.a week before when 
I had celebrate.d my tenth birthday with .my.classmates. 
Mrs. Mecklenberg had teased me, saying how lucky I 
was to be getting a new brother or sister for my birthday. 
Now, I sat mournfully at my desk, that celebration far 
l:>ehind me. The new sister had been bom and died; I 
haclanever seen her. 

As hard as I tried to stop them, the tears began to lhll, 
plopping onto. my test, dimpling the paper and distort
ing my penciling. The blue lines became blurred and 
wavy. I felt a hand on top of my head. I turned to see 
Mrs. Mecklenberg close behind me. "It's very sad, isn't 
it?" she whispered. I nodded my head, unable to answer. 
"You know she's in heaven, don't you?" I nodded again; 
now the tears gushed from my eyes. "Just remember, 
she'll be a little angel that will always watch over you." 
She patted my hand, took my spelling paper, and gently 
patted my back while I sobbed over the little sister I had 
lost. 

Before recess ended, Mrs. Mecklenberg took my hand 
and walked With me to the washroom. She wet a paper 
towel with cold water and pressed it against my face and 
eyes. "You stay here until you're ready," she said. 

As she left, I had time to think about what had hap
pened. A woman, whom I had disliked for silly, ten-year
old reasons1 had treated flje 'With such compassion and 
understanding. She had 1. woul� down 
at some point; she had saved me from the embarrass
ment of this happening in front of my friends. She had 
given me a strong lesson on empath)t and sensitivity. I 
found myself involunta.rily maturjng and viewing her as 
someone more than just my teacher. 

Evaluation: Robin's speaker looks to her childhood 
for an incident that taught her about care and accurate 
empathy. Robin reminds us that good people begin to be 

goodpeople as they do serious learning in childhood. 
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Me and My Mom 

T h c H a r p e r  A n t h o l o g y 

Brooke W<xler 
Course: English 101 

Instructor: Joe Sternberg 

Assignment: 
Te(lch us what something is. 

CJ;oo;-e a topic.withwhich you are intimate. 

Since she contracred this disease, my mind and emotions 
have gone through many stages; Sure, for a while, I felt 
sorry for mysel£ How come the other kids had a mother 
who could rake them shopping and then later that 
evening coach their soccer team? How come other kids 
had a mother who couldcook a full-course dinner .and 
still have the energy to take. them Out for ice cream? How 
come I had a mom who had to get chronic emphysema? 
The answer to that last question is because I had a mom 
who smoked. 

But lasting only a short while, that self-pity stage I 
went through progressed to anger, sadness, and then 
admiration. I watched my mom suffer day and night 
from the severe reduction· in oxygen to the lungs that is a 
result of emphysema; leaving her to lead a life that 
revolves around force-fed oxygen twenty-four hours a 
day, expensive medicine intake that consumes more than 
five hours a day, and immobility. 

I soon became furious with my mom for not being 
able to take care ofme anymore, and I downright refused 
to help her get settled again in her home after her near
death experience in the hospital when she first was diag
nosed with chronic emphysema. I remember when we 
had to set up the large oxjgen machine in our hallway 
and how it continually made that "hum, hum, hum" 
noise, mocking me, making sure I knew it was here to 
stay. I would not unravehhe thirty-foot clear tube for 
my mother that would connect to the control panel of 
the machine and • lead into her nose, supplying her with 
the oxygen she needed. Instead, I watched her try to do 
the simple task while sweat dripped off her forehead and 
her breath panted hard. After the machine was set up, I 
had to forever watch my step, for the cord would be 
stretched across the house, leading to whichever room 
my mom was resting in. If! tugged on the cord it could 
do two things: pull uncomfortably out of my mother's 
nose or pull out of the machine, in which case it would 
yell a high pitch scream: "beep, beep, beep." I did both 
of them once, on purpose, to spite her. 

I also did not want to help my mom prepare her daily 
medications, which consisted of albuteral, theophillon, 
dyazide, furosemide, and bactrim. The most time
consuming task was preparing the nebulizer, the machine 
that clears out the lungs as if giving them a good scrub. A 
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small machin� th�t is fUn by electdciry, the nebulizef is 
the most cr'!cial in easing the discomfoft, making .the 
emphysema .patient fee[ a little less winded and .a little 
more strqng, temporarily, of course, since there is no .cure 
for emphysema. Bur w me, this treatment took away 
from my time, sirlCe I .had tQ .prepare .the salt water and 
albureralcombination. tha.t gets inhaled for forty mjnutes 
every four hours. This loud machine made my telephone 
calls inaudible, and if! needed to ask my mom a question 
I couldn't because she couldn't pull the inhaler tube.out of 
her mouth. I felt that while.other kids ha<[ the h.)xury of 
being taketJ care of, I no longer was. I. missed her and the 
a.t.tention and care she used to give me. 

But instead .ofdwelling on anger, I began to realize 
the seriousness and helplessness of this disease, so I 
stoppe<l being hurtful J(Jwards my mother because she 
was sick andcot�ldn't.take care of me the way she used 
to, and gave her (and still d<> to this day) all my love .and 
attention as I. took !few role as 1ny mother's sole. .  
caregiver, listening toIher needs and finally feeling thea. 
empathy towards her that Ilacked for many months. 

My .mother says the hardest part ab0ut .her disease is 
the immobility, She cannot performsimple tasks any
more, like laundry, n;nnil)g grab the phone befot"e the 
answering machine picks up, or baking a cake for some
one's birthday. For her, walking from room to room is 
equivalent to a .healthy .person running a twenty-mile 
marathon. The day we sold her car since she could not 
drive it any longer, she. told me .that she felt like a prison
.er in her own home. And she is. I often think, as I am 
out doing our family grocery shopping or my weekly 
cleaning of the home, how much my mom would love to 
be doing these activities that most people consider a 
chore. But instead, she is sitting in her chair in the 
kitchen, eirher doing her medicine or watching the tele
vision set. My heart breaking in two, I would sometimes 
hear her cry in her sleep, and wonder what she was 
dreaming of. 

Around a crowd she becomes quiet. People often stare 
at my mom, as she holds in her wheelchair the small, 
portable oxygen tank.she needs on those rare occasions 
when she leaves the home. Feeling like an outsider, she 
creeps inward, into herself, and does not make any eye 
contact with others. I get so a11gry with those people 

who stare at her. Don't they realize how that makes her 
feel? Can't they give a warm smile instead of a curious 
eye-bn�w;raise? 

But despite all her tremendous hardships, he� physical 
and mental suffering, my mom is an extraordinarily 
strong person. I often come home from work or school 
to find her singing to a musical o n  Channel I I .  
"Whatcha doing, Mama?" I ask. "Oh, Brookie, I just 
love this song. Isn't it great!" She .has. tremendously high 
spirits, despite her condition, and still finds joy in things, 
even though there is so much she cannot do. She will 
spend hours just listening to my day and gives me the 
most loving and caring advice. Sometimes, when she has 
a little bit of energy; I will wake up to a bowl of cereal 
and a glass of orilnge juice waiting for me on the kitchen 
table. And after all that we have been through, I realize 
that my mom is a fighter, that she has not given up, and 
although she can no longer physically take care of me, 
mentally, she is my biggest support, giving me all the 
attention and love I need. My heart aches for her as she 
leads the rest of her life in pain, but that same heart 
rejoices in knowing that she will always have me by her 
side to watch over her and I will always have her by mine 
to do the same. 

Evaluation: Plain, powerfol honesty informs 
this essa)! which reveals how a caring child copes 

with her mothers chronic emphysema. 
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What Is 
Good Writing? 

The 
Anthology 

Judges 
Give Their 
Standards 

T h c y H a r p e. r A n J .  h o . . J o g' 

Jack Dodds 

Whenever I read I look for de�ails, details., derails 
appropriate to the writer's purposetorthe occa�ion: 
descriptive details, fresh facts or figures, supportingt
instances, insightfultobservation or explanation. Good. 
writing is dense with information. Good writing is .also 
alive with voices: the writer's voice (persona), dialogue, 
quotation, and allusion. Good writing always talks to 
tne. 

Barbara Hickey 

In Mark Twain's words, "Eschew surplusage." 

Richard Johnson 

Like bees, good writing should be methodical, meticu
lous, .and prolific; like bees, good writing srip.gs like.hell. 

Kurt Neumann 

Last week we received a call from the editor of the 
Harper Anthology asking for a statement on what makes 
good writing. It is presumably our responsibility to com
ply with such a request and almost certainly our plea
sure. 

Surely the editor knows what good writing is. It is lin
ear, logical, and orderly; or the other way around: digres
sive, analogical, allusive. It is highly crafted, like 
ourselves, and therefore vulnerable. It is seldom pro
found, often interesting, and always individual. It is per
sonal, social, ideological, and political. Sometimes it is 
practical and sometimes it exists for irs own sake. And 
the best writing, for my taste, is salted with a little irony 
and humor, much like a telephone call from the editor of 
a prestigious anthology asking for a definition of good 
writing. 
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What Is. Good Writing? The Anthology Judges Give Their Standards 

Kris Piepenburg 

All writing begins with reading-whether reading of 
physical or mental reality or another text. Gpod writers 
"have their feelers out" before and as they write, to soak 
up the detai.ls and depth of experi�nce, whether H"ed or 
read. For whatever world a writer recreates and brings 
IIJe to-whether involving technical concepts, a topical 
issue, a moment,_ a st3.tt;: of mind� a liteJary work, 
or a memory-,-! want to hear about that 

through a focused, frank, unaffected, and· unpre
tentious voice, and I want to get a fuJI sense of that 
world, to be able to move around in it as in a "virtual 
reality." When a writer has strong sensitivity to actual 
reality and brings meaningful detail frotn it int(.) his .or 
her writing, the virtual reality becomes as rich and deep 
as the actual. 

Peter Sherer 

Writing thatfocuses and boldly goes where it promises 
to goalerts and engages me. I like writing that is intelli
gent, consistent in its logic, and concrete in its detail. I 
like examples and I want to hear an honest voice which 
speaks to me in sentences which are fresh, crafted, varied, 
economical, and JnusicaL 

Andrew Wilson 

,1\ >iece pf\\'riti�g l)light .d.,�qil;>e � shair, .A pitce .ofeJe
good writing might have a man in that chair. A piece of 
super writing might show that man fidgeting-sitting, 
standing, sitting again; speaking, laughing, crying, 
moaning, babbling incoherently, drooling, or all of these. 
Super writing would tell the. reader how that.man's shirt 
clashedwith thefabric ofthat chai�, andehow that fabric 
shoosbed as the scratchy wool of the IIlan's shirtsleeve 
brushed across it, bringing cigarette to mouth. Super 
writing would describe not only a chair and not only a 
man, bur also the state of that man's hair, and how he 
smelled, and the peculiar timbre of his voice. In other 
words, in my view, super writing features illustrative 
derails-not exactly to the point pfsatur�tion or exhaus
tion, bur I'd e�fan overcooked chicken before I'd eat a 
raw one. 
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Harper Students 
on Writing 

T h c H  a r p e r  A' n t h o I o g y 

Anonymous 

Writing inspires delusions, escorting us to imaginary 
phces where we cannot be, or informing us of events 
that we weren't able to experience ourselves; The toll for 
this grand journey is taxing upon the writer, requiring 
blood, sweat and tears of him or her. True writers have a 
burning desire to tell their stories not for personal gain, 
but to shre hope when there is none, and dreams when 
it seems that life is futile and meaningless. Writers can
not do it alone. The motto "All good writers need good 
editors" is true. Without these thankless squires and the 
support that they give, precise wri ting cannot be 
achieved, nor our dreams be accurately viewed, by our 
readers. 

Mary Jane Clark 

Before I begin a new paper, I have a brainstorming ses
sion where I write down any questions, words, or ideas 
that relate to my proposed topic. This really helps me 
generate a new, fresh perspective on the topic and gives 
me great focus on where to take the paper. 

Judy Engeriserr

Through the process ofwriting I am able to connect 
and express my ideas, thoughts and emotions. Finding 
my voice has both surprised and delighted me and has 
given me much satisfaction, 

Marie Harris 

Writing is a personal challenge. It provides a method 
by which I am able to think more deeply, and it requiresr
me to analyze my ideas logically and coherently. The dis
cipline· of writing �nd editing my .work can be exhaust
ing, but the completion of a. composition provides 
clarification and better understanding of my own 
thoughts. English 1 02 has broadened my mind and 
shown me how to strive for refinement. 

Doris Hohertz 

When a child loses a parent, there are immediate tears 
of not understanding and the fear of the nnknown. If a 
poem is written for a very specific purpose, yet others 
read it and relate ir to their own lives, one has created 
something unique. 

Radik Lapushin 

Writing is a process of breathing on a cold winter day 
on a frosty window while discovering that the face you 
exhaled is the face of a stranger. 
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Hiroko Morii 

I enjoy working out ideas most when I write essays. If 
no idea occurs. to me, I stop thinki11g and do household 
chores, which .i.s the .most effective way to hit upon new 
ideas. I love writing. 

Paul Rollins 

Do yo!J enjoy doi11g something beca!Jse you are suc
cessful at doing it or are you S!lccessful because you enjoy 
it? Personally, I enjoy.w�itihg hecau�e it e!)ables me to 
frame an idea logically, then pr�se11t irein a more interest
ing and clear manner than I c<mld orally. 

Ryan Sheehan 

A student can learn all of the grammar and spelling in 
a thousand textbooks and still not be a writer. He can 
practice his handwriting or typing skills to the point of 
perfection, but will not be able to put his mind on paper. 
He can memorize the plays of Shakespeare, or the stories 
of Hemingway and still not understand what the true 
feeling of being a writer is. A student must learn how to 
engulf him or herself into the text, and to make the 
words put on paper mean more than just another assign
ment. Once a student can write the heart instead of the 
hands, then and only then, can he know the true mean
ing of being a writer. I dedicate my entry in this antholo
gy to Mr. Kris Piepenburg for helping me to realize the 
true essence of writing. 

Richa.rd St.anish 

In its most basic sense, writing presents the trace 
remains of documenting human life. On a deepedevel, 
writing is an extension pf an intrinsic within oure
human selves which embodies an exptessive moment of 
our existence. It does not m:mer whether we obtain the 
proficiency level. an . intellectual g"nius who masterse
grammatical•excellence while expressing perceptive abili
ty during in-d�pth analysis, or whethere\Ve simplye
write the letter ''A" natural fascination: ofa child 
writing his first letter. It is a part of us, and it is our 
method of communicating our thoughts, just as it was 
for our ancient ancestors who left their remnant marks 
on the walls of caves existing in an ancestral past. The 
essence of writing is inherently natural for us all. 

I find that I enjoy writing•mostly whenit becomese
part of a natural process, while other times I find writing 
to .be laborious at best and extremely tenuous, stressful, 
and frustrating at its.deepest level. When I can just let it 
flow, as when I am pouring passion into a personal letter, 
a poem, or a short story, I b.ecome who I am. I am 
enraptured by the sense of .utter control, the wonderful 
feeling of sureness, and a feeling of completeness that 
captures tlte spirit of being human while expressing one
self as such. 

Julie Threlfall 

Writing is so many things: balm, teaching, learning, 
story-telling. Sometimes writing is frustrating; some
times writing is wonderful. Writing can stop time or 
make it interminable. Writing can make me laugh or it 
can make me cry, and it has frequently done both! 
Mostly writing is an immersion of truth, for when we 
write with our innermost selves, we automatically seek 
our own hearts. 
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e�teiJ,_�s_ 
Speaks 

T h e H a - r -p - e - r n t .h o I· o g y 

DawntUza 

Writing is all about words. Sometimes you are able to use and arrange them yourself, sometimes 
someone else can do it better. All semester, this poem has echoed within me. It is by Pablo Neruda, a 
Chilean poet, and translated by Alastair Reid. 

The Word 

The word 
was born in the blood, 
grew-in:the darkbody, beating, 
and tookJJightthrough the lips and the mouth: 

Farther _away and nearer 
still; still kcame 
from dead feathers and .from wandering races, 
from lands which.had turned to stone, 
lands wea·ry of their poor tribes, 
for-when grief rook to-the roads 
the people set out and -arrived 
and married new land and water 
to grow their words again. 
And so this iS'the·inhCdtance; 
this is rhe wavelength ·which connects uS 
with dead Jnen and the dawning 
of new beginnings not yet come to Hght. 

Sti!Lrhe atmosphere quivers 
with the firs� word uttered 
dressed up_ 
in terror and sighing. 
It emerged 
from the darkness 
and until now there is no thunder 
that ever rumbles with the iron voice 
of that word, 
d1e first 
word uttered-
perhaps it was only a ripple, a single drop, 
and yet its great cataract fa1ls and fa1ls. 

Later on, the word filled with meaning. 
Always with child, it filled up with lives. 
Everything was birrhs and sounds
affirmation, clarity, strength, 

negation, destruction, ·death-. 
rhc verb wok over all the power 
and blended existence with essence 
in the electricity of its grafe. 

Human word, syllable, flank 
of extending light and solid silverWork, 
heredity goblet which receives 
the comm!lnications of the blopd.....,.. 
here is where silen 

-ce cariie together wirh 
the wholerieSs of the hunian wOfd, 
and, for human beings, not to speak is to die-:
langlJ<tge ev,en_ to the hair, 
the mouclt without the lips 'moving, 
all of a sudden, the eyes are words. 

I take the Word and pass it 'through my: senses 
as though it were no more than a' human shape; 
its_arrangements awe me and I find my way 
through each resonance of the spoken word-
1 utter and I 'am and, speechless, I approach 
across-the edge of Words silence itself. 

I drink to rhe word, raising 
a word or a shining Cup; 
in it I drink 
the pure wine oflanguage 
or inexhaustible water, 
maternal source of words, 
and cup and water and wine 
give rise ro my song 
because the verb is the source 
and vivid life-it is blood, 
blood which expresses its substance 
and so ordains its own unwinding. 
Words give glass quality to glass, blood to blood, 
and life to irself. 
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Afterword: Scien_ce and-Writing or Writing:and Science 

by Barbara Wei! 
· · . .  .· · . .. 

Note on - the Author 
- · - · - · � · - · - ·-- · "":"' · - · -� · - -·-

Barbara Wcil is an Assistant ProfeSsOr 'in 

Harper's ChenliStry 'l)epaftJli�fl-f.- H�i·p�r 
has benefited from Professor-WeWs-dcvot� 

ed service for-dghtycars. . 
· · . . .  

The editor of this publication has gone "outside the box" 
this year by inviting a chemist totwrire.the closing article. 
I am honored and challenged by the invitation. People in 
the sciences are stereotyped as poor writers. On the other 
hand, there is the misconception that those in the liter
ary field know little about science. In the following doc
ument I have attempted to provide some evidence that 
these precepts are inaccurate, along with some personal 
thoughts. Join me on a science and writing or, if you pre
fer, writing and science exploration. 

*** 

The order of the words, Science and Writing or 
Writing and Science, is used to distinguish between two 
styles. Science and writing refers to writing done by sci
entists ro communicate specific detailed technical infor
mation. Writing and science corresponds to literary work 
that incorporates scientific information or concepts. This 
paper will attempt to present the view that writing is to a 
scientist what science is to a writer. These disciplines are 
intertwined and knowledge of both is essential to life
learners. 

Effective communication of  ideas, information, emo
tions, or broad sweeping concepts through writing is a 
developed skill, not a science. There are definite guide
lines associated with all types of writillg and these are 
learnedthrough practice. Ernest Hemingway wrote, "We 
are apprentices of a. craft where 11o one b�comes a mas
ter." This statement relates to both literary and scientific 
writing. Virginia Tech Department o f  Mechanical 
Engineering hosts a websi te-HYPERLINK 
http://www.me. vr.edu/writing-which presents specific 
guidelines for scientific writing. The lntroducrioll stares, 

Scientific writing is not a science; rather, it is a_crafr. The 
game ofgolfp.royides a,good-analogy to the Way-you 
should view your writing. Think of your technical prob� 
lcms as your drives and iron shots, In-your drives'ancHron 
shots, you want loft, accuracy, and distance. Now,-thiiik of 
your writing-problemnhe,samc:as you would a pU.ti:. 
Notice that the dubs, -swings, -and mental a'pproach Dfdri� 
ving differ dramatically from-rhose-ofputting; The -same is 
true for the differences between technical -p-roblems 'oind'the 
process of documenting those problems. 

Writing for any purpose has cerra.i.n consrrai11ts such as 
style, format, and audience. Once . the subject matter 
being communicated is understood, these constraints 
need to be considered. Two major points of focus are the 
audience being addressed and why the audience is read
ing the document. The famous Chicago architect, Louis 
Henri Sullivan, coined the phrase, "form follows func
tion." This holds equally true for writing, for the pur
pose of the manuscript is what dictates the form used. 
Function, form, and audience are common factors of all 
types of writing and certainly relate to the collection of 
papers in this anthology. Students demonstrated effective 
writing skills, showed an understanding of the subject 
matter, and selected a form based on the function of the 
assignment in an outstanding manner. Congratulations 
to all of them for a job well done. 

Having established a foundation for writing, let us 
now look at some types of scientific writing. Formal 
reports are used when addressing professionals specializ
ing in the subject matter. Many professional journals 
such as Journal of the American Medical Association 
(JAMA), Journal of Biological Systems (JBS), Journal of 
Environmental Assessment Policy and Management 
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(JEAPM), International Journal of Artificial Intelligence 
Toob (IJAIT),. and Mathematical Models and Methods 
i.u Applied Science (M3AS) relate specific information to 
specialists in the field. Scientists also write patents, tech
nical memos, abstracts; ·lahoratory notebooks, rulingst·by 
the EPA; and grant proposals, just to mention a few. The 
depth of the information and language used is directly 
related to the function of the document and . the audi
ence .. According to . Mark Twain,  "The difference 
between the right word and the almost right word is the 
difference between lightning and lightning-bug." 
Consider the following example of scientific writing: 
First, bring one liter of water to a state where it has 
undergone partially a phase transition in which the vapor 
pressure of the steam that is formed is equaL to the pres
sure of the atmosphere; Then add 1.0 g ofthe mixture of 
chemicals known as camillea thea; The important ingre
dient.in this mixture is 3;7-dihydro-1 ,3,7 ttimethyl-1H
purine-2, 6-dione. Allow the mixture .to stir for 5 
minutes. Finally, filter the· undissolved solids and collect 
the liquid. 

The ability to understand what is being described in 
this procedure is related to how science literate the.reader 
is. The language is scientific and explicit, as is mosnech
nical writing. This procedure could be made easier to 
understand for a larger audience if it were stated that tea 
is being brewed. 

One of the masters of writing was Albert Einstein, 
1879-1955. Charles Percy Snow, in his book Vttriety of 
Men, wrote, 

Einstein, twcnry�six years old, only three years away from 
crude priVation, srill a patent examiner, published in the 
Annalen der Physik in 1905 five papers on entirely differ� 
ent subjects. Three of them were among the greatest in the 
history of physics. One, very simple, gave the quantum 
explanation of the phoroclectric effect-it was this work 
for which, sixteen years later, he was awarded the Nobel 
Prize. Another dealt with the phenomenon of Brownian 
motion, the apparently erratic movement of tiny particles 
suspended in a liquid: Einstein showed that these move
ments satisfied a clear statistical law. This was like a conjur
ing trick, easy when explained: before h, decem scientists 
could still doubt the concrete existence of atoms and mole
cules: this paper was as ncar direct proof of their concrete
ness as a theoretician could give. The third paper was the 

special theory of rehltivir:y, -which quietly' a01algatllated 
space; time and-matter into on·e f�ndaffi�ntal Uriitf.-Th.is 

_last paper contains no references and quotes no_ all�h��Ity. 
_All ·of them -are writt�n in a ·style unHke any other theoreti

cal-physicist's. They-contain very little mathematics. There 
is a good deal ofverbal cam·mentary. The conch.isio'ns; the 
bizarre conclusions; emerge rhoUgli'Wiih thC'--greatest Of 
ease: the reasoning is unbreakable. It lookS as though he 
had reached the conclusions by pure thought, unaided, 
with our listening to �e opinions of othc:rs. To a surpris, 
ingly large extent, that is precisely what he had done. It is 

_pretty safe to say that, so-long as physics lasts, no one will 
again hack'outthree major breakthroughs in one year. 

Einstein's 'Writings were not all formal. Einstein 
Paper Project by Boston U11iversity is attempting to 
assemb.le a 25-volume sedesof.Einstein's �orrespon
dence, published, and unpublished wdtings. 
Princeton University. Press has recently published The 
Quotable h"'instein, a book of over 600 quotes;. examples 
include: 

*Put your hand o.n a-ho� stope for a minute, and it seem' like 
an hot_tr. 

*Sit 'with dpretty girl for an hOur, and lt seerns like a mihitte. 
THAT's relativity. 

*Peace tantwt be /;eft by force. It can _only be achieved by 
understanding. 

*.ttiucation is what remains after one has forgotten eve'Jthing 
he learned in schooL 

*IfA is a success in)ifo, tben A equa/J x plus y plus z. Work is 
x,· y is play; and z is kerping your mouth sbut. 

One of Einstein's most influential writings was the let
ter he wrote to President Franklin D .  Roo.sevelt on 
August 2, 1 939. 

Sir: 
Some recent work by E. Fermi and L. Szilard1 which 

has been communicated to me in manuscript, leads me to 
expect that the clement uranium may be turned into a new 
and important source Of energy in the immediate future. 
Cerrain aspects of the situation which has arisen seem ro 
call for watd1fulness and, if necessary, quick action on the 
part of the Administration. I believe therefore that it is 
my duty to bring ro your attention the following facts and 
recommendations: 
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ln th� __cq�rse o_frhe_l;lst four mo.nrhs h has been made 
probable thl.l.J kt:n_ayJtecome possible to s_et _-up. a _nuclear 
cP,ain �eaction1 by:.whjch vast runounts pfpower and large 
quantities·of n(!w radit�mMHke eleme.nts WOldd_be generat
ed. This n_ew p�enoJtJ.cmon would also lead to the construe_ _ -
don of9qm,!)s� aJJ.d it'-S c:onceiv_able �.though much less 
ccnaiJ1 -:,that e:!{tremely powerful_ l>ombs_ofa new type may 
be con_scrucred. 

The completeletter can be found in its orginal form by 
searching the ll}ternet.for Einstein's Letter to . FDR. In 
this letter, Einstein went away from the highly technical 
style of his professional manuscripts and used "everyday" 
language to communicate critically important technical 
information to the President. Clearly he understood his 
audience. This letter set the stage for the Manhattan 
Project, the massive national program that led to the 
development ofthe atomic bomb. 

Many noted. scientists have distinguished themselves 
in their writings targeted to rhe general public. Richard 
Dawkins wrote in his book, The Selfish Gene, "I have 
long felt that biology ought to seem as exciting as a mys
tery story, for a mystery story is.e,:actly what biology is." 
Linus Pauling, 1 90 1 - 1 994, is probably best known as an 
advocate of Vitamin C as a preventive of the common 
cold. He won the Nobel Prize for chemisr.ry in 1 954 and 
for peace in 1 962; his interest and knowledge ranged 
from medicine to nuclear physics and were reflected in 
his books such as: A Lifelong Quest for Peace, General 
Chemistry, How to Live a Longer Life, and Introduction to 
Quantum Mechanics. Corey Powell, writer for Scientific 
American, wrote that Carl Sagan was one of the most cre
ative researchers and articulate spokesmen of the science 
world. He also recognized Sagan's researchers and articu
late spokesmen of the science world. He also recognized 
Sagan's ability to reach a vast audience in his statement, 
"But perhaps Sagan's greatest skill was his ability to com
municate with individuals here on Earth. Through a 
series of books, magazine articles an.d television shows, 
he reached beyond the scientific community to convey 
the excitement of his research to the lay public." Carl 
Sagan won the Pulitzer Prize in 1978 for The Dragons of 
Edm. Another Sagan book, Cosmos, was on the New 
York best seller list for 70 weeks, 1 5  of which it was #I .  

In 1994, Carl Sagan received the 
"/home.html" Committeefor rhe Scientific· Investigation 
of Claims. of the Paranormal (CSICOP) Award and stat
ed the following in his keynote address: "Science is still 
one of my chief joys . . popularization of.sdence that 
Isaac Asimov did so well�the co.mmunication nl)t just 
ofthe findings but of the methods of science-seems to 
me as natural as breathing. After all, when you're in love, 
you want to tell the world. The idea that scientists 
shouldn't talk about their science to the public seems to 
me bizatre." 

Scientists are not the only communicators of scientific 
information. Journalists find themselves in the position 
of having to report scientific news to the public. Doctors 
and. pharmacists discuss . medication and medical proce
dures with patie(lts. Literary writers incorporate scientific 
concepts into their novels. Jonathan Harr's novel Civil 
Action integrates law a.nd science in a true story about an 
environmental contamination lawsuit. In 1888, Thomas 
Herringshaw, in the.book Prominent Men and W/omen of 
the Day, states, "The best known works of]ules Verne are 
unique in the combination of scientific information.with 
incidents, .many ofthem ofan astounding character, 
constituting a well-constructed story. The deft and origi
nal quality in Verne's ·works has given them an amazing 
popularity." Jules Verne, 1828-1905, was a futurist, and 
his best known novels journey to the Center of the Earth, 
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea, and Around the World ini
80 Days are still being enjoyed today. Michael Crichton, 
creator of the series "ER," was born in Chicago and 
graduated from Harvard Medical School in 1969. The 

· same year, his best sellertThe Andromeda Strain was pub
lished. In all eleven of his novels, he integrates specialist 
subjects such as primatology, neurobiology, biophysics, 
genetics, international economics, and history. Crichton's 
diverse areas of interest are demonstrated in his book 
tides: Electronic Life, jurassic Park, Five Patimts, and 
Timeline, to mention a few. 

In today's world, science literacy is an essential compo
nent of an educated society. The news is full of science 
that is reported to the public daily-DNA testing; gene 
therapy; gasoline additives to decrease air pollution, 
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resulting in an increase in gas prices; insecricides; irradia
. don of foods; .ozone; global warming; nutrition; the list 
is endless. Knowledge of science is fundamental for both 
the writers of this information and the audience that 
reads it. 

The ordering of the words "science and writing" or 
j(writing and science)) is not the real- issue. The point is 
that scientists need to develop the craft of writing not 
only to communicate specific knowledge to fellow scien
tists but also to communicate with politicians, 'doctors, 
lawyers, and the general public. Writers need knowledge 
of science to add interest, breadth, and depth to their lit
erary works. Whichever direction one comes from, the 
key objective is effective communication. T.S. Eliot stated 
of his poems, "! now have the equivalent in Words for 
much of what I have felt." Georgia O'Keeffe described 
her painting as the "equivalents" of her ideas. Einsrein 
wrote that afi:er he had solved his problems visually, "con
ventional words and symbols had to be sought for labori
ously." Be it writer, artist, or scientist, there is a need to 
develop a method to express thoughts and ideas in a way 
that touches others. Eliot, O'Keeffe, and Einstein took 
these skills to a high level and were able to reach a broad 
audience. It is the same for all of us who wish to commu
nicate in a written, spoken, or artistic manner. 
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an·thol·o·gy (an thol' e je); n. 
pl. -gies. 1 .  a book or other 

collection o( selected writings, 
often in the same literary Form, 
of the same period, or on the 

same subject. 

. 

2. any collection of selected 
Works, as songs, paintings, etc. 
[ 1 630-40]; < L anthologia <GrK: 

collection of poems, lit., 
gathering of flowers: 

See ANTI-tO-, - LOGrY] 

an·tho·log· i·cal (an' the loJ i 
kel), ac:y. 




